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SUMMARY

I his solume contains the 30 presentations antd related di.scussions pre..ented at the
( ;ARI Aerospace Medical Panel Specialists' Meeting on "'Modlls and Analogues for the

-alhLat ion of lumuan Biodynainic Response. Performance and Protection". held in Paris.
France. 6i 10 November 1978. the papers cover whole body kinematic models for the
prediction of body motion, as well as spinal models, head-neck models and heat injury
models for the prediction of internal stress and strain and injury probability under escape.
crash and windblast conditions. Cardiovascular models are included to describe a-,,l
explain human response to sustained acceleration anti air combat maneuvers. Biodynamic
models interpreting physiological and performance response as well as humnan operator
control capability in vibration and roll mootion environments are also presented. Operational
injury analyses as well as laboratory human and animal response data are discussed as a basis
for further model development and valiuation. Applications of the models include the
prediction of body motions, physiological response and injury probability tinder biodynamic
stress and the assistance in protective system, crashworthiness and cockpit design.

A technical evaluatioi, by the editor summari7ing the main findings, conclusions and
recommendations completes the Froceedings.
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"Ihli de•,ign of) .,apc t:r.sh protection systems ha.s for 1.any years r.lh.d on humnan.
animal and dLmummy testing to evaluate escape systems. support and restraint sy-,tis. protec-
tie, helmet% and cockpit desig'n. I tie recent growth ot civilian interest in automotive crash
safety h;.s furthmer intensified the need for optimi/ed test procedures and qu.antitative injury
prtdiction. lhe large investment, re,.quired l:or this type 4f r.search and [lie rapid deveIop-
mcint of' computer technology has led to tOw. use of inalmeniatical models to an increasing
degree to explam test results. guihde e.periments. predict human response, reduce the need
lor hlazar',ots hunman testing and interpret animal test results. Related biodynamic models
describe hiomechanic, physiological and performanlc. response to sustained acceleration, air
com•at maneuvers, and multi-degree-of-freedom vibratory motion and buffeting inputs: l)ue
to rapid progress in these fields. capabilities and limitations of the various analogues and
models are not widely known and ;'r.quently are not appreciated.

As a consequence, the Aerospace Medical Panel decided to have at its 35th Meeting,
6 10 November 19'8 in P".ris. a specialists' meeting devoted to a comprehensive review of
advances in model development, validation by response data and practical model applications.
The results of the meeting provide authoritative guidance to the aerospace medical, human
factors engineering and protection system design community on the proper use of animal,
dummy and mathematical model data: they also suggest new avenues for future research and
practical applications.

The discussions included with the papers have been edited by the Session Chairman
based primarily on tape recordings and notes: they were not reviewed in final form by the
discussants or the authors. The conclusions and recommendations in the editor's technical
evaluation report summarize the various subjects brought up and discussed in the lively panel
discussion concluding the symposium. An effort was made to include all points raised even
if they might be considered of different degrees of importance.

Dr Ing. H.E. von Gierke
Editor
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

by

Henning E. von Oierke
Director, Biodynamics and Bloengineering Division

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

USA

SUMMARY OF THE COMMUNICATIONS

In response to the Aerospace Medical Panel's invitation for submission of papers
on the general subject of blodynamic models as outlined in the theme, a large number of
papers was submitted by academic, industry, government and military research organiza-
tions from four NATO countries. In spite of the fact that the time for this Session A
was extended to last for two full days, or two thirds of the time of the 35th Aerospace
Medical Panel Meeting, 6-10 November 1978 in Paris, not all papers submitted could be
accepted. The final selection included 30 papers which promised to cover the whole
broad spectrum of blodynamic models and their applications, and which were allotted
different times for presentation and discussion depending upon their. importance and
relevancy to the theme. Several authors were asked to start with a short review of the
field in addition to the presentation of new research results in order to assist in pro-
viding a complete review of the state of the art for all participants.

The session started with a review of the models designed to predict the site,
severity and probability of injury under aircraft emergency escape and crash conditions.
The articulated total boGy model, a kinematl.c model widely used, predicts gross motions
of body segments and the forces applied to body surfaces (Al). The validity of the
model predictions depends upon the anthropometric input data (A2) and the agreement of
the injury predictions wlth operational accident data (A3). It was proposed that the
limited accident and !,ho.,atory data available for model validation could be made more
useful and easier to interpret through the adoption of standardized reference parameters
for shock inputs and tolez.ance (All). Tissue stress, strain and displacement relation-
ships leadieg to Internal injuries are analyzed by sophisticated spine, head and torso
models, which model details of spinal architecture including static muscle action and
tissue loads (A9, A8). The most vulnerable structure for many military emergency sit-
uations, the head-neck system, was discussed on the basis of a special model for this
subsystem, (A7), for which probably the most extensive and precise biodynamic response
data exist (A5) and for which well controlled primate experiments try to clarify the
injury mechanism and identify the critical deformations (A18). The question of spinal
injury model validation was addressed by reviewing available and reporting new data on
human and animal vertebral body etrtngth (All, A13). The state of the art of the analy-
sic or aircraft accident injury mechanisms and severity wae also reviewed to indlete
what type or data injury models must be able to predict and with what data they must be
validated (A12).

vba~veaiI1011 dealt With th@ Ver~Oh!1 Of the ariveur ytmtipc (H),)
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head ihjUeY1 as Piiodidted by a head ihjutly model (A1?) ahd as operationally
observed and correlated to the forces required for helmet damage (A19) was discussed
and compAred with currently used head injury oriltria and severlty indice@, Subinjury
changes in brain electrical activity observed in human impact testS were reported as
further potential tolerance criteria to be used for model output responses (A20).

The various models discussed were applied in several papers to specific practical
problems: Oz impact injury prediction (A26), canopy birdstrike problem analysis (A10),
crew station design analysis (A21) and crashworthy helicopter design (A22). Differences
between human and present day hardware dummy responses were demonstrated by escape sys-
tem experiments and helicopter crash tests (A23, A24).

The final set of papers dealt with biodynamic models used to explain and predict
human tolerance to vibration and repeated shock (A25) and with biodynamic and control
theory models applied to modeling operator performance under linear and rotational
vibration environments (A29, A30). New experimental data on human response were included
in several papers as basis for the modeling efforts. Some papers concentrated on exper-
imental data only as data input and for validation of present or future biodynamic
models (A27, A28)./

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Thr- papers lead to the following conclusions and recommendations which were rein-
forced 1y comments during the meeting and during the concluding panel discussion:

- A large variety of mathematical biodynamic models of impressive complexity and capa-
bility have been developed. They ecah serve a useful purpose and have their practical
application. The biodynamic models cover a whole spectrum of available technology.

Vill



They are an inseparable part or tool of all aspects of present-day biodynamic research.

- The use and application of these models differ with the problem at hand. In basic
research they are frequently semiquantitative In nature and are primarily used to inter-
pret and explain experimental findings and enable the experimenter to ask more intelli-
gent questions. In exploratory research they become more quantitative and detailed;
they allow extrapolations into unexplored areas; they help to reduce hazardous human
experiments, reduce the need for animal data and allow interpretations with respect to
human response; they save money and time. In the n:ardware development stage models
should be sufficiently specific and quantitative to guide the systems designer and de-
scribe the system "man" in a language familiar to the engineer.

- It is unrealistic and counterproductive to hope for one "final" model to answer all
practical questions. A whole hierarchy of models is needed and partly available to
answer different problems and these will be modified and updated with time as research
progresses. The danger of freezing too early on specific, quantitative models for hard-
ware design is clearly recognized, since they cannot be updated as freely and easily.
In spite of this the requirement and responsibility exists to provide to the design
community the best guidance available at a particular point in time.

- Of the model applications presented the Articulated Total Body Model and the Head-
Spine Injury Model appear to be closest to a possible transition to wider practical use
for probability of injury prediction and protection system design for aircraft escape
systems and crashworthiness. The tnidirectional spinal injury prediction by means of
the Dynamic Response Index (DRI), which served the design community in several countries
well for the past 8 to 10 years, might be replaced by a general injury and specific
spinal injury prediction capability for multidirectional impact.

- Prior to the recommendation of something like the Articulated Total Body Model and
the Head-Spine Injury Model for general adoption by the Armed Services and for release
to the design community, it is considered absolutely essential that a major validation
effort be conducted with the best data available and that necessary response data which
are not yet available be acquired. The final model response data must satisfy the fol-
lowing conditions:

a. Biodynamic response of the models must be in general agreement with (1) sub-
injury voluntary human impact tests for the various directions and (2) whole body
impedance data and transmissibility measurements on human subjects on vibration tables
for the frequency range of interest.

b. Distribution and severity of injury prediction must be in agreement with (1)
all relevant and properly analyzed aircraft and automobile accident and escape injury
data available, (2) all properly conducted and interpreted cadaver injury tests on sleds
and drop towers designed to fill gaps in operational injury experience and (3) all sub-
system and tissue component tests on elements (such as vertebral body elastic properties
and strength data) introduced as elements of the specific model.

c. For exposure conditions, which for any reason cannot be validated by a. or b.
above, injury predictions for properly adapted animal versions of the specific model
must be in agreement with observed data with respect to injury mechanism, location and
severity.

Proper validation of models should consider all quality data available in all three
areas (a, b and c) outlined. Unfortunately, too often models are compared to limited
or selected data only.

- Collection of data for model validation and the actual validation itself might deserve
in the near future higher priority than the development of more sophisticated models.
This is a formidable, labor intensive, task not to be underestimated. The collection of
all relevant data in well-organized, easily accessible computerized biodynamic data
banks, coordinated at national or international levels, is seen by many as the most valid
and effective step toward the validation of present and future models.

- Several suggestions were made for more effective model validation. Among those were
comments on more detailed, scientific evaluation of crash situations attempting to obtain
quantitatively better supported force inputs to the human system by cockpit and seat
deformation evaluation. Further standardization of accident pathology classification
and accident/injury data collection were other items of concern. Other participants
proposed "standard crash situations" or "standard escape maneuvers" to be used for all
model validations to increase intra-model-comparability and computational efficiency.
In many cases model validation requires additional tests or instrumentation channels in
laboratory and field tests. Frequently for little additional cost valuable information
for general application can be obtained from field tests and experiments which would be
too costly for model validation per se. All biodynamic test data collection should be
made as much as possible with model validation in mind or even guided by parallel model
prediction.

- Although the need for more advanced, biodynamically realistic, anthropomorphic dum-
mies for crash testing was stressed by several authors and discussants, no pay-off
analysis as to the complexity, accuracy and costs desired for such a dummy was pre-
sented. Theoretical prediction capability appears to be closer at hand than hardware

ix



realization of the model description of the human response.

- It is obvious that a whole family of models are needed depending upon the purpose
and complexity of application. Simplification of some of the complex models discussed
(e.g., the head-spine model) might be possible and would certainly be desirable for some
of the applications (e.g., spinal injury prediction without detailed indication of injury
location or mechanism). Enough data might be available soon for validation of such
sImplified models. More complicated models (e.g., to predict vision under vibration or
to quantitate motion perception and control capability under biodynamic stress or under
simulator conditions) might require considerably more blodynamic, physiological and per-
formance data. If simplified models for specific applications are derived, their rela-
tionship to the more general models and their limits of validity and applicability should
be well defined.
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SUI~fARY

The qer•rral predictivo and structural properties of hLnan-lody oross notion sirulatton rodels and their
applicability to flloht-associated problems is discussed. ;A specific application of such a model is
derionstrated by the simulation of human response to whele-t1odv-r, irpact and the comoarison of the
resu's with experirentally ot'served humian responses to the sare lvnanic exposures. The simulatinns
were ',erforwed using the Articulated Totil Pody (ATPF) computer model based on ri•id tbodv mechanics and
possessing a number of internal aod externA'l force and constraint options to reflect resistive forces
within human joints and to allow the interaction of external cnnfinuratlonal elements. Predicted data
of limb motions, their accelerations and force- generated in the harness restraint system are compared
with those obtained experir'entally from acceleration transducers on the head and chest of human test
subnects; tension reasurinq load cells for the harness svstepm corpnnents and variously located sled on-
board and stationary hinh-speed movie cameras. Discussion encompasses the model structure and its
dynamic modelinq capability; the oeoeral data input renuirements; toe snecif-c set of data used for
the-s; . impact simulations; and some of the shnrtconinns and renuired improvements Indicated by the
present simulation.

I'NTRODUCTInN

The use of biodynamic coqrulter-based models for the prediction of human 'Oody response and injury result-
ing from impacts and abrupt accelerations typically encot:itered in various phase! of flinht operations
is an accepted and necessary complerentary research approach to direct experimentation with humans and
animals. Considerahle insinht can he gained by a pronerlv prepared and executed simulation of body
dynamics concernino the resulting body motion, stresses developed within the body and interactions of
the body seinents v ýý ex•ernal structures.

These models can general], he separate4 intc two categories: internal body structure and external
gross motion body models. The first type deals with the detailed structure of various body subsystems;
e.o. the head, thorax, spine, otc. and, provided with a specified input to the particular subsystem, will
predict strt-sses, strains and localized deformations. The latter model cateoory deals with overall body
response and nenerally provides as outp:it motion data of body segments and interactive forces between
body seaments and external structural elements. The present study describes the application of a model
in this category.

The development of complex and detailed L4odvnamic models has been particularly rapid and successful
during the last decade. This nrowth can 'iostly be attributed to the ,eveloprents in computer technology
including the development of sophisticated :rcessor;, software. This relatively new and powerful analysis
capability has opened the door to the solution of analytical equations descrihino the complex and detailed
mechanical structure of the human bov. It has allowed the analysis of mechanisms and processes that
in many cases had previously been known and postulated but cotld not he satisfactorily explored using
classical mechanics methods because closed-fo-m solutions did not exist and numerical solutions were
too tedious.

This is particularly true of the oross motion simulation models of the bodv which are based on rigid body
dynartics. The basic formulating eouations for such rodels were already available in the 19th century
and a number of treatises on this topic are discusseo by floldstein (1). While voluminous data have
been nenerated on the theoretical aspects of such analyses, only solutions for relatively simple cases,
dealing mainly with a single body under various constrAint conditions and applied forces have been suc-
cessfully obtained. Current models applied in hindynamics have used the same formalism, usually either
the Fuler or Lagrange technique, to formulate enuations descrihino chains of coupled rigid bodies, and
with current computer-based analysis techninues solutions to ;uch systems have become possible.

Models depicting the articulated, three-dimensional human body structure have been developed by a number
of invertioators. Among these are models described b Younn (2); Rnhbins, Bennett and Bowman (3);
Furusho and Yokoya (4); Huston, Hessel dnd Passerello (5,6); and Fleck, Butler and Vogel (71,8). The
final system equations for all these models are quite similar in structure. Their main difference lies
in the number of senments used to describe the body structure and the ease and flexibility of specifyinn
input for a qiven dynamic event. A comparison of these factors as well as a uthier of other model features
has been carried out by King (9).

The application of the gross motion simulation type of model is ef particular interest to aviationnmedi-
cine in the analysis of human body dynamic response durinn various phases of emergeny escape from high-
performance aircraft and restraint durian aircraft crashes. Thi modflinn technique has applicability
to the analysis of body prepositioning either by active harness system forces or rapid chamoes in seat
geometry prior to ejection, limb cleartrices durino seat motion up the rails and limb flailing durina
windforce exposures. Thi. type of model can also provide a method for analysis of the effectiveness of
various harness systems for res~rainino the crewman durino crashes and the effects of parachute opening
shock transmitted throveh the harness systcm.

In general, this type of model can serve as a valuable design and evaluation tool in the development of
new systems, and can contribute significantly to the prevention and reduct 4 on of presently occurring
inluries.



!*19rL DESCRIPTIONI

'the model used in this study is based ont rinid-l1odf dvnarl: usino Fuler enuations of motion with
Lacranile-~ync The midel was orininallv developed vj Calsran Corporation for the study
of human-hody and anthropometric durrmy dynamics durinn automobile crashes for the United States
Diepartment of Transportation (901) (7,8). The form'ulattinn, however, was of sufficient ienerality to
allow application of this model to problems invnlvino whole-body articulated motion resultinn from
various typei of impacts or other abrupt accelerations applied to the body. '"odifications to the

bas,- -* were made to act-onmmdate ipecific Air Force applications (10). Snmono these were the
inc'jsion of -special inirt torce alntorithm, a capability '10 apply aerodynamic forces to body
seqrtmrts as exrerienced ditritiq ejection from aircraft and lm~prove~mcnts io the harness aloorlthm
alltowi , siruldtion of comple~x restrairit systems.

The s,ýecific model confilqura-1' r applied In this stL,:y used 15 bodv senments. These consisted of the
head. neck, upper torso, ~etrtorso, lower torso, unner arms, lower arms, upper lens, lower lens and
feet. The lower ar's wert- c.-ibinations of the forearms and hands. A schematic showinn these seqments
and the numberino scheme u'el both for the seonepnts and the lnterconnectinq icoints is shown in Fin. 1.
The number of the senments used in simulatinn body response botth in this and other studies has been
dictated by the requireme;its of the particular event heino simulated and the availability of individual
seqnent data. For the pr,!sent study, 15 settients were chosen, since it was felt that these would
adequately represent the virious differentiat motions of concern in a nross -n body impact.

Since the body can he viewed as a chain link system havinn no clo~sed loops, the choice of 15 seoments
resulted in 14 ioints and a total of 48 denrees of freedom.

44
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JOINT J CONNECTS SEGMENT N(J) WITH SEGMENT .J+ I

Jz 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
N(J) * 2 3 41 6?7 1 9 10 312 314

Figure 1. P~odel segment and joint number scheme.



A 1 .

By considerino the structure and dynarics of one serwent and its relationship to an adiacent seem, 't,
the total structure of the whole rindel can he envisinned as a chain defined by an indiv(:ual link with
a defined method for attachino adjacent links.

In rin. 2 is shown the sement structure and linlino scher'e emploved in the model. The center of mass
of seumcnt N Is at R.I which is defined with resnect to an external inertial system. Principal axes of
senment M1 are defined with respect to the inertial axes and are used thereafter for referencing all
segnent qeormetric properties. A qeometric center of the seoment is defined and three elliptsidal
radii are specified to define a contact ellinsoidal surface for the seeent. Joint locations within
the senment are specifi'd, and a coordinate syster with a snecified orientation assinned to each taint
within the senment. The adiacent senment 11+1, with center of mass located at.tl+l. has all the same
Properties specified. The two seqments are then coupled at the loint hv a constraint equation.
Since for each seamlent there is an assioned coordinate syster at the joint center, the relative
orientation of these two coordinate systems with a conrmon center can he used to apply torques as a
function of annular orientation to the two senments. This in effect allows incorporation of internal
joint resistive torque properties into the model. The aliqnment for joint axes showt. in FiG. 2 is one
of the options available with this method and here allows apnlication of torsional and flexion torques
as a function of azimuthal and elevation anole variations.

RN

-y

Figure 2. Basic body seoment property and couplino description.

External forces to the segments are applied tn the contact or envelope ellipsoids which are rioidly
attached to the center of mass of each respective segment. These forces carn be generated by interac-
tions between segment surfaces and external planes, harness systems, wind forces and other seoments.
The interactive forces between segments and other senments or planes is applied at the ,soint of contact
and Is a function of the distance of incursion of the segment into another seoment or into a plane. The
force-deflection characteristic of this interaction must he provided as Input for the model. Hlarness
systems also apply forces to the body with allowable components normal to the segment surfaces and tan-
gentially alone the harness tension vcctors. 1Aind forces may also he applied to the body. These must
be specified for each segment with a magnitude and direction as a function of time. The effective pro-
.lected area normal to the windstream for each seament is calculated and then applied to the respective
segment.

The solution of the model.describinq equations was obtained by numerical inteoration on a CDC F6P• com-
puter. The computer program requires about 250,000 octal words of memory and for a typical 20o-msec
real-time simulation uses about 400 seconds of computer computation time.
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DATA FOR SPECIFIC Sl1ILATItlI

To simulate a specific dynanmic event, consideratle body descriptive data must he supplied for mndel input.
These data include principal moments of inertia, mass, contact surface ellipsoid center and radii and
joint locations for each seqment, as well as sement interaction characteristics for seqment-to-segment
or confinurational element contacts. Properties of Joints must also be specified by identifyinq the type
of joint (i.e., pin, ball and socket, etc.) and the torque pronerties across the Joint as a function of
relative adjacent seqment rotational orientation. Additinnally, the external dynamic environment to
which the body is to be exposed must be defined.

The particular events chosen for simulation in this study consisted of three -tx impacts with 6, 8 and
10 q peak acceleration amplitudes resnectivelv. The time histories of the accelerations are shown in
Fin. 3 and were obtained from actual sled tests. All three tests were performed with the same subject,
who weinhed 217 Ibs. and was lust over 73 inches tall. nn the basis of these two parameters, the
subject was classified in the 95th oercentile of the U1.S. Air Force population accordinq to toe data
c•mpiled by Churchill (II). Uising this classification and the hndy property generating program
"11,11O00 (12), a set of body senment weiohts, Principal moments of inertia and joint locations
were obtained. Specific anthropometric measurements obtained from the subject were used to refine the
data using. in part, a procedure developed by Leet (13), which provides seoment moment of inertias and
centers of gravity from a set of anthropometric measurements, and a final data set was assembled. This
data is presented in Table I. The Joint locations within the seoments wftre obtained from program "000"
for a 95th percentile male and were used without modification.

The seoment contact ellipsoid centers, located with respect to the senment centers of aravity, and the
ellipsoid radii were obtained usinn the anthronometric data from the subiect and a complementary graphics
package used with the Articulated Total Body (AT11) Model. The oraphics packane provides a plot of the
body contact ellipsoid structure as viewed frnm a specified direction and distance from the body. A
frontal view of the body oraphics display is shown in Fin. 4. By using photooraohs of the seated sub-
ject prior to impact, and overlayino these with correspondino body nraphics qenerated from equivalent
viewinn positions, the respective segment contact ellipsoid radii and their centers were specified.
The radii chosen for this particular series of simulations are listed in Table 2.
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Figure 3. Six, eight and ten g peak acceleration Flqure 4. Computer graphics representation ofinouts used for -Ax sled impact simulations, body contact surfaces.

The simulation of harness and body interactinn during the impact event required a geometric description
of the harness, its Placement on the body surface, and the specification of a common belt/segment elas-
ticity. The common belt/seqment elasticity is that oftained by assuming that the relative elasticities
of the harness system and the body are coupled in series. A frontal view of the placement of the harness
belts on the torso sepments is shown in Fin. S. These belt seoments follow the contour of body contact
surfaces and po through reference points (denoted vy x's) defined on the surface of each segment.

The geometrv of the harness system in the actual experirents is such that two belts are attached to the
floor of the sled in a position such that when they are fastened tonether with a buckle across the lower
abdomen of the seated subject they form apnroximatelv a 45* projected anale with the floor in the Z-X
Plane. (The coordinate system conventions emplovedi in this study are such that X and I axes lie in a
plane parallel to the midsaoittal plane, with Z positive downward, X positive forward and Y positive
to the right of the subiect.) The lateral nlacieunt of the tie-down points on the floor is sliahtly
outside the hip width. Two other belt senments are attached tn the buckle in front of the abdomen
and extend upward across the shoulders. In the actual experiments, these two straps are tied together
behind the subject and attach to one coanon point on the seat structure posterior to the neck. For
the simulation, these two belt straps were attached separately to the seat back and posterior to the
neck. The use of two tie-down points allowed the independent calculation of forces in each belt
segment and also prevented the generation of laer lateral forces from the belt seovents in the
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shoulder reqion. The initial lenqth of each lap belt serment was 18.17 inches and each shoulder
belt seqrment was 27.35 inches. The cnmmon belt/secrent elastic characteristics were assumed to he
linear with coefficients of 10,500 lbs. In/in and 7,30)0 lbs. In/in fnr the lap senment and shoulder
segment respectively. These values were calculated from the experimentally observed belt loadinq
curve widths and load times for the 1O-q impact.

TABLE l.a.

BODY SEGMENT WEIGHTS AND PRINCIPAL MOMENTS OF INERTIA

Segment Segment Moment of Inertia
Number Segment Weight (lb.-in.-sec 2 )

N Name _b.. X Y Z
I Lower Torso 33.950 1.510 1.460 1.740

2 Center Torso 40.550 2.460 i.740 1.800

3 Upper Torso 26.000 1.190 .720 1.200

4 Neck 6.080 .024 .024 .020

5 Head 12.430 .200 .230 .140

6 R. Upper Leg 24.010 1.800 1.800 .490

7 R. Lower Leg 9.540 .650 .650 .070

8 R. Foot 3.310 .050 .050 .010

9 L. Upper Leg 24.010 1.800 1.800 .490

10 L. Lower Leg 9.540 .650 .650 .070

11 L. Foot 3.310 .050 .050 .010

12 R. Upper Arm 6.790 .170 .170 .032
13 R. Lower Arm 5.340 .310 .310 .017

14 L. Upper Arm 6.790 .170 .170 .032

15 L. Lower Arm 5.340 .310 .310 .017

TABLE l.b.

JOINT LOCATIONS IN SEGMENT COORDINATE SYSTEMS

Joint Location in Joint Location in
Joint Segment Segment (N) Segment (J.l)
Number Number (in.) (in.)

J N X Y Z X V Z

I 1 0.00 0.00 -3.85 0.00 0.00 3.85
2 2 0.00 0.00 -4.23 0.00 0.01 4.23
3 3 0.00 0.00 -2.82 0.00 0.00 2.82

4 4 0.00 0.00 -3.18 0.00 0.00 3.18

5 1 0.00 3.52 .92 0.00 0.00 -8.80

6 6 0,00 0.00 10.09 0.00 0.00 -7.93

7 7 0.00 0.00 9.05 1.68 0.00 -2.19

8 1 0.00 -3.52 .92 0.00 0.00 -8.80
9 9 0.00 0.00 10.09 0.00 0.00 -7.93

10 10 0.00 0.00 9.05 1.05 0.00 -2.19

11 3 0.00 7.28 -1.85 0.00 0.00 -5.44

12 12 0.00 0.00 . 58 0.00 0.00 -7.94

13 3 0.00 -7.28 -1.85 0.00 0.00 -5.44

14 14 0.00 0.00 5.58 0.00 0.00 -7.94
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Figure 5. Body harness geometry used for Ax sled impact simulations.

With the current analysis scheme, the reference points are not atlowed to migrate across the surface
of the segment. This, of course, does not allow for consideration of belt leteral slippaqe effects.
However, for the present set of impact events the loadino on the body hv the belt is mainly normal
to the segment surface and tangential along the belt.

Other than through the harness system the only other localized force transfer to the body during the -x

impact event was through the seat pan, seat back and floor structures. The seat pan and back were of
solid wood construction with polished surfaces to mi nmtze tangential frictional forces. Similarly,
the floor was also rigid and smooth, producino minimal slidinn resistance on the feet.

Of these three interacting surfaces, only the seat pan interacted sionificantly with the body durinn
the peak loading phase of the impact event. For the simulation of this interaction, the force-
deflection characteristic shown in Fig. 6 was applied in a normal direction between the lower torso
and upper lens and the seat pan. This characteristic produces a sprinn hardenino or bottomino-out
type of effect, since a small force will initially produce a relatively large deflection (.4 inches
for 60 lbs.), but a much lareer force Is thereafter rquired to produce an equivalent deflection.

The same characteristic was used for both the foot/floor and the torso/seat hack interactions; however,
as indicated previously, neither of these interactions was of sionificance durinf the peak impact event.

The type of Joints used were ball and socket except for the knees and elbows, where pin Joints were used.
Joint stops in terms of a flexure angle for the ball and socket Jioints and the sinqle rotational anole
for the pin Joints were specified. For the present analysis, these joint stop values did not appear to
be significant, except possibly for the elbow and knee, as the articulated limh motion observed in the
experiments tended to be within the range of free joint motion. The joint stops for the elbow and knee
were set at full extension for these Joints.
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TAILL 2

CONTACT ELLIPSOID SEMIAXES

Segment Contact Ellipsoid Setriaxcs
Number (in.)

N X 7

1 5.05 7.49 P.,P9

2 4.80 6.14 7.49
3 4.91 6.99 4.12

4 2.52 2.52 4.83

5 4.07 3.20 4.83

6 3.43 3.43 12.77

7 2.52 2.52 10.62

8 1 .68 2.14 5.54

9 3.43 3.43 12.77

10 2.52 2.52 10.62
11 1.68 2.14 5.54

12 2.27 2.27 7.71

13 1.98 1.98 10.07

14 2. 27 2.27 7.71

15 1.98 1.98 10.07

2000

1500

S1000

500

0
0 1 2

DEFLECTION IN

Fiqure 6. Force-deflection characteristic for hody-semt pn Interaction.
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RESIULTS

The data obtained from the simulations consisted of ti.np histories of all seament linear and annular
displacements, velocities and accelerations; the tensile belt forces of the harness system; and the
contact forces generated and the points of contact between body senments and seat and floor surfaces.
The experimental data available for purposes of comparison were accelerometer data from triaxial
accelerometer packs mounted on the forehead and the chest; displacement data in the X-Z plane of fidu-
cial marks on the hip, knee, shoulder, ehbow, the head about an inch anterior to the tranus, and the
lateral side of the triaxial accelerometer packane on the forehead; and force data from transducers at
two belt tie-down points on the floor and one in the seat hack posterior to the subiect's neck.

Durino these -Gx impacts the force transmitted to the body was primarily ti,ýouoh the harness system with
a rather small component transmitted throuah the seat pan. This latter input consists of a normal com-
ponent due to a 70 inclination of the seat frm tack to front and a tannential force component due to
the friction between the subject and the seat surface. These forces, with the exception of the seat
frictional forces which were taken as zero, were calculated usinn the model. F!q. 7 shows the forces
obtained for the shoulder and lap belts from the simulation and the forces measured durinn the actual
experiments. These curves show very close apreement, especially in view of the nenerally observed
variability in the forces measured in the harness system durino apparently identical sled impact events.
A cursory review performed on about 60 -Cx impact events indicated that at least a 10% variation may be
expected in the peak harness loads observed under "identical" test conditions. Possibly additional
constraints may be imposed to ensure more identical conditions between runs, but in the present study,
compensition was not made for such factors as level of suhiect apprehension, small shifts in subject
initial limb position and sllnhtly varyino harness positions on the pelvis. Even so, the level of
loading observed in the shoulder belts decreased from about 6110 lbs at 1I a's to 500 lbs at 8 a's
and then to 400 lbs at 6 q's. The same level of decrease was observed in the simulation with peak
values approximately 50 lbs hinher. For the lan belt, an experimental peak load of sliqhtly over
1000 lbs at 10 on's, 900 lbs at 8 a's and 500 lbs at 6 a's was observed. Simulated peak values were
about 50 lbs lower at the 10-9 and 8-p levels and 50 lbs areater at the 6-a level.
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Figure 7. Comparison of simulated aW experimental shoulder andlap-belt forces durtnn -4x impacts.



Other factors of aorete'e'nt which Are of consfiferarle Irp1ortanwf. in assessinn the effect of these belt
force% on the body are- the' time, Of ','Ak l0o1d andi the brepadth of the iciadion curve. These factors can
be related toi the effective corvi'iance (if the harne~bo't'iv inte'raction andt the Impulse transtmitted to
the hodly durino the impamct. IThe latter, in turn, mlay he u~edii s at variable for correlation to prot'a-
bil ity Of injury. B~oth tole peak load times- and the hrf-Althý (If the loadlr'no curve% show very tnooti
aoretm~ient betwteen the measured and Sliiulated resetl ts. The m'axirue' difference In the times of peak
load occurrence Is ibout 10 mse~c and occurs at the hinher (I levels. At the 6-n? load level the times
for peak load arte alMOSt identical. The increAse in the phase Shift With Incresino load levels Play
tbe attributable to the use tit A linear force-deflectin characteristic for ihp rnirness/bodiv Interaction
where, tin fact, the true characteristic is a nonlineAr sprino hArdeninn tvp#- Which At lamner difflections
exhibits a stiffer respionse awl thus an varlier Peak.

The florilia1 forces (if c~otACt betWeell the pielvis And upper lens for the 10-n simulation and the seat pasn
are showit in Fio. S. The points of contact across which this force is transmitted Initially shift
forward In the seat as the Wod loads into the harness system. The total shift Is About '.5 inchrs.

This same' shift is observed lin Finl. 9, which shows the x-ifirectlon displacement of the lower torso
(or pelvis) for the 1II-. fl- andi 6-41 loadh levels for btith the Simulation and the actual impact events.
Phase com'parisons show very nooid anreement as rmxint," disillacements occut at the same time. The
predilcteJ watinltude of displacem'ent is, however, consistently oreater than that observed frie the
experimenmts. The reason for this vcriation It. exist i~kely Attributable to the detformation of the sort
tissue surrounding andi that encased by the pelvic structure. Vlhile the comrputer simulation p.ovides pre-
dictions of the net motion of the center of mials of all these components, the experimentally measured
data corresponds to the moetion of a fiducial attached to lateral external tissue of the pelvis.

kIlthoutNh ccotponent accelerations of the head andt chest werr both calculated usinqo the model and treasured
durinit the irract events. only coeiparisoiis of the resultant chest and head acceleratione were made. since
initial axes alionments between the simulated situation Atil the actual measuremeents could not be estab-
1 ished. Ctrwparlsons were miade for all three load levels, andi it was found that the simulated and
measuredt responses showed qood anireeeent. Thel basic characteristics at All three load levels were
the sa~ie, with no observed phase shifts. As expected, the resultino Accelerations of the chest and
head decrease with decreasei in the applied external acceleration.

In Fin. 10 are showa the simulated andi measuired data for the lfl-q input resultant chest acceleration.
The aoreenient here is quite close, with a measured first peak acceleration of about 17 q's and the' car-
respondinn simulatedt Acceleration peak Is about 16 a's and occurs about five to ten mitifiseconds later
than the measured, Peak. A second acceleraition was observed to start at ab-out 130 MilliseIconds and die
out att about 180 milliseconds. This response was well predicted in the simulationa as the plateau for
tnis peak reached about 10 q's In close anreement with the observed response. The hiaher frequency
content of the measured response versus the simulated response irwy be explained by the interaction of
the chest acceleromteter packane with the restrainino harne%,s shoulder straps as these slid tanqentially
Across the chest durinn the Impact event.

A comparison of the simulated and the measured head resultant acceleration for the l0-4 input case Is
showit in Fin. 11. Sirilar responses. excent for respectively lower amplitudes, were &Is( observed for
the 8- and C-q Inputs. A double peak occurs both for the experimental case and the sinilation. The
phase of both peaks is in very nocid anreement; however, the Amplitude of the first peak in the simulation
Is only about half of that observed In the actual rxr*riment (1n n's versus 20 o's). The second peak
shows much better anreen'ent, as practically the samet amplitude of about 1'0 a's is attained for both.
While no clear answer Is evident for the difference in4 amlplitude for the first peak It should be pointed
out that this model is not particularly suited for a detailed analysis of the complex articulated motion
of tihe cervical spine which clearly contains several toints and! doe% not in its present input parameter
set account, for pretrisinn of neck muscles or the voluntary or involuntary actions of these muscles
during the impact event. Visual observations of head/neck response durinq the actual sled Impact
experiments tend to indicate that an active muscl" Input dolts ocrur and Is a sOnnificant factor In
he~ad/neck resr-onse at the relativeiy IoT' n levels (6 to 10 n's) Applied in these studies.
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Fl wee 8. Predicted normal forces on the seat pan durina 10l-n
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COUICLUS [OtIS

The objective of this report has been t-fold: to prpse.it a rethodnlony which can provide considerable
iisinht into human body dynamics durinn whole body inracls and to demonstrate the application of this
methodolony. The nethodnlonv is, in effect, the use of- a mathematically defined model of the
articulated human body structure with apnropriate parameters for body property description. The
application of this model consisted of prescribinn an initial bodv position and the subsequent
dynamic environment to which the body was exposed.

On the basis of this study, certain conclusions may be drawn about the overall applicability of the
Articulated Total Body (ATI) Mode! to Vipact problems in general and the -G. impact events in particular.
This discussion is most easily pursued by reference to specific aspects of the current simulation study
and then by an extension of these to more neneral applications.

It should be noted that not all variables predicted by the computer model are of practical interest,
since many of them orovide no useful insiqht into local stress concentrations and energy transfer
cannot be directly measured and cannot he correlated to the occurrence of injury. 4o doubt as
measurement techninues become more sophisticatpd, additional body dynamic variables will be
considered. For the present, however, emphasis has been placed no the calculation of variables
most easily comparable to ones measured durino experimentation as well as those most applicable to
injury probability prediction.

Thus the variables chosen for comparison have consisted of forces in the harness system which transfer
most of the impact eneroy to the body, linear resultant accelerations of the head and chest, displace-
ment of the lower torso and the three-dimensional displacements of all body segments. Contact forces
between the subject and the seat pan were also calculated, but measured data werenot available for
comparison.

In all the data comparisons, acreement was very qood with the exception of the head resultant
acceleration. In some cases, even clos-!r anreement could have been achieved by minor readjustments
in some of the parameters. However, "fine tuninqt of the model parameters was generally avoided, and
no parameter changes in the model structure were made in the 10-, 8- and 6-q impact simulations.

The particular events chosen for simulation were well within the safe exposure range, with the most
serious observed injuries being minor abrasions from the harness straps and occasional mild muscle
strains. Also, the combination of load levels applied and harness geometry used resulted in limited
limb motion during the impact. With the exception of the knee, none of the limbs approached their
normal range of motinn levels.

While this choice of simulation events was useful for demonstratinr the predictive validity of the
ATO Model for inertial senment response, it avoided the situations where relative limb rotations
were large and significant internal joint torques were generated. The present model structure does
provide for the application of such joint tornues as a function of relative seqment angular orientation.
However, the Joint data used are only approximate, and for cases of complex joint motion, especially
into regions beyond the normal range of motion, response of the model is questionable. Presently

a study is beino carried out under the sponsorship of our latoratory to provide detailed,
quantitative internal Joint torque versus adiacent segment relative orientation data for the
shoulder, elbow, iip, knee and ankle Joints. This data will considerably improve the ATS Model's
predictive capability for events involving large joint excursions.

The type of events simulated also allowed a potentially lame dynamic response variation due to
voluntary and involuntary muscle actions. This effect was felt to he particularly significant in
the observed head response, an•d was reflected in the significant differences between the simulated
and experimental head acceleration time histories. A more detailed analysis of the head response
using the same model as employed in this study and including some of the effects of the active
musculature has been carried out by Frisch (13,14).

The results of this study indicate that the ATB Itdel is a useful, predictive tool for the analysis of whole
body articulated response to impact. It leaves little doubt that it provides a reliable, dynamic
interpolative method for predicting changes in harness system loading on the body, accelerations of
segments and interactive force levels bet-ten body segments and external system structural components
for different impact loads. It also accurately provides predictions of body seqment motions where
internal joint torques are not significant or Joints are not forced beyond normal motion envelopes.

Though model application to the simulation of the presently described 4 x impacts has proven quite
successful, several model improvements are currently being made and some programs are being carried
out to refine the model data base. Among the improvements to the model structure are capabilities to
allow literal harness belt motion over the body surface, permit dissipation of energy in the harness
body interaction and specify independent harness system and body seqment compliances. Concurrent programs
are being pursued to provide accurate data on the resistive torque properties of major human long-bone
Joints as functions of adjacent segment angular orientations, failure load levels for these same Joints
and more detailed data on human body segment mass distributions.
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DISCUSSION

HENRY JEX (USA)

Can your model be exercised to show the responses to more complex waveforms
such as periodic motions (e.g., such as vibrations)?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

While the method of analysis used with the model is quite versatile for predicting
response to practically any time-dependent input, its application to the pre-
diction of body response to periodic forces, while possible, would be highly inef-
ficient. The:reason for this is that the model is highly nonlinear, and linear
transform methods cannot be applied. The solutions must therefore be obtained by
means of multiple integrations in the time domain. For periodic forces this gen-
erally leads to Very long computer run times and exorbitant costs.

0. R. ALLEN (UK)

(a) Should not damping in the joints be included in th. model, or were its effects
negligible?

(b) For completeness, presumably elastic properties (mass-spring-damping) should
be added to the model. Their absence could partly explain the discrepancy
between experimental and theoretical head acceleration (Fig 11)?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

The model in its present form does account for damping and elastic properties of
the joints. While the specification of these properties can no doubt be improved
in all the joints - and will be as new data become available - the discrepancy
between experimentally observed and theoretically predicted response for the head
appears to be due to active pre-tensing of muscles in the cervical region by the
subject prior to the impact, and the current model inadequacies in accounting for
these muscle forces.

jI



PUOCEDURES USED TO GENERATE INPUT DATA SETS FOR
THE ARTICULATED oTAI. tIODY MODEL FROM ANTIIROPOMETRIC DATA

Duane G. Leet, Ph.D.
University of Dayton Research Institute

Dayton, Ohio 45469

1. INTRODUCTION

Protection of passengers from injury during vehicle and aircraft crashes and the
protection of a crew from injury during aircraft ejection situations is one of the impor-
tant Ietsqn ob)ectives of vehicle and aircraft design engineers. An increasingly impor-
tant tool is evaluating the safety aspects of different designs is computer software sim-
ulation. Caispan Corporation has developed a pArticularly sophisticated class of these
programs. The class includes the 3-D Crash Victim Simulator (CVS) Mode". developed under
DOT spensrrship (Fleck, et al, 1974), and the Articulated Total Body (ATB) Model, develop-
ed from the CVS Model under the sponsorship ot the U.... Air Force Aerospace Medical Re-
search Laboratories (AMRL) specifically fur application to aerospace-type problems (Fleck
and Butler, 1975). These programs model the human (or laboratory animal) body as a multi-
segment chained systeŽm. Currently 15 segments are defined: head, neck, upper arm (left
and right), lower arm (left and right; includes the hand), upper torso (thoracic region),
middle torso (viscera), lower torso (pelvic region), upper leg (left and right), lower
leg (left and right), and foot (left and right). Figure 1 provides two views of a body
on wLich standard body segment cut-planes have beer marked. The actual body landmarki
defining these cut-planes are described in Chandler, et al (1975;.

Figure 1. The Fifteen Body Segments Marked on (a) Front and (W$ Right Side Views
of a Six-Year-Old Child Manikin Developed From Anthropometric Data By
Young, et al (1976).

Among the input data required on ea-h segment are:
- inertial properties (mass, ce' of mass, principal moments, principal axes

orientation).
- contact ellipsois' limensions, ax. -igin with respect to the center of mass,

and axes orientation with respect to the principal axes.
- joint locations wit!. respect to the center of mass, and joint axes orientations

(Each joint has two sets of axes, one for each segment associated with the joint.
These axes are used to define torques at the joint.)

- varitous joint stiffness and friction constants.
ft, addition, data must be supplied to define the initial orientation of the body with
t-ipect to an external reference coordinate system. The environment (contact planes,
restraint systems) must also be defined, as well as remaining initial conditions and the
external stimuli to be applied to the system.
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The program simulates the dynamics of body motion using a unique method that has
been shown to be equivalent to the Lagrange method. Motion picture films of the dynamics
can be produced through the use of plot packages supplied with the simulation program.
The quality of the simulation is demonstrated in the paper in this session by Ints Kaleps.

The University of Dayton Research Institute, under the sponsorship of AMRL, is cur-
rently involved in a research program to develop input dýLa sets for the ATB Model pro-
gram. The next four sections of this paper provide a general background for the techni-
ques we have developed to generate these input data sets from anthropometric data. The
final section discusses the current state-of-the-art in implementing these techniques.
The appendices provide some details on the techniques that have been developed.

2. TECHNIQUES USED TO GENERATE BODY SEGMENT INERTIAL DATA

There are two basic approaches used to obtain body segment inertial data. One
approach is to perform actual pendulum-type measurements on cadaveric body segments.
There hae been only two significant studies performed in the U.S. on human cadavers us-
ing this approach, one by Chandler, et al (1975), which include6 data on all the body
segments of six adult male cadavers, and the other by Walker, et al (i-1), which empha-
sized the head and neck segments of 20 adult male cadavers. The secoInd approach is to
construct a geometric model of a body segment and compute the model's inertial properties.
Data used to construct the models are from one of two sources: anthropometric or bio-
stereometric measurements. We will be emphasizing techniques for constrncting the geo-
metric models from anthropometric data.

Previous body segment geometric models have been homogeneous ellipsoids, cylinders
or frustrums of circular cones. [See, for example, Reynolds (1974).] We have developed
the mathematics for a more general geometric shape shown in Figure 2. This sgement model
can have up to three parts. One of these parts is the right elliptical sol-d, which has
these characteristics:

- It has two parallel elliptical end-planes. A z-axis is defined through the cen-
troids of these end-planes and is normal to both plares.

- The end-planes and any other cross-section parallel to them are ellipses with
centers on the z-axis and semiaxes in the xz- or yz-planes.

I Simply Transected
Elliptical Cylinder

Right EllipticlI Solid

Simply Tronsected
- Elliptical Cylinder

Figure 2. The General Geometric Model.

For our purposes, the shapes of the right elliptical solid is further restricted
to those that can be defined by supplying the semiaxis values of the end-planes and a
single cross-section somewhere between the end-planes. Although the other geometric
models mentioned have the avvantage of having existing closed-form expressions for their
inertial properties, they are relatively poor approximations to actual body segment shapes
when compared to the right elliptical solids described here.

The other parts of the segment model in Figure 2 are homogeneous simply-transected
elliptical cylinders. A simply-transected elliptical cylinder is an elliptical cylinder
that has been cut diagonally from the edge of one end-plane to the opposite edge of the
other end-plane. In addition, if a coordinate system is defined with the Z-axis passing
through the centroids of the end-planes, the cut-iplane is parallel to either the x-axis
or the y-axis. In the segment model there can be one simply-transected elliptical cylin-
der at each end of the right elliptical solid.

To complete the specification of our body segment geometric model, we require that
the z-oxes of the three parts coincide and their xz- and yz-planes must line-up, although
they need not coincide. (For example, the xz-plane of a simply-transected elliptical
cylinder can line-up with the yz-plane of the right elliptical solid.)
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The basic procedure for computing the inertial properties of a body segment using
this model is:

1. Select one of the following models:
a. Right elliptical solid.
b. Sipply-transected elliptical cylinder.
c. Right elliptical solid with a simply-transected elliptical cylinder at one

end.
d. Right elliptical solid with simply-transected elliptical cylinders at each

end.
2. Define the local coordinate system for each part and a coordinate system for

the segment model as a whole.
3. If the model includes a right elliptical solid:

a. Identify the proximal, mid, and distal planes.
b. Determine the semiaxes for these planes and the distances between them.
c. Determine the density.
d. Run the program MISEC2.

4. For each simply-transected elliptical cylinder:
a. Determine the base semiaxes and the height.
b. Run the program "Simply-Transected Elliptical Cylinders."

5. Combine the individual segment inertia properties using the program "Parallel
Axis Theorem."

6. Obtain the segment principal moments and direction cosine matrix using an avail-
able eigenvalue'and eigenvector program.

Step 2 requires that local coordinate systems be defined for each part of the seg-
ment. It is helpful to orient the segment to the rest of the body by defining proximal
and distal ends for the segment as a whole and for each of its parts, with the distal end
being furthest from the head. Assuming each part has a proximal end-plane, the origins
of the local coordinate systems can be located at the distal end-plane centroidsi other-
wise, the origin can be located at the distal end-plane centroid. By convention, the
orientation of a segment's positive z-axis is along the cylindrical axis, from the proxi-
mal end to the distal end. The positive orientation of a segment's y-axis should be right
lateral (out the right side). It follows that the positive orientation of a segment's
x-axis should be anterior (out the front).

The MISEC2 program in Step 3d is a very fast interactive FORTRAN program written to
computb the inertial properties of the homogeneous right elliptical solid (Leet, 1978a).
The program approximates the solid as a stack of elliptical cylinders of varying semiaxes
values, computes the inertial properties of each cylinder, computes the center of mass of
the solid as a whole, and then used the parallel axis theorem to shift the individual cy-
linder's center of rotation to the solid's center of mass, where they are appropriately
summed to provide the solid's moments of inertia about its center of mass.

The closed-form expressions for the inertial properties of a simply-transected el-
liptical cylinder,, developed in Leet (1978b), are summarized in Appendix B. A convenient
|P-97 Calculator program "Simply-Transected Elliptical Cylinders" has been written that
computes these properties with respect to various axis orientations.

The HP-97 program "Parallel Axis Theorem" mentioned in Step 5 has been documented
in Leet (1978d).

Appendix A specifies the anthropometric data required for each of the body segments
in order to use the above procedure.

The head and neck body segments are special shapes and we have developed special
procedures for them. Previously, the geometric model used for the head was either a homo-
geneous sphere or ellipsoid. Anthropometric measurements were made of the head's length,
width, and depth, and approximate ellipsoid defined. The the principal moments were com-
puted from the closed-form expressions. The principal axes are naturally coincident with
the geometric axes.

We have developed a novel procedure to obtain the head's principal moments of iner-
tia and principal axes. This procedure is outlined in the following steps:

1. Determine these head measurements:
a. Head length (measured from the middle of the forehead , just above the eye-

brows, to the middle of the back of the head).
b. Head breadth (the maximum breadth of the head).
c. Head height (the distance from the chin to the top of the head, in a verti-

cal direction).
d. Mass (Homogeneity is still assumed.).

2. Obtain a direction cosine matrix defining the principal axes orientation with
respect to a standard local axis system, and the coefficients of the linear
equations relating the principal moments computed from the ellipsoid model to
the true principal moment values.

3. Use the program "Moments of Inertia of a Rotated Ellipsoid" to compute the
principal moments of the head.

IPreciso anthropometric terminology exists for all locations montionedl it can be obtained
from the author. It is felt that more common, albeit less precise, terminology is more
appropriate for this paper.
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The mass in Step 1 can be determined by obtaining the volume value by emersion and
multiplying it by a density representative of the class of humans being modeled. For
example, Chandler, et al (1975) have determine that the average uensity for the head sec-
ments of six adult male cadavers was 1.056 (SD = .020).

The direction cosine matrix mentioned in Step 2, which defines the orientation of
the principal axes, has been determined for the adult male from the Chandler data (Leet,
1978c). This matrix is

"0.6484 0.0000 -0.76131

0.0000 1.0000 0.0000

0.7613 0.0000 0.6484

The standard local reference system used has its origin at the head's center of mass,
with the positive x-axis in the forward direction (It exits the head at about a point
midway between the eyes at the leval of the eyebrows.), positive y-axis to tie right,
and positive z-axis straight down, all with the head level and eyes straight ahead. (The
technical terminology is "head oriented in the Frankfort Plane.") The direction cosine
matrix specifies that the principal x-axis is rotated 49.60 counterclockwise about the
local reference y-axis: this axis exits the head at about the top of the forehead. (The
temptation was to say at the hairline, but that, unfortunately, can be too misleading.)
The positive principal z-axis, therefore, exits the head approximately through the mouth.

The "Moments of Inertia of a Rotated Ellipsoid" program, which is documented in
Leet (1978c), uses the three specified head dimensions to define an ellipsoid whose axes
are oriented parallel to the local reference axes and centered at the geometric center of
the head. It then uses the direction cosine matrix to define a new ellipsoid whose axes
are centered at the geometric center, but oriented parallel to the principal axes. The
semiaxis lengths for this ellinsoid are taken as the distances from the origins to the
intersection of the principal axes with the first ellipsoid. The principal moments of
che new ellipsoid are then calculated.

I* , ioV- cm2
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rigure 3. The Head's laxx Principal Moment, Computed Using Rotated
Ellipsoid Geometric Model, Compared to the Experimentally
Determined Principal Moment, IXx.

The principal moments obtained by applying this procedure to the six cadaver heads
of the Chandler data were linearly correlated with the empirically determined principal
moments. There was a high degree of correlation, as can be seen in Figures 3 through 5,
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with the equations being;
I* = 1.9r I - 82.99 (r

2 
= 0.99)xx axx 2

1* = 1.52 1 - 77.66 (r = 0.99)yy ayy 2
* = 1.16 I - 24.22 (r 0.92)
zz azzr

(The experimentally determined moments are I* and the computed moments are Ia.) It is
the coefficients of these equations that are referred to in Step 2. The "Moments of In-
ertia of a Rotated Ellipsoid" program has the capability of performing these linear trans-
formations.

The only inertial properties of the head not yet discussed is the center of mass. At
present we know of no technique for determining the center of mass of the head from an-
thorcc,ýtric data. Edward Packer (1973), at the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Labora-
tory, has shown that for adult male cadavers, at least, there is only a relatively small
variability in the location of the head's center of mass about a mean value of 13 mm in
the +x-direction and 21 mm in the -z-direction from the ear hole and midway between the
ears.

The neck segment is a complex geometric shape, as shown in side view in Figure 6a.
there are two cut-planes between the head and the neck: One is parallel to the Frankfort
Plane, passing from the back of the head along the base of the skull to a point just be-
hind the ear; the other is parallel to the body reference y-axis and runs from t!.e point
just behind the ear (on the mastoid) tangent to the upper portion of the Adam's apple and
out the front of the neck. The cut-plane between the neck and the upper torso is parallel
to the body reference y-axis and passes through the vertebral landmark at the lower back
of the neck called the cervicale and a point just above where the two collar bones meet
(the suprasternale).

The neck segment has been modeled as a three part solid: two simply-transected
elliptical semicylinders with the surface curve removed on top of a right elliptical cyl-
inder (Figure 6b). Figure 6c is a perspective view of a simply-transected elliptical
semicylinder with the surface curve removed. In words, a semicylinder is a cylinder that
has been bisected along its long, or z-y axis, the cut-plane being parallel to either the
x- or y-axis. "Simply-transected" means that the semicylinder is cut by a plane that is
parallel to the same axis as the bisecting cut-plane and runs from the bisecting cut-plane
at one end-plane to the opposite side of the other cut-planu. The remaining part of the
description specifies that the bisecting cut-plane is part of the solid. The part that
is removed is the part containing the cylinder's surface curve.

A FORTRAN program has been written that uses the anthropometric data on the neck
listed in Appendix A to compute the inertial properties of the solid with respect to a
coordinate system with origin at the center of mass and axes in the same directions as
the head reference system (Leet, 1978e). The program uses the inertial properties of the
simply-transected elliptical semicylinder with the surface curve removed, which are sum-
marized in Appendix C, the inertial properties of an elliptical cylinder, the parallel axis
theorem, and some geometric relationships to determine the model's inertial properties.

Figure 6a. Side View of the Neck Segment.

• • ! ! !
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S"-- Simply- Transected

Elliptical Semicylinder
With Surface

Elliptical Curve Remove
Cylinder / ./7

Figure 6b. Side View of the Three-Part Neck Geometric Model.

Figure 6c. Perspective View of a Simply-Transected Elliptical Semicylinder
with the Surface Curve Removed.

3. TECHNIQUES USED TO ESTIMATE JOINT LOCATIONS

The body segments in the ATB Model are connected at joints to form the total body.
The location of each segment's oints must be defined with respect to the segment's prin-
cipal axes. In general, thp 6eqment's cut-planes are so defined that their centroids are
the joint loci. 2 

Therefore, the inertia computation process outlined above provides the
necessary information to determine the joint locations. However, there are some excvop-
tions. The head-neck joint is located at the mld-polnt of the line connecting the mas-
toids (the bone behind the ear). To locate this point with respect to the head's center
of mass, anthropometric data must be available relatinii the center of mass to the mastoids.
The neck modeling procedure provided information on this joint's lo-ation in the neck.

The neck has a second joint, the upper toiso-neck joint. Assuming that is is lo-
cated the same distance from the back of the neck as the head-neck joint, the coordinates
of this joint in the neck can be obtained from the neck modelinq procedure. The coordi-
nates ot the joint with respect to the centroid of the cut-plane beteen the neck and
upper torso can also be determined. These coordinates can be transferred to the upper
torso to provide the joint's location in the upper torso.

The shoulder joints are located using values from the upper arm and upper torso
models. The joint is assured to be one-third the distance from the top of the shoulder
(acromion) to the arm pit (axilla), measured from the acromlon. (This fraction is the
subject of some coatroversy.)

The upper to'so-mid torso and mid torso-lower torso joint locations are computed
using a formula developed by Liu and Wickstrom (1973) . With the standard local reference
axis system having the positive x-axis forward, the positive y-axis to the rilht, and the
positive z-axis down, the distance in the -x-directbon from the center of mass is given
by ao + a, (W / H Y)1 ) , where a anid a, are regression coefficients computed by the au-
thors for each vertebral level, W is the body weight, II is the body height, and Y is t,
width of the body at the joint location.

It is recognized that there ts a continuing .:ontroversy over rules that locate )oints
from external landmarks. This issue can not be addressed in this short summary; the, re-
sults in this paper retiect the latest thinking.



The upper torso-mid torso joint is located at about the level of the T7 vertebra.
The -x-distance can be computed by averaging the values obtained from the Liu and Wick-
strom formula for the T6, T7, and T8 vertebrae. The mid-torso-lower torso joint is lo-
cated at about the level of the L3 vertebra. The -x-distance can be computed by aver-
aging the values obtained from th. Liu and Wickstrom formula for the L3, L3, and L4 ver-
tebrae. To complete the coordinate definitions: the y-coordinates for both points are
zero; the z-coordinates can be obtained from the geometric models of the segments.

Specifications of the hip joint locations requires the geometric model of the lower
torso and the anthropometric measurements bispinous breadth (the point of the hip bone in
the lower abdomen), which is used to compute the y-coordinate (bispinous breadth/2), the
trochanterion height (the hollow on the side of the hip), which is used to compute the z-
coordinate, and the trochanterion-to-seat-back distance, which is used to compute the x-
coordinate. fin the geometric model calculations, the center of mass is defined with re-
spect to the top end-plane centroid. Knowledge or the vertical distance from the end-
plane, which is the iliocristale height (the very top of the hip bone), to the trochan-
terion is enough to define the z-coordinate.)

4. TECHNIQUES USED TO ESTIMATE SEGMENT CONTACT ELLIPSOIDS

The surfaces of the body model are described by the surfaces of ellipsoidal shapes
for individual body segments. The present state-of-the-art provides no algorithm for
generating the dimensions of these contact ellipsoids; instead, the following set of
heuristics is offered. But first it should be pointed out that the segment inertia el-
lipsoids are independent of the contact ellipsoids. The objective of the contact ellip-
soid construction is to provide a surface description for conta..t force interactions and
to generate a representative body shape for graphic display.

The technique used is to work from side and front view photographs of a person re-
presentative of the class of individuals being modeled. The person should be in this
standard sitting position: the head is orierted in the Frankfort Plane, the upper arms
are vertical with the palms in, the lower arms are horizontal, the lower legs are verti-
cal, and the feet are flat on the floor. The objective here is to position the axes of
the body segments parallel to the body reference axes. The outline of the body should be
clearly visible in the photographs, and scales close to the body mid-planes should be in-
cluded.

The body outline and scale are traced on graph paper. The segment cut-planes are
drawn on these figures, along with the segment principal axes at the center of mass. At
the present time the contact ellipsoid semiaxes are parallel to the principal axes (The
ATE Model program has the option of reorienting the contact ellipsoid semiaxes, but to
date this reorientation has not been required.). The intersections of the segment princi-
pal axes with the extreme edges of the segment are used, along with a compass, to locate
a first estimate of the contact ellipsoid origins. The coordinates of the origins with
respect to the segment principal axes and the semiaxes lengths are supplied to the ATE
Model program. This program is run for zero simulation time, followed by a body ellipsoid
outline plot program to obtain plots of the initial position of the total body in its en-
vironment. Inspection of these plots uausally suggested adjustments to the contact ellip-
soid dimensions or origin locations.

There is a definite "art" to these heuristics. Furthermore, the interactive pro-
cess consumes a comparatively large amount of computer resources and time. Therefore,
contact ellipsoid determination is a prime candidate for future procedural improvements.

5. TECHNIQUES USED TO DEFINE BODY AND JOINT AXES ORIENTATION

The body orientation in the environment is defined in the ATE Model program by spec-
ifying the orientation of the segment principal axes with respect to an inertial reference
system and the location of the lower torso segment's center of mass. This is a straight-
forward procedure.

Two coordinate systems must be defined for each joint, one in each segment associ-
ated with the joint. Their relative orientations are used to determine the torque at the
joint. A manual procedure, one that sets the usual initia! condition of zero joint tor-
que has been developed and an automated approach using an interactive computer program
is under development.

The required input data for this program are the direction angles of each segment
with respect to the segment's local reference system and the angles of certain body seg-
ments with respect to the inertial reference system. (Generally, only one direction angle
per segment is required.) The program leads the user through the required input data by
asking simple, completely unambiguous questions. It generates an annotated card deck that
can be used directly in the ATE Model program input data deck plus a detailed listing in
the same format as is generated by the ATE Model program.I

it



6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The obvious temptation for any programmer is to create one large interactive pro-
gram that incorporates all the techniques developed so far, plus techniques that permit
easy definition of the environment and contact ellipsoids, perhaps under light-pen or
cursor control. Indeed, we are investigating the cost-effectiveness of such a program.

The new techniques we have described have had limited testing and use. We are hop-
ing that publication of these techniques at this time will Lv.j.i to further testing of
them, along with the communication to us of any needed imprT," ents.

Our research program will have an impact on the sciences of anthropometry and anat-
omy in a couple of ways. rirst, the geometric models we havy developed require some new
anthropometric measurements. We have been working closely with experts in these fields
to insure thaL the diesired measurements are practical and appropilately defined. Second,
it more accurate geometric models of body segments are required, improvement will most
likely be made by defining density distributions within segments. No such data currently
exist.
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APPENDIX A: GEOMETRIC MODELS OF BODY SEGMENTS AND THEIR ANTIHRPONETRrC DATA REQUIREMENTS

A.1 THE HEAD ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA

1. Head Length, hl
2. Head Depth (height), hd
3. Head Breadth, hb
4. Head, mastoid-to-vertex vertical distance, hmv
5. Head, mastoid-to-back-of head horizontal distance, hmb
6. Head, mastoid-to-ear hole distance (x- and z-coordinates), (hmex, hmez)
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hd

tV" V ~-hb

t
A.2 THE NECK ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA

1. Head, mastoid-to-vertex vertical distance, nmv
2. Head, mastoid-to-back-of head horizontal distance, nmb
3. Adam's apple-to-wall distance, nax
4. Adam's apple to vertex vertical distance, naz
5. Cervicale-to-suprasternale distance, ncs
6. Cervicale-to-Adam's apple distance, nac
7. Cervicale-to-mastoid distance, projection on the midsaqittal plane, ncm
8. Mastoid to Adam's apple distance, projection on the midsagittal plane, nam
9. Suprasternale to Adam's apple distance, nas
10. Mid-neck depth, nd
11. Mid-neck breadth, nb
12. Mastoid-to-mastoid distance, nmmFl

nozb

A.3 THE UPPER TORSO ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA

I, Biacromial Breadth, utbb
2. Horizontal 4epth at suprasternale, utbd
3. Depth at axilla level, utad
4. Breadth at axilla level, utab
5. Circumference at axilla level, utac
6. Depth at substernum level, utad
7. Breadth at substernum level, utab
8. Circumference at substernum level, utac
9. Substernum-to-axilla distance, vertical, utma



10. Substernum-to-•i-romion, vertical distance, utss
11. Volume ot body to distal cut-plane of neck, utvn

utbbutb

utac utss utad

utsa I
utsd

Sutsb
utsc

A. 4 TIIE MIDDLE 'rOR!,(o ANTIIROPOMETRIC DATA

1. Iubsternum-to-iliocristale distance. mtsi
2. Iliocristale-to-waist (at navel) distance, mtiw
3. Depth at substernum, mtsd
4. Breadth at substernum, mtsb
5. Circumference at substernum, mtsc
6. Depth at waist (navel), mtwd
7. Breadth at waist (navel), mtwb
8. Circumference at waist (navel), mtwc
9. Depth at iliocristale level, mtid

10. Breadth at iliocristale level, mtib
11. Circumference at iliocristale level, mtic
12. Volume from feet to substernum level, vfs

Imtsd
mtsb1 mntsc

Its' rmtwd
mtAw mtwbI l(mtwc

EJ"_I rtid

|mtib
'mtic

A.5 THE LOWER TORSO ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA

1. Thigh-abdominal junction height, Ittj
2. Iliocristale height, ltih
3. Depth at iliocristale level, ltid
4. Breadth at iliocristale level, itib
5. Circumference at iliocristale level, ltic
6. Depth at thigh-abdominal, junction level, Ittd
7. Breadth at thigh-abdominal junction level, Ittb
8. Circumference at thigh-abdominal junction level, lttc
9. Trochanterion height, ltth

10. Tiochanterion-to-back distance, lttr
I1. Bispineous breadth, ltbb
12. Length of the line from the thigh-abdominal junction through trochanterion to

the buttock point, Itab
13. Volume from iliocristale level down, ltvd

Itid

S Ittd Itic

Itih Ittb -Itir Itti

A.6 THE UPPER ARM ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA

1. Acromlon-to-elbow, uaae
2. Axilla-to-elbow, uaxe '
3. Depth of upper arm'at level of axilla, uaad
4. Breadth of upper arm at level of axilla, uaab
5. Circumference of upper arm at level of axilla, uaac
6. Depth of upper arm midway between acromion md elbow, uamd
7. Breadth of upper arm midway between acromion and elbow, uamb
8. Circumference of upper arm midway between acromion and elbow, uamc
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9. Depth of upper arm at level of lower arm-upper arm junction (inside elbow),
uajd

10. Breadth of upper arm at level of lower arm-upper arm junction (inside elbow),
uajb

11. Circumference of upper arm at level of lower arm-upper arm junction (inside
elbow), uajc

12. Axilla-to-acromion length, uaaa
13. Breadth at elbow, uaeb
14. Circumference at elbow, uaec
15. Upper arm-lower arm volume to axilla-acromion liae, vual

UGOG

/aab _a_
ucac boe 1 uo.

u a m b _ _ _ - u° °c -u a m d -
uab - XC

u~jC 
- Cael

uojb D "

uojc op?

uaeb-I I-

Front View Side View

A.7 THE LOWER ARM-HAND ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA

1. Elbow-to-finger tip length, laet
2. Width of 4 fingers held tightly together, lawf
3. Depth of thickest finger at second joint, laf
4. Width of hand and thumb together, lawh
5. Maximum depth of hand, ladh
6. Depth of wrist, lawd
7. Breadth at wrist, lawb
8. Circumference at wrist, lawd
9. Hand length to wrist, lal

10. Elbow-to-wrist length, laew
11. Depth lower arm at maximum circumference, lamd
12. Breadth lower arm at maximum circumference, lamb
13. Circumference lower arm at maximum circumference, lamc
14. Elbow to lower arm maximum circumference distance, lamx
15. Depth of lower arm at arm crease, lacd
16. Breadth of lower arm at arm crease, lacb
17. Circumference of lower arm at arm crease, lacc
18. Elbow circumference, laec
19. Length of lower arm from crease to finger tip, lacf
20. Volume of lower arm-hand segment, lavh

l00
lacc lamc lowdlacb lamb lawb J, owf

IGew

lbet l

I laf

lacd bInd bawd ladh
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A. 8 TIHE UPPER LPG ANTPROPOMETRIC DATA

1. Abdomen-thiqh junction to mid kneecap distance, ulak
2. Buttocks point to crease at back of knee (The buttocks point is located by ex-

teridilI a line from the abd, men-thigh junction through the trochanterion point
to the surface of the battocks.), ulbk

3. Depth of lei at level of the crease at the back of the knee, ulkd
4. Breadth of Lcg at level of the crease at the back of :he knee, ulkb
5. Circumference of lei at level of the crease at the back of the knee, ulkc
6. Depth of le at mid-thiqh, ulmd
7. Breadth of leg at mid-thigh, ulmb
8. Circumference of leg at mid-thigh, ulmc
9. Depth of leg at abdomen-thith -:.nction, ulad

10. Breadth of l.eg at abdomer-thigh junction, ulab
11. Circumference of le at abdomen-thigh junction, ulac
12. Abdomen-thigh junction to trochanturion, ulat
13. Trochanterion to buttocks point, ultb
14. Location of mid-thigh measirements to abdomen-thigh junction, ulma
15. Volume of leg and foot (Submerge to line connecting abdomen-thigh junction and

trochanterion.), Iv

ulak

--ulmo

"N./ulad ulmd ulkd
/ Jab ulmb ulkb

lc ulmc Ul

ulb•

A.9 THE LOWER LEG ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA

1. Crease at back cf knee to sphyrion (lower leg inside lengthl, Ili
2. Mid-kneecap to sphyrion (lower leg outside length), 1lo
3. Depth of leg at level of the crease at the back of the knee, llkd
4. Breadth of leg at level of the crease at the back of the knee, 1lkb
5. Circumference of leg at level of the crease at the back of the knee, llkc
6. Crease at the back of the knee to mid-kneecap distance, lick
7. Depth of leg at maximum calf circumference, llcd
8. Breadth of leg at maximum calf circumference, llcb
9. Circumference of leg at maximum calf circumference, 11ce

10. Sphyrion to level where maximum calf circumference measurements were made, l1sc
11. Depth of ankle at minimum circumference, llad
12. Breadth of ankle at minimum circumference, Ilab
13. Circumference of ankle at m'nimum circumference, liac
14. Volume of lower leg (submerge to line connecting crease it back of knee with the

mid-kneecap), llv

-- • -- Ilkd
Ilkb
llkcIlcd

- - -(lcd10
-•Ili Il~cc~

I Isc
AII Had

I tlab
-Iloc

Side View Front View

'I.
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A.10 THE FOOT

1. Heel-to-toe length (maximum toot length), fl
2. Sphyrion height, fh
3. Foot height at ball of foot, fb
4. Big toe height at nail, ft
5. Distance from distal point of big toe to point where fb measurement was made,

ftl
6. Width of foot at tip of toes, fwt
7. Width of foot at ball of foot, fwb
8. Width of ankle just below sphyrion, fwa
9. Volume of foot (submerged to sphyrion), fv

fb NOu fwt
_. fi wb

fh f
-FiTT T

APPENDIX B: INERTIAL PROPERTIES OF A SIMPLY-TRANSECTED ELLIPTICAL CYLINDER

Property Value1
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APPENDIX C: INERTIAL PROPERTIES OF A SIMPLY-TRANSECTED ELLIPTICAL SEMICYLINDER WITH TIHE
SURFACE CURVE REMOVED

Poperlty Val ue
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1The density is implie& in all i'oment values.
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CORRELATION OF MECHANISM OF EXTREMITY INJURY AND

AERODYNAMIC FACTORS IN EJECTIONS FROM F-4 AIRCRAFT

Steven P. Combs, Major, USAF
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory

Aerospace Medical Division
Air Force Systems Command

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433

A retrospective study of F-h ejections from 1967-77 revealed extremity injuries during
the ejection sequence in 43 of 399 ejections for an injury rate of 10.8%. Of the 43
ejections there were 95 extremity injuries. The injuries were divided into two groups:
Severe and Minimal. Severe injuries consisted of fractures, dislocations, ligamentous
tears and nerve palseys. There were 61 severe injuries. Minimal injuries consisted
of contusions, lacerations, minor sprains. There were 34 minimal injuries. The 61
severe injuries were divided into 39 upper extremity injuries and 22 lower extremity
injuries. The majority of the severe upper extremity injuries involved the proximal
joints and the majority of the severe lower extremity injuries involved the distal joints.
When the windblast/windflail injuries were compared to the various variables correlation
was seen with the Knots Indicated Airspeed (XIAS), aircraft attitude and aircraft
"type. The incident of extremity injury increases with increased airspeed, a nose
down attitude, and decreases in the RF-4C aircraft configuration.

"The problem of extremity injury during emergency escape in the open seat ejection has been a continuing
one and has received considerable attention over the past decade, Reports by Fryer and Payne, and by Hawker
have shown extremity injury rates resulting from wind flail forces to range from 7% to 9%. The extremity
injury rate under combat conditions has risen to 25%. Based upon these data, it was decided that a retrospective
study should be conducted on F-h ejectees. Its purpose was to: (a) Identify the musculoskeletal regions most
susceptable to wlndblast/windflail forces, (b) Identify the modes and severity of trauma, and (c) speculate on
the biomechanics of motion required to produce the injury mode observed. Initially, all the accident reports that
listed an extremity injury for F-4 ejections at the Air Force Inspection and Safety Center, Norton AFB, CA,
were carefully reviewed with respect to'aircrew/seat anthropometry, aerodynamic conditions, ejection seat
type, and the site, type, and time of occurrence of injury during the ejection sequence.

The anthropometric data consisted of the aircrewmen's height, weight, age, trunk height, sitting height,'
leg length, knee-buttock length, and shoulder diameter; aerodynamic data culled included Knots Indicated
Airspeed (XIAS), aircraft attitude, altitude AGL and/or MSL, and aircraft type. The ejection seat data consisted
of ejection seat type, history of modification, inertia reel type, restraint harness type, mode of ejection
initiation, and seat and body position at ejection. The injury data consisted of the type and location of the injury,
the number of days grounded and hospitalized, and the results of any radiographs taken. The reports were also
screened for severity or parachute opening shock, parachute oscillations, landing terrain, and previous ejections
or emergency parachute jumps.

These preliminary findings indicated that of the 399 noncombat F-h ejections for this time period, there
were 43 ejectees who sustained long bone and/or joint trauma that could be attributed to emergency escape
sequence. These statistics did not include injuries that were ascribable to parachute landing kinematics. Based
upon these data, the extremity injury rate for the decade under study was 10.8%.

Letters were written to the respective medical centers, and post-ejection radiographs and clinical records
were retrieved. Based upon clinical and radiographic materials, the injuries were classified as eifher severe
or minimal injuries. Severe Injuries were Identified as long bone fractures and dislocations, ligamentous injuries,
and nerve palseys. The ligamentous injuries were those requiring either surgical repair or prolonged immobilization
over one week Including meniscal tears. The nerve palseys were either permanent or the temporary ones that
lasted more than one day. The severe Injuries required more than one week loss, from duty. The minimal injuries
Included: (1) contusions with or without bruising that required no Immobilization and resolved in 2 days,
(2) lacerations which did not include tendons, major arteries, motor nerves, or compound fractures, (3) sprains
(a ligamentous injury that does not cause incontinuity of the ligament) which required no more immobilization than
an elastic bandage and did not prevent the aircrewmen from returning to duty.

In all, thtere were 95 extremity injuries recorded for the 43 ejections studied. Of these, 61 were identified
as severe injuries and 34 were minimal injuries. The severe injuries could be further broken down into 39
injuries of the upper extremity and 22 injuries of the lower extremity.

The severe upper extremity injuries consisted of 25 shoulder, 9 elbow, 3 forearm, and 2 hand injuries.
These were attributable to the following forcing functions with respect to the ejection sequence with injury nunber
listed in parenthesis: (a) retraction [1), (b) rocket catapult ignition [6], (c) windblast and windflail [321.

A single retraction injury was found. It consisted of a fracture of the midshaft of the clavicle that was the

result of the inertia reel forces during the retraction sequence of the restraint harness shoulder strap.

The six injuries occurring during rocket catapult ignition are listed along with their mechanisms of injury:

(I) Midshaft ulnar fracture caused by a blow to the ulnar side of the forearm most likely the result
of violent contact with sill.

(2 & 3) A transverse fracture of the humerus with a median nerve palsey caused by a blow to the
midarm by the cockpit sill secondary to a midair collision.
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(4) A compound midforearm fracture caused by the arm striking the idler push-pull rods during

an Inadvertent ejection.

(5) An ulnar styloid fracture caused by a blow to the dorsal ulnar side of the wrist by the console.

(6) Intraarticular thumb metacarpalphalangeal (MCP) joint fracture caused by a blow to the ulnar
side of the distal thumb due to forceful interacticon with the throttle.

The 32 windblast/windflail injuries are listed below with the mechanism of injury:

(I) 3rd, 4th. and 5th metacarpal fractures caused by the arm flailing and striking either the seat
or personnel equipment.

(2 & 3) Fractured ulnar coronoid process and median nerve palsey secondary to elbow hyperextension.

(4) Posterior elbow dislocation caused by hyperextenston of the elbow.

(5-8) Posterior elbow dislocation and proximal ulnar fracture caused by hyperextension of the elbow.

(9 & 10) liumeral supracondylar fracture caused by hyperextension of the elbow.

(11) Midshaft humeral fracture caused by abduction of the arm and striking the seat or from violent
muscular contraction in an attempt to control the arm.

(12-17) Proximal humeral fractures; I.e. , greater tuberosity or humeral neck fractures, with
tears'of the long head of the biceps tendon or median nerve palsey caused by hyperabduction
of the arm.

(18) Shoulder dislocation, an anterior subglenoid type, caused by hyperabduction of the arm.

(19-26) Shoulder dislocation with proximal humeral fracture caused by hyperabduction of the arm.

(27-29) Glenoid fractures associated with dislocated shoulders which were spontaneously reduced,
caused by hyperabduction of the arm with or without external rotation of the arm.

(30-32) Scapular fractures of the spine and neck caused by a blow to the scapula or by hyper-
abduction of the arm.

From this review, it Is apparent that the severe upper extremity injuries were proximal involving the elbow
and shoulder. The elbow severe windflall injuries occurred secondary to the hyperextension of the elbow. The
shoulder severe windflaiI injuries occurred secondary to hyperabduction of the shoulder.

The22 severe injuries of the lower extremities'consisted of 2 ankle, 7 calf, 10 knee, 2 thigh, and I hip
injury. These could also be classified by when they occurred during the ejection sequence: retraction (4), seat
ejection (3), and windflail (15).

The four injuries occurring during retraction are listed with their mechanism of injury:

(1-4) Spiral fractures of the proximal fibula caused by a blow to the fibular head by dual leg
garter configuration.

The three injuries occurring during seat ejections are listed with mechanism of injury:

(1 & 2) Tibial plateau fracture with transverse fibular fracture occurring from a blow to the lateral
side of the knee secondary to a midair collision.

(3) A compound tibial-fibular fracture caused by entanglement of the WSO's (Weapons Systems

Operator) foot and leg in the pilot's deployed parachute.

The fifteen injuries occurring during windflail are listed with their mechanism of injury:

(1) Lateral subtalar dislocation with fracture of the anterior calcanel facet caused by external
rotation of the foot.

(2) Medial malleolar fracture caused by external rotation and eversion of the foot.

(3 & 4) Compound comminuted tibial fibular fracture caused by external rotational forces applied
to the foot and calf.

(5 & 6) Internal derangement of the knee, a nebulous diagnosis but usually a torn meniscus,
anterior cruciate ligament, medial collateral ligament or capsule, subsequently diagnosed as
a torn medial coilateral ligament with the mechanism of injury being external rotation of the
foot and calf.

(7-10) Medial collateral ligament tears caused by external rotation of the foot and calf, which
may also be accompanied by a valgus moment of the foot and calf.

(11) Medial collateral ligament and anterior cruclate ligament tear caused by a forced external
rotatlon-valgus moment of the foot and calf.

(12) Knee dislocation with a torn medial meniscus and medial collateral ligament caused by a violent
external rotation force applied to the foot and calf.
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(13 A 14) Comminuted fractures of the midshaft of the femur most likely caused by torque
applied to the distal femoral shaft.

(15) Posterior rim of the acetabulum fracture that could result from a direct blow to the knee
with the hip flexed to 900 or by marked external rotation of the leg forcing the femoral
head against the posterior rim of the acetabulum.

From reviewing the mechanism of severe windflail injuries of the lower extremity. all are the result of
excessive external rotation.

The majority of the ejectlon! involved the Martin -laker 117 seat (34 of 4•). The rest (9 of 43) involved
the Martin-Baker 115 ejection seat. The severe wintflail injury rate for the ejections studied from these two
seats is 45.5% for the 115 and 47. 1% for the 117.

A review of the anthropometric data shows no significant difference between the minimal and severe
windflall injury groups for all parameters studied.

A comparison of the KIAS (Knots Indicated Airspeed) between the severe windflail group and the minimal
injury group revealed an average KIAS of 40.3 knots for the severe group and 110 knots for the minimal
Injury group.

In analyzing the severe injury group, it was noted that the majority (94%) occurred in a nose down attitude
as compared to 54% for the minimal injury group. If the attitude of *10" nose down is considered, the severe
injury group rate was 92% as compared to only 14% for the minimal injury group. Examination of the two
ejections that compromise this 14% for the minimal injury group revealed: (1) an YIRF-8C modified aircraft with
a large CRT display and console present with the ejection occurring at 100 nose down at 550 KIAS by the
WSO after an ejection by the pilot (a reversal of the normal ejection sequence) at 200 nose up at 600 KIAS. and
(2) an RF-4C at 100 nose down but flying at only 150 KIAS. The study of these ejections helps highlight the
fact that ejections of 100 or greater nose down at KIAS over 200 knots will most likely result in extremity
injury.

A comparison of aircraft types showed that the RF:-8C group had only a 351 severe extremity injury rate
while the rest of the F-4 C. 1). ,'s has a 76% severe extremity injury rate. Since the ejection and restraint
systems, alrcrewmen and aerodynamic factors are comparable for both groups, the difference is most likely
the reconnaissance configuration of the RF-4C. especially the longer nose and anterior oblique camera blister.

From this study it can be seen that the majority of extremity Injuries are windflail injuries (77%). The
windflail injuries occur at the higher speeds 403 knots as compared to 310 knots, in a nose down attitude 92%
as compared to 14%. and more frequently in F-4C. D. F aircraft 76% as compared to the RF-4C 35%.

The mechanism of injury in the windflail injuries was one of hyperextension of the elbows. hyperabduction
of the shoulders, and external rotation with or without valgus moment in the legs.
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3 DISCUSSION

D. H. REID, CDR, USN (USA)

What accounts for the significantly greater number of ejection injuries In the
USAF RF-4 vice F-4 version? In the absence of ejection system and/or aerodynamic
explanation for this first question, could there be an "operational," i.e., flight
profile, reason for more injuries in RF vice F versions of F-4 aircraft?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

No real explanation or rationale can be offered. The restraint systems are the
same, the crewmen are essentially the same. The speeds and the attitude are the
same. The only difference is that the reconnaissance configuration has a somewhat
longer nose. You have some blisters for the cameras, larger ducts along the sides
to run the heat exchangers. I don't know of any windtunnel studies that tell you
the difference of the air flow over the canopy. We've gone to the manufacturer
and they can't tell us. They can tell us what happens out on the wings, but they
can't tell us what happens in the area of the cockpit.

D. H. Reid, CDR, USN (USA)

I suggest that this may be chance observation not related to escape system or
aerodynamic peculiarity between F-4 and RF-4 A/C.

0. R. ALLEN (UK)

To meet the chairman's plea for Input/injury data, would it be possible to corre-
late estimated input aerodynamic and acceleration (ejection) loads with injury?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

The determination when the injuries occurred during the ejection sequence was done
from reviewing the accident reports and listening to the aircrew man's description
of when he thought he first experienced pain or the injury. In analysis of the
injury itself, certain types of injuries are almost exclusively wind flail whereas
other types have to come almost directly from a blow. Those usually are during
seat firing sequence or from mid-air collision where he was either thrown against
the side-of the cockpit or had his hand on the stick and got inadvertently ejected.
Only in this way can you correlate the injuries with a certain phase of the ejec-
tion sequence and the estimated force inputs.

_______________________________________________
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Reference Parameters

for Shock Inputs and Shock Tolerance Limits

Dr-lng. K.E.Meier-)6mbcrg
Institut fur Mechanik

"Technicsche |lochsanule
) 6100 DARMSTAI)T

Federal Republic of Genrany

ABSTRACT

Wherever acceptable limits of shock, parameters of design or test conditions must be
established, it is necessary to reduce both the data of the applied shocks and the pro-
perties of the affected systems to only a few relevant mechanical quantities.

The proposed kind of data reduction which leads to coherent presentation of input and
tolerance data, shall define a way of comparing the various design methods to sum up the
numerous research results.

1. Properties of an applied shock (the Shock Polygon).
Approximate solutions of the Duhamel Integral (in the time domain) and the Laplace
Transform (in the frequency domain) lead to simple relations between time histories,
Fourier and response spectra and show that a given shock can be approximated by a
set of step functions. On this level of approximation, a set of step values defines
an equivalent class of shocks as well as generalized Fourier and response spectra
and thus should be used as basic reference parameters. The form of presentation and
quality of approximation will be discussed.

2. Shock relevant properties of a system (the Exposure Polygon).
The characteristic and determining property of a system is its shock exposure boun-
dary. With regard to all types of shocks it is a multiparametrical envelope area,
but it can be well approximated by a set of different tolerable step loadings. Each
tolerable step loading defines a significant quality of the system such as the sta-
tic or step load capacity, the energy capacity or the deflection ability. The effect
of damping, nonlinearities and plasticity will be discussed under different toleran-
ce criteria.

As further examples, some severity criteria, models and methods which are used to
describe head or whole body tolerance (e.g. HIC, SI, DRI) will be compared with re-
search data by means of the established reference parameters in order to discuss
their mechanical meaning and suitable range of application.

The indicated reference parameters may be used in two levels of application,

1. as generalized research results or safety requirements.
The proposed reference parameters themselves are approximate solutions of a shock
problem. They represent the lowest level of approximation, i.e. the highest grade
of data reduction which remains meaningful;

2. as reference parameters.
In more detailed or sophisticated researches they may be used as reference para-
meters for uniform data presentation, because they expose the most significant
characteristics of a shock problem.
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

The success of data reduction depends highly on the quality of the chosen reference
parameters and the form of data presentation.

We know that many important research results were and are lost by inadequate or mis-

leading interpretation.

The method of data reduction has to consider two main objects:

- it must al:,uw easy comparison of various test and computation results and thus
facilitate interdisciplinary cooperation;

- it moust be easy in handling but expose the most significant mechanical features
of the whole problem.

The proposed method is based upon the wellknown practice used in control techniques
and system analysis but is adapted and extended for the purpose of single shock
events in nonlinear systems. Experiences and methods in other fields have also been
considered, e.g.

shock isolation and design
shock testing and measurement
dimensions analys's and modelling techniques
structural blast )r earthquake research
packaging and tr..asportation problems.

The main intentions are:

I. Evaluation and definition of system relevant input quantities and of input relevant
system properties as reference parameters.

2. Uniform plotting of the various deduced shock data as input values, exposure limits,
safety requirements, test and design parameters, standard Fourier and response
spectra in terms of the defined reference parameters.

Obviously there are thiee different ways or possibilities to reduce the variety of
parameters:

a) Reduction of the given input shock pattern to only few significant values.
b) Reduction of the real object to a simple mathematical or structural model.
c) Evaluation of input relevant properties of the affected system.

Each single way should be checked or supported by the two other ways. Such a cross
-checking can plainly be facilitated by using the indicated reference parameters.

REMARK

In this paper the input quantities are described in terms of a translational motion
of some defined input point of the system, see chapter 2. This is only a matter of
easier interpretation and of course no restriction. Other physical quantities can be
treated in the same way or be reduced to parameters that have the chosen dimfnsions,
e.g. the ratio of a force and a reference mass is an acceleration, the ratio of a
pressure impulse and a mass distribution is a velocity, etc.

2. D E F I N I T I 0 N S

First, we will try to clarify some definitions and terms which sometimes are used
in a not well defined and therefore misleading way:

Syste Free -Body -
A system must clearly be determined byDiga
a "free-body-diagran," which separates ResposeD
what we call system and what environ-
ment. The chosen border deperds on the
kind of problem and the aim of evalua-
tion. Intrinsic properties of the system
are its physical features (material; re- Sytutsillnce dapin, pastcit ofSystem
nents; size; weight, etc.)

Input Environmn
All kinds of interaction between system
and envirinment (e.g. forces, moments,
pressures, motions). In order to identi-
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fy a specified input, it is sometimes necessary to include supporting devices or re-
silient contact areas as parts of the system.

Response

All reactions of the system or its parts, e.g. stress, strain, inner foxces, injuries,
fracture, absolute or relative displacements and their derivatives.

Tolerance criteria

Tolerance limits of one or more response quantities, e.g. tolerable stress, tolerable
defcrmation, injury level, fragility limit or other performance or comfort criteria.

Input dependent ,ystem properties

(usually called dynamic system properties)

Relations between an actual response value with reference to a specified input value
in the frequency or time domain, e.g. transfer functions, step responses, dynamic
load factor, response to a specific shock input.

Criteria related system properties

Limits of tolerable input values with reference to a specified tolerable response
quantity, e.g. performance or exposure limit boundaries, iso-damaqe curves,

Especially the "criteria related properties" which are the most important statements
in biomechanical applications need a distinct identification of the system, the kind
of input and tolerance criterion to avoid misunderstandings.
A very simple example may illustrate it.

Example: Collision of a resilient support and a rigid mass

a) The free-body diagram includes the mass and all resilient components

a) System:

mass m

linear spring k vXo
natural frequency z-im sV

s) Input: V i ,

velocity step

!)Reonqe: t

half-sine pulse

e.g. maximum deformation 6 ma v~"~ /(0

absolute acceleration xmx ' v W

total velocity change - 2 v0

6) Tolerance criterium:

e.g. tolerable acceleration itol

0) Performance limit:

tolerable input quantity v 0 tel

b) Free-body--diagram excludes all resilient components

0i) System:

mass mI

8) Inputs -+tiZD
must be specified, e.g.

half-sine force pulse F~t) F-
y) Responses -lo t

e.g. absolute acceleration * * F/m r

6) Tolerant- criteriont
tolerable absolute acceleration XtoZXgo t

el Performance limitt

tolerable input force F * m xtel

to, M to
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3. FORMAT OF DATA PRESENTATION Athe ShockNel

The mechanical problems we have to deal with, have predominantly a multiplicative
character, for instance relations between acceleration - velocity - or displacement
amplitudes and frequency of a hairmonic motion, or integral transformations from the
time to the frequency domain. Therefore, it is evident to use logarithmic graphs.
Figure 3 shows a graph of the suqqested type. It is the wellknown multi-scaled lo-
garithmic net that already has found widespread application in the field of vibration
and control techniques but has been adapted and completed for shock problems by some
additional scal:"s. In the followini chapters we will see that these multiplicative
connections will lead to approximate relations between values of time functions and
their Fourier or response spectrum witioat further calculation and that they provide
an overall view whether an input shock eyceeds a given exposure boundary or mets a
specified test requirement. 'The scales &In.

a) Abscissa:
inverted time axis, dimensions s , tor spectral angular frequencies 0 (s
natural angular frequencies e,(s-l), ,quivalent durations teq (s) so that scale I,
scale scale I/teq. Furthermore, a lit shifted scalc for frequencies f -- ,,,/! (liz)
or natural periods T = 1/f may be provided for convenience.

bi Ordinate:
velocity axis, aimensions m/sscaled for spectral modulus A(") of acceleration
histories a(t), maximum velocities or total velocity changes of shock inputs
vmax; velocity response amplitudes 0 or tolerable velocities vtol.

c) Angled scales for the corresponding displacement values s, dimension (mi); accele-
ration values a, dimension m/s 2 ; and jerk values j, dimension m/s 3 .

EXAMPLES:

a) A harmonic motion is represented by a point on the graph exhibiting the various
amplitudes and frequency s . = 0 z 5/0 = I/ ....

6) A rectangular acceleration pulse is represented by the intersection of the velo-
city, acceleration ond duration scales v = a.t, i.e., each intersection of two
lines represents an (equivalent) rectannular pulse.

4. CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF SHOC( FUNCIIONS (the Shock Polygon)

4.1 The family of simple shock functions. II. 'dt v

The time integrals and derivatives jer dauble-pulse
of a pulse function form a family of -
basic shck functions. Let us take
for example an acceleration pulse a(t)
and its integrala and derivatives as T 0i"
illustrated in Fg.1. 'Idf

We see that for instance a velocityIt acceleration pulse a -v

step can be represented either by a
jerk double pulse or an acceleration
pulse or a displacement rise. ?v ,

-# V

This family can be expanded to other velocty !tep V
dimensions. Flgure shows for in- I e
stance a similarly structured group
of time functions which all have the
dimension of acceleration a(t).Further
the Laplace transform A(W) of these It:v
functions is plotted in Fig.2 where "ditplacement riv
ANa) is the modulus, and the spectral T
angular frequency U is the Laplace
operator. Fig. I A group of identical shocks

Ideal shock functions t.40.

In the special case of ideal shock functions, te .0, the following exact relations
exist:

Time domain Frcquency domain
Modulus Phase

double pulse aft) displacement step s & A(III - a 11 *(il) w 1/2

pulse aft) velocity step v - A1) - v *(al) - 0

step at)" acceleration step a * A111) • a/0l *(l) -1-/2

rise aft) - jerk step j * All)) a ý'/1•1 W(?l . -s
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Fi.2 A family of shock functions a(t)
and their spectral moduli A(i.)

We see: In the special case t - 0, the various functions a(t) are represented by
straight infinite lines in ths logarithmic frequency net. If we use the proposed for-
mat with ordinate scales A (.l- v and angled scales for a, s, j, each of these lira.
represents both the step values (time domain) and their spectral moduli and thus ' ir
exact solution of the Fourier or Laplace transform.

More general shock functions t • 0.

Now we will study time and frequency relations of more general functions.

For all shock functions (functions having only values in the positive time range)
Fourier and Laplace transform are identical when basing on the specific definition

X(11) = _+ xit)e - iatdt - I x(t)e-Ptdt

where 0 is the spectral angular frequency and (the imaginary part of)the Laplace
operator p = iiY, respectively.

Using the limit theorems of Laplace theory we find the asymptotic modulus values
if x(O) and x(,-) exist

p . I P X (P)] t - 0 t

"lim [ ] im [

AV, [ p x]p) i [x•t t

Taking for example the shock function alt) of Fig., these asymptotic relations can
be applied to the derivative j, because j(0) - ,max' and to the double integral s,

because s(-) - max with the resultant asymptotes (1,2]

S0 1• SI? s max*

Because Ji(i) o a A(l) and S (') - A(:l)/s1',the final results are the asymptotic modulus
values Al1)

a, - t A6la) max /0

a : A AWd ) max*

as lines 1max and a mix in the proposed format.
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C iaJcct polygo shok •opu pciamtsern Fig. 3 Shock-net, shock-polygon (1)

(D s~xkpolgon" apoxFchw st~u A('i)and shock- response -polygon (2)

Approximations in the medium frequency range in setting t 1 - and ta.O ares
t. . 0 : A a a max /Q

ta . 0 SA( x vmax'

The polygon, Fig.3, iine (1), which is formed by the values a max, 'iaxO max and Jmax
of a given function alt) is therefore an approximate solution of the Fourier transform
aft)*A(W)• Lot us call it the SHOCK POLYGON.

The intersections of this polygon exhibit very informative relations between a timefunction and its spectrum. The ratios of two maximum values of two successive tinefunctions define certain time values which may be defined as equivalent durattons,a.g.
equivlt duration of (positive) jerk t a max

equivl. duration of (positive) acceleration ta a Vmax,Smmax

equivl. durition of {positive) velocitiy tv re sma---xa Vmax

They represent the duration of an area equivalent rectangular pulse.

The polygon intersections in the frequency domain exhibit another group of rivetionsb

corner frequency nay b lmax

equivl.~~~ duato of(ostvax ek* a

corner frequency fA. . amax

Smax

The above Jefinitions establish dur ione connection betweenrtio time and frequency

domain

tjj

corner ta a atv max

ma h
Thihe labov ent iothe estabdinthrea coecnetion between theasi*SAG time and frquec

domain---
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Besides, the corner frequencies or equivalent duratiois mark per se the validity range

of approximation in which a shock function can be replaced alternatively by an actele-

ration, velocity or displacement step.

The approximation of a Fourier spectrum by the maximum values of time derivatives is

very close for all functions with one discontinuity, for example all combinations of

e-functions without time lags (phase minimum functions). It gradually becomes less pre-

cise tor rougher or more oscillating histories.

4.2 Construction of an upper spectrum limitation.

Fourier-AOpI Spectrum ne._ -Hstcry

-- 2g-mg
1 4N\

a oK"\ •.st s.o

----l-st-4 log

Fig. 4 Double-sine acceleration pulse a~t), its
exact Fourier spectrum (I), its shock polygon (2)
and the upper limits of spectral values (3)

The upper limits of a spectrum may be of special interest for acoustics and structural

design work where linear, small-damped systems have to be investigated. In contrast,
mean spectral values which are represented by the shock polygon are more significant for

safety or statistical performance applications.

The upper limit of a spectral modulus can be found by summing up all changes (ups and

downs) of the time function instead of using the simple maxima values. Figure 4 shows

as an example a double-sine acceleration pulse, its exact Fourier spectrum , the
shock polygon formed by the simple maxima s •, v , a , j , and the upper limit
formed by the sums 5max,' 2vmax; 4amax,c 8 •max• |M inY~matTS and examples in ji]).

4.3 Valuation of the deduced reference parameters.

We must ascertain now that the deduced reference parameters not only exhibit plain re-

lations between time functions and their spectra but that they are also relevant input

parameters with respect to system responses or tolerance limits.

The convolution integral

Linear system analyser, using approximate solutions of the Duhanel or convolution inte-

gral lead directly to the same result and show that the exhibited maxima of a shock

inrut and its derivatives are predominant and response relevant values of a shock input

Shock response spectra

The so-called response spectra are simply pointitise diagrams of specified response

values of an ensemble of equal systems by varying their natural frequency. Response
spectra thus are another kind to describe an input shock . Otherwise expressed the
applied shock is weighted (filtered) by a specific type of systems.

The simplest response spectrum is that of the oscillatory parts of the residual response

of an undamped simple linear system.

A comparison of the Fourier spectrum with this residual response spectrum by means of

the Fourier integral (2],
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tot
A(6) = I a(t)e dt

and the convolution integral
S~t

"/) • = • • = f a(t)sin,,(t-x)dT/max
0

confirms the well-known similarity of both solutions. The cortesponding values are

spectral modulus and velocity response amplitude
A (s) 0- 0,

spectral angular frequency and natural system frequency

Ccnclusion: In the proposed format of the shock net, where scale fl. = scale W, and scale
A(2) = scale 0, the Fourier spectrum and this residual response spectrum have exactly
the same curve thus, the shock polygon is not only an approximatirn to the Fourier
spectrum but also to this response spectrum.

4.4 Relations between response spectra and exposure limit boundaries.

In linear systems the relation between a maximax response spectrum and the correspon-
ding exposure limit boundary is evident. Both solutions are merely inverse interpre-
tations of the same problem.

A maximax response spectrum exhibits the maximum response valies of a set of equal
systems excited by one specific shock input as function of the system frequency W.
Figue 5a shows the max. acceleration response xm of damped linear simple systems

Y) to adouble-sine acceleration input which is mfined by the value vmax and the
equivalent duration ta.

Kt

- Vz 0.1 h0

01 1 ¶1---wto 01 1 10.- tow

I
6V~ 1t 1o0o to=.1 to Toleronce Criterion

Fix. 5 Equivalence of response spectra a) and
exposure limit boundaries b) in linear

systems

An exposure limit boundary exhibits the limit values of a set of equally shaped input
/ shocks which excite a specified tolerable response value of the given system as func-

tion of the shock durations. Figure 5b shows the input tolerance values vtol of all
double-sine input shocks of various equivalent durations ta. The tolerance criterion
is the tolerable system response •tol"

For linear systems and logarithmic plotting the two results in Fig. 5a, b are recipro-
cal congruent curves.

In linear systems the approximate response spectrum and the exposure boundary respecti-
vely can easily be developed from the shock polygon by calculating the various step
responses* i.e. weighting each polygon range by a corresponding Oload" factor.

Figure 3 line (2) shows the standard shock spectrum for relative displacement and ab-
solute acceleration of single-degree-of-freedom systems with small or no damping as

- A
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used in the field of shock testing and isolation. The weighting factors are I smax;

1,5 Vmax and 2 amax up to ý ý 2/t .

In nonlinear syst-ms a response spectrum is meaningless and not defined. Yet the expo-
sure boundary which is a significant system property, remains meaningful. (See chap-
tvr 5.)

4.3 Summary and instructions.

The quantifying of an input shock relies on a suitable assessment of typical peak va-
lues of a shock function and its appropriate derivatives and integrals, e.g. max. dis-
placement, velocity, acceleration, and jerk if applicable, see Figure 3. The peak
values are plotted as lines parallel to thc appropriate axes on the SHOCK NET. (See
chapter 3.) They form the SHOCK POLYGC.4 from which severa1 important relations
can be deduced as ander:

(a) The time coordinatesof the intersections indicate the equivalent pulse dura-
tions, e.g.

- equiv. jerk pulse duration (or rise-time of the acceleration pulse)

tj = amax /jmax

- equiv. acceleration pulse duration ta = V max/amax

- equiv. velocity pulse duration tv = Smax/Vmax'

(b) The shock polygon approximates a given shock by a couple of step functions, e.g.
an acceleration step amax* a velocity step vmax' and a displacement step smax*

The intersections indicate the validity range of approximation.

(c) The shock polygon is an approximation to the modulus of the Fourier spectrum
A(O) of the acceleration alt), i.e. it approximates the Fourier transform of
a(t). Thus it is a generalized Fourier srctrum.

(d) It also approximates the residual response spectrum of undamped single-degree-
of-freecom systems with natural angular frequencies w. The responding vibration
amplitudes 1; 9 or S can be read off the corresponding scales for displacement,
velocity or acceleration.

Notes. The approximate relations b), c), d) fit well for all shocks with only one dis-
continuity, they grad,-Ally become less precise for rough, oscillating histories. To
obtain suitable peak values, the shock pattern may be smoothed or filtered with regard
to the frequency range of interest.

If some of the values, e.g. jmax' amax or smax are not known (or are infinite), the po-

lygor reduces to a straight line, e.g. vmax which indicates that all other values are
assumed to be infinite.

Shocks having the same shock polygon, have approximately the same frequency content but
may differ more or less in phase characteristics. The remaining additional information
of an actual pulse shape has only second-order quality.

In the case of transient vibrations (e.g. earthquake motions) the generalized Fourier
spectrum of a polygonal type is a rhock polygon and thus defines the basic parameters
of an equivalent shock.

Independent of the application Nf the relations b) - d) the defined peak values and equi-
valent durations should be used as descriptive shock parameters.

Generalized (approximate) response diagrams can be obtained from the shock polygon by
calculating the various step responses of the specific type of systems (e.g. damped,
undamped) and the response of interest (e.g. max. relative displacement, absolute acce-
leration). A generalized shock response diagram, thus originates in the polygon by
weighting each range. It may be called SHOCK RESPONSE POLYGON.

5. CRITERIA RELATED SYSTEM PROPERTIES (the Exposure Polygon)..

The ensemble .i shock inputs of the same pattern (e.g. all double-sine acceleration pul-
ses, Fig. 5b) aftecting the same response value (e.g. a tolerable relative displacement
or stress) form a specific exposure limit boundary. Each specific tolerance criterion
creates another special limit boundary.

In general, the exposure limit boundary for a specific system with one criterion consi-
,ering all various types of shock inputs is a multi-parametrlcal envelope area which
can be obtained by means of modelling techniques or numerous series of shock tests.

A useful approximation which reduces the mnvelope area to a simple line, is the envelope
of all tolerable shock groups represented by their shock polygons. As further approxi-
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mation, which represents the highest grade of meaningful date reduction, thiL boundary
can be appioximated by a polygonal line, see Figure 6, which may be called the EXPOSURE
POLYGON.

Air , ri,.ry.
ur d SCOTJUr /I\

,-) \- P PYn 5 , / \

A /

E. 
\/ " \

e, ppolyu png co
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the aympttic ~lue or tlerale Iog-duatlo sh oerowtble ek ~le
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t h v a-ue2 1ep -e n s w h

Fi. r e hDefinition and elements of the

exposure polygon

The exposure polygon requires the following shock relevant properties of the affected
iyatem; see Figure 7 as an exampl r e0:

a) Steady acceleration limit tol (static load capacity)

the asymptotic value for tolerable long-duration shocks with low jerk values

Imax ' )

8) Acceleration step limit, s tol:
the value of the tolerable acceleration stop (sudden applied load, -)which
is related to the steady acceleration limit by means of the dynamic I-Sid factor
DLF(..) * :tA1 /a.R The transition range from the steady acceleration limit

te c step limit agiven by the tolerable Jerk J or
teihroike-time oy which is approximae y t o t 10/w.

y) Velocity step limit vo toeI
the shock tolerance for relatively short acceleration pulses which is related to

the energy capacity or the wave resistance of the system.

6) Displacement step limit s, to,

the shock tolerance value in the case of sudden displaciment changes which is
related to the deflection ability of the system. In viscous damped or continuous
systems a tol is zero.

The shock exposure polygon applies approximately to all types of shock, and thus in a
shock relevant property of the system and its tolerance criterion.

Fiur shows as an example exposure polygons of the spinal injury model (5,61.
1
1¶ichosen tolerance criteria are

a) tolerable deflection a tol , 0,361 1,11 3,6 cm

resp. DRI ai '1 3 , 6 9

9) tolerable absolute acceleration x;0 -o 10 ; 30; 100 ni/0*

The most simple computations of stop responses arv carried out in (31. Figure 7 may give
us somo basic information on the behavior of the system and the influence of the chosen
criteriat
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SUMMARY AND INSTRUCTIONS.

The exposure polygon na an approximate tolerance boundary is a useful tool In orienta-
tion and planning for more detailed theoretical or experimental studies. it defines
typical criteria related system properties and the range of their relevance?

static load capacity It- 10/t)

step load caplacity (t, I 1 d

a

deflection ability (tv < I1%0

dynamic load factor I I < t t < 10)

in lineart nystema t he term to represents the lowest: system frequeincy, A n nonlinear
nystitems an equivalent corner0 frequency.
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In damped or degressive nonlinear systems (e.g. elastic-plastic restraint) the influen-
ce of the actual pulse shape is still less than in undamped linear systems, (3].

Experts experienced in harmonic system response and "Bode-diagrams", will recognize at
once the relationship between the tolerable step loads which form the exposure polygon
and the driving point mobility, where the real part of mobility relates to the tolerab-
le velocity step and the imaginary parts (real parts of compliance and inverse apparent

mass) are comparable with the displacement and acceleration step respectively. Thus the
transition from vibration to shock problems can easier be understood when the same kind
of representation will be used in both areas.

The proposed criteria related system properties are easy to calculate or to determine
by test because the are simply step responses.They furnish the basic information for
the shock resistance of the system.

6. EXAMPLES AND REMARKS.

6.1 Total or Equivalent Pulse-Durations

Some authors, (7,8] for example, use the total pulse duration T and the peak accelera-
tion a as reference parameters for comparing the effect of shocks, see Fig.8,a. When
using Te equivalent pulse duration t instead of T (Fig.8.b), the curves I-ttogether
in the short duration range, and the tnfluence of the actual pulse shape turns out to
be less important. The resultant curves only differ noticeably in the long duration ran-
ge because the rise-times t. = a /j of both pu!ses are quite different. The diffe-
rence would disappear almost comnTfteTOxif the comparison of various pulses would be
based on the proposed reference parameters including the jerk Jmax, see Fig.12 and the
displacement smaxif applicable.

A 0 ----- - -- -

Sto

a) ota Pus# waton is)-ir blEqutvolsnt Pulse Duroten t. Is) I

Fig. 8 Significance of reference parameters

in comparing exposure limits

6.2 Shock Performance of Ski-bindings

Own researches in shock performance of safety ski-bindings f1,91 may serve as a further
example. The problem was broken down into two groups of problmes.

a) Evaluation of the steadiness fespectively dive)limit boundary of the skier against
horizontal shocks in frontal and cross direction in order to specify the necessary
shock performance of the ski-binding. I. e. the binding has to stay closed as far as
the skier can master the situation, to avoid mis-releasing.

b) The shock performance boundaries of various ski-bindings at different adjustment
levels.

a) Steadiness to frontal shocks.

In order to reduce the number of volunteer shock tests and to avoid riskyý ranges,
static tests were performed at first. fiaqUre _ shows the test sLtuattioni a man standing
in fixed ski-shoes was pulled forward by a horizontal force at the heiqht, of the re-
duced body mass. fjjQ represents the obtained average load deflection curve of so-
veral tesntwith one volunteer. As tolerance criterion in the static and dynamic tests
served the maximum tolerable deflection 6tol * 0.6 a of the body,
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Assuming a test equivalent reduced mass m = 56 kg of about 60 0 of the mai's weight, the
exposure polygon values could be calculated from the static test result:

acceleration step limit as tol = F1/m z 0.6 g

velocity step limit vs to, = = f2E/m 2.5 m/s

displacement step limit s tol = tel 0.6 m

The obtained step values are plottd in Filire 11, lint !1) as exposure polygon. To ve-
rify or adjust this "static" exposure polygon only few shock tests need be performed.
Some shocks which net the criterion o are plotted in Figure 11 as shock polygons.
Although the shapes of the used pulse• lere varied, the shape had no significant influ-
ence on the result.

Line (2) in Figure 11 indicates the displacement capacity of the test equipment of 1.5 m
and thus the upper limit of equivalent velocity durations t of about 500 ms which
could be produced, In the ra;age of short duration double pulxes %ith high accelerations
and velocities but tolerable displacement values quite another tolerance boundary was
reached which is characterized by the "volunteer knee or leg pain' tolerance criterion,
line (3). The "knee pain" tolerance limit depends highly on the flexibility of the
ski-shoes.

b) Shock performance of ski-bindings.

In irontal direction the required shock performance of the ski-binding depends tireatly
on the flexibility of the ski-shoes so that a performance requirement for the binding
itself :annot be specified. According to Figure 11, line (1) the flexibility of shoe
plus binding should be at least constructed so as to match a velocity step of about 3 m/s
withouit mis-releasing and without reaching the "knee pain" or leg fracture tolerance,
(9).

In cross direction, however, the steadiness limit of the skier turned out to be the
only significant shock performance requirement for the binding itself which was found
to be an input velocity step of 2 m/s, (2).

6.3 MEAN ACCELERATIONS AND TOTAL VELOCITY CHANGES.

Investigators in the field of crash test and car safety research are accustomed to use
total velou'ity change .Av and mean acceleration amean as reference parameters in order
to define a crash situation. This kind of problems deals with pulse functions only
havir.g "one sile" values whic.a of course essentially reduces the variety of parameters.

The original mechanical quantities tyrn out to be the response of the system *car", i.e.
the total velocity change Aix 2 x - x and the deformation A of the crash zone. (Sec
chapter 2.) The calculations

mean acceleration a mean - Ai/26

and total pulse duration T - 26/As

are only a transformation to some other plain values (input to system "cell"), but pro-
vide no additional information. Of course, if no other information is available, for in-
stance in collision case studies, the approximation of the actual shock input by a rec-
tangular pulse is near at hand but as speculative as any other assumption.

If additional data can be obtained, e.g. acceleration histories in field tests or load
deflection curves of the o'tashing components they should be carried out at leaut to
provide the peak acceleration (or a kind of shock crest factor amax/amean) or jerk, if
applicable, as minimum additional information.

In many papers, e.q. [10], the collected whole body or head tolerance data are presen-
ted as plots of tolerable mean accelerations versus velocity change. Disadvantages of
such a presentation are for instances:

- the effect of jerk or acceleration rise-time cannot well be Incorporated,
- the asymptote of the exposure boundary for long duration acceleration pulses

relies on system relevant smoothed peak values and not on mean values,

- double pulse (displacement step) affects cannot be presented,

- relations between shock and vibration thresholds cannot be developed.

6.4 SINGLE NUMBER TOILERANCE INDICES.

Sinqle number tolerance crittria if not related to a well defined model or test situa-
tion need to be handled and applied with caution.
Two wellknown reprenentative. are the

Gadd Severity Index GSI
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and the slightly modified

Head Injury Criterion HIC.

The single number weighting of problem- so multiparametrical, is an extensive data reduc-
tion and consequently leads to a substantial loss of basic information. Let us try to
valuate the mechanical relevance of these quantities by means of the shock net and the
proposed reference parameters. Figure 12 presents some 'one side" acceleration pulses
ha•ving equal equivalent rise-times t., durations ta and the corresponding GSI and HIC
values.

When using the proposed referen-
cc parameters the GSI and 111C Sioks with equai Gcd -Seventy kidex HeWd kpry Oritrion•

valuations differ obviously parameters Z5
not very much and the influence ,I

of the pulse shape is remark- a- V- .. |zf 6S ) d H - - at

ably small. Phure 13 even

accentuates this statement: ---
the influence of GS1 weighting
indeed turns out to be a narrow
band of about I dB. Furthermore, C .
Fig. 13 exhibits the original ,, GSI:(.9 §1- t, IC.87e".
idea and quality of the GSI to 'Ni --t

be an overall human tolerance i b t, z 3-J
limit including blackout
phenomena at long duration o!
accelerations as well as skull ,-o.
fracture in the short duration r
ringe. The weighting exponent 6Sf Jo.88 . -] 9 ,CO -[o -j I.,
2.5 of acceleration has no t
other background or inten- I- t. 4 JIta
tion as to produce the in-
c lina t io n 1:0 ,6 o f an o ve r - 41IV
all fitting line. I'~ 0 ~

Gsf %" I t. 1 * ztW 476 -•'I.
6.5 HEAD TOLERANCE TO FRONTAL . . .. -t,-i t

SHOCK _ -- t__. ____t,___l_

No other special shock tolerance 04L I
problem seems to yield more se-'r -r-0
condary papers than the head in- 051 =I072 a--i., HIH :0.66 0- Jt,jury problem, and with this the I ý'
confusion increases. Let us make ' t
another attempt. . 44 -- a-

The head injury criterion HIC
for instance sometimes is un- Fig. 12 Comparison of GSI and HI( valuations
derstood to be by means of the proposed reference

a) 'he evaluation of input quan- parameters
tities, in other words an
input tolerance limit

b) a true tolerance criterion, i.e. a specified tolerable response value. iDefinltions
see chapter 2.)

If b) applies, a clear specification of the nature and location of the response value
must be stated or a specified model be constructed. The relation between a) and b) is
the transfer function from a given input point to the point of measurement. It may en-
large or attenuate the input quantity depending on whether the input load has a more
static or more impulsive character.

If a) applies, the acceleration history of the contact area between head and (ductile)
target must be measured and evaluated. Now we will try to compare Kome data of head
tolerance to frontal shock by using the proposed shock net and the reference parameters.

Figure 14 illustrates the various attempts to substitute the Wayne-State Tolerance-
Curve by simple models. A fifth model was added by the author. Because no other infor-
mation about the "Wayne-State pulse shapW5 is available and because the tolerance
curve Is presented by insignificant mean acceleration values, a special pulse shape had
to be assumed. Obviously, the assumption for determining the parameters and tolerance
criteria of almost all models was a triangular pulse.
Figure 14 shows the deduced model parameters, the chosen tolerance criteria and further
in the last line the corr-sponding exposure polygon values.

More original skull fracture data are listed below:

Lissner 1960
Free fall tests, 50t skull fracture, tolerable velocity step Vtol * 5 m/s
measured accelerations (responses?) Wmax 176 + 210 g
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Fig. 14 Wayne-State head tolerance curve and its
substitutionit by simple models

v. Gierke, Goldrnann 11961 WS.
Energy capacity of skull 50 - 75 Mm,
Assuming an equivalent mass of 5 kg, , 55i/
the tolerable velo~city step is vt0  45+5. /

Swearingen 1967
Tolertable input force 10 kN
measured tolerable acceleorations fresponme?l 1xto " 200 g

Daniel, Patrik 1975t
Tolerable acceleration (responses?) Xtol a 165 9

Let us discuss these daze with the use of Figure I . tt ahowe the Wayne-State Curvet
represented by tolerable input peak accelerations havinq the polygon values &to, 100 9

and vtl* 4.2 rn/s. The tolerable velocity step seems to be well confirmed by the above

b4 -i
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SYMBOLS

Input quantities (time functions)

st v; a; j; displacement; velocity; acceleration; jerk- values or histories.

Spectral values Itransformations of input values)

n; iQ I p spectral angular frequencies, Laplace or Fourier operator

av'I Q a; spectral corner frequencies (see chapter 4.1)

A(Olb v(N) spectral moduli (capital letters) of time functions a(t), v(t).

Time values (used to describe input time functions)

te; T total pulse durations (e - end)

tV; t ; tj equivalent durations of (positive) velocity; acceleration; jerk-pulses
(see chapter 4.1)

Response quantities

x, x, x absol-ito respornse values, e.g. displacement, velocity and acceleration.
6, Ax relative displacement, total velocity change in a system.

System prop~rtie.s

ml kg b parameters of a simple linear system: mass, stiffness, damping resistance.
w . /k/-M; ndtural angular frequency

D a b/2mw damping ratio

wo corner frequency in nonlinear or complex systems.

Indices

9; t amplitudes in harmoiic vibrations

Vm.x
1 Imax maximum or peak input or response values

Xtoll 
6

tol tolerable response values, tolerance criteria

at o ll vtie tolerance limits, maximum tolerable input quantities

a* toll vs tol tolerable step Inputs lexposure polygon)
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MULTIAXIS DYNAMIC RiESPONSE OF THE HUMAN HEAD AND NECK TO IMPACT ACCEE t•ITION

C. L. Ewing
D. J. Thomas

L. Lustick

Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory Detachment
P. 0. Box 29407

New Orleans, Louisiana 70189

SUMMARY

The protection of man against crashes requires the development of protective mechanical systems which must be evaluated

in the design phase and in prep;.rduction and production testing to determine their efficacy. Such testing requires the use of

vllidnte. nmathemaltical models or other valid analoqs that have the appropriate human Jynamnt response to peak accelerat;on,

direction of acceleration, rate of onset of acceleration, duration at peak acceleration and initiAi position af body seg-
ments including the range of human anthropometry. The impact acceleretion event associated with crashes has a time

duration of less than one second and usually less than 200 ms. From 1974 through October 1978, 80 volunteers have under-
gone approximately 2000 impact acceleration experiments. The complete kinematic response of the head and the first
thoracic vertebral body JTI) was measured over the range of variables requited for human analog development.

The relationships of the kinar,,atic variables are graphical|y presented and statistically analyzed. A previously
suggested head and neck model for two-dimensional response is evaluated. The approaches and constraints for a three-
dimensional model are evaluated. Anthrpopmetric effects on the dynamic response are presented. The data base serves
as a basis for the validation of human surrogate head and neck response to -X and #Y occeleration.

INTRODUC TION

Evaluation of candidate human protective devices against impact acceleration reqssites human simulation by such
analogs as cadavers, anthropomorphic dummies, mathematical models and various primates. The human analog is requited

because man cannot tolerate the extreme impact forces against which such systems ore designed to afford protection. All
human analog testing and data derived therefrom suffers from aoe principal defect. Its correspondence to man cannot be

quantitatively established, largely because of the almost complete absence of quantitative humor dynamic response data
and human injury criteria. As a consequence, dummies are designed to reproduce static rather than dynamic oathropo-
metric measurements. An alternative, the use of volunteers to test protective systems is dangerous, expensive and diffi-

:ult to interpret. If a subject is not used as his own control, variarece between subjects makes comparisons difficult.
Adjustments of certain protective restraint systems are a very large factor in their ability to protect, but ore difficult to
reproduce for crash test, ever, for the same subject. Obviously, a volunteer can not be used for the testing of higher

levels of operation of a protective system due to excessive risk of injury.

Development of a valid analog would result in the capability to reproduce man's dynamic response. Such an analog
does not exist today. Its development requires determination of the following:

1. Moss, center of mass location and principsl rments of inertia data of the important body segments. Some of
these data are avoilable IT, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

2. Functional relationships between those body segments in the dynamic environment. The goal is to be able to
predict dynamic rspornse of a given segment, given the input accelorations to that segment.

3. Deformation characteristics of critical anatomical segments which interact with the restraint system.

4. Injury criteria from|appropriotely scaled human surrogates.

An 7xps•irnentol approach using volunteers and non-human primates was adopted in order to resolve these diffis'srties

of protective er-uipmernt evaluation. The approach is as follows-:

I. Measure the dynamic and physiological esaporse of critical rigid body segments of volunteer subjects urdergoing

lirnear impact acceleration eoxperiments within the limits of volunteer tolerance. Independert variables ore the peak
occelerotion, rate of onset, duration, direction and the inltial condition of the anatomical segments.

2. M•esure the same responses for non-human primates up to the comparable levels of human exposure to determine

the between species differences of dynomic and physiological response.

3. Moasure the pothologicol•respotne of non-human primates at levels ofprimanent inijuy.

4. Develop the spocifications for a human analog and construct oapropriate anthropomorphic test devices. This
would include the means to measure the responses in the dummy ard the criteria of irnjurry to be applied to the response
data,

The measured dynamic relotion between anatomical segments is indeperrdent of restrtirrt, provided that rnr, restraint
is used between the two anatomical points where the measurements are taken. Data meoured this way are subrject

to gerreral usei.lr Innovation of reliable merrsi to mraurt Instrumentatior to anatamical segments ard
to interpret the data butween runs, between subjects and between species is required in order to accompi•sh the effort,
This has been accomplished on voluntiers at the head, TI and the pelvis, with limited comparison between investigators
(7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 13, 14, 15). The meant for calibrating and processing the data have also been developed and

" " I I II
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reported (16, 17, 18). This paper summarizes the head and neck response data for -X and +Y impact experiments.
Transducer mounts for impact experiments must achieve 1) reproducibility of placement between runs; 2) lack of
spurious movement of the transducer relative to the man; 3) results which could be related to the human population rather
than to the individual alone; 4) location of the transducers relative to anatomical coordinate systems. The experiments must in-

clude repented runs on a single instrumented individual to determine the repeatability of arty data collected, as well as to assess

between subject variation. The various requirements for coordinate system documentation and conventions in three-dimen-

sions have been presented (19, 20, 21, 22).

The majority of pro-1967 instrumentation effort usually has been directed toward the vehicle. Instrumentation of Stapp's
experiments was limited because of the state-of-the-art of inertial measurement transducers. These deficiencies included acceler-

ometers, rate gyroscopes and ie means to attach the transducers to the anatomy. In those experiments, Stapp noted that

head-mounted transducers mounted on a helmet or a 'bite-plate" could not give useable results (23).

A joint Army-Navy-Wayne State University project was initiated in 1966 at the Noval Aerospace Medical Institute,

Pensacola, Florida, to make these measurements using U. S. Army enlisted volunteers. This program is continuing at

the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory Detachment (NAMRLD), New Orleas,, Louisiana, using U. S. Navy

enlisted volunteers.

Dynamic response of the head and neck to experimentally applied impact acceleration was the first subject of the

study. Previous studies (23, 24) have demonstrated the difficulties inherent in measuring accelerations ard displacements

of the head and neck, as referenced to the seat. One difficulty has been in the means of generating the input accelera-
tion. Many studies have been performed by acceleration facilities in which an initial acceleration was given, followed

by an almost constant velocity phase with a deceleration of less than 0.5G, followed bya shaped terminal deceleration

pulse. One disadvantage of such an accelerator is the necessity for establishing a condition of zero dynarmic response
prior to entry into the deceleration phase. If the head and neck were responding to the initial acceleration or subsequent

velocity decay at the time of initiation of the input acceleration, an artifact would be introduced into the measured

response to the deceleration pulse ; .-.other disadvantage is that physiological data collected during an experiment

cannot be related to a single pulse, but instead ore related to a series of pulses. It would appear less difficult to deter-
mine the effect of a single pulse if the experimental pulse were induced with the subject at both inertial and physiological

rest.

Additional difficulty lies in the complexity of the forces acting simultaneously an dse anatomy. The sled moves away

from the pelvis in the direction of acceleration, but the pelvic restraint which couples sie men to the seat transmits the

acceleration to the pelvis and thus to the torso. The torso then attempts to rotate oraund the restrained pelvis in the

mid-sraittal plane but is prevented from doing so by the shoulder restraint harness. &A Ow pelvic and shoulder harnesses

stretch in response to the dynamic load of the subject. A reversal of torso trajectory then occurs, resulting in the torso

being forced down and back. Concurrently, the torso is being moved through space with the acceleration vehicle. The
head and neck also respond by rotating through space about a center of rotation In the neck or neck-torso junction area.

Schulman, et. al., have shown that 1he neck is capable of considerable stretch (24). Therefore, displacements of the

head as measured from a smat reference point are difficult to interpret due to the conopexity of motion of the entire sled-
osro-hoead system. The experimental mathods adopted for the data presented in this repaot ottempt to avoid these diffi-

cultias.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A total of 15 U.S. Army volunteers were used for measurement of the two-dimensienel mid-segittal plane response to

-X (chest to back) impact acceleration during 236 experiments on the WHAM II acceleretor at Wayne State University

(7, 8, 10). Sixty-five U.S. Navy enlisted volunteers were used on the HYGES impect acceleratar at NAMRLD. The

three-dimensional response of the head and neck was measured for 563 -X experiments aend 731 +Y (right ao left shoulder)
experiments. The volunteers ranged from the 3rd to the 96th percentile of 3itting height relative to the U.S. naval
aviator population (25). The onthropometry on all subjects was measured by Clouser and Kennedy (26, 27).

The experimental data base analyzed in this paper is derived from four subsets of &iM, summarized as follows:

Nude of Number of
Number of Number of Sled Acceleration Experinenlef Sled Experimental

Direction Subjects Experiments Range (G) Profile Condlitions Initial Conditions

-X 10 75 6, 10, 15 3 1

-X 13 100 6, 10 I 4

4Y 51 85 2 through 11 3 I

+Y 6 100 2 through 7 I 4

The exporlmental sled conditions for the first group are high onset long duretlon (HOLD), high onset sher duration
(HOSD), end low onset long duration (LOLD) for the sled acceleration profile as shewn for 15G, Figure I.
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Figure I - Typicul Sled Acceleration Profiles, 15G, -X Experiments

The initial condition was neck up/chin up (NUCU). The experimental Initial conditions of the head and neck anatomy
for the second group are NUCU, neck up/chin down (NUCD), neck forward/chin up (NFCLIA and neck forwvardkhin
down (NFCD), with HOLD sled acceleration profile. The third group of runs used the three sled conditions HOLD, HOSD and
LOLD with the NUCU initial condition. Average sled profiles at 7G are shown for this group in Figure 2. The fourth group used

four initial conditions of the head and neck, NUCU, head tilted right 04TRTI, head tilted left (HTLT) and head down (HDWN),
with the HOLD sled acceleration Pofile. Overlap of subjects and experiments it reported among the four groups. Consideration
of the effect of the anthropomorphic variable of sitting height was examined from a set of eight experiments involving six
U.S. Army voluntoers on the WHAM II.



RUN NO. SYM. PLOTTED SUBJECT SLED ACC. ONSET
HOSDO7 ACXXOS = (X) AVERG 70.3 8261.
LOLD07 ACXXOS = (+) AVERS 70.1 1618.
HOLD07 ACXXOS = (0) AVElIRG 69.3 5957.
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Figure 2 - Average Sled Acceleration Profile (7G)

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

SUBJECTS - The details of the procedures and results of solicitation and evaluation of volutsteers For impact and
vibration acceleration streos experiments have been reported (28). Of 1,277 prospective navol volunteers, only 63 (4.9%)
were qualified and only 44 (3.4%) successfully completed the experimental progm as of 1977.

SLED ACCFLERATION PROFILES - A Bendix HYGEO pneumatically driven 0.3401m diamet•r accelerator is used
at NAMRLD to accelerate an approximately 1.2m by 3.7m sled of 1669 kg mass. This Is rail moanted on twelve

Delrin AFO pucks. The acceleration stroke is limited to 1.52m and sled mounted brake$ we not used. The effective
drag is about 0.2G, the sled Is allowed to coast to a stop, and total roil length is 213m.

At Wayne State University the WHAW. II accelerator (29) was used at the acceleration end of the track. The end of

the experimental conditions of Interest occurred when dynamic response was siubstentlolly completed. This occurred in

every Instance prior to the end of the initiul occlemration pulse. The sled achieved e peek velocity which ,emalned

relatively constant until the sled brakes were activated. Sled braking produced a usesh 2G deceleration unti! zero
sled velocity was attoiai. Accelerator pulse shape for each run was trionguler with e long decay. Only two-.dmenslonel
Instrumentatlon was used (7, 8, 10).

RESTRAINT - At NAMRLD, thte subjects ore restrained for -X experiments In noemnelly uptight position by shoulder
straps, lap belt and an Inverted V pelvic stop tied to the lap belt. The thrust vector Is nominallv directed from chest to
bock. Upper arm and wrist restraints are uWed to prevent flailing during all higher level -X impact acceleration experiments.

The some pelvic and torso restraint was applied during +Y experiments. The thrtut vector of the sled was nominally directed
from the rlght to the left shoulder and the subject was positioned snugly against a lig1tly padded wooden board against the

right shoulder to limit the upper torso motion. In oil experiments, a loose safety belt around the chest was also employed.
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EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS - The dynamic parameters of interest presented in this paper were derived from
measurements using six piezoresistive accelerometers mounted on a T shaped plate at t*1e mouth and six accelerometers
mounted on a T-plote at the spirous process of TI. The configuration of the accelerometers on the T-plate and the error
propagation associated with this method for determining linear displacement, velocity, acceleration and angular orien-
tation, angular velocity and angular accýleration components of a rigid body have been described (16). The cinephoto-
graphic system and the two rote gyroscopes used to va!idate this measurement system have been described (17).

The standard geometry of the T-plate is illustrated in Figure 3, showing the position and orientation of the occelero-
meters.

953

Figure 3 - 6 Accelerameter System 3-2-1 Configuration

The output of each accelerometer was hardwired to an EAM-Pacer 600 hybrid computer, digitized at 2000 samples per
second and stored on magnetic disk in real time. The calibration information is available in the computer memory prior
to the run and carried with the accelerometer data. Within minutes after each experiment the digital data are scaled,
reconverted to analog form and plotted on a cathode roy tube for validation by comparison with a scaled light beam
oscillographic plot of the data, independently generated at the time of the run. In addition, a two axis rate gyroscope
is mounted on the head mount and on the TI mount. The data from them gyroscopes were used as an independent measure-
mert of two components of the angular velocity of the hoad and of the neck.

Clneoplotographic covelge of the eVnt is provided by two sled-mounted, pin-registered 16m, 500 frame per second
cameras, Milliken DBM 50D or DOM 55 , situated orth!golly to each other at app.toximately one meter from the
subject. These cameras ore equipped with 12.5mm Kinoptic lenses at f4. Each camera has a 140 degree shutter and is
equipped to print ten digits of the time of day at time of shutter opening resolved to 0.1 ms song the frame edge as wall
as serial IRIG S timing along the opposite edge. One hundred foot rolls of Kodak 2479 RAR f:m are used.

Lighting Is provided by four sled-mounted General Electric a 4582 lamps mounted in pairs at each of the camera
sites. One camera was mounted to the right of the ubject with lens axis approximately normal to the mid-sagittal plane
of thy subject. The other one was mounted in front of the sublect. Photographic targets on the TI instrumentation mounts
as well as the sled-mounted torget remained in the field of view of the lateral camera. Targets on the mouth mount
Instrumentation were in the field of view of both cameras. Them was on additional overhead camera for the +Y exp*i-
monts. The T1 mount displacement wa constrained to the mid-togittol plane and was measured relative to the sled coordinate
system for -X experiments. The three dimensional motion of T1 mount was measured far +Y experiments. The mouth
mount displacement .on be measured In three dimensslon relative to +h sled.

In order to compare s•bjects at similar points In the anatomy, It Is required to define a head anatomical coordinate
system and a TI anatomical coordinate system (19, 20, 21, 22). These enthropametric cocndinate systems are related to
te instrumentation coordinate systems by three-dimenslonal x-ray anthraponmetry on each subject (1I). The basic refer-

once frame for the entire series of experiments Is fixed to the laboratory. This Is established by first defining a sled
coordinate system in which the orlgin is a benchmark permanently machined Into the sled structure. The +X axis is pare-
llel but In the opposite direction to he thrust vector of the accelerator. The +Z axis Is parallel to gravTty and positive
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upward and the +Y axis is established so that the XYZ axes form an othogonal right hand triad. All zoordinate systems
used in this study are right handed where X, Y and Z axes are taken in that order.

The dependent variables presented in this report for -X experiments are defined as faliows:

(a) Angular velocity (RHBOXS) (RM20XS) is the component along the +Y head anatomical coordinate system rela-
tive to the laboratory reference coordinate system. For -X experiments there is no significant X or Z angular velocity.

(b) Ang, lar acceleration 1C. HBCXS) is the +Y component along the +Y head anatomical coordinate system relative
to the laboratory reference coorcdinaoe sfstem. For -X experiments there is no significa-it X or Z angular acceleration.

(c) Resultant acceleration kAAXXZ 9 ;s the magnitude of the linear acceleratia' at the head anatomical coordinate
system origin relative to the laboratory reference system origin computed from the components along the X and Z axes of
the laboratory reference coordinate system. For -X experiments the Y comp)nent of accelerGtion is not significant.

(d) Horizontnl acceleration (AtJXXOG(ATXXOS) at Ti is the acceleration component of the T! anatomical coor-
dinate system origin relative to the laboratory reference coordinate system along the +X axis of the laboratory reference
coordinate system.

(a) Sled acceleration (ACXXO ) is the acceleration of the sled along he X component of the laboratory coordinate
system. The laboratory Y and Z components of acceleration are ncgligible for -X experiments.

Many of the -X experiment- presented in this analysis were conducted with a mouth mount that hod c resonant fre-
quency which contaminated the output data. Spectral analyses of accelerometer data were run to determine the frequen-
cies at which the mouth mount resonance occurred. A linear filter, consisting of two second order notch filters :ratio
of two second order polynomials), and a second order low pass filter were selected to attenuate the mo,.th rason resonance
across subjects, without significantly affecting the derived parameters. The accelerometer data were shifted ýo account
for the delays associated with the filtering process. To establish that this filter did not alter the output variables signi-
ficantly, runs without a mouth mount resonance were analyzed with no filter and with the filter, described previously.
No significant changes in the output variables were observed vhen the filter was used on mouth mount data known to be
free of resonances. This study is interested in the average effects of onset and duration over subjects and the subjects
were pooled in subsequent regression a-mlyses. In order to determine the general response of subjects to onset and dura-
tion, an alignment program was used to line up the variables of all runs in each of the nine experimental conditions de-
fined by onset, duration (HOSD, LOLD and HOLD) and peak sled acceleration. The average profiles for each variable
of integest were calculated for each experimental condition and comparison plots of these average profiles were made at
each of the three nominal G levels. The alignment program was designed to shift the signal vector representing the time
profile of the variable, so that in the time window of interest, the average correlation between all the vectors in a group
was maximized. This isconsistent with a minimum mean square departure of the normalized signal vectors from the aver-
age. The average profiles determined prove to be a good method to observe subtle shape differences in the time' profiles
of the variables of interest. The average profiles were shifted so that the peak values for each variable were approxi-
mately consistent with the average time at which the peak occurred for that conditioa.

The sled acceleration is fixed in the -X laboratory direction. In the +Y experiments the orientation of the subject
on the sled is such that the sled acceleration i- in the +Y anatomical direction.

The dependent variables for +Y experiments presented In this report are named and defined as follows:

a. RHACXS (RHOOXS) - Resultant Angular Velocity is the resultant of the head angular velocity about the head
anatomical X and Z axes. The component of angular velocity about the anatomi•lA Y axis (pitching of the head) is r.ot
sigrifflant for these +Y experiments.

b. QHACXS (OHOOXS) - Resultant Angular Acceleration Is the 'esultant of the hesa -ingrlor accelmation about
the head anatomical X and Z axes. The component of angular acceleration about the anatomical Y axis is not signIficant
for thes +Y experiments.

c. AAOXOS - Resultant Linear Acceleration is the magnitude of the hoed linear accelatatian at the origin of the
hood anatomical coordinate system relative to the laboratory reference coordinate system.

d. ANXXOS - Horizontal acceleration at TI is the acceleration component of the TI anatomical coordinate system
origin relative to the laboratory reference coordinate system along the ÷X axis of tte laboratory reference coordindte
system.

e. ACXXOS - Sled acceleration Is the acceleration of the sled along the X companeit of the, laboratory coordinate
system. The laboratory Y and Z components of acceleration ore negligible.

f. RANGLE - Direction of angular velocIty vector Is deflned as the arc tangent of the comporent of head ongula!
velocity about the head anotomical Z axis divided by the head angular velocity about the hood anatomical X axis. The
compoosent of head angular velocity about the head anatomical Y axis Is not significant for these 4Y Impact runs.

For all experiments, the time on all plats is relative, to a time called data procesing time zero established as 40
milliseconds prior to first motion of the sled. First motion of the sled Is determined by the best straight line fir to th.
rising portlon of the sled acceleration profile between 20 and 50 percent of peak sled acceleration. The extrapolation
of this line to Its Intercept with the time axis eetablishes time ef first motion. Rate of aeset Is defined as the slcpe on
the rising portion of the acceleration profile between 20 and 50 percent of paek sed accelrertlon, and dortion Is do-
fined as the time pent above 75 percent of peak sled acceleration.

Analysis of +Y experiments Is directed toward the evaluation of the average effects 4. onset and drWatlon over
sublecos. Date from five subjects were pooled ta obtain average profiles of parameters of Intoere as well as for purposes



of subsequent regression analysis on peak values of interest. The average profile for each variable of interest was calci
toted for each experinmelntal condition and compoaed. The average profile for each condition was obtained by averaging

across subjects using fiat motion as determitned from the sled profile to align the profiles of ftie subjects' response. The
variations in time at which peak values of head and TI response measurements occurred were small enough across subjects
so that the average profiles wer e an excellent summary of the replicationsi.

In this study, the relationship of head peak asnular acceleration, head peak angular velocity, tread peak resultant
acceloeration and TI peak horizontol acceleration to sled onset, durationt and peak ac:eleration were of particular
interest for all experiments. For each variable of interest, the pecks were read manually from the var iable profile. Tire
first positive majsior peak was used for the parameters of head angular accelerattion, angular velocity and resulta•nt lirrear
acceleration. These first peaks were ordinarily found to be the largest for these runs with the eit eption that the angular

acceleration far one subject was characterized by two peaks of almost equal value. An unrambiguous first peak was
found to be more diffhault to d*efi;e for the horizontal linear acceleration at T1. The first peak was always negative
and was usually followed by a relatively sharp decrease in magnitude followed by a series of lesser peaks. The first
peak was selected as the peak value as tong as the decrease subsequent to it was of suffi-cient magnitude. However,
if tire decrease was minor and the continuing part of the turve fit in well with its antecedent, the second peak was

selected.

The peak values of the parameters of irsterest were regressed on the three parameters defin;ng tre sled profile. A

stepwise, multiple linear rogression analysis was used in which parometers were eliminated oin the basis of am I test if
found to be riot significant at the five percent level. In addition, regression of head kinematic variables on, peak
horiz •ntal lineas acceleration at the I I anatomical origin was also obtained. Previcous attempts to define equiralent
onset arid duration parameters for the horizontal acceleration at ) were Oarly partiolly surccessful anid were not attempted
;ir this study.

INITIAl CONDITIONS - The effects of initial conditions for -X anid rY experiments were evaluated irr the it- 110
sled acceleration condition. The initial couditions durinq -X experi•e'nts were established from phototaophy, the photo
dafsta from fousr targets on the {I nI ,mort anid four torgets orr the mouith moirnt from the lateral camera were only used to

obtain the initial conditions. This was done by analyzing 15 frams,&approximately 2 msets opart, prior to first motion
of tIne sled to verify that there was little teood or neck motion prior to this condition The initial values ate consistent
with the position ard or ier•station data at first motion.

The least square fit of initial conditiors was obtaine•d andl was consisternt with the photo data aid consistent with the

constaint that the anatomical origins were only allowed to be moved ins tire laboratory X and .' ditections. Th*e roation
was only abort the laboratory Y axis. This constraint Is consistent with the established firod;i that motion of the teaod
ard •erck was limited to the mid-sagittol plane for -X eoxperi,,ents.

the neck angle illustrated in F iHgore 4 was calculated from the coordinates of the head anatomical arid TI anac.tomical

oigin locations at first sled motion. the head angle, also shown it figure 4. conie directly frm the plhoti, data.

Far all Y rurns the sublet t is seated upright irs a choir so that the sled thrust v%-ttar is nominaltrly in the direction from

the right to the left shoulder, arid the gravity vector is dowiward from the hoed througlh the stulbet's seat. Tieneforte, the
initial n•ominal or iernttiori of the head anatomical arid the I I anatomical coordinate system is such that the ariatomic at
#X is nearly along the laboratory #Y ar•d tre araotam!cal #Y is parallel with the laboratory -X as shown ins f ifire S.

A-.\

'q A'" A..ir

I Is\ 4jt. A'. (

i I Igure 4 - Illustration, of tire, Initoia (oriditirirn of titan1
Anglle end No,~ k Ang•le fun, -\ I rrjerilmerrts
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Figure 5 - Illustration of Initial Condition Variables far +Y Experiments

Photography is used again to measure the initial position of the head and T| in three dimensions. The initial condiM;ons
of the neck link and the head are defined relative to o coordinate system with the Y' axis directed along the sled thrust
vector. The Z' axis Is directed upward in the opposite direction to the gravity vector, and the X' axis ;i directed so that
X', Y', Z' form a right hand orthogonal coordinote system. This coordinate system and it% orientation relative to the
laboratory coordinate system Is relative to the origirn of the coordinate system for T|. The neck line is defined by a length
from T to A and two angles, as shown In Figure 5. The initial orientation of the heed anatomical coordinate system is
defined by three Wuler angles. Assuming that the head anatomical X, Y, Z coordinate system is aligned with the X', Y,
Z' system in cigure 5, then Euler i is a rotation abm.t the haod anatomical X axis (roll), Euler 2 is a rotoan about the
carried head Y anatomical axis (pitch) and Euler 3 Is a rotation about the carried heod Z anatomical axis (yaw).

RESULTS

Figure I p•esents the typical sled acceleration profiles far ISG, - X experiments f(w the three conditions of onset and
duration. The characteristic sha" of HOW profile was used fot initial condition -X experiments. Figure 2 presents
the average sled eccele asian profiles for 7G, *Y experlments. Again, HOLD profile was used for the Initial condition,
+Y experiments. Every attempt was made to hold the sled ".ceelration 0"s constant for te specified condition regard-
les of initial condition or orientation of sublect on the sled.

Figures 6o, 6b, 6c and 6d are coarsperis of the average horlentiel ecceleretion et TI anatomical origin, head angular
acceleration and velocity about the hood nnotomieral Y axis and the resultrant (X and Z components) acceleration of the head flo
156, -X experiments. the comparison Is for the three sled acceleration proliles HOWD, HOSD and 1O0D. The average Isme
profiles of the horlsontal accloeretion ot the T I enstomlcel origin wre considered to be the maln driving Input fow the

• |
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head and neck dynamic response. Independent of condition or leveal, the form of these curves. including peak struc-
ture and time latencies, is very similar. The form of the TI curve most likely reflects the restraint torso interaction
dynamic response. The first peak value for the HOLD and HOSD conditions is higher than the peak for the low onset

condition tLOLD) at oil G levels. The high onset results in a higher first peak acceleration at T1. The duration has

marked effect on the level of acceileration wjbsa,4uent to the frst peak at oll G le.els.

An important observation concerning the horizontal acceleration at TI profiles is that the differences in onset for
the HOLD and HOSD conditions, when compared with the LOLD condition, do nat reflect the differences implied by
the onset of the sled profiles. To verify this, an onset rote was defined for the TI profile as the average slope in the
20 to 50 percent region of the peak acceleration at T The onset thus defined was found to be extremely variable. On
an average basis it was found that the onset for the LAID condition was approximately equal to that of the sled, whereas
the onset thus defined for the HOLD and HOSD conditions was about one-half the value expected. The angular
acceleration profiles are similar in shape for the three conditions but the HOLD condition has the highest peak and the

LOLD has the lowest peak value for 6, 10, 150, as shown for 150 in Figure 6b. The HOSD condition is :ntermediate
between the other two conditions.

LOLD ANXXOS z CX) --- )ee 5. 0.0
HOSD ANXXO cc- ..- 15. 0.0
HOLD AN\XOS lt,) ..... 3.0

T iijul}' . I

U)
0

a-

La,

1t Ifof 1 .... 3

1 tto

.I I .Vt .J

figu,oe 6o - Comlatiso of Horizontal Linear Actitleortion ffrofiles* at Tj 150, -X Experiments

Althou.gh the peaiks off. %;niftl•antly different of 6 and 100 peak tied accelertiotn*, there, it little, differtent:# between the

HOSD and [OLD condlition of 15GO. In addition to the peak diftoerecne the Profiles for the HOLD avid HIOSD conditions nfe

ffote peake~ed than foe the. LOLD condition, The. width at duollton of the MOSD condition is significantly lost than that of esthefiv

HOLD ot ILOD :ondtltion. The. width ot dutation of the. LOLD condition is somewhat gVioto• than• tt't HOLD (cooditioný In

s~ontria14 *ntosn one wddrtobohfotoIcov hpekalefanuracotifin
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LOLD UHBOXS = CX) *..'15. 0.0
H-OSD QHBOXS = (4+) *.e*15. 0.0
HOLD QHBOXS = (0) ****15. 0.0
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Figure & - Comperi san .1 Aveagie Hea Angular Velocity Profiles/i.SO, -X Experiments•

A characterititc sequence of eve'ts independent of G level and onset duration conditions is invariaibly the peak sled
accecleration followed successively by pel hor'izontal acceleration at T1 , pea•k angtular acceleration atof he head and peak
angular velocity. The first peak of resultant acceleratiton occurs alt about the some time as peak angular acceleration in most
experiments.

Since restralint system dynamics vay,y it is dlesirable to relate the results of this study to paracmeters detined from the
aclceleration proilesmeasued at Vp, ratheDr than the sled. The sled proile can be cha, acteri~oed well by pr'aL sled
acceleration, rate of onsetl and duration. Ph. in•put aot T hot a more crmsplicated structure din, to head feedback arrd brso
restrain~t dynamic charateristic¢s The 5lprofile was charcteriled by uslin the three pa¢rameters rustrocted trus: the I
horizotal acceleration profiles: lI}the mag~nitude of the first peak, 2) onet, defiused as the sloipe atl the II prui~lel hr
tweeln 20 and 50 percent of the first pe•ak valuel, alnd 3) duratlon, deffie as the velocity in the barirorstal direction at
140 mtllisecondts divided by 75 percent of the peak magnitud. The pea magnitud(e and asset are detirsed similar ly to the
correspoding definitions on the tield proile. Tire raltionale for definingd, •latiar irs this marine, is sir ottcmp~t to detirre
a singlee paralmeter which ref~srcts in general the durotiors of the alverae acceleratiars of the V1 profile in a tiners window
where aoll the pe~aks at Interest havel occcsredl. The da•ta far ll subjects and all Cr levels were pooled ani a rriotipte step-
wlse regressioln was perforrsed on ea~ch output var~iable using parmetel'•~rs dellmed from the sled proile or parameters sletirred
from th horizomntal acceleration profilel at T1 .

& n
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REGRESSION ON SLED PARAMETERS REGRE;SSION ON T1 PARAMETERS

DEPEND.• CONSTANT SLED SLED SLED StO. CONSTANT "c U ONET OU. TD

VAR. ACCEL. ONSET OUR. DEV. TTt Ti Ti 0EV.

ic

- - - - - -

ANG. ACCEL. - 543 12.1 .0197 1807 246 5.6 2090 332VAR ACE. OSTDR E, ACEL TI DV

ANG. VEL. - 6.54 .23 63.7 2.55 .09 135 4.6

RESULTANT
LINEAR ACCEL. . .9 36 -. 1."95 1077 38

HORIZ. ACCEL. 1.25 .0039 47
AT TI

UNITS OF COEFFICIENTS CONSISTENT WITH:

ANGLE RADIANS
LENGTH METERS
TIME - SEC.

Table I - Reriesolon Coff;clnts for the Effect of HOLD, HOSD and OLD, -X Expeiments



Table I presents the coefficients found significant at the five percent level for each dependent variable based on regression
on sled defined parameters and parameters characterizing the horizontal acceleration profile at T;- The standard deviation in
the residu•ls for each dependent variable is also shown, in order to better understand the mechanism by which onset and dura-
tion affect peak dynamic parameters of interest on the head, a model of the head and neck was exercised to see to what extent
the horizontal acceleration profile at TI explained the effects observed. The model consists of a hinge point at TI, and a neck
link coupled to o head link with a hinge point. The driving input to the model used in this study was the average horizontal

acceleration profile at T1 . Details of this analysis hove been previously reported (30).

If one lineaizes the differential equations of the model and neglects torso neck interaction and damping terms, the peak
angular acceleration of the head is found to depend on two terms, The rate of extension of the head on the neck at the instant
of headneck spring constant discontinuity is the extension velocity. The first, and apparently major term is proportional to
this extension velocity, at the extension corresponding to the spring constant discontinuity, the natural frequency of the head,'
neck interaction and a combination of model parameters involving the lengths of the neck and head link and radius of gyration
of the head. The second term is dependent on duration or the average acceleration level at T1 subsequent to the extension

angle discontinuity in the head neck spring constant.

The natural frequency of the head.'neck interaction consistent with the model parameters is 18.6 Hz If the first term is
the ieading factor, the maximum angular acceleration will occur in one-fourth cycle of the head neck period, or approximately
13 milliseconds. This wes found to be the time interval which occurs between the extension angle discontinuity in spring
constant and the peak angular acceleration at all G levels in aft conditions. This explains in the model the correlation of

extension velocity with peak angular acceleration. Since the model is in reasonable agreement with the data in the relative -

effects of onset and duration, it suggests the importance of extension velocity in the data as well.

It is interesting to note that this same linear analysis indicates that peak angular acceleration may have a subject
dependent parameter approximately proportional to the square root of the spriag constant, times the neck length,divided by the
head moment of inertia. If the spring constant can be assumed proportional to the strength measurements of the neck, it will

be interesting in a future study to correlate this parameter with peak angular acceleration. This is particularly significant
since preliminary analysis of the effect of sitting height on dynamic response rons conducted on the response of six Uý S. Army

volunteers to -X impact acceleration showed no significant relationships (as shown in Table 11).

Table It - Selected Physical Antrrapomerh.s Duata an Test Subiects

Sitting Height 6 Weight

Subject No. cm (I- 0 1 " Percentile- k g (lb)

010 97.8 (38.5) 96 80.2 (176.5)
007 97.8 (38.5) 96 70.2 (154.5)
003 92.5 (36.4) 53 71.6 (157.51
016 91.9 (36.2) 47 75.7 (166.51

009 89.2 (35.1) 17 70.7 (155.6)

013 88.4 (34.8) 12 60.8 (133.7)

0 From Clauser (26)
b From NAIC-ACEL Report 533 (25)

The correlation coefficients reloting both the mouth mount peak resultant acceleration* and mouth mount peak angular
velocities to the sitting heights of the six subjects for the selected runs did not demonstrate a tignificont retationship at the
p-0.05 level, A correlation coefficient of 0. 81 I would be required to estoblish significonce at the p-0,05 level with only
six subjects for any given run The inclusion of data from additional tubjects would make it possible to demonstrate a
significant relationship with a lesser coarelatiaro coefficient value, if any relotionship does indeed exist. However, no
relationship was established between mouth mount peak resultant linear acceleratiors or mouth mount npek rsi•ular velocity and
subject sittir•g height. Therefore, the contribution of anthropomettric variables to the between subject variability in dynamic
response sremains unknown.

Variation of the Initial condition of the head and neck for the -X experiments has further important effects on the

dynamic responses. The NUCU, NUCD and NFCU condition effects on vatrable peaks con be represersted by a linsea
regroession model, as shown in Table Ill. However, the NFCD condition induces such major changes in the response, that
a simple statistical model is unable to explain tte results.
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Table III - Regression Constants Pooled 6 and 1OG Runs for Condition
NFCU, NUCD, and NUCU, -X Experiments

[DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT VARIABLES STD. D-V!ATION OF

'VARIABLE CONSTANT P.S.A. ATX AN-LE ANGLE DEPEND. VA••SLE

2.53 .- 111 - .152- - -. ----. --.--.-.------- ------.- _ 2.90

"- .0718 .0200 .0315

-241.0 135.0 -7.34 ' -5.43 2.

. ..--.---- --- 224.4
111.9 12.39 1.66 2.46

- 53.2 22.42" " -

R 12.24 - 1.44 ------ - -- -- --- ---- 26.4
9.46 .793 - .108 -. 136

- - - - -.. . . . . . . . . . .- - - - M. 4

1.40 .0782 .0283 .0421

231.0 -43.9 -7.01 "

93.8 5.23 1.90

I 9.02 -
R ------- 3--- ---- 232 31.0

5.19 2.36

ATX -......------------.... 2.811.30 .153 -[

REGRESS. COEF,.1

ST'D DEVIAT ION

Comparison of the T1 horizontal acceleration shows little difference between NFCD end NUCU for 10G experiments figure 7).
The initial condition effect is best shown in Figure 8, wherein the head angular velocity ;s markedly attenuated in the NFCD
portion. In general, the closer the alignment of the head and neck long axis to the acceleration stroke, the lesser the

LX0739 ATIX•S L*) H0004114C0 100. 7895.8
LX0'67 AT (9X ( t.) '4000f41 H U 100. 7281.I
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Figure 7 - Comparison of Hiorisontal Accele, etio~n at T1 O~igin far NUCUJ

Versus NFCD Initial Con•diions, l0G, -X Experiments
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Figwe 8 - Comparison of Angular Velocity for NLJCU Versus NFCO Initial
Condlitiomt, 1OG, -X bcporim~nts

RUN NO. SYM. PLOTTED SUBJECT SLED ACC. ONSETHOS007 ANXXOS = CX) AVERG 70.3 8059.
LOLD07 ANXXOS = (+) AVERG 70.1 1618.
HOLDO07 ANXXOS = (O) AVERG 69.3 5957.
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The results of the fY experiments and the effect of sled acceleration variables of peak, onset and duration are presented
in the some way as for the -X experiments. Important similarities were found. The 7G average profiles foa horizontal

acceleration at the TI anatomical origin (ANXXOS), resultant head angular acceleration (OHACXSI, resultant head angular
velocity (RHACXS) and resultant linear acceleration of the head AAOXOS) are presented in Figures 

9
a, 9b, 

9
c, and

9d. Each figure shows the comparison of -he averce profile for the three conditions defined by onset and duration. Observa-

tion of Figure 9b indicates that the profile structure or horizontal acceleration at TI is very similar for each of the conditions.

Corresponding peaks can be found for each condition and it is possible to observe the impulse response of the restraint torso
dynamic system. As to be expected, the latency for the first peak for the LOLD condition relative to that for the HOSD and

HOLD condition can be observed in the piots for nil the variables in Figures 9a,9b, 9c and 9d. The magnitude of the HOLD
condition is greatest with little difference between the HOSD and LOLD conditions.

RUN NO. SYM. PLOTTED SUBJECT SLED ACC. ONSET
HOSD07 OHACXS = (X) AVERG 70.3 8261.
LOLD07 QHACXS = C+) AVERS 70.1 1Is8.
HOLD07 QHACXS = (D) AVERG 69.3 5957.
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Figure 9b - Average Head Angular Accel eration Profile, 70, .Y Experiments

The magnitude of the head angular acceleration for the HOLD condition is greatest with little difference between the

HOSW and LOLD condition. The magnitude of the second peak (maximum angular deceleration) is a large percentage of the
magnitude of the first peak and on individual turs is often as great as the first peak. This effect seems to be subject
dependent and Is most pronounced for one particular subject who was quite short and misculor. Semiquantitatively, the
magnitude of the peak head angular deceleration, (second peak) relative to the peak heed angular acceleration, first peak)

Is greater for #Y experiments than for -X experiments. The peakl angular velocity for HOLD is the greatest, with the LOLD
conditlan a clase second and tho HOSD condition sianifloantlv les than either of the previous conditions Fiqure Wc).
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RUN NO. SYM. PLOTTED SUBJECT SLED ACC. ONSET
HOSD07 RHACXS = CX) AVERG 70.3 8261.
LOLD07 RHACXS = (+) AVERG 70.1 1618.
HOLC07 RHACXS = (0) AVERG 69.3 5957.
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Figure 
9

c - Average Head Angular Velocity, 70, iY Experiments

The resultant head i~near acceleration, Figure 9d, is a bimodal curve and very sim~iar in structure, independent of onset

dlurt~ton condition. There is little difference in the emagnitude of the first peak far HOLD and LOLL) cnditions, but both

are significantly greater than the corresponding peak for the 8051) condition. Alloweing for the fact thot in this studcy

resultant head ang3ular accelefration and velocity ore presented, instead of the single component of the -4 study the profiles,

for iY are vey simlaor to those for -X (|II.

T is
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RUN NO. SYM. PLOTTED SUBJECT SLED ACC. ONSET
H05007 AAOXOS =CX) AVERG 70.3 82G1.
LOLD07 AAOXOS =(+3 AVERO 70.1 1618.
HOL007 AAOXOS = (D) AVERG 69.3 5957.
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Figure 94 - Average Resultont Linear Acceleration at Head Anatomical Origin, 7G, +y Experimfents

The avierage peak value of head angular acceleration, angular velocity and resultant linear acceleration have been
analyzed for -X and +Y experiments in relation to peak sled anid T 1 acceleration. Figures 10 and I1 Iillustrate tWe rela-
tion for peak head angular acceleration, peak tled and T I acceleration respcti vely. The dasheid line on each figure is
the regression line obtained from pooling #Y data for all subjects and all conditions in the peak %led acceleration range
from 2 to 9G. Data beyond this point were not used in the regression because many of the curves appeared to require
non-linear regression models. Figure 10 shows the higher angular occelerotion relative to sled acceleration far the +Y
experiments. On the other hand, in Figure 11, the peak head angular acceleration Is platted -ersus the T1 peak horizon-
tal acceleration and the difference between the ýY and -X expofiriments disappear. The higher head angular accelerations
seen in the +Y study are undoubtedly the result of higher acceleration at Ti for the same %led acceleration. The coupling
of sled farces to the upper torso of the subject, through the lightly padded rigid board, contact w~th the subject's right
shoulder, as well as the different transmission paths through the torso, otre responsible for this Increased TI linear acceler-
ation in the +Y runs. For -X experiments the only significar.t component of angular acceleration and angular velocity
is around an axis which Is normal to the mi~d-soqittal plane. In contrast to this, analysis of the -Y experimentsso that
the components around the anaotomical X and Z axes (roll and yaw, respectively) were both significant. therefore, the
resultants of the angular ajccelerajtion and of the angular velocity around those two axes have been used in the 4-Y study.
The simnilarity in shape of the components of angilar velocity around the anatomical X and Z axes suggests that peshaps
the direction of the angular velocity remained corstant during most of the angular travel of the head.
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RUN NO. SYM, PLOTTED SUBJECT SLED ACC. OWSEr
LX1594 RPNSLE (0) H00065 69.6 6847.
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Figure 12 - Resultant and Directiar, o* Angr v Veioci" Viector, 7G, HOLD, +Y Experiment

Figure 1? is a plot of the direction of +e angular velocity in the head anatomy superimposed or the resultant angular
velocity. As con be seen from this lfig-e the angle mde by the angular velocity vector in the head anatomy is con-

stont over the time where the angular *el V '- appreciable. Although this fiiure is far o particular run ;n this stud,,
it is indicative of most of the runs in the irvnrendent of conditifns of G level. The angular velocity vector is in
the mid-sagrittal plane between the 0X ond -Z -cja-'mi cal ares and makes -n angle of app: mimately 0.6 radians with
the #X axis. The angle is approximately consra 'ocross tr # ssbijcts used for the inalysir and across the G levels. It is
consistent in both value and variability with a dr&rcPti approximately normal to a neck linet ký. fe neck up/chin up
(NUCU) initial condition. These fesults, tagethe' -0,t' abler tion of photographic data have reinforced the idea that
for these *Y runs the head rotates &round a dire. r tt, tired in ihe loborotory and oriented approximately normal to the
"neck line defined between the T, anatomical 06gin ond the head anatomical origin. The above result hss for reaching
implications regarding the degr ees 0f freedom required in a head/neck model for the Y da~ta base., n. model with a hinge

between thts head and neck link ,'ent-e is descrhed above and locateJ to best fit the displacement data of the head

relative to Tj shn-l1t lv4 ette, t refretentin rtre oY dot- bbae over much of the angular travel of the head.

Finally, It is imptortant to conside, the eftt'5, of initial condition of the head and necfor sY ey pri•mentse Pre-
viout analysis of initial condition effect of the - !or angles head or;entotlon and #he direction of neck line relative to
the laboratory for the fout conditions of NUCUl rIlT, HTRT and HOWN have been prvnted (15).

Ohieruvatlons of Table Wwheor all the initial conditirs 3re pooled, indicate that a positive tuler I ongle (head roll
to fight) reduces the angular acceleration by 9. 7 rod sec "per degree and the angular velocity by 0d r oad sec per degree.
Nsteck roll to the right, on the othe hand, increases the •ngular acceleration and ,ngular velocity by 8.4 rad sec2 par

degree and 0. 18 fod sc per degree respectively. Hence,hersd tilted to the right relative to the neck magnifiles the de-
crease in angular acceleration and an for velocity. The linoar acceleration at the head anatomncat origin increases
with neck roll to the right (0 73m, tec-cr degoree). The head angular acceleration and velocity also increase with In-

creased n*ck pitch angle (2.74 rod/siec pr degref and 0,073 rai/,ec ptr degeree, repectivety). The htorizontat
accelerotion at Tj decreases with head u,'l to the right and Increases with neck frll ft the riogt.
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c,.-ok ost. - -c rd -ev.

Units of PSA ANXXOS Euler I Roll Euler 2 Pitch Units of
2 2odto

Vlb Dip. Vor n/Sec n/sec. Dog. Dog. Deg. Dog. Dep. Vor.Cnito

S QHOOXS All G levels
QHOOXSNUCU,

ra4/Wcc2  112.0 - -3.84 -9.70 +8.4 Insign. 2.74 169.0 HILT, HTRT,
RHOOXS HDWN

"rod/2c 7.38 -- -0,072 -0.22 0.18 Insign. 0.073 3.85

SAAOXOS
msec2 41.1 -- -0.33 lnsign. 0.73 Insign. Insign. 20.7

ANXXOS

mVec2 50.7 '-3.51 - 1.68 2.84 Insign. Insign. 53.7

Table IV Linear Regression Analysis of initial Condition Effect for +Y Experiments

Figure 13 shows that T, acceleration is minimally affected. Figure 14 shows the marked decrease in head angular
velocity for HTRT condition. This is the same effect as for -X experiments which is a decrease in the magnitude of the dynamic

response when the head and neck long axis is initially aligned along the acceleration axis. For all conditions, except HDWN,

there is a constant direction in the anatomy and laboratory about which the head and neck rotate. However, for the HDWN

condition such constant direction does not exist, implying the need for a full three-dimensional model.

RUN NO. SYM. PLOTTED SUBJECT DELTA-I ACC. ONSET
HTRT05 ANXXOS = (2) AVEt'G .0020 50.2 4769.
HTLT05 ANXXOS : (X) AVERG .0020 50.1 5797.
HDWN05 ANXXOS = (4) AVERt .0020 50.0 48-15.
NUCU05 ANXXOS = (D) AVERG .0020 49.5 4203.
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Figure 13 - Average Horizontal Acceleration at T1 for Vatious Initial Conditions, 5G, *Y Experiments
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RUN NO. SYM. PLOTTED SUBJECT DELTA-T ACC. ONSET
HTRT05 RHOOXS = (2) AVERG .0020 50.2 4769.
HTLT05 RHOOXS = (X) AVERG .0020 50.1 5797.
HDWN05 RHOOXS = (+) AVERG .0020 50.0 4875.
NUCU05 RHOOXS = (0) AVERG .0020 49.5 4203.
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Figure 14 - Average Head Angular Velocity for Various Initial Conditions, 5G, +Y Experiments

CONCLUSIONS

1. Peak head angular acceleration, head angular velocity and head linear acceleration are variously affected by
changes in peak sled acceleration, duration and rate of onset for -X and +Y experiments.

2. These effects are mediated through the peak and the duration of linear acceleration at T1 along the laboratory -X
axis (direction of accelerator stroke). The T1 acceleration explains the differences in head amplitude responses in the
-X and +Y experiments.

3. Computations from formerly developed head/neck model for the -X direction (mid-sagittal plane response) indicate
the following:

(a) The model is consistent with the data in the relative effects of onset and duration.

(b) The model head angular acceleration correlates well with the extension angular velocity (head link relative to
neck link) at the extension limit assumed in the model.

(c) Peak angular acceleration should have a subject dependent parameter proportional to the square root of the
product of the head neck compliance and neck length divided by the head moment of inertia. However, a method
of measuring neck compliance, neck length and head moment of inertia in a human volunteer has not been satis-
factorily validated.
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4. For the +Y runs, the head rotates around an axis with a fixed orientation in the mid-sagittal plane approximately
normal to the neck line defined as a line between the T, anatomical origin and the head anatomical origin. The varia-
tion of this axis orientation with subject Initial condition will be developed in future experimental studies. Incorporating
this constraint into a +Y head/neck model should greatly simplify modeling efforts.

5. Analysis of the initial condition effects for -X and +Y experiments disclosed an effect on peak response related to
parameters of the initial conditions. Appropriate regression models describe this effect except for the extreme initial
conditions where the head and neck long axis is aligned with the acceleration stroke axis.

6. All conditions can be approximated by a two dimensional model, except the head response in +Y experiments, head
down initial condition.

7. Despite inferences that anthropomorphic variables'explain between subiect variability, appropriate variables have
not been identified.

8. Any modeling effort or anthropomorphic dummy design and evaluation effort must reproduce these findings in order to
be valid.
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DISCUSSION

DR. GILLINGHAM (USA)

Did you instruct your subjects to relax during the test, or were they allowed to
brace themselves for the impact?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

The only instructions given to the subject is to position themselves in their ini-
tial conditions, which they can view through a closed circuit TV, which looks at
them from the front and the side. That's how we maintain repeatability of initial
conditions. There was no effort to have them either relax or to brace. Now in the
use of human volunteer subjects, regardless of what you tell them, the best you
can hope for is, that they will hold those initial conditions, because after the
first experiment they become very, very experienced. The learning curve is prac-
tically infinitely fast. It is a demanding stressful situation. The subjects have
different approaches to how they will handle themselves and how they try to con-
dition themselves to the situation. They are very, very successful in holding their
initial conditions as we can check on repeatability from subject to subject. The
important point is that regardless of what they're doing, the between subject var-
iability is not very much. The characteristic shape of the curve is there on
every single run; some amplitude differences between subjects we think may be due
to anthropometric variables. We see no learning at all. The reason is we start
them at very low levels and basically they're experienced at the second run because
of the drama of the event.

.H. R. JEX (USA)

1. The size of the accelerometer packages, and especially the distance of its com-
ponents from the centers of rotation of the head suggests that its moment-of-inertia
might significantly affect the motion of the head. (a) What is the ratio of sensor-
package inertia to isolated head inertia (e.g., about the ear-hole axis)? (b) How
does this effect the data (e.g., could the mass and inertia of the sensor package
be added to Dr. King's model to compare the calculated effects?) (c) How are the
data corrected for these effects?
2. Within the time-to-peak accelerations of the head (or of maximum stresses in
the neck tissues) ts there any evidence of active neuromuscular control or reflexes?
(not just open-loop neuromuscular compliance and damping)

AUTHOR'S REPLY

1. We have the weights on each of these individual mounts. I don't remember what
they are off-hand, but it is about 12-oz., as I recall, that is the mounting sys-
tems plus the accelerometers plus the T plate. How much the inertia is due to the
wires is hard to speculate. But that is a constant relatively constant from subject
to subject so it constitutes a data base. There is no way to get the measurements
without adding something on. The only way, to get at that problem would be to add
more weight to see what the effect is between the low weight condition and the
higher weight condition. Then you could extrapolate back. But we haven't done that.

2. The effects of the rate of onset and changing the rate of onset on the sled is
fairly complex. One of the interesting things that happens is that the difference
between high onset and low onset for the sled as reflected in the rate of onset at
Tl is very little. In other words Tl simply doesn't respond to any major extent
to the input. I believe this has to do with the restraint-torso interaction. In
some way you can only drive this system up to a certain rate of onset. This is dis-
cussed somewhat in the paper. We don't see much of an onset effect, but we believe
this is because we just can't drive it through the T1 .

DR. VON GIERKE (USA)
To what extent is in the Y impact tests the input to Tl influenced by the restraint
system? It looked in the movies as if a 2-dimensional response is already to some
extent in the upper torso.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

The T1 responses were significant only along the X-axis regardless of whether it
was a Y experiment or X experiment. You got primarily a unidimensional acceleration.
The accelerations along the off axis were very small relative to that peak and do
not improve the quality of the regression. So essentially, you have a unidirectional
input at T1 . As far as the restraint systems are concerned they have markedly dif-
ferent effects at T1 .

DR. VON GIERKE (USA)

I think the input to T1 is influenced by the dynamics of the upper torso below T1 .
I assume this could only be proven by animal experiments where you would have the
upper torso in a complete cast for example, but as long as you have deformation of
the spine below T1 from torso dynamics you have some input into T1 .
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AUTHOR'S REPLY

That's absolutely correct. Not only is the input to T1 dependent upon the chest,
it is dependent upon the restraint system itself. And we didn't know what we
would get atT1 at any given experiment. That is why we used T1 as the basic input
to the head, because we couldn't predict what would go into the head without that
Tl data.

DR. MEIER-DORNBERG (GERMANY)

-Why are the input sled histories only varied in such a small range? e.g., velocity
range 1:4; rise time 1:2. It doesn't cover enough "decades" as to establish ISO-
tolerance limits or tolerance (comfort) criteria. Why does the evaluation only
tend to produce response histories to special input motions? More interesting are
the limits of tolerance inputs which meet a specified criterion (tolerable response
value).

AUTHOR'S REPLY

(Requested first slide) There is a marked difference in duration of the accelera-
tion pulse. There is a difference in the rate of onset between the two curves of
approximately 2 to 1. At the present time that's a constraint in the particular
accelerator pin combination that we have at the laboratory. This can be modified.
You can go to triangular pulses or whatever, but for this series the constraint was
taken as the widest dispersion we could get with the particular pin and a particu-
lar sled acceleration. That was the only reason for that limitation, but it is a
factor of 2 to 1 variation. But it is not a restriction; we can do other experi-
"ments.
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TRANSIENT INTRAVENTRICULAR CONDUCTION DEFECTS
OBSERVED DURING EXPERIMENTAL IMPACT IN HUMAN SUBJECTS

P. L. Moiewski
T. J. Borgman, Jr.

D. J. Thomas
C. L. Ewing

Naval Aerospace Medical Researc& Laboratory Detachment
P.O. Box 29407

New Orleans, Louisiana 70189

SUMMARY

The Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory Detachment (NAMRLD), New Orleans, Louisiana has been engaged
in impact acceleration research utilizing normal human volunteer subjects since 1974. Of 1,282 human impact experiments,
923 have been completed uwing electrocardiographic monitoring. Four episodes of transient intraventricular conduction
disturbances have been observed. Details of these events art presented and discussed relative to previous clinical and experi-
mental investigations.

INTRODUCTION

Unexpected instances of transient intraventricular conduction defects in trauma victims have been noted occasionally over
the past three decades when electrocardiograms were obtained after injury. Miwt of thes conduction defects were associated
with severe, nonpenetrating trauma, not only to the heart, but also to the thorax nd attheregione (1, 2,3). A few of the
reported episodes were not associated with other known injuries but represented isolated cardiac conduction disturbances
following blunt chest trouma (4,5). During 923 experiments conducted at NAMRLD, four episades of transient bundle branch
block were observed following the exposure of human volunteer subjects to impact acceleration.

The principal research activity of NAMRLD is the investigation of the blodynaics of impact acceloration. A
sophisticated impact acceleration bioengineering research facility has been built and professionally staffed. This research
effort utilizes human subjects and subhuman primates, and has been in progress since 1974. Electrocardiographic monitoring
of the experimental subjects is an integral, essential component of the research Investigations. The goal of the research is the
representation of the dynamic response of the human head, neck, and torso to impact acceleration by o mathematical model
derived from an analysis of, and validated by, human dynamic response data.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. The Human Sub'ects - The volunteer human research subjects ore recruied, evaluated, and undergo experimentation
in strict accordance with rocedurer specified by the Secretary of the Navy. In addittion, th experiments are approved by
the •rotection of Human Subjects Committee of the Navl Aerospace and Regional Medical Conter, Pensacola, Florida, as
required by the United States Navy, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. Each volunteer subject Is fully informed regarding the
nature and risks of the experiments. Beamus of their performance as experimental subjects utilized in experimental accelerotlon
or deceleration devices, they are entitled to hazardous duty pay. Before being accepted, a prospective experimental subject
must unde-go o detailed evaluation. The qualification standards applied to the v*lu••t are more stringent than the normal
medical qiolification standards for military service or even for other categori of experimental stress duty. The medical
exomlnti :n is designed to uncover the most likely physical defects and obnormalities prevalent in a young adult male populo-
tion. The determination of existing defects, abnormalities, and physiological statusesetblisher the baseline condition to which
oil subsequent examinations are referred. A subject with any defect which increase the risk of experimentation to hif as
compared to a subject without the defect Is considered disqualified.

This multidisciplinary examination employs specialists In cardiology, orthopedics, radiology, neurology, dentistry,
ophthalmology, otoloryngology, psychiatry, clinical psychology, acoustical physiology, vestibular physiology, physiological
optics, and other specialty areas as required in Individual cases. The primary examlitaon, performet by the cardiologist,
comnsts of a general medical history with system review; a complete physical oeueiatflon a standard 12-lead electrocardiogram
with the sublect fasting and rotlng; a graded maximum stress test utilizing the bitu protocol M6); a Frank vectercardiogrom

(VCG) (7)hpulmonary ventilation studies; echocardiogram if a murmur is found, ean S14-19 blood biochemical profile, a hemo-
gam with coagulation studies; and a urinalysis, A complete dental evoluatlon with fult moth u-rays it performed in order to
ascertain the adequacy of dental support for sh specialized stainless steel maillior, mwth mount tsed to collect occeleration
data during the experlmenfts To screen fot latent sleure activity, e basellne uiecnnc oaais obtained and interpreted
by a nourologist. Visual oculty testing, manIfest reoraction, tonaamety In indicefed subjecsh, visual field mappi ng, and fIundu
photography ore done uder "he supervision of an ophthalmologist. for, nose, en *aelt evaluation, including indirect
loryngostopy, Is done by on otolaryngoligist, Following the ear, nos, end throat evaluattian nd after the cleansing of the
external auditory canalt, a detailed oudlomeftic evaluation is obtoained. A cemprahefstlv muscitosbeleatl evaluation includhing
redvew of skul and complete spire u-rayt Is performed by an orthopedic twos". thete -toys, and entertia-'posteor and
lateral chest x-fays are reviewed by a radiologist, Extensive tesing and interviewing e done by t clinical psychologlit and
psychiatrist. Detailed evaluation of the vestibular system is perofrmed by utillznga variety at specialized examinations
developed by the Noavl Aterspace Medloal ResIerch Laboretory (NAA4L), Peoecele, Florldo. The date from this setr a
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medical evaluations are reviewed by the NAMRLD medical staff, and each abnormality is carefully considered. The

significance of each abnormality with regard to the fitness of each prospective volunteer is carefully judged. Only those

volunteers considered not to be at excess risk are then permitted to become experimental subjects. Of all those who initially

express an interest in the researc-S program, only about 5% o-e actually chosen (8).

B. The Accelerator - The impact experiments are conduc:ed on a 20,000 kilopascal (3,000 psi), 1,000,000 newton

(255,00 1"6) thrust, nitrogen gas powered horizontal linear accelerotor. The accelerator consists of a gas operated piston
which pushes against the sled, a movable platform, which rests upon two parallel machined steel flat rails 213m long. During

an experiment, the volunteer subject is seated in an adjustable chair and fitted with a lop belt-inverted V pelvic restraint and

a bilateral shoulder harness restraint. A ioosely fitting chest safety strap is also employed. The restraint system is progressively
tightened dclring rhe pre-run preparation phase in order to minimize unwanted movement by the subject during impact. However,
the head and neck are unrestrained. In addition to the chair, the sled also carries inertial and physiologic instrumentation,
signal conditioning amplifiers, several high speed cine cameras for photographic data collection, and an arruy of high intensity

lights. Acceleration-time data collected from accelerometer packages located at the mouth and the posterior spinous process
of the first thoracic vertebra, are processed by a hybrid computer system and permanently stored on digital magnetic tape which
is used for computerized dato analysis.

C. The Physiologic Data Collection System - The physiologic data collection system utilizes an eight-electrode harness,
signal conditioning amplifiers, an FM transmitter-receiver telemetry package, on instrumentation quality analog magnetic tape
recorder, a pen recorder, and oscilloscope monitors. The frequency response of the entire system is flat from 0. 1 Hz to 80 Hz,
down 4 dB at 0.05 Hz and down I dB at 100 Hz. Signal to noise ratio on tape is 55 dB and 80 dB on the pen recorder.

Although the electrode placement is in accordance with the system described by Frank, slight modifications have been made
to accommodate the anatomic mount placed at the first thoracic vertebra. Efect:odes at locations I, E, C, A, and M have been
placea in agreement with Frank. H has beer. shifted from the posterior neck to the spinous process of the third thoracic vertebra.

Lead F has been shifted from the lest leg to the midline of the mid-sacrum. The common reference electrode (•foundl has been
shifted from the right leg to the left iliac crest figure 1). The electrodes are of the active variety. The skin is prepared by
vigoous scrubbing with an acetone moistened sponge. The electrode surface is sparingly coated with a conductive cream and
the electrode is placed in the proper anatomic location. The electrode, along with o loop of wire to provide strain relief, is
covered with an adhesive backed pod. The individual electrode wire leads are cabled together and attached to the sled

mounted amplifier-FM transmitter package by a single connector. The transmitting antenrr- is sled mounted and located
approxImately 6 cm from the receiving antenna which runs the entire length of the track The received FM multiplex signal
is conducted by shielded cable to the control room where the electrocardiographic data are appropriately demodulated and
stored on analog magnetic tope. The three VCG channels are also written out by a pen recorder and displayed on oscilloscope
monitors.

The vectorcardiogrophic data are collected within an anatomic coordinate system based on the three-axis Cartesian system
utilizing the right hand rule. This system was chosen to assure conformity with the other laboratory coordinate systems. The
anterior-posterior lead pair is termed X, the left-fight pair is termed Y, and the superior-inferior pair is termed Z. Anterior,
left, and superior are positive in polarity. Therefore, the NAMWLD channels X,Y. Z correspond to Frank -Z,X,-Y and
approximate the standard leads V2,l,-oVf respectively figure 2).

D. Experimental Protocol cnd Procedure - Each subject is informed one day in advorce of his scheduled run. On the day
of the 'er -i•-o- itr•enth-s jlt ervevw-ed by the physician assigned to monitur the experiment. The interview consists of
o standardized review of systems and a review of any medical problems that may have occurred since the subject's lost impact
exposure. The results of the interview are entered on a coded form which is laeer processed for automated data retrieval.
Following the history taking, a physical examination including urinalysis is performed and recorded on a separate coded form.
The use of these checklist forms serves two purposes: 1) to assure uniformity and competeness by different staff physicians and
2) to facilitate automatic data processing. Upon completion of the ;nwprt experiment, a post-eoxper iment history and a phyiskai

are obtained in similar manner, riherefote, each tubject is under cont;nuows medical surveillonce before, luring, and after
every exposure to impact.

Following the pre-txperimen' physical examination, the qualified subject it fitted with electrodes if electrocardiographic
data collection is planned. Such collection has been routine on all acceleration exposures in the -X vector at or above
110m/s 2 (110). Since 1976, with the beginning of lateral impact acceleration experiments in the *V vector, the VCCG has
been obtained on all experiments. The subject walks to the lied, the restraint system is fitted, and the oriotarmic mounts aie
applied. A baseline VCG is recorded fv 2 minutes with the subject fully testroined immediately preceding the erperinrental

exposure to impact acceleration. The immediate post-impact VCG data collection period commences with the impact stroke
and lasts 3 minutes. The subject is then released from the restraints, and the anatomic mounts and the associated inertial
instrumentation arte removed, The subject temains seated while the sled i raeturned to its starting paint on the track, ard a
second 3-minutoe post-experimental VCG is obtained. Afterwards, the subiect is escorted from the sied and undergoes tre post-
run examlnation by the physician monitor. The entire e*xperimental protocol foa the subject lasts 1S mi ntes and approsimately
$ minutes of electroacArdlographic +, s re obtained,

A physician is present during the entire e*perlmental sequence, f4e hot the sale resporilbility for the reut|lth and vaerty nt

the human subject and consequently has the authority to terminate any experiment at any time and for any reason. both the
volunteer subject and the medical monitor hove ahort devices. These switches must be kept cloaed continuouily ot else the

experimental sequence will automatically be halted, Oscilloscope monitres provide a continuous, display oa the VCG, A surd
copy of the VCO Is provided by the pen recorder, and Is reviewed by the melicssl monitor immediatoey after the xpetrmernt
Thsee r•crds re# oalso reviewed an a routine butsi by an intarnIst. Immediate review by the internist may be sequieted if

abnormalitiet ere suspected during the initial review,



Subjects havy been exposed to peak sled impact accelerations ranging from 30 m's2 to 150 m (•2 t3 to 150) to date. The

majority of experiments have been conducted with the accelerator mechanicatly configured to product, astany chosen peak
sled acceleration level, the maximum duration at that peak measured as the time above 75"' of peak, about 100 milliseconds,
and the maximum possible rate of onset of acceleration to reach that peak The rate of onset varies wish the peak sled
acceleration and ranges from opproximrately 3,000 m s3 (300 G sI to •2•W0 ms 3 (2,000 G s). Other configurations are

possible and have been used in selected experiments.

Over the past 4 years, 651 human impact experiments at the NAMRI)O have been conducted in the -X vector, that is,
the acceleration is transmitted chest-to-back with the subject seated in the sled mounted chair facing opposite the direction of
sled travel. At the time of Impact, the unrestrained head and neck are forced towards the chest as the sled is pushed away by
the accelerator piston. The test acceleration from onset to offset is of short duration, about 250 milliseconds. and is initially
applied to the sled at rest. At the end of the applied acceleration stroke, the sled coasts too gradual stop under a constant
drag of 2.5 mn 32 10.25G). End stroke velocities of 17.5 mn s 140 mph) with a total travel of 55 m were achieved for 150) mns
(15G) sled peak acceleration, the highest human impact levels administered at this facility. In addition to the -X vector
experiments, S18 lateral impact experiments in the sY vector have been conducted since 1976. In the -Y experiments, the
acceleration is transmitted from right to left, and the unrestrained head and neck move towards the right shoulder.

RESULTS

From January 1974 until 21 February 1978, 923 impact accereration experiments utilizing human volunteers with electro-
cardiographic monitoring have been conducted -This represents 72%r of the 1 282 inertially Instrumented human imipact
experiments conducted at NAMRLD during this period. Out of 550 inrsrtially instrumented -X impact experiments, 194 (351'o
have been monitored with the VCG, and 729 out of 732 inertially instrumented #Y impact experiments j€r.%• hove been
similarly monitsoed. Three instances of clearly identifiable right bundle branch black and a solitary instance of an incomplete
left bundle branch block have been observed. One right bindle branch block was seen in a #Y impact experiment, the rest
were seen in the -X experiments. The duration of the conduction disturbances ranged from 2 to 10 complexes I. 5 to 6 seconds,
and were recorded on at least two of the three VC0 channels. The first three episodes, that istrhe twoAorih bundle branch
blocks and the solitary left ventricular conduction delay, occurred with the accelerator configured for the maximum rate of
onset of acceleration and the maximum duration at the peak accel ration in the -X vector direction. The final episode at
right bundle branch block occurred in the i-Y ivector in a 100 in s71001 hith rates of onset, short duration accelerator configu-
ration.

In addition to these three episodes clearly identified as right bundle branch block, there have been 42 other instances of
single complexes resembling right bundle branch black recorded immediately after the impact stroke. These latter instances
could not be defined with certainty becaume differentiation from solitary premature ventricular contractions with a right bundle
branch block pattern was Impaossible. Several episodes of transient right bundle branch block havebrn recently observed in a
chimpanzee following #Y lateral imp cr acceleration exposuress at levels comparable to the human expoisuress conducted at this
facility. Similarly, right bundle branch block has been observed in a rhesus monkey undergoing -X accelerations at quite high
levels. These observations in the subhuman primate have not yet been reported.

The first episode of transient right bundle branch block was abserved in Subject 35. The acceleration parameters are shown
in Table I. The VCG is shown in Figure 3. The Y channel pr•sents the mast clearly Identifiable complexes, characteristic of
right bundle branch block. Channels X and Z confirm the diagnosis. The conduction delay persisted for 2secands following
Imrpact and involved fair complexes. The electrocardiogram thent returned to the pro-impact baseline pattern A premature
atrial contraction was seen following the right bundle branch block complexes; similar premoature contractions were also evident
in the baseline period immediately preceding the impact event. The subject hod n symptoms referable to the cardiovascular
system and noted nothing unusoual aboul ths exmperimtent. Thi, subject had participated in 19 exmperiments during the prilor
6 msanths and had previously experienced accelerations up to 103 m s2 jI••G• without incident.

Bcas of the conduction disturbance, serial 12 lead electrocardiograms were takers daly far the next 3 days. These werP
normial and unchanged in comparison with his qualification elect occardiogram. The subject was treferred to NAMARI Pensacola,
Florida, where he was fully reevaluated 7 weeks later, He remained asymptonmtic diming the interval. The reevaluation
examination was identical to hit initial qualificaioan c•rdiova;culat examination but alto included echocardiogrhi. which hod
previously not been available No evidence of cardiac pathology was found.l The subjeslct was advisedf o the eomgirrostion
results, and with the concurrence of the medical staffs, thove to continue in the experimental protocol. After returning to the
experimental impact program, he tubtsquert|l underwent 16 acceleratIon eouies driing the next 0 m-otos. His highest peak
sled acceleration level wais 1M.2 I sn #21301 and no cardiac abnormalities wereo detected during: arty of the 116 exprimeints.o
After a total of 16 months In the impact program, he was trantfeired to another assignment to Corsntins his naval career.

The second episode of transient right bundle branch black was obsv*ed in Subect 50 The accelera•i•nt pararsstes are in
Tiable I . Thes VCG Is shown In Figutre 4. The Y channel agailn presents the cleatrest Identifiable corvspls,%xes charotserisitic of
right bundle branch block. The compliemt which car be identifiers in the X channel onfurm the diaignossis. In this instance,
the conduction delay persisted for aopprximately 6 s ,conrt n c inclued 1 omplexe, A nrLma sirx meir hanism was present

with a rate of 30 breast per minute, Unlike the previotu episode of tight bIstrdl branch block, the return tro nomal i•|trs-
vemtrticr|la conduction mechanistm stk place over two or three csrn"pleses father than ImeVdiat•els. renturni; to the baseline
pastern. As In thet porevou case, this subjeict remainelmd asymptomatic and noted northingursiutial abosjst thre rum. His prervlase
impact experience extiende over P months and Included nine expeimelntal epwmes upo to Wfim *sI t '. A standard
12 lead elctrocarddliogam was obtained 2 hous past impact, this •acing revealed mhi1vst iT swegmen elevatiow in the
anterior preecadial leads, The consulting internIst recommended im.ediate hrosltali sItiars, and the ssiscrt was admitted to a
eeainry care unit in New Ohrlens. He was closely ýibseirver aver the nest 72 hours. Seial elect cdirwas dmtrate
that the initial iT and I wave abnoimroslties gradually returned to na!ral. Cardiac ew#m•e arielstist did not, reveal ani
significert chang, however creasine plosphcdInase lisontyme analysis was ns available. NO t tsat rn't .sher short bed rest
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was employed. On the third post-impact day, he was transferred to the Naval Hospital, Pensacola, Florida, for further

observation. Normal electrocardiograms were obtained on several occasions. The subject was discharged after 14 days to

limited activity and with a diagnosis of cardiac contusion. Three months later, he was returned to NAMRL, Pensacola,
Florida, and a complete reevaluation was performed. This study included standard and vector electrocardiography, the Bruce

graded stress test, and echocardlography. All results of these studies were normal and unchanged in comparison with his initial

qualification examination. After this reevaluation, he was assigned to unlimited duty in the U.S. Navy, but was not permitted

to return to an active experimental subject status. His total impact acceleration experience consisted of 10 experiments.

The third observed Intraventricular conduction defect occurred in Subject 42. The acceleration parameters are in Table I.
The VCG is shown In Figure 5. The first identifiable complexes post impact are seen only in the X and Y channels. The
Z channel was not satisfactorily recorded. In the X channel, the S wave deepens with an associated loss of the S wave in the
Y channel. There is a slight prolongation of the QRS interval. Definite changes in the ST segment and in the T wave are
demonstrated. Even though these changes suggest the diagnosis of a left anterior hemi-block, the initial evaluation of the VCG
did not yield the proper identification. Again, the subject remained asymptomatic and did not notice anything unusual about
the run. He was exposed to a 130.4 m/s 2 (13G) impact experiment the following day without any identifiable change in the
VCG. Two weeks later during a routine review of the VCG, the internist made the correct diagnosis. A review of the VCG
which was taken on the day after the incomplete bundle branch block occurred, suggested that no significant lasting change
occurred. The subject's prior experience encompassed 23 impact exposures over 9 months, with a maximum sled peak accelera-
tion of 114.2 n/s2 (11G). He was exposed an additional five times in the next 4 weeks to impact with the highest peak sled
acceleration of 152.1 m/s2 (15G) with no abnormalities noted on the VCG. After 1 year in the impact program, he departed
to continue his naval career elsewhere.,

The last observed right bundle branch block occurred in Subject 81 during a +Y lateral impact experiment. The accelera-
tion parameters are in Table 1. Note that in this experiment both the vector and the accelerator configuration were different
from those in the other three episodes. The VCG is shown in Figure 6. All three channels were adequately recorded,
however, the bundle branch block is best demonstrated in channels X and Y. The two complexes that immediately follow
impact clearly show the right bundle branch block. The return to'normal is abrupt. Like all the others, this subject was
entirely asymptomatic. Serial post-experiment 12 lead electrocardiograms were normal and unchanged compared to his
qualification electrocardiogram. Unlike the earlier three cases, creatine phosphokinase isoenzyme determinations were done
twice - one set immediately after the post-experiment physical examination, and the second set 18 hours later. No change was
noted in the second set compared to the first "control" set. Prior to the right bundle branch block episode. this subject had
experienced 21 impact experiments including both one IOG and one 11G experiment with the same accelerator profile, i.e.,
high rate of onset and short duration at peak. Subsequent to the intraventricular conduction defect episode, Subject 81 was
exposed to a total of 15 additional lateral impact experiments with no recurrence of the bundle branch block.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Although nonpenetrating cardiac lesions have been recognized for a long time, recently more attention has been focused
on the frequency of cardiac trauma caused by blunt injury. A substantial variety of injuries may result, ranging from electro-
physiologic disturbances to chamber rupture (9,10). In 1937, Kissane, Fidler, and Koons observed transient bundle branch
blocks in dogs which underwent experimental blunt chest trauma (11). In 1968, Louhimo utilized calibrated weights to produce
blunt chest trauma in rabbits, and demonstrated, among other cardiac disturbances, transient intraventricular conduction
defects (12). Several clinicians have reported episodes of bundle branch block of a transitory nature following a variety of
impact events (1,3,5). It is difficult to compare our observations with previous research since in our experiments there was no
direct blow to the chest. Stapp and Taylor (Personal Communication) conducted impact acceleration experiments with human
volunteer subjects in 1963 at Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico and observed no evidence of intraventricular conduction
disturbances despite continuous cardiac monitoring. The conduction abnormalities presented here represent events recorded
during experimental human exposures to impact accelerations wherein the acceleration applied to the subject as measured at
the first thoracic vertebra is known precisely. These forces are thought to be well within human impact tolerance levels.

The etiology of the intraventricular conduction defects reported here is unknown. The volunteer subjects in each of these
four cases had a normal cardiovascular system prior to impact, and there is no evidence to suggest any permanent functional
changes related to the impact. Increased right ventricular chamber pressure coincidental with the acceleration stroke is a
possible mechanism, but would not explain the left ventricular conduction abnormality nor changes suggestive of myocardial
contusion. In the last case especialty, the subject had been exposed to virtually identical acceleration profiles almost one
month prior to the one in which the conduction defect was observed. Although the numbers are too small to be statistically
significant, three conduction defects have been ,een in 194 -X impact experiments but only one has been seen in 729 SY lateral
impact experiments, suggesting a possible vector dependency.

In the animal experiments referred to earlier, right bundle branch block was produced in a chimpanzee exposed to 4Y
lateral impact each and every time he was accelerated to and above 120 m/s 2 (12G). This same animal subject did not show
any intraventricular conduction disturbances when subjected to -Y impact at similar levels, further suggesting vector
dependency.

In a clinical setting, the detection of an isolated asymptomatic intraventricular conduction defect following blunt chest
trauma is rarely, if ever, seen. In reviewing the available literature regarding transient conduction defects, all patients had
either obvious physical findings or were symptomatic to suggest the ordering of an electrocardiogram. Many persons who remain
asymptomatic after exposure to forces similar to those reported here will not consult a physician, and therefore, if a conduction
defect or other electrocardiographic changes are transiently present, they will not be discovered. The experimental setting
described in this report offers a unique opportunity for studying such fleeting abnormalities.



The chimpanzee is an excellent human surrogate in which to observe impact-induced electrocardiographic changes, and
future experiments have been planned in on eftort to define the causative mechanisms involved. The important questions are:
Il ls right bundle branch block related in a dose response way to the acceleration applied to the subject, and 2}Is right bundle

branch block premonitory of additional problems at a higher level, i.e., permanent block? Therefore, by utilizing the

subhuman primate, it should be possible to develop a predictive injury ruodel and to delineate the natural history of impact-
induced intraventricular conduction defects.
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PEAK SLED

SUBJECT VECTOR ACCELERATION RATE OF ONSET DURATION VELOCITY CHANGE

35 -X 111.3 m/s
2 

(JIG) 8841 ra/s3 
(1840) O,1 088 6 14.16 mi

t (31.6 mph
50 -X 126.8 m, s2 013G) 13001 rn/s3 

(13000 s 0. 1006s IS 128 m.4 (34. 2 mphs)
42 -X 121.0 i/s2 (12G) 10234 m/S3 (1023G.i) 

0 . 10 7 8s 15.06 m -s (33.7 mph)

81 +Y 100.5 ,,,2 (10G 12024 v,/s3 
1202G .1 0.0292 , 3.28 m./s ( 7.3 mph)
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DISCUSSION

COL. C. KNAPP (USA)

Have you tried to correlate this finding with anyone that has ever had significant
cheat trauma or has been restrained in say an aircraft or vehicular accident?
Looking for hemi-block or development of acquired right bundle branch block?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

The literature review on the subject that you're alluding to is included in the
paper. There is, in the medical literature very little information that relates to
this observation. If you review the literature about myocardial-contusion the
statement is present that myocardial-contusion does not exist in the asymptomatic
patient and we have seen it here in the totally asymptomatic patient. There's
some work that was produced out of Tulane University (Ref. 1) that pointed to the
incidence in clinical practice of myocardial damage in automobfle accidents.

COL. C. KNAPP (USA)

One last question: Will you be monitoring these subjects for any period of time
epidemiologically to see if ten years from now they developed anything?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

We hope to.

DR. D. THOMAS (USA)

I've one point of clarification with regard to the monitoring of people for a long
time. The only subject that we have had the opportunity to follow for a long time
period after exposure to impact acceleration experiments is Dr. J. P. Stapp. Hav-
Ang sustained far more acceleration than we could ever expose our subjects to - I
think he had over 20 high g exposures, one as high as 40 g's - he has been exten-
sively evaluated by Dr. Mitchell at Pensacola, Florida, and is in good health.
Other than that his gourmet habits have added to his girth, he is a very healthy,
alert and productive individual. He is over 65 years of age now. No evidence of
myocardial problems at all.
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SIWVATION OF HEAD AND NECK RESPONSE TO
-Gx AND +Gz IMPACTS

by

A. I. King, S. S. Nakhla and N. K. Mital
Wayne State University
Bioengineering Center

Detroit, Michigan 48202
U.S.A.

SUMMCARY

A two-dimensional mathematical model of the spine was exercised to identify mechanisms
of neck injury due to hyperfiexion. Loss of pilots due to ditching at sea was one of the
motivations for this study. - It was found that helmets have the potential of increasing
injury severity particularly during a combined +Gz and -Gx impact, with the pilses coincident
in time. The four parameters that are potentially injurious are neck shear, chin-chest
contact force, odontoid process excursion into the spinal canal and spinal cord stretch.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hyperextension injuries of the neck have been extensively studied as a result of the
common 'whiplash' syndrome. However, neck injuries due to head motion are not restricted
to this mechanism. Ewing and Thomas (1) have conducted studies on head and neck kinematics
during hyperflexion, using living human volunteers. Mertz and Patrick (2> have used both
volunteers and cadavers to establish the strength and response of the human neck. They
provided a response envelope for both flexion and extension. Hyperflexion injuries of the
neck have been sustained by automobile crash victims involved in frontal collisions (-rx
acceleration), as reported by Patrick and Andersson (3). The problem of ditching fatalities
was reported by Wolff et al (4). Navy pilots who miss the carrier deck and oitch in full
view of the carrier were unable to eject and were lost along with the aircraft. They were
apparently concussed although there was no evidence of direct head impact witn the aircraft
interior. In addition, protective helmets were worn. This is a cursory review of the neck
injurv problem and points to the need for a deeper Lnderstanding of the mechanisms involved
and the eventual establishment of a set of injury criteria for the neck.

This paper is concerneu with a parametric study of neck response using a validated
mathematical model of the head and spinal column developed by Tennyson and King (5). The
purpose of the Investigation is to quantify certain kinematic and kinetic vdtjables which
can cause injury to the central nervous system (CNS) but are not currently identifiable
from experimental studies us-np other forms of human surrogates. One of the principal
variables is the helmet which increases the mass and mass moment of inertia- of the head
and is not usually worn by civilians Involved in automobile accidents, The effects of a
combined +r,, and -Cx impact were analyzed using a triangular 10-g pulse for each direction
of impact. The relative time of occurrence of the 2 peak acceleration was varied to
demonstrate differences in response. The principal dependent variables of this study are
neck shear and moment, head linear and angular acceleration and displacemenct odontold
process motion into the spinal canal, stretch of the cervical cord and chin-chest contact
force.

2, MATHEMATIZAL MODELS OF THE SPINE

In a recent survey of mathematical models simulating impact of biomechanlcal syqtems,
King and Chou (6) cited a variety of lumped and discrete parameter models as well as con-
tinuum models of the spine. Developments subsequent to this survey include the introduction
of three dimensional models by Schwer (7) and the simulation of muscular response. Huston
and Advani (8) proposed a head and neck model which consisted of the head, 7 cervical
vertebrae and the torso. It was validated against experimental data obtained by Ewing and
Thomas (I) who subjected human volunteers to -Gx acceleration impacts on a horizontal sled.
The correlation was very good. Muscle action was included in the model but neuromuscular
delay was not properly simulated. There was no muscle force for the first 100 ma and there-
after it was an instantaneous function of stretch and stretch rate. Pontius and Liu (9)
formulated a head and neck neuro-muscular model from the model by Orne and Liu (10). The
muscle configuration consisted of active elements between adjacent vertebrae and there
were no muscles which spanned more than one disc space. Muscle force was assumed to be
function of stretch only and the delay was simulated properly by storing the stretch infor-
mation for a predetermined delay p'riod of 40 to 80 ms. There was also a muscle activation
level to simulate a tensed or relaxed state. The model was exercised to simulate a mild
'whiplash' but model results were not compared with any experimental data.

Tennyson and King (5) proposed a biodynamic model of the spine to simulate the action
of the spinal musculature on a discrete patameter vertebral column model conceptually sim-
ilar ti the one developed by Prasad and King (11). It is, thus. a two-dimensional model
which can simulate motion of the head, the pelvis and the 24 vertebrae in the mid-sagittal
plane. Each segmenit was treated ss a rigid body and was assigned to carry a portion of
the torso weight which was eccentric with respect to the centerline of the spine The

rigid bodies assumed a trapezoidal shape and were arranged to simulate the spinal curvatures
as closely as possible. The dual load nm th rhrn,,oh t1hj r n. t - -...-...... ,J --. L --
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elements. The disc is an elastic element capable of simultaneously resisting axial and
shear loads and bending moments. The posterior vertebral structure (facets) was taken to
be a spring element which could transmit axial and shear forces. Auxiliary forces were
added to the appropriate vertebrae to simulate external contact forces, such as loads due
to the shoulder harness, the lap belt and the seat back. It was also possible to simulate
chin-chest contact.

The principal muscles represented in the model are the postero-lateral musculature of
the spine. These include the deep musculature which is divided into three longitudinal
muscle masses, each comprising many overlapping fascicles- The deepest and most medial
muscle group is the transversospinalls system, consisting of the interspinalis. rotatores,
multifidus, spinalis, semi-spinalis and semispinalis capitis. The longissimus system is
lateral to the transversospinalls system and consists of overlapping fascicles extending
from all the vertebrae to the head. The longissimus thoracis and lumborum are the strongest
muscles of the trunk having their origin at the iliac crest of the pelvis and insertions in
all the lumbar and thoracic vertebrae. The longissimus cervicis and capitas are continu-
ations of the longissimus thoracis. having their insertions in the cervical vertebrae and
on the mastoid part of the temporal bone. The illiocostalis system is lateral most with its
caudal fascicles originating on the ilium and cranial fascicles extending to the seventh
cervical vertebra.

The following assumptions were made in the development of muscle model:

(a) All load transmitting (passive) elements in the posterior structure of the spine
including the passive component of muscle were Included in the facet model. That is,
in compression the 'facet' represented facet joint and spinoos process interaction.
In tension, the facet model simulated the action of the facet joints. spinous ligaments
and passive muscle components,

(b) The active mode elements for for&e generators linked vertebra to vertebra posteriorly
and were essentially in parallel with the facets.

(c) The muscle contractile force was taken to be a linear function of stretch and stretch
rate.

(d) The transversospinalis system was represented by the active elements which linked
adjacent vertebra.

(e) The longissimus and iliocostalls systems were represented by a 'linked' muscle system
with an inse--tion at every vertebral level and the bead. The contractile force was
based on a summation of the activity in the individual active elements. This muscle
system was anchored Inferierly in the pelvis.

(f) A numerical scheme was developed to store the activity of each contractile element
for subseqent recall so that a variable neural time dela of up to 100 ms could be
simulated.

(g) As the predominant passive response of the spinal column was one of flexion during
-Gx Acceleration. only the extensor half of the spinal muculaturs was modelled.

(h) Muscular tetany was represented by setting a maximm allowable force developable by
any particular muscle.

(M) Neural activity was confined to the 'stretch reflex' phenomenon and the v-efferent
effect remained constant.

It was shown by Tennyson and King (5) that this model simulated very well the head
and neck response of a living human subject who was subjected to a -C• acceleration of 8.1 g.
The data were acquired by Ewing and Thomas (1) and the Input pulse was sled acceleration,
necessitating the use of the entire spine in the model. In s second paper by Tennyson and
King (12). it was exercised to reproduce a -Cx acceleration of 5.7 g on the sane subject
to demonstrate its repeatability. For the same model constants and spinal geometry, the
results of the model agreed well with experimental data. Due to the lack of flexors in the
neck, the results are only valid for the first 240 us during which most of the injury would
have occurred. Furthermore, this model was validated against cadaveric data for +Gz accel-
eration by Prasad and King (11). using a version with no muscular response.

This model possesses sufficient flexibility for the parametric study outlined above.
The input data set was modified to accept a helmeted head and the model was used to simulate
a ditching impact involving a combined +C, and -Cx acceleration. The peak g-level was
restricted to 10 g so as not to overwhelm completely the muscular response of the model.

The weight of the helmet was assumed to be 13.3 N (3 lb) and the combined mass moment
of inertia about the lateral centroidal axis was computed to be 11.55X10-' kg-rn2 (164.18 lb-
s 2 /in) by assum•ing that the helmet to be a spherical shell. The corresponding mass moment
of inertia for the head above was taken to be 7.66X10- 3 kg-m- 2 (108-81 lb-s-/in). The
shift in the center of gravity due to the helmet was 12.7 =m anteriorly. Several runs were
also made with a cephalad shift of 12.7 mm.

3. RESULTS

The input pulse for a combined +Gz and -G, impact is shown in Figure 1. The simulation
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started 20 ms before onset of acceleration and the peaks of the triangular oulses wereassumed to occur simultaneously (Case 1) or one peak preceded the other by 50 ms, (Cases2 and 3). The magnitude of both peaks was 10 g and the duration of each pulse was 200 ms.The rate onset was 200 g/s. The three impact conditions are identified as follows:
Case No. Symbol Condition

1 TOGETHER Simultaneous +Gz and -GC impact2 Z THEN X +Gz impact occurring 50 ms before the -Gx impact3 X THEN Z -Gx impact occurring 50 ms before the +Gz impact
The subject was assumed to be in a seated position restrained by a full militaryharness consisting of a lap belt and an inverted-Y shoulder belt. The pelvis was subjectedto the impact pulse shown in Figure I and the resulting response of the head and neck isanalyzed for possible injury mechanisms. The helmet is assumed to cause a 12.7 rmn anteriorshift of the heed center of gravity.

Figure 2 through 4 show spinal kinematics for a helmeted head for the 3 impact con-ditions. They show the initial spinal shape (dotted line) and that for extreme forwardflexion at the time indicated on the figure (solid line), describing qualitatively theextent of the vertical and horizontal displacement of the head as well as that of itsrotation relative to TI or the inertial reference frame. The corresponding spinal shapesfor the case without a helmet are shown in Figures 5 through 7. It is seen that maximumhyperflexion is attained in Case 3, with or without a helmet.

Quantitative data are provided in terms of time history plots of the various parametersthat can produce injury. A set of 8 plots for the case of simultaneous +G and -Gx peaks(Case I) is shown in Figure S through 15. In each figure, the effect of tec helmet isdemonstrated. The peak value for disc shear at CI/C2 is doubled due to the helmet, asshown in Figure 8. There is a double contact of the chin with the chest, as shown inFigure 9. The increase in chin-chest force due to the helmet is approximately 30%. rigure10 shows the vertical acceleration of the head relative to the inertial reference frame.The large positive values coincide with chin-chest contact and the increase in peakacceleration is also approximately 30%. In view of the fact that the helmet causes anincrease in the mass moment of inertia of the head. the angular acceleration of the headis reduced when a helmet is worn. This is shown in Figure 11. The horizontal displacementof the head is not affected by the helmet as shown in Figure 12 but the vertical displacementis substantially increased as shown in Figure 13. Since the magnitude of head accelerationis relatively low, other causes of concussion are examined. Fielding (13) has stated thatthe motion of the odontoid process into the spinal canal is a possible cause for spinalcord injury. Figure 14 shows the extent of this excursion. It is less than 3 mm withoutthe helmet and over 6 mm with the helmet. Another possible source of injury to the CNS isspinal cord stretch which was demonstrated in cats by Friede (14). Figure 15 compares thestretch of the cer.ical cord and shows a 19t increase due to the helmet. The simultaneousoccurrence of the peaks for the +0z and -Cx acceleration appears to cause a large percentageincrease in disc shear, chin-chest contact force, vertical head acceleration, vertical headdisplacement odontoid process motion and spinal cord stretch. For the other two cases inwhich the peaks are separated by a 50-ms duration, the increase in the quantities are lesspronounced or non-existent. When the 'A acceleration peak precedes that of the +Gzacceleration (Case 3), there is very little change In disc shear at CI/C2 (Figure 16). chin-chest contact force (Figure 17). odointoid process motion (Figure 18) and cervical cordstretch (Figure 19). The corresponding curves for Case 2. in which the +C- accelerationpulse precedes the -Gx pulse by 50 ms. are shown in Figures 20 through 23. The helmetcauses a slight increase in these parameters.

The three impact cases can also be compared simultaneously. Figures 24 and 25 showcervical cord stretch for the helmeted and unhelmeted head respectively. It is most severein Case I with helmet and in Case 2 without helmet. The corresponding-curves for odontoidprocess motion are shown in Figures 26 and 27. The displacement is most pronounced forCase 1 with or without helmet.

Table 1 summarizes the peak values of 11 parameters for all 3 impact cases, with andwithout helmet. The disc and facet shear force are at the level of e1/C2. The rotationof the head is with respect to Tl and the negative sign represents a relative clockwiserotation. All maximum values given in this table occurred at or before 240 ms of simulation.
If the combined center of gravity of the head and helmet was assumed to be shiftedcaudally by 12.7 an, the change in injury parameters was surprisinglv less severe, as shownin Table 2. For Case 1, there was an increase in head rotation with-respect to Tl incomparison with the coresponding value for an anterior shift in the center of gravity.Head displacement also increased but all other values were lower. In the other 2 cases.there was also more head rotation but the other parameters were not altered significantlyin comparison with the corresponding values in Table 1. For the helmeted head, conditionsare generally most severe for Case 1 when the 2 pulses are coincident. However. the chin-chest contact force is highest in Case 2 and spinal cord 6cretch is the largest in Case 3.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Spinal cord injury has been identified as a possible cause of concussion when there isno direct head impact. The involvement of the CNS precludes the use of human volunteers orcadaveric subjects. Anthropomorphic and species differences render the results of animaltesting somewhat uncertain. An attempt has been made to demonstrate possible mechanisms of
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injury using the mathematical model as a human surrogate. The model has been validated
against human volunteer and cadaveric data and is expected to yield reasonable results.
However, its results are always subject to experimental verification.

A comparison of 3 impact cases with and without helmet was made using a 2-dimensional
model of the spine. The same model constants were used for all runs and changes in recpnnse
could be considered as more reliable than absolute values. The combined +Gz and -Gx impact
acceleration pulse was used primarily to simulate a ditching at sea, during which it is
possible to have the pulses occur simultaneously or one before the other. A hypothetical
profile was selected and a rather low peak acceleration was assumed so as not to overwhelm
completely all passive muscular response.

In general, the helmet increased the disc and facet shedit forces, resulting in an
increased displacement of the odontoid process into the spinal canal. There was also a
general increase in spinal cord stretch, chin-chest contact force and head displacement.
Head angular acceleration showed a significant decrease. Conditions were most severe when
the +Gz and -Gx pulses coincided in time and when the helmet was worn. Spinal cord stretch
was over 40 mm with or without helmet for Case 3, in which the -Gx pulse preceded the +Gz
pulse. The corresponding values for Case 2 were much lower.

An anterior shift of 12.7 mm in the center of gravity due to the helmet is apparently
less desirable than a cephalad shift of the same magnitude. There was less stretch in the
cervical cord and the maximum displacement of the odontoid process was approximately the
same for all 3 cases with helmet.

In conclusion, this parametric study has identified some possible mechanisms of injury
to the cord during hyperflexion of the neck. It has also facilitated future experimental
studies by pointing out the conditions that are likely to be most hazardous. The helmet
has the potential of increasing injury severity, particularly when the two pulses are
coincident in time. The four parameters which are potentially injurious are neck shear,
chin-chest contact force, displacement of the odontoid process and spinal cord stretch.
They are of higher magnitude for an anterior shift of the head center of gravity in com-
parison with a cephalad shift of the same magnitude (12.7 mm). This result contradicts
intuition and should be verified experimentally.
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Table 1 - Summary of Peak Values For Anterior Shift of C. G.

Case No. 1 2 3
Symbol TOGETHER Z THEN X X THEN Z

Parameter W/O Helmet W/Helmet W/O Helmet W/Helmet W/O Helmet W/Helmet

Disc. Shear @Cl/C2 (N) 399 868 358 409 234 262
Facet Shear @Cl/C2 (N) 361 814 357 424 226 260
Chin-Chest Force (n) 2733 3534 3533 3795 3315 3437
Head Vert. Accel (g) 44.5 58.4 57.4 40.6 56.3 48.3
Head Horiz. Accel (g) 45.8 37.4 33.5 33.1 27.1 16.3
Head Ang. Accel (Rad/s 2 ) 5267 3922 '369 4745 4538 3236
Head Horiz. Disp. (mm) 201 208 185 190 209 211
Head Vert. Disp. (mm) 172 191 200 192 186 187
Odontoid Disp. (mm) 2.9 6.2 2.6 3.1 1.8 2.0
Cord Stretch (mm) 36.4 43.3 29.4 33.4 41.0 40.6
Head Rot. (deg) -77.5 -73.4 -68.9 -65.6 -69.1 -65.0
(with respect to Tl)

Table 2- Sunmary of Peak Values For Caudal Shift of C. G.

Case No. 1 2 3
Symbol TOGETHER Z THEN X X THEN Z

Parameter W/O Helmet W/Helmet W/O Helmet W/Helmet W/O Helmet W/Helmet

Disc. Shear @CI/C2 (N) 399 854 358 527 234 249
Facet Shear @CI/C2 (N) 361 797 357 486 226 245
Chin-Chest Force (n) 2733 2881 3533 3874 3315 3079
Head Vert. Accel (g) 44,5 51.2 57.4 40.2 56.3 46.2
Head Horiz, Accel (g) 45.8 42.4 33.5 40.8 27.1 15.7
Head Ang. Accel (Rad/s2) 5267 3653 5369 3905 4538 3022
Head Horiz. Disp. (mm) 201 216 185 202 209 221
Head Vert. Disp. (mm) 172 209 200 171 186 201
Odontoid Disp. (mm) 2.9 5.2 2.6 3.8 1.8 2.3
Cord Stretch (mm) 36.4 38.2 29.4 28.6 41.0 39.4
Head Rot. (deg)
(with respect to TI) -77.5 -83.6 -68.9 -74.3 -69.1 -77.7

HOR.
-- -- ------- VER.

_ /=
0

'0. 10. 20. 30. 40.
TIME (MS) X1O

Fig. 1 Combined +G, and -Gx Input Pulses (Case 2 shown)
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P)1 I JCl." I ON

COL- 0. KNAPP (USA)

What was the total added helmet wei;ht?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

1.i- kilograms.

COL. C. KNAPP (USA)
Are yu• wllll.g tc make an est mate, what would happen if the Cte wa. la:eral

Instead of sublateral Interl ir In opposed torquing?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

We have some helmets with visually coupled systems that have a sigrd~flcant lateral
loading. This problem we have to refer to Pr. lielytschko'a 3-dimeslona.1 model.

DR. MEIER-DORNBiERG (FRO)

Have you all estatlished some tolerance criterla for your model for Instance
tolerable deflection or yield or something else? Or have yoni only compittd some
response values7

AUTHOR'S REPLY

We are in the procet.ss of trying to establish tolerance criteria. We have not yet
done it.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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A TlIlE-DIBNSINAI MWfiL'MTICAL ANA•WU0JE OF ThU SPINL STRUIrIPJR
A COMRUENSIWE APPRJAQI

tanohar M. Panjabi, Dr. Tech.
Engineering Laboratory for Ntasculoskeletal Diseases

Section of Orthopaedic Surgery
Yale Medical School

New Haven, Cr 06510
U.S.A.

SUNt•ARY

Mathematical analogues of the human spine structure are inportant tools
in the understanding of the mechanism of injury and its prevention and treat-
ment. The analogue may be thought of as having two parts: a set of govern-
ing equations, also called the mathematical model, and the physical proper-
ties data of the human spine. The comprehensive approach presented here
stresses the need for sinultaneous development of both of these constituents.

"The himan spzne is viewed as a collection of functional spinal units,
each unit consisting of two adjacent vertebrae and the interconnecting soft
tissue. Nbthumatically this unit of the spine is modelled as two rigid bod-
ies connected by a single deformable link. The latter is a three-dimensional
three-element viscoelastic solid. Experimental techniques have been devel-
oped which provide the physical properties of the huanan functional spinal
units in three-dimensional space. Such data is being made available now.
These properties incorporated into a three-dimensional mathematical model
will provide, for the first time, a mathematical analogue of the spine which
is entirely based upon experimentally derived spine data.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

C - damping matrix
K - stiffness matrix
M - inertia matrix
d - displacement vector
f - force vector
q - load vector
r - translation vector
u - position vector, body coordinate system
v - position vector, global coordinate system
0 - moment vector
* - rotation vector
a,b,c - axes of the spring coordinate system
i - arbitrary body
k - arbitrary spring
1,m,n - axes of the global coordinate system
y,(#Yz - axes of the body coordinate system

- derivative with respect to time

I. INTRODUCTION

Nbthematical analogues of the huma. spine structure are important tools in the understanding of the
mechanism of injury and its prevention and treatment. 'he usefulness of an analogue depends upon the ac-
curacy with which it can predict the behavior of the spine structure for a given set of stimuli. The
mathematical model may be of the continuous or of the discrete-parameter type. This di cussion is lim-
ited to the latter. A review of the literature may be found in Belytschko et al (1973,T), Panjabi (1973,13)
and King and (Mou (1976,S).

Latham (19S7,7) is generally credited for having proposed the first discrete-parameter type mathema-
tical model involving the hernn spine. The first continuous model was utilized by fless and Loniard 11958,2).
There has been a continuous progress from the simple one-degree-of- freedom uniaxial model of Latham to
quite sophisticated multiple degree-of-freedom three-diQnsional mndels of the present day, Schultz et al
(1972,15), Belytschko et al (1973,1) and Panjabi (1973,13).

One of the major difficulties in the use of these spine models has been the assignmenL of values to
the stiffness arM damping coefficients of the deformnble elements. Hess and Lombard were aware of this
difficulty and they devised a solution to the problem of the missing data of the physical properties of the
hurio spine. "The values of the mechanical properties of the huastn bo!y (spine) are nknown. . There
exists, however, another possibility, an indirect procedure, which may be called "mudel fitting". In this
procedure use is made of data showing the response of the human body (torso) to a certain aplplied accelera-
tion, the values of these parameters are varied until the response of the mode! is as nearly as possible
the same as that of the torso, and in this way the model is fitted to the data.-'* IUfortunately this "solu-

*Hess and Lbatard (1958,2). Words in parentheses are ours.
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tio&" with some nudifications has been often used ever since.

the basic assumption underlying this "solution" is that the matching of the model behavior with the
experimental behavior in a set of Liven situations somehow validates the model for all other situations.
This is quite convenient, but is not iniecessarily trne.

We believe a better and sore accurate suiation lies not in finding a shortcut of "model fitting", but
in nuking progress on two fronts simultaneausly: i8 determining the mechanical properties of the human
spine under physiological loading environments that are aý close to in vivo situation as possible and 2)
developing mathewatical models that are capable of incorporating the -e.-p-Fi-rhntally obtained physical pro-
perties of the spine.

The purpese of this paper is to present some details of the above approach and to document the pro-
gress that has been mwde.

II. A C'U'P1IIUNSMMi APPk)ACti

A mathematical analogue may be thought of as having two constituents, namely a set of governing equa-
tions (the mathematical model) and the physical properties data of the spine it Lacorporates. The approach
presented here is comprehensive in the sense that the two constituents have evolvet simultaneously and are
related to each other.

A. The Ntathematicsil %del

1. General Considerations

The human s-ine has 24 vertebrae that articulate with each other and with the head and sacrumi on
either end, thus constituting 25 articulating joints, Figure 1. Each of these joints may be considered
as a unit of the honey and ligamentous spine. Thus, we may define the functional spinal unit (FSU, with
the excepti;, of the occiput-Cl and LS-SI articulations, as a basic unit of the spine consisting of ,¼o
adjacent vertebrae and the interconnecting tissues, namely a disc, nine ligaments and two facet joints,
Figure 2.
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Figsre 1. Anato.•y of the human honey and ligamentous spine.
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Figure 2. tAnutonv of the functional spinal unit (FS1)) or the motion segment.

The himiam spine is idealized as it collection of functional spinal units connected in a serial manner.
Each of the FSU is imthettltically'itidel led as a single three-dinmnsional three-elertrat deformable 1link con-
necting two rigid bodies at their centers. The deforimble link represents the three-dimensional viscoelas-
tic characteristics of the intact FSIU, i.e. the disc, ligamints, facet joints and a vertebra. One of the
ways this concept cain be il lustrated is shown in Figure 3..

AB

Figure 31. A. Runctional Spinal UWit (F.111) or a me't ion segment of the spine consists
of two vertebrae and the Interconnecting tissuies. B. Coniceptlual representation of
the visýcoelastic characteristics of the FS11 Ihr a three- d ilens ionalI three-element de-
forimble link connecting the center., of the two rigid bodies.

De Nfining the St~ructur~e

ThreeO types. of right-hand cartesian coordinate systems are used to define the spine structuire, Filzire
4. The glob1.l systeml, innl, is conveniently orientated and fixed to thec ground. It defines the centers, of
gravity (c.g.) of all the rigid bodies anld thle orientationls of thle other coordinate systems. Local body
coordinate systems (xy-)i are fixed In space ait the centers, of gravity of the rigid bodlies mid are orienl-
tated along the princlipal axes of inlert in of each of thle bodies. Thet deforimble viscoelastic 1 inks are



"sequentially nmrbered. The kth deformable link has the kth local coordinate system (abc)k. The orienta-

i.on of 'th system is such that the ak-axis is parallel to the line joining the two ends of the kth de-

formble link and with its positive direction towards the body with the higher number.

Figure 4. The system of defining the spine structure is shown. The rigid bodies,
i - 1, i, i + 1, etc., representing the vertebrae, are connected by three-dimen-
sional deforrable links, k, k + 1, etc., representing the viscoelastic character-
istics of the functional spinal unit.

The center of gravity of the ith body is defined by a position vector v- in t~e global coordinate sys-
tem (1me) while the point of attachment of the kth deforrable link is defineA by u1 in local body coordi-
nate system (xyz)i.

3. System Governing Equations of Mbtion

The system governing equations of motion in the inertia coordinate systems (xy:))i are

Nd + ca + Kd - q (I)

where d and q are 6n X 1 system displacement and load vectors respectively. M, C and K are 6n X 6n system
"inertia, damping and stiffness matrices respectively. Letter n stands for the number of rigid bodies in
the system. The system vectors d rand q are defined by a set of subvectors of displacement and load, di
and qi, for each body and in the respective local inertia systems. Thus,

d - [d1 d2 - di - dn)T, and

q , [ql q2 - qi _ qn-T.

The subvectors, in turn, are defined by their components
rT

di [rxr y z i

i [fx fyfzuxuyuzli

where r, 0, f and u are respectively translation1 rotation, force and moment vectors. Further details of
this method are given elsewhere, Panjabi (1973,1').

B. Physical Properties

1. The Rigid Bodies

The masses and moments of inertias have been documented by Liu and Wickstrom (19 73 ,8).

2. The Deformable Links

Although it will be ideal -o have the mechanical properties of each of the FSU obtained in the in vi'v
situation, it is not feasible for practical reasons. The mechanical behavior of a structure requires-T-1-
documentation of both the applied loads and the displacements produced. Mthough the displacements can be
measured with a good deal of accuracy, there is no method yet that caun precisely measure the loads applied

* to a FSU in an in vivo situation. The in vitro eqxpriments done on fresh cadaveric material provide a
reasonable alternatFive.



The physical properties of the human spine cadavers have been studied since the days of M&!sserer
(1880, 10)who deteroined the crush strength of the vertebrae. Until 1970, most of the loads utilized

were compressive with a few exceptions, A sudden increase in our knowledge was provided by Nbrkolf
(1970,9) who determined the load-displacement curves of FSU under compression, tension, shear, flexion,
extension, lateral bending and torsion. However, he neither included preloads nor did hie m•easure the
_co motions in his experiments. The preloads are the loads applieu to the I'SU in situ when the person
Ts-tding in anatomic position. It has been documented that such loads are present in vivo and that
they are of considerable magnitude, Nachemson and Nbrris (1964,11). The coupled motlons are the coipvonents
of motion that occur in directions other than the direction of the applied load. In contrast, the motions
in the directions of the applied load are called the main motions. It has been shown in the later sections
of this paper that both the preloads and the coupled motions are important for a complete documentation of
the physical characteristics of the spine.

The above discussion has been concerned with the elastic properties of the spine only. For complete
characterization damping properties are equally important. However, very little is known about these pro-
perties of the spine except under compression loading. Virgin (1951,16) and Hirsch and Nachemson (1954,3)
were piobably the first to report their observations of the phenomena of hysteresis and creep respectively,
both of which involve the damping properties of the spine. Nost recently Kazarian (1975,') has done exten-

Ssive compression creep testing on functional spinal units and has shown that the damping properties of the
disc vary with the grade of disc degeneration..

Returning to the elastic properties, it may be observed that mach more precise information has become
available now; although the absence of the application of the preloads and the measurements of the coupled
motions has remained, except in the studies to be described here. A short theoretical discussion given
below provides a basis for a systematic determination of the physical properties of the functional spinal
unit. For greater details one may consult other sources, Krag (1975,6), Panjabi et al (1976,14) and Pan-
jabi (1977,12).

a. Theoretical Basis

Let us place the origin of a three-dimensional coordinate system at the center of the body of the upper
vertebra of a functional spinal unit and orient it as shown in Figure S. A load vector, applied to the
center of the vertebra, has six components, i.e. three forces along and three moments about the three axes.
Similarly, the displacement vector of the center of the upper vertebra has six components, i.e. three trans-
lations along and three angulations about the three axes of the coordinate system. The complete descrip-
tion of the behavior of a FSU can be obtained by applying all the load components, one at a time, and mea-
suring all the displacement components for each load application.
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Figure 5. A three-dimensional coordinate system is located with its origin at the
center of the vertebral body of the upper vertebra of a functional spinal unit. The
axes are oriented as shown. Twelve components of load vector are depicted by broad
arrows while the six displacement components are shown by thin arrows.

The loads may be applied in the positive as well as the negative directions. R.eca.se the behavior of
a spinal functional unit must be assumed to be different in the positive and negative directions tor
example, axial compression and tension), we may consider the load vector to have 12 components -- six posi-
tive and six negative. These load and displacement components are depicted in Figure 5.

STheoretically, any one load component may produce all the six displacement components. Thus, if sAll
12 load components are applied one at a time, there will be a total of 72 load displacement curves. The
foregoing description is depicted in Figure 6. Horizontally we have arranged the 12 load components, from
the force of +Fx to the moment -Mz. Vertically we have arranged the six displacement components, from
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lateral translation tTx to lateral anuation iAz. Thus, a total of 72 load-displacement curves, each re-

presented by a square in Figure 6, are required to document completely the elastic mechanical behavior of

a single fAwctlonal spinal unit.
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Figure 6. Twelve load components (÷Fx. to -Mz) are'arranged horizontally. Six dis-
placement components (iTx to -tAz)-are arranged vertically. Application of any load

Scomponent to the flunctional spinal unit may produce all, the six displacement conpo-
" ~nears. Each of the 72 squares represents a'load-displacement curve.

b. Three-Dimensional Studies

The foregoing experimental ideas were incorporated into two studies in our laboratory, with the pur-
pose of determining complete three-dirnsional elastic behavior of the'spine. In the first study of the
thoracic spine, Panjabi et al (1976,1 ), certai-nsinpifications were irade. The spine was assumed to have
bilateral symmetry and no preloads were included. 'A suitable physiological environment of 20° C. and 100%
humidity was utilized to maintain the physical characteristics of the spine during testing. Further, all
the twelve load components were utilized and three displacement components (one main and two coupled) were
.measured for each load application. To eliminate the effect of creep, the displacement readings were
Staken after three minutes of load application.

The second study, done on lumbar motion segments, incorporated two addlitional features as compared to
the thoracic study. Firstly, we modified the measuring techniques so that instead of three, we were able
to measure all six displacement components sinaItaneously, thus fulfilling the requiremets for a complete
description. Secondly, we incorporated physiologic axial compressive preloads to bring the in vitro ex-
perimental conditions closer to the in vivo situation. As mentioned earlier, thV,presence of such a com-
pressive preload in vivo has b~en well documented by Nachemsen and Morris (1964,11). The lumar spine
study conducted by Krag (1975,O) is not yet complete, and we present here a sample of the load displace-
ment curves taken from his thesis.

Figure 7 shows the resutitng three translational and three rotational components of the motion at the
center of the upper vertebral body when the load component +Mz (right lateral bending) is applied to it
with zero preload. We observe the following. The most dominant motion is the wain motion, i.e. the lat-
eral bending as denoted by the load-displacement curve marked Az. The other five curves describe the
coupled motions. The behavior is nonlinear, with the spine becoming less flexible as higher loads are ap-
plied.

The phy/sical properties of the spine are seen to be significantly altered by preloads in the physical
range, This is exemplified in Figure 8 where results of applying left lateral shear +Fx to the lumbar
functional spinal unit are show#n without and with 1000 N of preload. Again, there are six load-displacenient
curves. Lateral shear deformation (Tx) is the main motion while the other five are the coupled notions,
e.g. Az angulation about the Z-axis. It is Interesting to note that addition of the preload of 1000 N
changes the shape of nearly all the six load-displacement curves. in the e~xanitle shown, all the cur~vs In-
dicate softening of the spine segment with the addition of the preload. In some of the other examples, not
shown here, the spine segments were observed to harden rd in some there were mixed results. 5etatis of
these results are given elsewhere, PonJabi et al (1976 , 4.
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Figure 7. Six load displacement curves for the center of the tpper vertebral body of
a lumbar functional spinal unit subjected to a single load: right lateral bending mw-
ment +?&. The applied moment is on the ordinate, while the translations Tx, Ty and T:
in millimeters and angulations Ax, Ay and A: in degrees are on the abscissa. The lat-
eral angulation Az curve represents the min motion while the remaining five curves, de-
pict the coupled motions.

DISCUSSIO

An analogue my be defined as something that resembles something else, because of certain specified
characteristics, but Is not the same. Thus, it follows that the characteristics of the "something else"
must be kiown and taken into consideration before the "something" can be constructed. The quality of a
mthemtical analogue of the hummn spine is, therefore, dependent upon the qutlity of the spine physical
properties data that it incorporates. Development of the analogue requires a simiutaneous development of
the techniques of metheratical modelling as well as the determination of the physical characteristics of
the humn spine. The two go hand in hand.

Thus, the mthematical analogue has two constituents, namely the mathematical part that sets up the
govemrning equation, and the physical data part that characterizes the real spine behavior. Although they
are quite different, there is nonetheless a reciprocal relationship between the two. The mathematical
part mut be able to incorporate the real physical data wile, on the other hand, it should be experimen-
tally feasible to provide the physical data required by the mtathematical part. Although great progress
has been made in construction of the mthemtical models and much data has been obtained concerning the
physical properties of the human spine, yet the two have developed more or less independently and at dif-
ferent rates. In our opinion, the progress in the determination of the physical data of the spine has
logged far behind that of the mathematical model.

Sowm of the recent mathematical models have broken down the functional spinal unit Into its several
eltments, namly a disc, nine ligaments and two facet joints. Thus, to simulate the himin spine In these
mthemattcal models, physical properties of each of these spinal elements are reluired for each level of
the spine. This kind of elemental data may be difficult to obtain without violating the spine integrity.
A goodt example is the capsular ligaments which completely enclose the facet articulations. ro obtain
their physical properties, the facet articulation must be destroyed without destroying the capsular liga-
ments: not an easy task. Such an approach in mathematical model in, j---elieve, Is unrealistic as it
does not recognize the special anatomy of the tnman spine.

The approach presented here circiuments the above difficulties. The physical properties data re-
quired is not for the individual elements, eig. ligaments, disc and facet joints, but of the intact func-
tional spinal unit. The experimentally obtained three-dimenstonal physical properties lata of such spinal
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units are being made available. The mathematical nodel presented has the capability to incorporate such
data.

We have shown that the load displacement characteristics of the spinal unit are complex. They are
not only nonlinear, but are intrinsically coupled. Furthor, they are affected by the preload (the load
due to the weight of the body parts above it). The significant magnitude of the preload effect makes the
previous data obtained without the preload nmuh less useful, A realistic analogue of the spine must take
Into account the above considerations.

The mathematical analogue presented here provides a conprehensive approach. It has the potential of
simuating the real situation with high fidelity. However, the physical properties necessary for func-
tioning of the model are only now becoming available. We hope to present the results in the near future.
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Figure 8. Coupled as well as main motion load-displacement
curves for a physiologic lateral force +Fx and two preloads
0 and 1000 N. The lateral force produced all the six mo-
tions Tx to Az. Note the change due to 1000 N preload.
Open circle curves are the main motion curves and the filled-
in circle curves are the coupled motion curves.
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DISCUSSION

DR. BELYTSCHKO (USA)

I ncticed that you described your model by a system of linear equations

M d"+ C d + Kd = q and treated your rotations by Oxi, oyyi Ozi
which Is applicable only to small rotations. Are you implying that nonlinear
effects, such as those due to nonlinear materials or large displacements, are
unimportant in the spine?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

We know that most of the equations that you must consider are nonlinear to start
with, out when it comes to solving them certain approximations must be made. The
intent of this paper was not to present a method for solving specific equations,
but rather to present a comprehensive approach which stresses the simultaneous
development of model structure and mechanisms and the physical properties of the
system being modeled.

DR. D. J. THOMAS (USA)

What is your criterion of "good agreement" between the model and any experiment
to validate the model?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

I do not address this question in my paper.
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SUMMARY

A three dimensional, discrete model of the human spine, head and torso is described. This model is
an evolution of earlier discrete models which are reviewed and discussed. The anatomy is modeled by a
collection of rigid bodies, which represent skeletal segments such as the vertebrae, pelvis, and ribs,
interconnected by deformable elements, which represent ligaments, cartilagenous joints, viscera and con-
nective tissues. The model has been validated by comparing its impedance to measurements on human volun-
teers. The principal feature of this model is the generality of its formulation which enables it to be
applied to a wide variety of impact situations. Simulations are reported for a vertical ejection, a pre-
ejection alignment and bird impact on a canopy. A postprocessor has been developed which interprets the
complex time history output in terms of injury potential.

INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Because of the difficulties of studying impact environments experimentally, considerable effort has

been devoted over the past thirty years to the development of models of various components of the human
body. In the study of pilot safety, attention has focused on the spine, head and neck. Models ranging
in complexity from one degree of freedom models of the spine to multidegree of freedom models which repre-
sent the individual vertebrae have been developed.

Mathematical models of the spine have evolved into two general classes: continuum and discrete
models. The term continuum here refers to models where the spine is treated as homogeneous, requiring the
determination of extrapolated material properties representing the composite behavior of the interverte-
bral discs and the vertebrae. In the discrete models, the individual vertebrae are modeled as rigid
bodies interconnected by the discs and the various spinal ligaments. This allows for the direct utiliza-
tion of the disc and ligament properties.

Latham 113 is generally cited as the first to develop a mathematical model for describing the dynamic

response of the spine to +G acceleration. His model consisted of two rigid masses, one representing the
body and the other the ejection seat interconnected by a spring. It was developed to study the
dynamic overshoot of the body when seat cushions of varying resiliency were placed between the pilot and
the ejection seat.

Payne £23 also developed a one degree of freedom model of the spine. The head and upper torso were
modeled as a single rigid mass and the spine as a spring with a dashpot in parallel. The stiffness of
this spring was determined by matching the natural frequency of the model to the average frequency of the
dominant peak of experimentally measured driving point impedances. This model was subsequently extensively
correlated with injury data to develop the dynamic response index (DRI) model. It has provided a very
useful tool for evaluating the safety of a pilot in an axial (C ) acceleration environment when the non-
axial (flexural) response is small.

In an effort to simulate more complex situations, Toth [3) developed the first model in which indi-
vidual vertebrae and discs were idealized. It consisted of rigid masses representing vertebrae Tll through
L5 and the pelvis, interconnected by springs and dampers representing the intervertebral discs.

Orne and Liii [4) subsequently developed a similar model for the entire thoracolumbar spine. They
included the axial, shear, and bending resistance of the discs and modeled each vertebrae as a rigid body
with three degrees of freedom (two translations and one rotation). Spinal curvature and variations of
disc stiffness with vertebral level were treated. The force-deflection characteristics of the interver-
tebral discs were modeled with a three parameter viscoelastic relationship. Orne and Liu introduced the
concept of modeling the inertial properties of the torso by assigning to each vertebral level the inertial
properties of the associated torso segment. The eccentricity (distance between the vertebral mass center
and the mass center of the entire torso segment) of the mass center for each motion segment (vertebral
level) was included. Interaction of the spine with the torso, ejection seat or a restraint system were
not considered. Failure to represent these interactions in a large displacement formulation results in
unrealistic deformation of the spinal column and may invalidate the force distributions predicted by
the model.

Payne and Band [5) developed a one dimensional, four degree of freedomn model of a seated man. It
consisted of rigid masses representing the head, upper torso, abdominal viscera and the pelvis, inter-
connected by springs and dampers. A spring and damper were included to represent the elastic and viscous
properties of the buttocks. The stiffnesses of this model were chosen so that the model's frequency con-
tent reflected the average frequencies at which peaks occur in experimentally obtained impedances of
seated humans. This model was restricted to axial motion only.



Moffat [63 developed a continuum model which included both axial and bending reponse. The formula-
tion was restricted to small displacements. Continuum models have the advantage of permitting the use
of fewer degrees of freedom for the spine than in models that represent the individual vertebrae. On the
other hand, they require an extrapolation of the material properties representing the intervertebral discs
and vertebrae and also the interpretation of continuous response variables in terms of actual forces in
these discrete anatomical segments.

The discrete Orne and Liu 14] model was modified by Prasad and King !71 to izclude the articular facet
interaction. The motivation for this was to model a secondary path of load transmission along the spinal col-
umn which is provided by the actions of the articular fracets as determined by the experimental work of Prasad,

et al[8 1The interaction of the articular facets was modeled by two springs, one limiting relative rotations
and the other limiting the relative sliding oi adjacent vertebrae. T1he properties of the articular facet
elements appear to have been chosen rather arbitrarily, since no reference was mnade as to how the axial
stiffnesses were determined and no values for the rotational stiffnesses were given. An important feature
of their model was its validation by comparison of certain reponse forces with cadaver drop tower tests.
Though such limited comparisons certainly do not constitute a complete valdation, thex- serve an important
purpose.

The models described up to this point were restricted to one or two dimensional behavior and, in gen-
eral, had not considered interaction of the spine with other portions of the torso such as the rib cage
and viscera

The first three dimensional head-spine model was developed by Belytschko, et al (91. who developed
several models of varying complexity. The basic model was the isolated ligamentous spine model, consisting
of rigid bodies representing the head, vertebrae TI through L5 and the pelvis interconnected by deformable
elements representing the intervertebral discs and the various connective tissues. Interaction between the
spine and the torso was modeled with a secondary column of beam elements representing the action of the
viscera-abdominal wall system in the lumbar region and the rib cage in the thoracic region.

The complete spine model of Belytschko, et al consisted of the ligamentous spine model plus detailed
representations of the cervical spine, the rib cage and the viscera. The cervical spine model consisted
of rigid bodies representing vertebrae C2 through C7 and interconnected by deformable elements representing
the intervertebral discs. The actions of the articular facets were modeled with hydrodynamic elements.
which were able to reproduce the kinematic actions of the articular facets in three di-mensions more effec-
tively than spring elements. The viscera were modeled with hydrodynamic elements stacked in series between
the pelvis and the bottom of rib pair 10 (the rib pair connected to vertebra TIe). By including the inter-
action of the spine with the torso and the seat and restraint system, they were able to employ their model
to investigate the behavior of the spine in situations involving substantial bending.

A major difficulty in the development of discrete, multidegree of freedom models such as that of trne
and Liu, Prasad and King and Belytschko, et al is the large amount of data that is needed to characterize
the numerous elements of the model. Furthermore, in spite of their complexity, these models still involve
substantial idealizations of the human body, as exemplified in the single segment mass approximations of
Orne and Liu. It is imperative, therefore, that models of such complexity be validated by comparisons
with experimental observations on complete body response in dynamic enviromments.

One source of dynamic body response data are measurements of human volunteer impedances. Major contri-
butions to our knowledge of the impedance of human subjects were made by Coermann, at at 1101, 1L111 and
Vogt, at al [123. Coermann, at al determined the impedances of sitting and standing subjects by shake
table induced vertical (+GC) vibrations through a frequency range of I to 19 Hz. lie found a major
resonance at 5 Hiz.

Resonances in the displacement response of the abdominal viscera were also studied by Coermann, et al.
This was accomplished by placing the subject in a supine position on a shake table and subjecting him to
longitudinal harmonic vibrations through a frequercy range of I to 15 lHz. motion of the skeleton was
suppressed by using metal brackets at the head, shoulders, and feet to clamp the subject to the table.
Resonances in the abdominal wall displacements were found to occur typically between 3 and 4 Mr. Restricting
the mobility of the abdomen resulted in a shift of the abdominal wall displacement peak to between 6 and 7 Hlz.

Vogt, et al [123 measured the impedances of ten male subjects who were seated in a slightly erect pos-
ture and loosely restrained. VogI, et &l also considered impedances under sustained accelerations of +2 C
and +3 G_. These sustained accelerations were induced via a centrifuge. The application of the sustainedz

accelerations allowed for the observation of the change in the impedance when exposed to a preload, thus
indicating the effects of the nonlinear stiffness of the tissues. These results exhibit a shift in the
resonance to a higher frequency and an increase in impedance magnitude when the G loading is increased
from normal gravity.

The important characteristic of the results reported by Coermann, et &l and Vogt., at *I is the major
peak which occurs in the neighborhood of 5 Ilz for the impedances of seated human subject* under normal
gravity. Second and third peaks, both considerably smaller than the first, generally occur in the vicinity
of 10 to 11 Hiz and 14 Hz, respectively. These second and third peaks are not always reported. The peaks
in the impedance curves indicate the vertical excitation frequencies at %hich the maximum energy is trans-
ferred to the body. Coermann, at at suggest that the 5 Hz peak is cauied by resonant motion of the upper
torso in connection with the bending elasticity of the pelvis and spine, and that the 10 to 11 fli peak is
probably attritutable to another elasticity of the pe'vis.

Vykukal [133 exposed fonr subjects in a semi-supine position to a vertical acceleration of +O.4C in a
frequency range from 2k to 20 Hz, combined with a linear acceleration of 1, 2k, and 4 G. The mechanical
impedance of each subject was recorded. He observed that for the higher linear accelerartons, the stiffness
increased, the damping increased, and the overall impedance magnitude increase. The resonances at higher
frequencies became more predominant in magnitude because of increased coupling of the body systems when
subjected to a high G environment.



Woods 114'I reported craenmissibilities for longitudinal andi lateral vibrations of three subjects in
the frequency range of I to 10 lHe. Results are also reported for the effect of random vertical and latersl
vibrations. All of the transmissability curves for the sinusoidal, longitudinal oscillations had a peak
between 4 to 6 Hz. A major peak in the transmissibility curve for the sinusoidal lateral oscillations
occured at 1.5 Hz.

The imnedance characteristics of the complex, multidegree-of-freedom models (L43, •7i1, •9]) were not
reported. However, Belytschko, et al •I91 reported modal analyses of their models: for the ligaaam
tous spine with head and pelvis but no separate elements for the viscera and buttocks they found a lowest
natural frequency of 1? Hz when restricted to axial motion. This i• considerably higher than the average
frequency, 5 Hz, at which the dom•inant peaks of experimentally deter,eined impedances occur. Because this
disparity is far greater than that whicnl would result from any possible error in the stiffness or inertile
properties of the model, they suggested that the 5 Hz peaks in experimentally determined impedance curves.
cannot represent an axial response of the spine.

In this paper, the impedance of a modified Belytschko, et al 1•93 model will be examined, it is shown
that the impedance of this model duplicates the experimentally determined impedance quite well and that the
resonance at 5 Hz results from a combination of three factors: the seat-body mode, the flexural response
of the spine and the axial response of the viscera. The model will then be used to simulate several situ-
ations of interest in pilot safety: ejection, pre-ejection aligvnment, and head impact resulting from
bird-strike on the canopy.

DESCRIPTIONS OF MODELS

The models represent the human body by a collection of rigid bodies interconnected by deformable ele-
ments. The rigid bodies are used for the modeling of bones while the deformable elements are used to model
ligaments, muscles and connective tissues. The treatment of bones as rigid bodies is preferable from both
the viewpoint of numerics and modeling, for the stiffness of bones is usually orders of magnitudes greater
than that of connective tissue, so that if both are modeled as deformable the resulting numerical problem
is poorly conditioned. However, long slender bones, such as ribs, may be modeled as deformable. The de-
formable elements may also be used to model entities external to the body, such as restraint systems and
harnesses.

For purposes of describing the models, it is worthwhile to distinguish between the following:
1'i The computer-based method of solution, or mathematical model, which is a rather general system for

the treatment of the dynamics of collections of rigid bodies interconnected by deformable elements, and
2) The specific models of the spine, torso, and ejection system, which constitite a data base for the

computer system.

The analytical procedure is basically a matrix structural technique which serves as a versatile frame-
work •or constructing the equations of motion. The program enables these equations of motion to be inte-
grated in time by either explicit or implicit techniques, or analysed by modal procedures, which give the
natural frequencies and modes of the model; details masy be found in Belytschko at al •91. The formulation
is completely three dime~nsional and treats arbitrarily large rotations and displacements of the rigid bodies.
However, the deformation of some of the elements is restricted to be moderately small. Matterial properties
may be linear or nonlinear and viscous forces are included.

The following mathematical elements are used in the model:
I) Rigid bodies, which are used to represent skeletal segments, and may be interconnected by deformatble

elements connected to any point on the rigid body;
2) Spring elements, which have stiffness only against axial deformation•, and are used to represent

ligaments and harness restraints;
3) Beam elements, which have bending, torsional, and axila stiffness, and which are used to model

intervertebralI discs;
4) Hydrodynamic elements, which are governed by pressure-volume laws;
5) Elastic surfaces which provide a simplified model of seat surfaces; and
6) Plate elements, which can be used to represent deformable elements within the pilot's environmaent,

such as the canopy.

For purposes of illustrating how the mathematical model is used to used to represent the pilot's anatimy,
we will describe two representative models used in these studies. The first model consists of the isolated
thoracolumbar spine, the cervical spine, the head, the rib cage and viscera, and the seatback and restraint
system. In the second model, the rib cage and viscera are replaced by a series of beams parallel to the spine,
which represent the stiffness of the torso. •Ths simplification is made to save computer costs. Lateral and
anterior-posterior views of the complex model are shown in Fig. 1; only the rigid bodies representing skeletal
segments are shown.

In the thnracolumbar spine, each pair of vertebras is connected by seven spring elements and one beam
element. The intervertebral disc is represented by a beam element, which joins the geometrical centers of
the endplates of each pair of adjacent vertebrae. The spring elements represent the following ligaments and
connective tissues: the pair of spring elements which connect the transverse process tips represent the inter-
transverse ligaments; one spring element, which connects the spienus process tips, represents the intra- and
supra-spinons ligaments; a pair of elements which connect posterior points on the vertebral bodies, represent
the ligamenta f lava; two spring elements see used to represent the articuler facets. The latter are short,
stiff elements and are primarily intended to represent the kinematic constraints resulting from the facets.
All of these elements interconanect secondary nodes on the rigid body. The deta given in Sthultz et al
[I15] was used for these stiffnesses.

In the cervical spine, adjacent vertebrae are connected only by elements representing the disc, the
interepinous ligaments, and the articular facets. The discs are represented hy beam elements, the liga-
ments by spring elements, the articular facets by hydrodynamic elements. The triangular emdplates of the



hydrodynamic element may be seen in Fig. 1. Because these elements have resistance primarily through a litle
joining the centroids of the two opposing triangular facets, these elements are more effective in repre-
senting the directional properties of articular facets than spring elements. The use of these t-lements for
the representation of faceta would also be desirable in the ltumbar and thoracic spines, but the procuresent
of data for the location of the facet planes in these portions of the spine has not been completed.
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by Torvik t173. Hie derived relationships for both large deformations of the membrane and nonlinear membrane
response. For small-deflection linear membrane response, he gives the standard water hoemer formula for wave
speed c /ti

where IC ist Youing's modulus for the membrane wall. t the thickness of the wall. r Its radius and P the den-
sity mof the fluid; in this instance, the viscera. Thits formula neglects the compressibility of the

viscera. Belytochko. et at (181 let E - 6 x 10 7 dynes/cm 2* t - I cm, r -10 cm and obtained a value of
c o 1700 cm/sec.

The force deflection rolation of the viscera here is taken to be

F I K(I +' K 2 6) (6+ a;) (2)

K1 . AE (3)

wee A - cross-sectional area of viscera (800 cm2

9 - effective Young's modulus of viscera at zero axial strain

K, . linear stiffness

K 2 cubic stiffness
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* damping parameter
6 - axial strain, which is given by elongatior. divided by the original length

6 - axial strain rate
The linear stiffness was chosen by matching Coermann's L111 observed resonance in the visceral wall abdom-

inal system of 3 to 4 H2. This yielded a value of KI . 8 x 107 dynes and corresponds to an effective Young's
modulus of 10 dynes/cm . The cubic stiffness coefficient K2 was chosen to be 640. At an axial sLrain of

6 - 0.1, which is typical in ejections, the resulting linearized stiffness is 6 x 10 and the effective
5 2

Young's modulus is 7.4 x 10 dynes/cm . This corresponds to a wavespeed in the viscera of about 400 cm/sec.
This is significantly below the value reported by Belytschko, et al [183, but presently our understanding of
the cubic part of the response is quite limited. However, a cubic component is quite necessary if the low
amplitude response and ejection response is to be simulated properly; as will be shown subsequently,
failure to ascribe sufficient stiffness to the viscera results in dynamic buckling of the spine in ejection
simulations. It is interesting to observe that ejection simulations with both the previous high value of
E and the present law show only small differences in responses; evidently, the loose coupling of the viscera
and spine causes the viscera to take up the same asount of force regardless of its precise stress-strain law.

The visceral elements are connected through rigid bodies to ribs TIO. This implies that the whole axial
load in the abdominal cavity is transferred to the rib cage; no axial load transfer to the interior of the
thoracic cavity is assumed.

The head is a single rigid body joined to C2 by a beam element (Cl was not included in the model).
The helmet can be assumed to be rigidly connected to the head or can be attached to the head by means of
spring elements.

The seatback is a plane surface, which is vertically aligned and the bottom of the seat is horizontal.
The seat constrains the motion of the rigid bodies only when they come in contact. A cubic force deflection
law with damping of the following form was used:

F f(Il + k2 d2) fd + ed) (4)

where
d - distance of penetration into the seat
a . velocity of penetration into the seat

k and k2 - linear and cubic stiffness

* - damping paremeter

A valie of 6.6 x 107 dyne/cm was used for ki, a value of 3 for k2 . The restraint systems were modeled by
linear springs.

The detailed data for the complex model is given in Refs. [93 and [183. We will here only give the
data for the simplified model, isolated ligamentous spine with viscera (ILSV),which is shown in Fig. 2, This
model is identical to the ccmplex model except that: (I) the cervical spine is replaced by a single beam
element; (2) the hydrodynamic tlements for the viscera are replaced by a series of springs interconnected
to the vertebrae as shown; (3) the rib cage is replaced by a single series of bc- elements which repre-
sent the flexural resistance of the rib cage.

The stiffnesses of the elements are given in Table 1, the inertial data in Table 2. The inertial
properties are based on the work of Liu and Wickstrom [193, who measured the masses, mass moments of inertia,
and centroids of the segments of frozen cadavers. For the purpose of this model, the mass of each segment
must be subdivided among the vertebral bodies and the viscera in the levels LI to IS, and between the ribs
and vertebral bodies in the thoracic region. Therefore, the cross-sectional illustrations of Eycleshymer
and Schoemaker [203 were used to esti-ate the ratio of the area of the viscera to the total cross-sectional
area in levels LI to L5. The total mass measured by Liu and Wickstrom was then apportioned between the
vei tebrae and viscera according to the ratio of their areas.

TABLE I. ISOLATED LIGAMENTOUS SPINE WITH

VISCERA (ILSV) INERTIAL DATA

Translational Rotational Mass (gn - cm
2 x 105)

Vertebral Mass
Level (Am x 10 3 xx IY zz

Vertebral Inertial Data

Pelvis 16.200 12.800 20.000 19.300
L5 0.466 0.044 0.054 0.083
LIA 0.562 0.042 0.096 0.123
L3 0.433 0.027 0.006 0.086
L2 0.342 0.018 0.067 0.080
LI 0.284 0.014 0.050 0.059

T12 0.333 0.014 0.032 0.035
Tl1 0.318 0.012 0.029 0.033
TIC 1.352 0.603 1.129 1.648
T9 1.417 0.616 1.230 1,716
T8 1.326 0.554 1.2og 1.670
T7 1.308 0.535 1.21w 1.659
T6 1.193 0.443 1.162 1.546
TS 1.175 0.383 1.151 1.490
T4 1.064 0.314 I1,60 1.354
T3 1.160 0.288 1.174 I.422



TABLE 1. (Continued)
ISOLAT•D I.IGAMENTOUS SPINE WITH
VISCERA (ILSV) INERTIAL DATA

T2 1.074 0.208 1.029 1.230
TI 1.359 0.075 0.518 1.716

Head 5.012 4.479 4.044 3.385

Visceral Inertial Data

Si 1.708 0.10o 0.100 0.100
1.5 1.7"4 0.590 1.741 2.114
1,4 1.b25 0.485 1.608 1.887
1.3 1.720 0.442 1.616 1.837
L2 1.670 0.537 1.628 1.931
1.1 1.676 0.556 1.519 1.916
T12 1.341 0.476 1.277 1.671
TII 1.282 0.490 1.201 1.704

Rotational masses about body axes x, y, a which coincide with the princiole
axes of inertia.

TABLE 2. ISOLATED LICAHENTOUS SPINE WITH

VISCERA (ILSV) STIFFNESS DATA

Axial Torsi.onaI Bending Visceral
Disc Stiflness 9 Stiffness 9 Stiffness 9 Stiffness

Level dyne/cm x 10 dyne-cm x 10 dyne-cm x 10 dyne/cm x 10

S1- L5 1.10 0.90 0.70 1.29
LS-L4 1.40 1.10 0.80 1.68
14 -L3 1.50 1.20 0.90 1.64
L3-L2 1.50 1.20 0.90 1.91
12-L1 1.60 1.20 0.90 2.24
L1-T12 1.80 1.00 0.90 2.42

T12-TIl 1.50 0.80 1.00 2.62
TIl-TIO 1.50 0.70 1.20 2.86
"10-19 1.50 0.70 1.10
T9-T8 1.50 0.60 1.10
T8-T7 1.50 0.60 1.00
T7-T6 1.80 0.60 1.00
T6-T5 1.90 0.60 1.00
TS-T4 2.10 0.60 1.00
T4-T3 1.50 0.40 0.60
T3-T2 1.20 0.30 0.40
T2-TI 0.70 0.20 0.20

Neck 0.14 0.52 0.69

All ligam.nt and facet axial stiffneasses - 115 x 107 dyne/cs

Pelv.s-SI visceral element stiffness * 0.92 x 10 7 
d)ne/c6

All viscera-vertebra interconnecting element stiffness* 1.0 x 106 dyne/cea

Vertebral Coordinates of Center of Vertebral Lntervertebral
Level Inferior End 'Plate Body Height Disc Height

y (cm) Z(cm) (cm) (cm)

l5 1.800 2.020 2.392 1.859
L4 1.100 5.'00 2.636 1.354
L3 1.000 9.550 2.751 1.223
1.2 1.331 13.450 2.792 1.173
Li 2.142 17.150 2.726 0.996

T12 3.003 20.590 2.567 0.822
TII 3.J82 23.680 2.433 0.645
TI0 4.-,94 26.500 2.298 0.477
T9 4.81'9 29.240 2.146 0.460
T8 4.638 31.830 2.073 0.459
T7 4.580 34.300 2.019 0.404
T6 4.250 36.610 1.M90 0.314
T5 3.990 38.850 1.957 0.266
T/6 3.690 41.000 1.902 0.214
T3 3.350 43.150 1.850 0.274
T2 2.920 45.260 1.790 0.306
TI 2.410 47.440 1.648 0.448

[
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Figure 2 Frontal and sagittaI plari viss of simplifted isolated ligamentous spine with viscera (ILSV).

The IISV damping parameters vart set as follows: the visceral damping parameters were based on 30%
damping of the lowest visceral mode (5.5 Hl); the spine longitudinal damping parameters were based on 202
damping of the lowest spine axial mode (13.17 tIc) and the spine flexural damping parameters were based on
15Z damping of the 5.5 He spine bending mode.

IHPflDMANCE OF MODEL

The impedance is here defined as the modulus of Z(.)) where

7X).) .w-I i - 1- (5)
V(jw)

and g is the frequency, F the Fourier transform of the driving torce and V the transform of the velocity
of the driving point.

The impedances of the models wetr determined as follows:
1) a unit step velocity '.a prescribed at either the buttocks or the seat
2) the response of the model is computed, including the driving force neccesary to maintain the unit

step velocity
3) the tourisr transform Fo(e) of the driving force is computed by a Fast Fourier transform.

The Fourier transform of the step velocity input can analytically be shown to be

V(jW) -I b1W

lance once F(jw) is determined numerically, the impedance of the system can then be found. In order to
obtain an accurate ourietr transform of the driving force, the simulation had to be run sufficiently long
so that most of the oscillatory response was damped out. This entailed simulations on the order of 1.00
second in duration, which would be prohibitively expensive for the creplete spine model. Therefore, the
ISLV was used for the impedance studies.

khen the model wea driven at the pelvis, the effect of the pelvic maoe does not apear in the numer-
ical reaponse because its acceleration is an imputse. Therefore, in determining impedances at the pelvic
mais, the pelvic mass was considered in serioe with the remainder of the model, and its maes impedance was
simply added to the impedance of the rest of the model.

Figure 3 shows the impedance of the lVLY model when driven at the pelvis, as compared to the expert-
mental results of Vogt, at at 112). The ISLV impedance exhibits peaks at 6.O lit and l3.% Its. compared to
the experimentat peaks of 4.9 Hs and 13.1 is. However, the magnitudes of the peaks and the shapes of the
computed and experimental results differ substantially.
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Figure 3 Impedance of [1SV madel driven at Figure 4 Impedance of IISV model driven at a
pelvis. seic with two damping parameters.

Figure 4 shows the impedance of the ISLV model when driven at a seat, with a atiffnees as given by
Eq. (4); damping ratios of 0.30 and 0.15 were used. It can be seen by comparing Figs. 3 and 4 that the
seat has a pronounced effect on the impedance. The first peak has shifted to 4.8 Hz, which agrees very
well with the experimental curve. The mode associated with this frequency is dominated by rigid body
motion of the body relative to the seat; it is called the ateatopygic mode. The second peak is diminished
severely by the introduction of the seat, although a small "bump" is still apparent in the 10 Hz domain;
this "bump" appears to correspond to the excitaticn of the axial mode of the spine. It cannot be said
whether this bump bears any relation to the experimentally observed peak at 13.5 Hz.

In order to gain further insight into the impedance of the model, we have shown in Fig. S the imped-
ances of only the spine, the viscera, and the combined spine and viscera when constrained to axial motion.
It can be seen that the viscera exhibits a peak at about 5.0 Hz. while the spine alone exhibits a peal- at
10 Ha. Although not shown in Fig. 5. we have found when lateral vibrations of the spine model are allowed,

its impedance is increased in the 3 to 10 Hz
domain because this part of its spectrum is rich

1. spine in flexural modes. This can also be seen by com-
2. viscera paring curve 5 of Fig. 3 with curve 3 of Fig. 5;
3. spine + viscera which are identical except for the absence of

the lateral constraint in the former. In the
4 latter, the impedance in the 5 Ha domain is

"significantly smaller.

2 It can thus be concluded that the 5 Hx peak
that is experimentally observed in human iLped-

-o ance measurements results from a combination of
0 the steatopygic mode, the visceral resonance,

05 and the flexural response of the spine. The
a 0 OILSV model developed here duplicates the exper-

.i imental impedance quite well; however, any
0o 04 o inferences about the validity of the model
N / because of the good comparison must be guarded

because the impedance of the experimental results
Ot is dominated by the steatopygic mode, so that

Is the effects o! other subsystems are severely

01 __ 1-1---- _- masked.
to 40 60 60 *00 64160,

11 54 to It? iss ". SIMULATION RESULTS

FREOuENCY To illustrate some applications of this

model, four simulations are reported: 1) a set
Figure 5 Impedance of ILSV subsystems when of ejection simulations; 2) a pre-election

restricted to axial motion. alignment with a shoulder harness; 3) a hori-
zontal acceleration simulation representative

of frontal crash and 4) a head Impact resulting from bird-strike on a canopy.

In moat of the ejection simulations the simplified model (IISV) was used for parsmetris studies; the
complex model was only useJ to verify specific cases and to tune the stiffness of the parallel elements

representing the torso. The first set of results are for simple, vertical ejection. which is a symmetric

problem and, therefore, could have been studied with a two-dimensional sodlt. Three cases were considered:
1) Vertical ejection with a slow rate of onset,
2) Vertical ejectiog with a rapid rate of onset, and

3) Kjectio-, at a 30 angle with s rapid rate of onset. In all of the simulations, the maximum accele-
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ration was 10 G and was maintained constant for 80 milliseconds. In the slow onset, the maximum acceleration

is reached in 40 milliseconds with an onset rate of 250 C/s, while in the rapid onset, maximum acceleration
is Attained in 14 milliseconds with an onset rate of 714 C/s.

The orientation of the ejection seat with respect to the direction of the acceleration vector is an

Important consideration in the ejection problem. By reclining the seat so that the acceleration vector has

a slight anterior component with respect to the axis of the spine, two beneficial effects are introduced:

1) the acceleration component along the axis of the spine is reduced, and 2) the resulting anterior compo-

nent of the acceleration provides support for the spine by forcing the seatback against the torso. In an
ejection at a 30 angle with a peak acceleration of 10 C, 8.66 G is along the axis of the spine and the

anterior component is 5 0.

Tatlo 3 compares the maximum lupbar forces in the three simulations. The forces for the rapid onset
at a 30 angle and the slow onsot at a 00 angle are of similar magnitudes, while the rapid onset vertical
ejection exhibits generally higher force levels. This similarity can be attributed to a reduction in the

effective inertial forces in both simulations. In the slow onset simulation, the effective Inertial force
is reduced by the decrease in dynamic magnification. In the rapid onset at 30 . a similar reduction in
inertial force results from the action of the seatback, which supports part of the inertial load.

The maximum acceleration of the head was 19.07 G at 60 milliseconds for the rapid onset, 18.03 G at
72 milliseconds for the slow onset. Thus the model predicts, as expected, that slower rates of onset
reduce the dynamic magnification of axial loads and accelerations and reduce the overall bending response
of the spine, though for these rates of onset the dynamic magnification is quite large. The deformation of
the complete model for the 10 G slow onset vertical ejection is illustrated in Fig. 6. It can be seen that
the ejection causes significant additional curvature in the lower thoracic and lumbar spines.

TABLE 3. COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM AXIAL FORCE
AND MOMENT FOR THREE VERTICAL ZEZCTIONB

Axial Force Noament

I0• Newtons Nevton-Haters

300 00 00 300 00 00
Disc Rapid Slow Rapid Rapid Slow Rapid
Level Onset Onset Onset Onset Onset Onset
L5-IA -3.50 -3.96 -4.27 9.33 8.18 9.40
L4-0 -3.39 -3.91 -4.24 9.49 10.47 11.19
L3-L2 -3.26 -3.69 -4.03 9.26 10.03 11.11
L2-L1 -3.03 -3.09 -3.68 7.29 7.74 9.56
Ll-T12 -2.89 -3.01 -3.32 -10.52 -9.06 -11.11

The importance of the visceral represvattion is indicated by an ejection simulation of an isolated
spine model without viscera as shown in Fig. 7. As can be seen, the spine buckles dramatically, which is
quite contrary to what is observed experimentally. However the theoretical consistency of these results
becomes quite clear if one considers that Lucas *nd Breslar t2l have experimentally shown the static
buckling load of the isolated, ligamentous spine to be 20 to 100 Newtons. The 10 C environmedt results in
axial loads of about 4500 Newtons, and the duration it on the order of 200 milliseconds. Hence, it is not
unexpected that the isolated spine will buckle in this environment. Therefore, if a model is to have the
capability of treating large deflections, it must Include the viscera and rib cage, which increase the
flexural stability of the torso.

To illustrate the application of the model to another class of problems, we will briefly describe some
preejection alignment studies. In some ejection systems, prior to the application of the vertical force,
the pilot is pulled back by the shoulder belt. There is some concern that this increases the curvature of
the spine and that it may predispose the pilot to injuries. In addition, the stresses caused by preejection
alignment are of concern.

Figure 8 shows the response of the model to a preejection reel load: the belt load increases
linearly to 740 Newtons in 100 milliseconds and drops back to zero by 200 milliseconds. The belt force is
applied to the spine through a shoulder model depicted in Fig. 9. The shoulders are here represented by
rigid bodies that interact with the inertial reel belt. The forces are transmitted from the pair of
shoulder rigid bodies by 6 beam elements which are connected to vertebrae TI, T2 and T3. In this simulation,
T1 was initially 6 inches (15 cm) forward from the seat. The magnitude of the loads experienced by the
spine is indicated in Fig. 10, which shows the injury potential diagram for this simulation. This diagram
reflects the stresses in the cortical bone at each vertebral level arising from the combination of the
maximum moment and axial force during the simulation. It can be seen that the stresses arising from
preejection alignment alone are quite moderate compared to the tolerance of the vertebrae and hence are
not likely to cause vertebral body failure; details of this injury potential analysis may be found in
Belytechko and Privitter [223.

The response of the model to horizontal accelerations is shown in Fig. 11. Here, the model was given
an initial horizontal velocity of 1340 cm/ ec in the anterior direction, and the pelvis was then sub-
jected to an acceleration of 67,000 cm/sec (68.3G). The pelvis was constrained from rotation in the
sagittal plane in a simple effort to simulate a lap belt restraint, although the elasticity of the restraint
belt was not included in this simulation.

In the simulation, art, axial expansion wave travels up the spine at 3000 cm/sec, which is about the same
wave speed exhibited in ejectkon simulations. Peak tensile axial forces ranged from 6.84 x 100 dynes at
the L5-S level to 4.165 x 10i at the T3-T2 level. As can be seen from Fig. 11, the lateral displacement
is somewhat exaggerated in its final configuration. This is attributed to two shortcomings of the model:*
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Figure 11 Simulation of frontal crash with a horizontal acceieratittn ot 6&.3 G.

1) the rotational stiffness of the 'oato-vertebral joints appears to be too low and 1) the tensile behavior
of the membrane walls lit not included in the model. However, with these refinements in the model it should
become feasible to study horizontal impact.

Figure 12 illustrates a simulation we are now in the process of studying: bird strike on a canopy
resulting in impact with the pilot's heal. The top part of the figure showa the response of the flexible
canopy to the impact of a 1800 -r bird with a horizontal velocity -f 25,009 clasec. The canopy is here
modled by plate elements, which can treat hoth geometric and material nonlineartries. As can be seen
from fig. 12, the bird strike results in severe deformation of the canopy anrt in contact between the canopy
and the pilot's helbit. The response of the pilot is also depicted in Fig. 12. The impulse imparted to
the head is quite sensitive to its location relative to the canopy.

COWCW•S I tMS

The threa-dinensionga soitslstfiro model for the dynamic response of the human body described here has

the poten'ial for examining a wide variety of dynamic environments. It ta•s beet partially validated by
checting its vertical driving p,Lnt impedance against experimental measurements; however, these impedance
results are heavily dominated by the steatopygic mode, so that other motdes of verification, particu|larly
for impulsive loadi in other directions, ace needed.

Efforts are now underway to devel ip similac models for nonhuman primates so that more extensive vali-
dation of the btstc modeling concepts can be undertaken. tlntortunottely. cadaver dtat for motion segments
of nonhunat-i pritates is presently less complete than that for humans. Sinct nonhumwn primate experiments
are essential if complex models of this type are to be validated, the acquisition of this data Ls critical.

As can be seen from the stiulations reported here. considerat to development in modelitg technology is
also needed if simulations with signiftrtnt nonaxiil characteristics are to be successful. The interaction
of the spine with tme viscera, ribs and abdominal walls psay a significant role in these responses. ittere-
fore, a good understanding of these interaction effects is essential.

Sometimes, these aspects can be avoided entirely by the use of articulated rigid body mrodels. It would
be quite desirable in the future to link deformab'e element models such as this one with articulated rigid
body models so that the impulsive portionse of a simulation can be treated by the deformable element model,
the largs, ritid body motions by the articulated models. Ify linking "elt appropriately in this manner,
the simulation of a large numbar of crashjorthiness tolerance problems may heocme feasible.
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DfSCUSSION

0. R. ALLEN(UK)

Your model was aimed at impact studies. Could it be used in principle for response
to whole body vertical vibration?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

The impedance results described were a demonstration of the model's capability for
vibration exposures response predictions. We have also tried to validate our
model response with transmissibility data, but have found that the data available
for comparison tends to be very erratic. For example, we tried to use data by
Woods that was in a very low frequency range and found that this data was so
affected by seat cushion properties and instrumentation that the data was not
reproducible, and we could thus not define corresponding simulation conditions.

DR. EWING (USA)

It seems like everybody seizes upon the question of voluntary muscle response as
with questions such as: Do people tense their muscles? How big of an affect
does this have? Would you have the same effect if you were asleep? How much is
it possible to alter the response If voluntary muscle tensing could not occur?
With our experiments that are verified by two other investigators In different
laboratories at 3 g a man with strong muscles can prevent a dynamic response in
the -x vector. At 4 g the same thing, at 5 g maybe I out of 10 can vr,-vent the
dynamic response, at 6 g they are all identical, there Is no strong difference.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

I am not saying that the active response of the muscles is necessarily what Inval-
idates models of this type in long-time simulations; rather, it is the passive
contribution of muscles and other soft tissues which are of importance in long-
term response and which are not accounted for properly. You would get a similar
difference if you took an exhumed spine, which is essentially what these models
are with the rib cage attached, and compared the response of these to experiments
on an actual human body at 20 g.
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The bird impact problem has become especially critical for the new generation of
aircraft canopies such as the monolithic windshield/canopy of the F-16. It was
required that the canopy be capable of withstanding the impact of a four-pound bird
while the aircraft is flying at 350 KEAS. Canopy failure modes identified by testing
were fragmentation, penetration and deflection of the canopy material. Of special
concern to the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory were the significant deflec-
tions observed as a traveling wave in the canopy material. Biomedical design and
evaluation criteria have not been available to apply to this problem. In order to
evaluate the degree of crew protection provided by various canopy designs, a
research approach was developed that uses mathematical models of the human
kinematic and injury response to extrapolate from data acquired in the laboratory
to this highly unusual impact environment. The approach included simultaneous
efforts to measure the unique impact stresses and to select and use existing bio-
dynamic models to evaluate the effectiveness of each new canopy design.

Thirty-eight birdstrike tests were completed by the USAF during the period of
March-August 1977. High speed film data were analyzed from the F-16 birdstrike
test program to quantitatively define the deflection motion as a function of the
initial test conditions. Crewmember position studies indicated probable head con-
tact with the canopy suriace during birdstrike at comfortable seating positions.
Helmet size and crewmember size were shown to have a negligible effect on
increasing clearance between helmet and canopy. A specially instrumented head-
neck apparatus was designed and used in the test program to measure the accel-
eratins of the head and the impact forces and moments at the head and neck. The
acceleration data from the head-neck test apparatus were used as input to a head
injury severity prediction model to determine the level of injury sustained by the
pilot. The force data were compared to known injury force levels. A second
approach involved the use of the photometric data to describe the response shape
and velocihy of the canopy and inertial properties associated with the impact as
a driving input to a computer model of the helmeted crewman to further evaluate
tlhe crewman response to birdstrlke.

INTRODUCTION

Operational statistics compiled during the period of 1963 through 1972 indicate that a total of 3,548
bird/aircraft impacts were recorded by the USAF. Four hundred and fifteen of these incidents (11.7%)
involved impact of the windshield/canopy area of the aircraft. Bird impact occurring in the windshield/
canopy area of the F/FB-111 aircraft has resulted in the loss of five of the six US aircraft lost due to
birdstrike. One Australian F-111 aircraft has been lost due to a bird impact on the windshield/canopy
area. These statistics have been of considerable concern to the USAF and action has been taken to
increase the degree of crew protection provided by the windshield/canmpy materials. Although the initial
efforts have been focused on the F/FB-Ill problem, the research has more recently been broadened to
study other aircraft systems where unique impact problems might exist.

The latest production USAF aircraft, the F-16, uses an Integrated windshield/canopy constructed of
a monolithic, polycarbonate material which eliminates the need for the coaventional metal windshield
frame and thereby increases the visual field of the pilot. To provide birdstrike protection, the canopy is
designed to plastically deform to absorb the impact energy. Unfortunately, under certain conditions the
bird impact may be severe enough to cause the canopy materials to deform Into the space occupied by the
pilot. The resulting impact between the canopy and the pilot may cause serious or even fatal injury.
Therefore, the goal of the F-16 canopy development program has been to provide a canopy capable of with-
standing the impact of a 1.8 kg bird and protecting the pilot from canopy impact while the aircraft is flying
at a velocity of 3 50 KEAS.
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Biomedical design and evaluation criteria have not been available to apply to this unique problem.
The Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AMRL) of the USAF was asked to provide the F-16 Systems
Program Office with criteria by which the birdstrike resistance of the canopy could be assessed. The
ultimate objective of the research effort has been to provide aeromedical design criteria that can be gen-
erally applied during the development and evaluation of new aircraft canopy designs for both current and
future aircraft. However, the emphasis of this paper is on the effort that has been accomplished within
the cost and schedule constraints of the F-16 canopy development program.

It was clear that proven measuring techniques and established biodynamic models had to be used to
remain within the F-16 program constraints. Furthermore, the injury criteria han to be comprehensive
enough to describe levels of injury ranging from short period disruption of the pilot psychomotor perfor-
mance capability to frank major injury such as skull fracture.

Initial efforts were devoted to an investigation of available bird impact testing techniques. Test
methods used to impact aircraft canopies were reviewed with the primary emphasis placed on evaluation
of existing measurement techniques, description of their limitations and the potential for their improve-
ment. Measurement of the canopy response was found to be best accomplished by use of high-speed motion
picture photography although the accuracy of this technique left much to be desired.

Measurement of the response of the impacted crewmember was a major problem. The initial experi-
mental efforts accomplished by airframe contractors utilized anthropometric dummies or specially instru--
mented headforms. The data collected from tests with the anthropometric dummies were of little value
since the dynamic response properties of the dummies were unknown and the instrumentation within the
dummies was very limited. The special headform devices were similarly unacceptable since these devices
contained elastic structural elements of unknown dynamic response characteristics and the instrumentation
had also been limited. Furthermore, the headform device could not simulate the interaction between the
head-neck system and the torso dynamics. To partially resolve this problem, a specially instrumented
and calibrated headform was designed by AMRL. This device is instrumented with accelerometers to
measure the acceleration of the headform. The impact forces and moments reacted through the neck of
the head-neck system are measured by an array of six force cells. This device is shown in Figure 1. An
approach was still required to determine the interaction between the head, neck and torso. Moreover. an
approach was required to analyze existing canopy test data and to provide a design tool to analytically
evaluate the influence of factors such as pilot position, helmet thickness, etc.

Figure 1. Instrumented Head-Neck Apparatus
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In order to establish an analytical procedure to evaluate the effects of tue impacting canopy oni the
crewmember, five candidate approaches were reviewed. These were:

1. Characterization of thle aircraft canopy and c rt wmember in terms of finite element models.

2. Use of a chain model similar to the three dimensional Calspan model to represent the human
body. The canopy defo rmation wave impacting the ( rewman woukl be represented as a. geometric object.

3. Trhe canopy. tile head--neck inertial response cha racte ristics and the injury resp, nse of the
crewmember would all be represented by lumUptedl paramleter inmoels.

4. Acceleration. forces and mionments measurred by the instrunmented hedltdom ( devitce would 11be
evaluated using wavefoim evaluatiton methods such as the Gadd Severity Index (S1) and the Head Impact
Criteria.

5. Measurements made with the instrumented headforni device would be compared to available
human tolerance data collected under specific test conditions.

Each of the candidates, of course, had specific advantages and disadvantages. I'he finite element
modeling approach was attractive fnit a long range point of view since the Air Force Flight D)ynamics
Latoratory was sponsoring a research effort to model the aircraft canopy using this technique. Never-
theless, the approach was complex and human impact response mnodels of this type were nowhere near
the point of validation with expe rimental data and correlation with impact tolerance limits. The chain
modeling approach offered mnany advantages; the most pronounced of these being availability. some
validation with human inipict experimuental results, and the relative ease with which the computer pro-
grant could be modified to meet the objectives of this prt)gram. Its primary disadvantage was that it
could not be used to determine if injury limits had been exceeded. The modified three dimensional
Calspan model, a chain model used by AMRL. hereafter referred to as the Articulated Total Body Model
(ATBM). was available and could be used to predict whole body inertial and kinematic responses.

Lumped parmueter modeling approaches were approached with caution. Front the standpoint of
biomedical applications, they are often oye i simplifications of human body subsystems and injury
responses. Nevertheless, the lunlpedt parameter model referred to as the Maximum Strain Criteria
(MSC) head injuty model developed by StalInaker was available and had several especially attractive
features. First, relatively large unounts of human and animal experinmental data had been used to
develop the model parameters. Second, the model could be used to calcutlate levels of injury which had
been correlated with experimental pathology. Additionally, the model had been developetd specifically
for the study of the effect of direct impact to the head for cases of both frontal and lateral impact.

Waveform evaluation methods were considered initially and had. in fact, been used to analyze some
of the early birdstrtke data collected during the development of a new F-Ill canopy: however, these
methods presented extreme limitations in the F-16 application. Tile most critical limitation was the fact
that the available systems such as the Gadd SI method evaluate the effect of the impact in terms of in
absolute limit, an SI of 1. 000, which is assumed to be related to occurrence of linear skull fracture.
The authors are not aware of any attempt to correlate the SI with other levels of injury.

The empirical approach offered no advantages and was included in the study for completeness only.

The selected approach was a combination of several of the candidate approaches. Briefly, the
approach included:

1. Use of the ATBM to calculate the dynamic inertial and kinematic response of the human body.

2. Modification of the ATBM to include anl analog of the flight heltmet which could he used to deter-
mine the effect of the helmet shell and liner on the t ransmission of impact forces to the- human head.

3. Analysis of photometric data collected during birdstrike tests to develop impact forcing functions
to be used to calculate the response of the ATBM.

4. Use of the ATBM head acceleration-time history to drive the MSC head injury model and thereby
determine strain level.

S. Measurement of the forces, momentr and accelerations at the center of gravity (CG) of the head
and neck using a specially instrumented headform for comparison with the calculated head anxd neck
response of the ATBM.

6. Use of ATBM calculations, valid2ted with the experimental measmrements, were then related
to injury criteria describing rotational, and translational acceleration and velocity limits and head-neck
forces and moment limits.

This approach was the mnost likely to be able to evaluate the influence of the interrelationships of
parameters such as the initial position of the crewman's head, bird size, bird impact velocity, canopy
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response characteristics, and helmet liner thickness upon the overall estimate of injury severity. rhe
paths that were followed in pursuit of this technical approach are shown in Figure 2. The highlights of
the research effortsi that were accomplished are summarized in the following text.

B~IR VAPACI FILMS COCKPIT CONCURA~tO

CANOPY RLYPMC5S ATOM SELECTED IMPACT NTA
CHARACTRI TICS GEOMETRY COND{AITION

AOATMCOMPARISON Of EVALUATION Of

INTERFACE I0RK HEfLMETD HED IK F KI[iSWT P~OIMDSN

ST~fNESSY CONFIURATION KINETICS INOM~O ALL I JURYPHNM A

TLINJURYPOTENTIAL

211 FILAC M D lN~ATI PNOC

DESCRPTIO OFRCAIN CANOPY RNDSPONSEIO

ThL, first objective of the analytical effort was the development of the quantitative descriptior of
the characteristics of the aircraft canc-py at the point of impact with the crewmember's helmet. The
parimeters necessary for analysis were canopy curvature, velocity and compliance. Data collected
during 38 tests conducted for the' F-16A alternate canopy design program at the Arnold Engineering
Development Center and at the General Dynamics Corporation were made available for analysis. These
data consisted of high-speed motion picture films collected during the bird impact tests. The tests were
conductLE1 with bird masses of approximately .9, 1.4 and 1.8 kg impacting the canopy at velocities rang-
ing from 123 to 363 knots. Figure 3 shows the F-i6 canopy with the head and neck test apparatus in
place prior to impact tests.

Figure 3. F- 16 Canopy Test Fixture with Read-Neck Apparatus in Place
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Using photometric analysis techniques, the value of the maximum canopy deflection was determined
and the average wavespeed from the point of maximum deflections to the head locatin was calculated.
The results are plotted in Figures 4 and 5. The displacements that are plotted in Figure 4 are those of
the interior ot the canopy relative to the original undeformed canopy center line as seen in a side view.
The plot of manximum amplitude appears to be bilinear whereas the amplitude of the deformation measured
with respect to aircraft station 140.0. the verti, al xxis on which the design point of the pilot's eye is
locatcd, is nearly linear with kinetic energy. Th'e mniximum amplitude of the canopy deformation was
greater than 12.7 cm at large energy levels for even the thickest canopy that was tested.
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Figure 5 indicates that the speed of the canopy deformation wave may decrease with increased
kinetic energy. This is attributed to the fact that at higher impact velocities the bird is disintegrated in
a very short period of time. The impact is, therefore, impulsive in nature and permits the canopy to
respond in a free-vibration mode rather than as a forced response as exists at lower impact speeds.. At
the highest Impact speeds, the canopy deformation wave Is traveling at less than one-fifth the impact
speed of the bird.

A furlher purpose of the analysis was to determine the compliance of the canopy. Published data
collected by impacting birds against instrumented plates prcided an approximate means of estimating
the peak force and waveform associated with the impact. A study of the motion picture films revealed
that the maximum normal deformation of the canopy, as a function of time, could be well approximated by
a half-sine pulse. Having the impact forcing function and assuming that the output was indicative of the
response of a simple spring-mass system, it was possible to calculate the stiffness and the inertia of a
model which would duplicate the observed impact and respoase.

Basei upon cockpit drawings of the F-16 as well as data available on seat adjustment, visual require-
ments and anthropometric data, analyses were conducted to establish the location of the aircrewman rela-
tive to the canopy and selected design eye points. The results were presented in terms of envelopes of
helmet vol'xme asi functions of aircrewman size and seat location.

DEFINITION OF HELMET PROPERTIES

The stiffness of the helmet was determined by a series of impact tests using standard HGU-22/P
helmets with foam and fttiing pad liners. Accelerations measured within the metal headform used for
these tests were doubly iategrnted to obtain deformations across the helmet shell and liner as a function
of time. 'Ihese data were plotted to create the force-displacement curves shown in Figure 6. These
indicate a slight difference in the form of the curve due to the location of the point of impact, and due to
the shape of the anvil on which the headlorm was impacted. The curve shown in Figure 7 was used to
describe the force displacement curve of the helmet liner. From the data that were available, it was
assumed that the liner thickness could be described as varying from 2.5 cm at the brow to 3.2 cm at the
crown.

o 15 - 0 TEST 23
Z 0 TEST 24
0 A TEST 25

0 TEST 26
Z to 0 TEST27

It0

0

.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
DEFOP-4ATION (x10 2 ) METERS

Figure 6. Force Dt! -mation Curves from Drop Tests on HGU-22/P, with Fitting
Pads, Helmet Impact Velocity of 3.99 Meter/Sec onto Flat Anvil
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HEAD AND NECK CHARACTERISTICS

The ATBM of the human can only duplicate the response of the human body to impact if the proper
input coefficients are specified. During the initial phase of the analysis, the ATBM was configured to
reflect the responsc of a 95th percentile anthropometric dummy. As published biomechanical data became
available, the coefficients used were compared with those developed to match human responses. The
report of Schneider, et al, was particularly applicable since coefficients for an analytical model of the
human head and neck had been developed to duplicate the head kinematics of 18 subjects. Fuithermore,
the coefficients were for a model having similar body segments and joints as the ATBM. The coefficients
developed by Schneider were compared with those being used at AMRL and it was found that the differences
were negligible. Hence, the values of stiffness and damping for the joints, mass and mass moments of
inertia for the segments are in agreement with those known to duplicate observed head and neck response.

INJURY LIMITS AND INJURY MODEL

Many sources of injury criteria were reviewed to establi-sh parameter value limits that could be used
in the injury model. Many investigators have published results related to particular parameters such as
head acceleration, head velocity change, or head rotational velocities. But selecting the MSC model as a
means of evaluating the effect of waveform dictated the need to select a particular strain as a limit. Addi-
tionally, strain values were required to be assigned to specific injury scale levels as appropriate to the
birdstrike application.

Stalnaker's work was analyzea to determine an acceptable strain level as indicative of concussion.
The original strain value of .0061 cm/cm was selected based upon experimental data collected at an Injury
Scale level of 3, "marginal an to whether injury is revers'ible (i.e., results in permanent disability of

tion or structure)." This injury level was obviously too severe for the F-16 application. The data
were reviewed and th. procedure established by Stalnaker was followed to determine a strain level com-
parable to an injury scale value of 1, "no injury-minor injury." By using the "no injury" data, finding
appropriate scaling parameters, and then relating the scale value to strain, a value of .0022 was deter-
mined. A plot of constant value strain at .0022 is shown in Figure 8 with the values of .0061 and .00329.
It was realized that a strain of .0022 would create extremely severe restrictions on the acceleration
environment permitted. The strain level for no injury is too conservative and that for marginal injuries,
too seve re.
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Data were collected from many sources to relate measured injury to a parameter which could be
related to translational acceleration and plotted upon the existing MSC tolerance curves. Data were
available from head impact experiments, whole body experiments, and theoretical studies. The criteria
for injury ranged from skull fracture to brain shear stress and normal pressure. All results were related
to the deceleration pulse which created the 'injury" and were plotted on Figure 9. The plotted points
indicate that indeed above a strain of .0061, all points were considered "injurious." All points below
.0022 are "noninjurious." Consequently, it was necessary to establish some level between the two which
could be acceptable. The value selected was .00329 for two reasons. First, the only points of intolerable
head response that are below that strain limit are those generated by theoretical models, not experimental
data. The points above the limit are points of observed skull fracture. Secondiy, the strain value of
.00329 was originally established by Stalnaker and McElhaney using the Eiband point (a rectangular pulse
of 50 G and 45 milliseconds) as the "survival" acceleration pulse.
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The value of strain selected and the models evolved from measured data establish tolerance curves
for both longitudinal and lateral head impacts. These are shown in Figure 10. Both assume that injury
is related to an ',ealized strain between "inodel" elements of skull and brain, and that limiting brain
strain is independent 'f the direction of impact.
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INCORPORATION OF CHARACTE I~STICS INTO AN ATt3M RIEPRESENTATION

Use of the ATBM requires thant all body senient joints, impart surfaces, and their mutual stiffnesses
be defined. The canopy was described as a deformation wave traveling at a given speed asid angle to the
horizontal. This was duplicated by having the occupant translating forward and the canopy deft)rinoation
wave moving upward at the time of impact. The location of the deformation wave was established by
specifying a particular interference between a nondeformininit sphere and helmet shell. Since the shull was
of a fixed radius in the sagittal plane, and the direction of the deformation wave was specified. the location
of the center of gravity of the deformation wave was established such that the deformation wave and helmnet
touched at the beginning of each computer run. The maximum interference between the two identifies the
comptuter run being examined.

The stiffness required for analysis was constructed by assuming that the characteristics of defor-
mation wave and shell ac! in series. The two stiffnesses generate one force-dispLicement curve which was
entet ed into the compuiter program. This dictates the kinetic response between the canopy deformation
wave and the helmet shell.

The shell was duplicated by an ellipsoid having the curvature of a helmnet and separated fronm (tie
head by a varying liner thickness. The head used had inertial properties indicative of a 95th percentile
aircrewman, and had head-neck and neck-torso elasticity and damping coefficients comparable ito those
developed by Schneider. The torso was ftha of the 95th percentile individual.

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

Many computer runs were made to study the response of the helmeted head to selected inputs.
Before the model of the canopy had been, evolved, enmpirical data were available in terni.- of displacement
of the canopy normal to its centerline as a function of applied for5te at the impact point. For the 1.6 cmi
thick canopy, the apparent stiffness was approximately 1.09 x 100 Wn. This value was used with the
helinet test data to generate a force-displacement curve. Rans were made using this stiffmte,-s to deter-
mine the crewman's respotose in terms of injury criteria parameters.



The calculated outputs from the computer runs provide several interesting results. First, theo-
retical interference ano computed crush or displacement do differ significantly at large input values of
interference. Secondly, injury criteria values versus crush indicate that the differences do not signifi-
cantly alter the interpretation of tolerability. That is. if a birdstrike results in a canopy deformation
wave that would create 3.2 cm of interference, the resulting crush is nearly the same.

Tabulated results clearly show that any interference of greater than the least values computed, is
excessive. There is little doubt that the kinematics of the head due to helmet crush depths of greater
han 3.2 cm are intoLerable. The yaustion then becomes one of examining the responses at crush depths

of nearly 2.5 cm,

For the two birdstrikes at 3 cm of interference, the acceleration waveforms were used as inputs
to the MSC model to compute the longitudinal strain. This can be easily acccmplished manually since
the MSC model is a lightly damped (damping ratio of 0.028) system and the peak strain occurs in the
first 3 milliseconds. The response of a lightly damped single degree of freedcm system to a linear
acceleration change is a relatively simple expression containig the perind and natural frequency of the
model as well as the acceleration rate and skull reference le;.,th. The wav Žforms examined were approxi-
mated by line segments and the strain of each segment was summed not: superposition to calculate the
maximum strain.

For the waveforms selected, the strain value is .003 cm/cm which is, according to the current
criteria, tolerable, Examination of the greater crush depth waveforms makes it apparent that the other
listed would greatly exceed the tolerable strain.

Other aspects of the birstrike phenomena that were examined using the model were the effects of
the presence of a helmet visor and a headrest. Both were merely extensions of the developed model.
For the visor, it was necessary to conduct laboratory e periments to measure the force displacement
characteristics at many points. With this information, the stiffness at the impact point was then gen-
erated by combining the stiffness of the canopy, helmet and visor.

The longitudinal acceleration of the head as modified by the visor is seen in Figure 11. This is
indicative of die response due to 3 cm interference with a stiff canopy. Although the presence of the
visor has reduced the peak value of the acceleration, the calculated strain for both has the same magni-
tude. The increase in interference is apparently offset by the softness of the visor.
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Figure 11. Head Acceleration Generated with and without Visor

The results that are presented are always related to original Interference. This was done so that
the applicability of the results would not be restricted. No effort was made to relate the Interference to
clearance within the F-16 canopy. This was done so that the results could be used to go first from injury
to interference and then clearance. If an Impact is tolerable, and the interference Is 3 cm, then one can
return to a cockpit drawing with selected percentiles of men at selected seat positions, and determine
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what the acceptable clearance would be. Fox example, during a study of crew position for the F-16,
crewmen head positions were established for analysis purposes for 5th, 50th and 95th percentile air-
crewman seated at low. mid and upper seat position. The head positions were established by placing an
anthropometric nmodel in tt.e seat and attempting to locate the crewman in the most comfortable position
based upon head tilt and back support. With seat adjusted full up, the helmet position is such that an
interierente of 3 cm would require a dcflection of about 4.6 cm for a 1.6 cm thick canovy. If another
wlitvmn were se!tcýted as beint critical, tho interference can be added to the helmet shell location and

the depth of deflection established.

SUMMARY OF EFFORT

rhe purpose of the efiort was to develop an analytical model of the birdstrike phenomena. As such,
the model had to reflect the characteristics of the canopy. helmet, head and headrest as they influence
one another. It was wnOt sulfficient to just have a model of each and subject them to selected impacts. The
model had to reflect tl z interaction between all elements. Additionally, it was desired to be able to com-
pare the kinetic outputs of the model with injury criteria parameters and have sorme means of overcoming
the problem of acceleration waveform evaluation. The purpose of the effort was achieved in that the
ATBM model in conjunction with the MSC model was used to simulate the total birdst-rike process.

the ATBM model has the capability to reflect the kinetic process studied if adequate infor.ia'1nn is
available. Specifically, test data are needed to establish the compliance, speed and direction of the
canopy deflection. Also needed are force displacentent measurements from the helmet impact tests and
headrest tests. These. in coijunction with biomechanical data for the inertial, elastic and viscous cha- -
acteristics of the human, can provide a realistic means of studying the overall system response from
both a kinetic and injury potential viewpoint.
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SUMMARY

The published data on the mechanical properties of cancellous bone was found to be an Inadequate base from which
to predict the mechanical tolerance of vertebral cancell•us bone as no Information is available on the behaviour in shear.
In order to define a realistic criterion of failure, the compression and shear characteristics of human, vertebral,
cancellous bone were investigated. To produce shear, torsion tests were used and the atmospheric environment during
the tests was controlled to simulate physiological conditions. A rational mathematical characterisation of the bone was
developed to enable a realistic failure criterion to be established, encompasing the large biological variation of the
results. The mechanical characteristics of the bone are complex but on elementary consideration of anisotropy led to a
charocterisation that would appear to be sufficient. In order to produce a more definitive mathematical characterlsation
more detailed investigation of the structuie of vertebral ccncellous bone and its anisotropy must be conducted, but it is
doubtful whether this will produce more practically pertinent information.

SYMBOLS
I - shear stress
y - shear stress at yield

- shear strain
yy - shear strain at yield
11 - rTrmal stress

y - normal stress at yield
t - nomol strain
u - strain energy per unit volume

INTRODUCTION

In life, vertebral bodies are subject to complex loading patterns. The compreslve forces transmitted through the
end plates are compounded by shear forces resulting from translation and rotation nf neighbouring bodies. Mechanical
failure of vertebra, although not uncommon, is not readily predictable, but Its conseguences can be catastrophic.

Over the past 100 years some of the mechanical characteristics of human vertebrae have been extensively
Invetigated ; In particular the com ressive and tensile properties of the bone have received much attention and both
Evans, F.G. (1) and Yamada, H. (T have produced excellent reviews of this work. In contrast, the only reference to
the shear properties of cancellous bone in the literature appecrs to be the torsional study of Sonado, T.(3) who obtained
values for the breaking moment of intact vertebral bodies.

Much of this work has been conducted on Intact vertebral bodies and the results cannot be directly related to the
cancellous bone within the bodies because of the cortical bone which encases them.

The experiments which have been conducted on purely cancellous bone from human vertebrae show clear evidence
of topographic differences in the conpresslve strength. However, there Is a wide variation in published values which
Is probably attributable in part to the differing experimental techniques employed.

The accumulated data is an Insufficient base from which to predict the mechanical tolerance of cancellous bone.

In order to define a realistic criterion of failure, an Investigation was initiated into the compressive and shear
characteristics of cancellous bone and their topographic variation.

The shear characteristics were studied by means of torsion tests because this method produces simply distributed,
homogeneous shear without the complication of compressive forces which could be Introduced by other methods,

PREPARATI-."I OF THE SPECIMENS

In order to conduct tests on fresh specimens of bone, sections of lumbar spine consisting of two or more vertebrae
were obtained from routine post mortems within a few hours of death. If not uad Immediately for experimentation,
the specimens were stored at approximately -20eC. There Is evidence that storage at this temperoture does not

substantially affoct the mechanical properties of bone(4 ).

For torsion tests a single vertebrae was first separated from the vertebral column and the neural arch was removed
leaving just the ctntrum.
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A central rectangular block of bone was then separated out and divided Into 16 specimens of approximate
dimensions 10 mm x 10 mm x 15 mm (Fig. 1).

Each specimen was then cemented into brass mounting cups with bone cement (Acrulite-Microtech Type A).
Brass cups were used to conduct heat away from the specimens as the bone cement cured. Before the cement had
completely cured, the alignment of the mounting cups was checked by positioning the specimen in a jig which was
subsequently used to machine them. The specimens were rotated in the jig and machined to a regular cylindrical
section using a special tool. The tool has the ends of the cutting edges radiused in order to produce the specimen shape
required to reduce stress concentrations occurring at the ends of the specimens (Fig. 2).

The apparatus used for the machining had to be specially made to comply with local safety regulations concerning
the handling of human tissues. The machining jig was built to allow the specimens to be rotated whilst providing
support for the mounting cups to reduce bending stresses during the machining process.

A very slow speed of machining was used as there is evidence that slow machining of wet specimens of bone does
not significantly change their mechanical properties (2).

The specimen dimensions were a compromise, the upper limit on size being dictated by the body dimensions. The
lower Iimit for the diameter of the specimens was dependent on the maximum trobecular spacing of the bone which
appeared to be of the order of 1 mm. The length of the specimen was chosen to reduce end effects from the torsion
test and allow heat from the bone cement to be dissipated without affecting that part of the specimen under test.

For these reasons the specimen size was chosen as:-

Test section 5 mm in length x 5 mm diameter
Wh.ole length 15 mm (see Fig. 2)

For the compression tests, cylindrical specimens (10 mm diam. x 10 mm) were removed from the central block,
cemented onto brass cups and allowed to set with the end faces of the cups parallel in an attempt to produce a uniform
stress distribution during the tests.

TEST CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

Throughout the preparation and testing procedures, great care was taken to ensure that the bone specimens were
maintained in a high humidity environment.

The preparation could not be undertaken inside the available controlled environment chamber, and so whenever
the specimens were not being handled they were kept in individual plastic bottles, which prevented them from losing
moisture. Prior to test the bottles were kept in the environment chamber so as to maintain their tenmperature close to
37'C.

In order to simulate physiological conditions, the testirn.procedures were conducted in the chamber which
maintained an atmosphere of saturated water vapour at 31'C - r'. It was not possible to measure 100% relative
humidity but the electronic hygrometer used consistently measured 99% + r.h.

To discover whether the chamber was effective at preventing fluid exchange to and from the specimens, initial
tests were conducted to Investigate the weight change of specimens left in the chamber.

Specimens, initially at room temperature, put into the chamber at 99% + relative humidity and 3'C ! Jac
gained approximately 2% of their initial weight due to condensation, but reached an equilibrium after 10 minutes.
No further -hange was then recorded after another hour In the chamber.

A specimen which had been allowed to equilibriate thermally In a plastic bottle first, showed no change of weight
at all within the first 30 minutes exposure in the chamber.

To produce measurable torsion in a specimen using a conventional tension test machine (Instron TTDM), a test rig
was designed to translate the linear motion into pure rotation applied to the specimen, without significant deformation
of the rig itself.

For the torsion tests, prepared specimens were put into the controlled environment chamber Inside plastic bottles
for at least 10 minutes in order to allow them to reach the temperature in the chamber. They were then positioned in
the test rig and taken to failure in torsion at a strain rate of 0.03 rod/min.

For the compression tests, after temperature equilibration, the cylindrical specimens were taken to failure in the
Instron test machine at a strain rate of O.05/min.

RESULTS

The shear stress and strain at yield was calculated for each specimen from every vertebral sample. The only
appo~ent topographic differences were that the shear stresses at yield were generally lower for the superior (top)
half than for the inferior (bottom) half of the vertebral bodies. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3, where the mean values
for the %heoo stress are plotted against the mean values for shear strain for all the specimens from the top and bottom
posllions respectively.
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The mean values for %hear stress at yield, %heat strain at yield and art approximate shear modfulus fcr the top and
bottom sections of each vertbirtal boao, ares shown In Table I1.

Combining the overall meon value for the top and bottom, gives working values of

Shear strength at failure 0.689 Wia
Shear strain at failure - 0.101 Rod -
Approximate shoar 'odulus 8.982 MWa Rod'

The results for the compression tests showed a mean maximum compressive strength of

1.377 MPo for the top section, and
1 .974 Mra for the bottom section

giving an overall mean of

1.676 MPa.

The latter results or* it, general agreement with other published data (5161

THEORY AND DISCUSSION

In order to us* the experimental results to produce a realistic criterion of failure, It is necessary to examine
rational mathematical characte ilsations of the cancelirsus bone.

To calculate shear stresses and shear strains for this Initial analysis, principles of mechanics for elastic,
Isotropic and homogenerous matedolis were used, It has beens stated that for all practical purposes traobcular bone
behoaves elastically (7 r83. However , it is neither isotropic nor homogeneous. iho measured ranget of shear stress*
at yield was 0. 128 - 2.654 Weaond this amount of biological variation Is an Indication that the appiroximations
assumed in using simple mechanics formulae tray be accoptable when determining a usable value for failure of the bone.
However,* it must be emphasised that for any design '.alust used the safety factor must also reflect this variability.

The consideration of classical failure criteria leads Initially to the Maximum shear stress or Tressca critorior~til.
This thee. y assumes that yielding begins when the maximumt shear stress In the material bscaoes equal to the maximum
sheaf stress at the yield point in a simple uniaxial tension test. The maximum shear stress In the material Is equal to
half the diffoerenge between the maximumt and minimum" principal stresses.

The next staget of sophistication is to cansider the strain energy of deformation (sheor strain energy or Maxwell
Mwss Henclry) criterion.

For a simple siniosial tensile test

where this suffices refer to the principal three-dimensional directions (seet Timolhonlro(9 1

It is usual to divide the strain energy into two parts- that resulting from volume change, (hydrostatic or dilationalI
and that resulting from deformation or distortion. In general, materials can withstand very large hydrostatic forces
and It is reasonablet to consider the component producing distortion alone for a failure criterion.

This produces a distortion energy criterion of

(r, + (o - + ('At- 0

where K Is a constant.

Forra simple uniaxial test K'

Far a two-dimensional stress field 0 0

Titus 0 -00 0

For combined axial compression and torsion It can be shown that

See9 -Timeshenko,it.183arndp.3119
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The experimental results conform to this criterion in port of their range for the plane of stress investigated.

The next stage of complication involves some consideration of the anisotropy of the bone. There is some evidence
that the trabecular structure consists of laminae strengthened with struts60o). From theories of onisotropic msaterials(l, 1'2)
it can be shown that for a unidirectional laminar, symmetrical in the 2-3 plane with fibres in the) direction, and with
plane stress in the 1-2 plane

2 0 0 a 
2  

T2

0j2 02 12 T2(Twi-Hill criterion)

With the wide range of values obtained experimentally, it is reasonable to
assume 0 1Y ý '2Y in order to deduce a usable criterion.

a02 a a a 2 
2 ,

2  ~2
This gives 1 2 + ± + Y

92ty
From equation (1) for combined compression and torsion

a 2 a +02 . 2+ 3T2
1 1 2 2

Thus 2  + (3 + 0 2 )T
2  

- (2)

y
If the overall mean values far T y and a y are used

!i 1-682 S.76

T2 0.72
y

then equation (2) becomes

02 + 8.76TZ al

(Compare equation (3) with equation (1) )

This equation gives a better correlation with the range of experimental results.

It is obvious that the mechanics of the bane are complex.

Before a more definitive mathematical characterisation can be attemrpted, more detailed Investigations of the
structure of cancel lous bone anid its anisotropy must be conducted. However,* in predicting the quasi-static load
bearing capacity of concellous bonet within the body, the rational approach set out above would appear 1,3 be
sufficient.
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Fig. I Separation of bone specImem from dvvertebra body
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Fig. 2 Dimenios and dupe of *et pfeped specimen
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TOP
S-,ar Mod.

Vertebra Age Sex I Y Ia Rang@TyNPa YyRod ?4oa Rad-'

L4 61 M 1.036 1.431 - 0.815 0.086 17.652

L4 60 M 0.649 1.183 - 0.128 0.093 7.555

L5 60 M 0.548 0.807- 0.384 0.088 6.705

L3 73 M 0.442 0.767 - 0.208 0.095 5.206

L2 73 M 0.388 0.592 - 0.320 0.112 4.430

15 56 F 0.615 0.815 - 0.352 0.105 6.714

Overall means 0.613 0.097 8.077

BOTTOM

L4 61 M 1.633 2.654- 1.095 0.084 27.935

L4 60 M 0.769 1.023 - 0.512 0.1M0 6.143

L5 60 M 0.747 1.071 - 0.512 0.117 8.736

L1 68 F 0.914 1.374 - 0.400 0.080 12.555

L4 56 F 0.555 0.711 - 0.400 0.108 5.643

L2 56 F 0.328 0.448 - 0.232 0.093 4.366

L3 56 F 0.386 0.496 - 0.232 0.105 4.172

L4 42 F 0.783 1.191-0.520 0.101 9.545

Overall means 0.764 0.105 9.887

Table 1. M/c-n values of shear stress and srain at yield and shar madulus for
individual vertebrae. Specimeens from the supedor (lop) and
inferior (Bottom) portione of the vertebiae are tabuloted searantely.
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INURY MECHANISMS ANALYSIS IN AIRCRAFT ACCIDFNTS

BY

SQN LDR I R HILL

ROYAL AIR FORCE INSTITUTE OF PATHOLOGY AND TROPICAL MEDICINE

HALTON, AYLESBURY BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, ENGLAND

SUMMARY

The type and severity of injury seen in aircraft accidents is influenced by
many factors. Assessments of the ways in which injuries are produced must
be broadly based, taking into account the various aspects of aircraft accidents.

A simple analysis of 30 fatal aircraft accidents, some of which were
survivable shows that the basic mechanisms of injury are common to many
different accidents. This type of analysis facilitates the identification of
problem areas quickly and accurately and should be of value to accident
investigators and research workers. Survivable accidents and those in which
the degree of injury in fatalities is only moderate, provide the richest
sources of utilisable data.

INTRODUCTION

Accident-injury research is a relatively new science, encompassing many disciplines which has
grown up out of the need to reduce death and injury from trauma. Aerospace pathology is an
established branch of this study, having pioneered many of the techniques used.

Trauma Is the fastest growing and most costly medical problem in the world today. Bull and London
(I) estimated that in the United Kingdom 12, 000 people died annually as a result of accidents, and that
the number of Hospital admissions was Increasing annually by 6%; double the rate for any other
condition. In 1970 the total annual cost in the UK for accidents was £1000 million. By 1977 road
traffic accidents alone cost £1289 million. The fact that trauma is predominantly the prerogative of the
young and middle-aged makes attempts to reduce its effects all the more important.

Because aircraft accidents are complex events and their effects aie dramatic, their investigation
demands the use of an integrated team of experts from a wide variety of disciplines. Hitherto the bias
of the medical investigation has depended upon the particular needs and interests of those involved. Thus
in the past considerable attention has been paid to safety equipment in the United Kingdom, whereas in
Canada a more pathophysiological approach was used. Presently there Is a growing awareness amongst
many investigators, that a more fundamentally biodynamic approach sho, ld be used. Only in this way
can useful recommendations be made. The production of injuries must be seen in the light of the whole
crash sequence, and the results of laboratory Investigations considered before reaching conclusions.

This paper presents a review of some of the present knowledge on injury production and discusses
these principles in the light of a numerical analysis of a number of accidents investigated by this
department. Thus it is hoped that the value of this type of approach will be realised.

METHODS

In an attempt to identify the principle mechanisms of injury, and to isolate potentially hazardous
features, a mathematical analysis was performed on thirty randomly selected fatal aircraft accidents.
Each of the accidents had been investigated previously by a member of the Department of Aviation
Pathology at RAF Hialton. The aircraft types ranged from a Hang-Glider to a commercial airliner,
thus representing most types of flying, though most of them were light aircraft. This bias would be
expected because this type of operation provides the bulk of the department's workload. The
accidents were divided into two groups, either survivable or non-survivable. A survivable accident
being defined as one in which there were survivorsand or, the degree of destruction of the airframe was
so slight as to permit survival. In each case the individual investigators assessment of survivability
was accepted.

The autopsy reports of fatalities and the description of the injuries sustained by survivors were then
examined in detail. Points were then awarded according to the schedule in Table 1, for Injuries
sustained in 44 bodily regions (Table 2). Only the most severe injury in each area was scored, thus a
compound fracture of the femur would be scored, but grazes in the thigh would he ignored. The totali score for each victim of every accident was then totalled. This injury score was then compared with
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the degree of airframe destruction and the victims placed into three groups according to the overall
extent of their injuries.

The results so obtained are discussed in relation to the known principles of crash dynanlics and
biodvnamics and recommendations are made for the analysis of the data accumulated from future
accidents, so that it will be of maximum use to research workers and aircraft designers.

Points Degree of Injury

0 Nil

1 Mild

2 Moderate

3 Severe

4 Fatal

Table 1 - Injury Severity Coding

1. General external examination.

2. Limbs - each long bone rated separately.

3. Thoracic skeleton.

4. Thoracic viscera rated separately.

5. Abdominal viscera rated separately.

6. 1!ead and contents rated separately.

7. Pelvis and each area of spine rated separately.

'Fable 2 - Areas Scored

RESULTS

The results of the mathematical analysis of injury severity are contained within Tables 3 - 8.

Number of accidents studied 30

Number of survivable accidents 12

Number of non-survivable accidents 18

Total number of casualties 30

Total number of fatalities 101

Number fatalities in survivable accidents 20

Table 3 - Breakdown of the material studied

Points Awarded Number of Casualties

I 7

2 10

3 .5

4 6

5 1

6

7

S

9
10

Ii I
Tahle 4 - "it' severity if inour sustained by survivors
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Points Awarded Number of Casualties

0-9 1

10-19 7

20-29 10

30'39 9

40-49 8

50-59 8

60-69 8

70-79 9

80-89 16

90-99 3

100-109 5

110-119 1

120-129 6

130-139 1

140-149 3

150-159 4

160-169

170-179 2

Table 5 - The severity ofinjury sustained by fatalities

Score Cause of Death

8 Drowning

15 Head Injury

15 Head Injury

16 Head Injury

17 Concussion - Drowning

17 Head Injury

19 Head Injury

19 Head Injury

20 Head Injury

22 Head Injury

22 Concussion - Drowning

25 Asphyxia

22 Asphyxia

28 Concussion - Drowning

28 Multiple Injuries

30 Head Injury

31 Respiratory failure - Head injury

37 Head Injury

50 Htend Injury - Burning

84 lHead Injury

Table 6 - Injury severity score and cause of death
in the fatalities occurring in survivable
accidents
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Degree of Range of Number of Total Average

Injury Points Victims Score Score

Mild 1-11 31 90 2.9

Moderate 12-54 39 1305 33.5

Massive 55+ 61 5869 96.2

Table 7 - Degree of injury and averagc scores in each group

1. Ejection.

2. Compression by Airframe.

3. Penetrating Injuries.

4. Inadequate restraint including seat failure.

5. Incorrect usage of restraint.

6. Poor design features - (fuel tanks.

(fascia.

7. Inadequate escape mechanisms.

Table 8 - Principle causes of injuries

SIt is readily apparent I- a study of the literature, that the correlation between individual research
projects on the biomechanjc< Jif impact and actual crash studies, that there are grave difficulties in
relating the one with the otii". In some instances comparisons between the results of different
institutions, carrying out re-seaerch into the same projects is not possible (2). Because of this and
because of complaints that the quality of clinicopathological information made available to research
workers is often inadequale (3), I have reviewed some of the basic principles on the mechanism of
injury production in aircraft accidents. Theoretically the observations made in any kind of transport
accident should be readily transferable. If we consider the pattern of injuries seen in road traffic
accidents (4) and compare these with the predominant sites of injury in aircraft accidents, then it can
be seen that they are similar. This is not a surprising observation, because the body has only a
limited range of response to trauma, thus a fractured femur sustained in a road traffic accident is the
same as one seen in the victims of air crashes.

Injury to the human body is a response to the release of energy resulting from a reaction between the

tissues and various physico-chemical agents. Thus either a morphologically apparent wound, a
pathophysiological imbalance or both is produced. The degree of response and the subsequent outcome
will depend upon a wide variety of factors, (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10). The human body is a complex range of
heterogenous tissues in the solid, liquid and gaseous phases. They each manifest varying degrees of
elasticity, viscosity and plasticity, as well as reacting non-isotropically. They are arranged upon a
skeleton which acts like a damped system of levers and links. Because the body can, and does, act as
an open kinetic system, in which the joints have a wide range of movement, injuries may be produced
at sites distant from the point of impact. Each joint acts as a fulcrum so that forces may accumulate
along the shafts of long bones, and where these aggregates exceed the local stress tolerance, they
produce injuries. This usually occurs atpoints of weakness such as the insertion of tendons and
ligaments or around congenital defects. In these circumstances they are all acting as stress raisers,
and forming a focus for the accumulation of force.

Though fire and toxic fumes may be potent causes of death in aircraft accidents, we are primarily
concerned with mechanical forces. The manner in which these are generated in aircraft accidents has
and is being studies extensively, (11, 12). From a study of these reports, and the proceedings of
conferences such as Stapp and IRCOBI, it is possible to conclude that the most import features are:

1. The velocity of the aircraft.

2. The angle of strike.

3. The nature of the surface struck.

4. The structural characteristics of the aircraft.

5. The site at which the forces are measured.
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It is obvious that 7velocity is fundame.ntal to the outcome of an accident. ligh ?.,elocity, impacts are
" associated with massive injury, including total disintegration of the airframe and its occupants, such as
was seen in the THY DC I 0 accident. Though it is possible to design structures capable of withstanding
intense physical forces, their ability to fly would be questionable. Consequently design is aimed at the
mi n imum injury level. whtich is alleged to hb an, adequate compr.omise. Though accurate assessments of
impact speed are not available, thegeneral impression gained from this and other studies of aircraft
accidents is, that it is the middle range of speeds, from about 50to 150 Kts, where the picture is far
from clear. one of the problems is that we are not dealing with a simple single deceleration in every
accident. Thus in one of the survivable accidents reviewed the speed prior. to impact wascalculated to

"be 95 Kts. The only force produced was along the longitudinal axis of the aircraft, the impactý angle
being less than 3 degrees, increasing this angle produces a linear magnification of the horizontal forces
until such time as the airframe begins to crush.. This is a pariticularly imaportant observation because in
" mostaccidentfs there is a significat angie of impact- Thits was seeti in this series, and studies conducted
by NASA suggest that the 400 stall: spin incident is particularly common in light aircraft crashes. I s.

Perhaps-the most important attenuating features in these circumstances are the: configuration and
strength of the airframe. Pressucised hulls are-stronger than ur, pressurised versions. because they have
to withstand the pressure differential. The presence of engine nacelles and fuel tainks on wings may
produce high crash forces, which can tear the cabin apart if they are mounted high up on the fuselage. Low-
mounted wings of similar design can plough into the earth producing slewing, giving rise to sharpe
deceleration peaks which any increase the load applied to individual victims by as much as two thirds.
Moving the wings towards the tail produces a long 0 nose" section which cam buckle and fold over on
itself.

Thus the number, magnitude, direction and the qualities of the decelerative forces applied during an
aircraft accidentrare highly variable. They must be considered in the analysis of Injuries if the results
are to mean anything. By applying owr knowledge about these factors, it is possible to show that the most
likely sources of impact injury in aircraft accidents are:

I. Being crushed within a collapsing airframe.

". The absence or failure of restraint.

3. Entrapment within the wreckage.

4. Injuries associated with escape.

5. Being struck by loose objects.

6. Explosive decompression.

The crushing of victims within a collapsing airframe is typically afeature of high velocity impacts.
Characteristically the Injuries are severe, ranging from total fragmentation to extensive soft tissue and
skeletal damage. A high proportion of limb amputations is seen and the whole body looks as though it
has been crushed. Perineal splitting, with or without herniation of viscera and wide fracture dislocations
,f the sacro-iliac joints is synonymous with vertical deceleration.

Entrapment within the wreckage is a rather different problem, with potentially equally serious sequelae
(13) being responsible for many deaths in otherwise survivable situations. The victims are trapped
either because the exits are jammed due to distortion, or lack of maintenance, or they sustain injuries
which render them immobile. In two accidents, not analysed In this study, which were investigated by
this department, these features were well documented. Both were accompanie - by fire,, which was the
immediate cause of death of many of those who were killed. In the first case thz seats. concertined and
a bar at the bottom of the seat caused fractures of the tibiae and fibulae In many of the victims, thus they
were unable to get to the emergency exits, many of which were unused. In the second incident only
5 people died out of a total of 127. They were all trapped by fire near an. inoperable exit. Thirty-eight
people sustained minor injuries'as a result of falls during egress.

Injuries associated with restraint systems have been the subject of considerable debate, some of which
has been as Ill-informed as It was ill-advised. Antagonists frequently attribute injuries to the safety belt
without any acknowledgenmcnt ý! the fact that without them the extent and severity of damage would have
been greatly Increased. Restraint systems may be adequate or Inadequate. Snyder(t3) reports an author
who suggests that we have 40G people sitting in 20C passenger aircraft riding on OG seats. Restraint
may fail at the following sites*

1. The beltfitself.

2. Its attachments.

3. The seat mounting.

4. A combination of the above.

Failure occurs either because the forces Involved are excessive, the materials and design are defective
or the tolerance limits are inadequate. Failure to wear a safety belt cannot rightly be concluded to he an
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example of failure, but the effects are the same, for lower impact forces. CesariLand Ramet (14)
reviewed some of the literature and studied the effects of this problem in road traffic. accidtents. They
found that the risk of dying after being ejected from a .ar was six times greater than if the victims
stayed within the vehicle. In addition it is g2nerally accepted that the risk of severeuinjury is greater in
unbelted than in belted victims.

B~ehrens et al (15), found that malfunction of seat belts in cars produced a distinct pattert of injury.
The most seriously affecteI regions in descending ordc& of severity were th- head, tharax.andpelvis/
abdomen. Typically they found ruptures of the thoracic and abdominal viscera. They alws showed that
the overall severity of injury increased with the degree of vehicle deformation, and incorrect usage of the
seat belt. Nielsen et al (16) showed that when the angle of impact in road traffic accidents exceeds 400,
then the shoulder compe"r'at of lap and diagonal belts slips out. Up to this point such a restraint system
reduces the imparted impact forces by 20 to 30%. If the seat is stiff tWen chest, lower abdomliial, and
gluteal lesions predominate, whereas soft seating is associated with higher incidences of back*, knee and
head injuries.

The patterns of injuries associated with failure or inadequacy of restraint are essentially, the same.
Individual injuries are severe, penetrating lesions are common and there in often dismemberment.
Multiple injuries are found in nearly every case. There are usually a number of impacts, and trace marks
may be found on the body, in the wreckage and on the ground.

The foregoing discussion outlines the principle sources of injury in aircraft accidents. lfxplosive
decompression and ejection are rather special problems, and the latter has been the subject of many
reviews. Explosive decompression is well tolerated by man, therefore it is rarely fatal by itself. The
classical sign is rupture of the eardrum without fracture of the base of the skol

The actual method of injury in various organs has been widely reviewed by Gurdjian et al (17) and more
latterly by Rotondo (18). The essential problem which we have to solve is how are we taasaessw the
mechanisms? TO do it effectively requires a painstaking systematic approach to every detail of each
accident. The following features of each injury must be fully noted:

1. The type of injury.

2. Its locatlon.

3. Its general appearance.

4. Its extent.

5. Its direction.

6. Its severity.

It It the last of these criteria which can provide perhaps the greatest single clue to the aetiology In this
situation.

After an accident the only direct evidence of Its severity is the degree of damage to the aircraft and its
occupants. Any method chosen to analyse these features should be simple to use and universally applicable.
Data thus accumulated should be of considerable value to research workers in constructing, experimental
models, and it should include clinical as well as pathological information if the full value tasteo be realised.

A variety of mn thods of assessing vehicle deformation have been suggested. The first of the systems
was designed by the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory In 1964. Subsequently various refinements. were
produced, but the basic system remains the same, and this is really the comparison or photographs of
wreckage against a series of "standardised accidents". McKay (19) and Ashtl eto al (201 amongst many
others have reviewed their usage. Lynch (21) discussed the use of the Calspa mneasuement system in
aircraft accidents. Thus far none of the schemes have found routine use in the investlgatiom•of aircraft
accidents. This is perhaps a little shortsighted, though the accusation that one would expect injuries to
be more severe in badly crushed vehicles is impossible to refute, nor would It be desirable to do so.
However, it is in those grey areas exemplified in the accidents analysed aboM. when peaiule die in
survivable accidents, that such studies may reveal hazards.

The analysis of injury severity has probably been practised throughout the history. of medicine, butit
was not until comparatively recently that workers tried numerical assessments. De Haven and his
colleagues produced the first research orientated scale, later modifications of which are available
(22). Like nearly every other system it has serious shortcomings. The comparison of multiple injuries
and their quantification is hard, this is because there Is some variation in the numerical values assigned
to different injuries.

Towards the end of 1968 a Committee was set up by the American Medical Asociatron to review this
problem. In 1971 and 1972 they published a system based on one first used by theGeneral Motors
Corporation. It is extremely complicated and difficult to use, but it has vermtheloss faund quite wide
acceptance by road traffic accident workers. It incorporates assessments of prognosts, energy
dissipation and other factors such as possible disability. Its subjectivity is readily admitted and its
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shortcomings in the assessment of fatality are only too obvious. Probably the most serious problems are

associated with the overall assessment of injury which uses the highest scores in the worst affected areas.

"Thus if a victim had a fractured pelvis and a fractured femur only the former would count. Baker (23)

has published an interesting review of the system and a variety of other workers have applied complex

statistical analysis to assess prognosis using this method.

It is obvious from this brief survey of the available systems that none of them are ideal. Thus the

system used is proposed. Its advantages are:

1. It is easy to use.

2. No complex reference manual is needed.

3. It can be used to study individual regions or the whole body.

4. It is not time consuming.

5. It is comprehensible.

One of the real benefits of numerical analysis of injuries is that It easily highlights those accidents in

which there may be some remediable problem. Thus in crashes where the crash forces are

catastrophically high and massive injuries ensue, the provision of even better safety equipment would be

valueless for survival, additionally improvement in aircraft crash-worthiness would not help the victims.

However, where moderate injury is concerned this is a different matter.

In this series of accidents- quite by chance- the principle primary cause of injury was restraint failure.

In the pilots who were injured they either flexed forwards over a lap belt, had shoulder straps loosely

fastened or had made unauthorised modifications to the seat. In one instance a small pilot had put a

loose cushion behind his back, which slipped out at impact. Break up of the floor and on the attachments

of the seat to the cabin floor accentuated the injuries. In one instance amongst some of the passengers
inadequate seat mountings were the sole cause of the injuries sustained. Thus despite previous

exhortations by this organisation and many research workers restraint is still poor.

Pathologically the most interesting group of victims are those vx4 o died in survivable accidents, only I
-• died of multiple injuries. In this instance the victim was in the most deformed part of the aircraft. The

presence of a high proportion of fatal head injuries is of considerable concern. The proximity of the
fascia and seats to one another means that there is little if any chance of occupants not hitting one or the

other at impact. The surprising finding here was the almost total absence of serious neck injury, which

would normally be e~p ected as the head was arrested and the remainder of the body went forward. It
must therefore be assumed that the trunk was stopped at the same time by hitting either seat backs or

other parts of the aircraft, thus accounting for the thoracic injuries. Injuries to limbs were not on the

whole severe, they can be accounted for by compression against failing seats and by limited flailing.

Of the 4 people who drowned, 3 had concussion and one was unable to free himself from his hang glider

because he was not equipped to do so.

It can also be shown that occupants who are flung clear of the aircraft are more likely to suffer serious
injury; particularly to the head, than those who are retained in their seats. Finally children tend to do
better than adults. In the one accident where there were a significant number of children their overall

score was 55 as against 87 for the adults. This is probably because they are more relaxed, and certainly
as the age of the children approached puberty they began to behave more like adults in their response to

trauma. Relaxation has been advanced as a working hypothesis to account for this phenomen here, just
as it is said to account for the survivals in high free falls seen in some grossly intoxicated persons.

CONCLUSIONS

This is a lengthy summary of basic principles in injury causation as applied to aircraft accidents,

illustrated by reference to 30 crashes investigated by us, of which 12 were survivable. To analyse
injury mechanisms successfully the following protocol should be followed:

1. An analysis of the crash dynamics.

2. An estimation of vehicle deformation.

3. A full description of each injury.

4. As assessment of injury severity.

From the study outlined above the following conclusions can be made*

I. Serious or fatal head injury is the single most serious problem in aircraft accidents,
particularly in light aircraft.

2. There is a wide margin in injury severity between survivors and fatalities.

3. Restraint systems are still Inadequate, especially for passengers.

• l |
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4. The severity of injury is increased by:

a. "Ejection" from the aircraft.

b. Severe damage to the airframe.

c. Poor design features such as badly sited fuel tanks.

5. The principle method of serious injury is forward flexion over a lap belt.

"6. Mathematical scoring of injuries makes more accurate analysis of accidents a feasible
proposition.
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DISCUSSION

DR. H. VON GIERKE (USA)

Are you familiar with proposals for standardization of accident analysis and
autopsy protocols which are studied by the US Department of Transportation and
are proposed by various committees?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

I've seen some of the information which has been published on this and certainly
some of it would seem to be applicable to the aircraft accident situation. I am
not too sure how far they intend to take these various proposals because they
are quite lengthy. The only ones I've seen required something like 20-30 pages
of information to be filled in. Some of this information didn't seem to be
entirely relevant.

DR. H. VON GIERKE (USA)

Relevant to the aircraft situation?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

Yes.

DR. H. VON GIERKE (USA)

Certainly the procedure would have to be adapted to the air accident situation.
It Is so far only developed for the surface transportation accidents. But do you
feel that for the aircrrft accident investigation a similar procedure should be
developed and perhaps internationally agreed upon among the AGARD countries?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

Certainly the American, Canadian and British organizations have a more or less
standard way of going about these investigations. But we don't include all this
material that I was discussirg today.



THE VALIDATION OF BIODYNAMIC MODELS

Leon E. Kazarian
Henning E.,von Gierke
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To predict human dynamic response and injury in, mechanical force environments, assessments and extra-
polations are usually based on mathematical biodynamic models developed from anatomical geometry and tissue
properties and validated by accident data and subinjury human dynamics. The shortcoming of this approach
is the scarcity and frequent-inaccessibility of human tissue properties and strength data, the limited,
hard-to-interpret accident data and frequently undefined injury mechanisms. To overcome these problems,
various animal species have been used as human surrogates: tissue properties as well as injury mechanisms
are more easily studied in controlled tests. Unfortunately, the differences in anatomy and tissue proper-
ties make direct use and quantitative interpretation of the animal data of doubtful value. The solution
" appears to be in the establishment and detailed quantitative experimental validation of mathematical ani-
mal models which then in turn can be used to assist in the validation of the human models into the injury
range, and to provide confidence into the procedures used.

""Three-dimensional discrete element dynamic models of the axial skeletal system have recently been de-
veloped for man,.the chimpanzee, baboon and rhesus monkey. This paper describes the anatomical differences
which formed the basis for the different models and analyzes the hard and.soft tissue components constituting
the deformable elements of the systems. Best available estimates are presented for the dynamic and strength
properties of some elements; for other elements more exact data from recent refined measurements on human as
well as animal components are discussed. Various approaches and suggestions for compilation of biodynamic
response data are included. Gaps in present'day knowledge are identified, which must be filled to make these
sophisticated theoretical biodynamic models of maximum quantitative usefulness in injury explanation, predic-
tion and prevention.

INTRODUCTION

Human injury tolerance data are necessary to formulate injury assessment criteria to evaluate a measured
or predicted impact or acceleration time history in terms of its injury producing potential. An example is
that of an aircrewman required to eject from a disabled aircraft using an ejection seat. The ejection seat
imparts a mechanical force, the effect of which is dependent upon both amplitude and duration of exposure.
Injury assessment of such mechanical impacts to the human system find application in guidelines for the de-
sign and development of ejection seats.

Over the past three decades, biodynamicists have been called upon to state in quantitativeterms how a
given forcing function will effect various elements of the human musculoskeletal system. This problem re-
quires a thorough understanding of the static and dynamic strength properties of biological tissues, organs and
body segments along with a mathematical insight into the mechanisms underlying energy transmission and
attenuation, response characteristics and modes of failures. The most obvious realization of this require-
ment is an appropriate mathematical model. Numerous theoretical models have been created to specifically
ascertain the variation of risks as well as the likelihood of spinal trauma to high transient, caudocephalad
accelerations. Most of these modeling efforts are far ahead of the detailed quantitative, dynamic and
strength measurements required to make the models useful. Few if any of these models have been quantita-
tively validated to give satisfactory confidence into their validity or ranges of their applicability.
Human injury data and subinjury laboratory response data allow only limited testing of the models validity.
To assist the validation of human models into the injury range animal models based on equivalent assump-
tions to the human model have been developed and their quantitative validation through well-planned and
instrumented experiments appear easier achievable.

This paper is concerned with the biological data required for developing and validating an axial muscu-
loskeletal computer model of subhuman primates that in turn can be used to support the validation of a human
response model and assist in predicting human tolerance. Comparisons will be made between the various vali-
dation approaches. The shortcomings and advantages of the various types of biodynamic data presently
collected and available are delineated. Comparative whole body primate spinal impact tolerance curves are
presented. Some physical constants for subhuman primate tissue are given, and areas where additional data
are required to validate a subhuman primate model are identified.

DATA BASE ON HUMAN BIODYNAMIC RESPONSE

Human Tolerance - In biodynamic research, five basic techniques are used to assist in defining human
tolerance: (1) controlled tests using human volunteers at subinjury exposure levels, (2) human cadaver
research, involving whole body, regional anatomy and component strength analysis, (3) operational/clinicnl
accident and injury observations, (4) live animal investigations to extend experimental results up to and
beyond injury threshold exposure levels, (5) animal cadavers, involving specific biomechanical tests on
regional anatomy, and various hard and soft tissue elements. Each of these methods contributes to our over-
all knowledge of biodynamics although each presents problems and imperfections of itself. None of these
approaches is comprehensive and even together they do not provide real world preciseness. Nevertheless,
the discrete use of these techniquen in concert, provides the best available means of addressing human
tolerance criteria. Reviews of human impact tolerance have been published by Snyder (1970) and Eibnnd
(1959).

If biodynamic models are being used to explain or predict human biodynamic response, tolerance limits
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or injury probability the same techniques and types of data must be used to validate the model, i.e., to

establish its validity and accuracy. The following brief description and comparison of the different

types ot data concentrates primarily on the contribution of animal data to the solution of the overall
problem.

Human Volunteers - Most laboratory Investigations using human volunteers are conducted under optimal

conditions, under th" control of the subject and a medical monitor. The restraint system is ideally

situated and/or tightened in contrast to most operational situations and prior to impact exposure the test
subject is optimally positioned. Subjects are initiated and conditioned at low force levels. The force
values are gradually increased in successive experiments to a level where the volunteer becomes either

apprehensive of the environment, exneriences discomfort or pain and at will, terminates the experiment.

The precise methods for extrapolating voluntary exposure values to injury levels are uncertain. Often

times there is no relationship between pain at the limit of voluntary exposure, and the trauma to be ex-

pected at the higher acceleration exposure levels. As a result, a precise method for establishing a quan-

titative relationship between voluntary exposure levels and injury levels of various degrees is nonexistant.
Tolerance envelopes developed from these conditions may not be representative of the general aircrew popula-

tion - or even of the subjects tested when impacted under different environmental conditions. It may be

assumed that the voluntary subinjnry tolerance levels provide a conservative value indicating a lower

threshold limit for the population at risk. Human volunteer impact investigations have been conducted
by Ewing (1978), Stapp (1961, 1970), and others.

In addition to human volunteer impact tests, data on the steady state vibration respon-e of human sub-
jects in various positions and with various restraints are useful for model validation purposes. The

large body of data on human driving point impedance and transmissibility must be matched by a realistic
model.

Human Cadaveric Research - Human cadavers have been experimentally utilized in very few whole body

impact experiments. The cadaver has both advantages and limitations. Morphologically, the cadaver is
an identical model to the "live subject." Using the cadaver, musculoskeletal injury levels, the mechanisms

and severity of trauma may be comparatively assessed for a variety of acceleration time histories, Energy

transmission and attenuation pathways as a function of torso position ray in general, be qualitatively

identified. However, since the cadaver is no longer a functioning biological system, injury to soft tissue,

hollow and parenchymatous organs can only be inferred. Muscle tonus no longer exists, and as a result,
energy transmission and attenuation pathways, both in hard and soft tissues, cannot be precisely defined.

The skeletal system is, in general, least affected by .he "live" versus cadaver change in system properties.
The interpretation of such tests involves considerable analysis of and insight Into the processes and path-
ways throughout the musculoskeletal system. Hum.ýn whole body impact experiments have been conducted by

King (1965), Prasad (1974), Tennyson (1977) and others.

A comparatively large and growing number of investigations have been conducted dealing with the tissue

strength properties of the human spinal column, e.g., the intervertebral joint (Lin, Liu and Ray, 1978;
Galante, 1967; Kazarian, 1975; Kulak, 1976; Narkolf, 1972; Nachemson, 1960; Brown, Hansen, Yorra, 1957;

Hirsch, 1957), the vertebral body (Furst, 1940; Hartman, 1974; Hakim and King, 1977; Kazarian and Graves,
1977; Messerer, 1880; Ruff, 1950; Yamada, 1970), the ribs, rib cage and sternum (Andriacchi, 1974; Agostoni,
at al, 1966; Schultz, 1974 a and b).

In Figure (1) the ultimate breaking strength for isolated human vertebral bodies is summarized based

upon the experimental data reported by Hesserer (1880), Gazulov (1966), Yamada (1970), and Kazarian (to

be published). The data clearly show an increase in vertebral body strength between T, and L5. The strain

rate sensitivity of the vertebral body to axile compressive load is clearly shown in the studies of Kazarian.
There are two different strain rates: 8.89 x 10-1 meters/second and 8.89 x 10-5 meters/second.

Operational Accident Analysis - Accident investigations are primarily conducted for the detection of
malfunctions, statistical analysis and aircraft/ejection seat systems improvements rather-than injury-
analysis and human threshold tolerance values. Individual accident reports usually contain some descrip-
tion of the musculoskeletal trauma sustained. However, for the most part, accident reports fail to identi-
fy the precise nature, degree of severity, sequence and mechanics of treusm, mechanisms of cummulative
pathology of exposure to the impact environment. The operational injury data collected can rarely be corre-
lated quantitatively to the environment. Therefore, accident reports are of only limited values, although
recent efforts to establish large scale injury banks (such as that for the automotive crash field) might

provide more meaningful injury analysis possibilities.

DATA BASE ON ANIMAL RESPONSE

Experimental Animals - To date, much of our knowledge of the injury mechanics, end of the acute and
chronic affects of various degrees of injury has been derived from antial experimentation. Subhuman pri-

mates provide a good functional model which may closely simulate the response characteristics of man. This
review limits itself to data on subhum&n primates.

Data regarding static and dynamic range of motion, kinetic response to various force inputs with
various support and restraint systems can be collected by subjecting primates to subinjury tests throughout
the range of interest. However, the use of animals for identifying injury threshold levels also present
problems. A major problem involve- extrapolation of animal data to the human case. There exist many
morphologic simularities and differences between primates. Examples of such differences include the ver-
tebral column formula, segmental inertial prop-rties, kinesiological aspects, muscle/bone m a, muscle
origin, insertion and innervation, all of which are not directly comparable to man. The dnt.thesia
usually used In animal experiments is another factor modifying animal response compared to the real world
event. On the other hand, much knowledge can be learned from primate studies which include, injury thresh-
old, the mechanics and sequence of injuries, time course degenerative diseases, and the role of mechanical
instability on future impact situations.

4.
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Whole Body Animal Tests - A number of uniaxial longitudinal spinal investigations have been conducted
using the squirrel monkey, rhesus monkey, baboon and chimpanzee. The objecLive of these tests was to iden-
tify spinal injury potential based upon a rectangular deceleration time history. In addition, the level,
frequency, severity and type of vertebral body trauma was radiographically documented, then compared to
necropsy findings. Stable anterior wedge compression fractures at the level of the transregional articular
facet joint was the primary injury mode. It has been found that the restraint system may markedly influence
the level and Yeverity of trauma.

Based upon whole body animal investigations, the 50t probability of spinal injury curves shown in
Figure (2) were generated. This fig-tre compares the acceleration resulting in 50Z probability of spinal in-
jury versus time for a rectangular deceleration time history for the squirrel monkey, rhesus monkey, baboon,
chimpanzee and man. Tlie radiographic criteria for spinal trauma on this curve is set at 10? loss in verte-
bral body height, (Kazarian, 1970). Some data on rhesus monkey driving point impedance and transmissibihlty
are available, but moce complete data on baboons and chimpanzees are highly desirable (Slonim and Kazarian,
to be published).

ANIMAL CADAVERIC RESPONSE

Animal Component Tests - The primary component characteristics required once a geometric morphological
model of a species has been derived are the elastic and damping properties of the material and its strength
characteristics. Restricting ourselves again to the primate models, new data in this area became recently
available.

Uniaxial compression tests have been conducted on vertebral centra excised from the rhesus monkey,
baboon and man. Figure (3) is a composite load plot of vertebral centre at two different strain rates.
The slow strain rate is 8.89 x 10-5 meters/second. The fast strain rate is 8.89 x 10-1 meters/second.
The data clearly show that vertebral body strength is related to spinal position. The vertebral bodies
in the thoracic spine are weaker than those of the lumbar spine. The strength of a vertebral body in-
creases as strain rate increaseg. (An unexpected finding is the relationship of baboon vertebral body
breaking strength to that of the rhesus monkey and man at high and low strain rates.) For the case of
slow compressive loading, the vertebral centrum of the baboon is stronger than that of man. It's strength
coincides more closely with the rhesus monkey at high loading rates. In comp.rison, at the high loading
rates, mans vertebral body strength exceeds that of the baboon (Kazarian, to be published).

Stiffness - Figire (4) identifies the value of stiffness for the rhesus monkey, baboon and man. The
correlation of stiffness with displacement rate is not as great in the baboon and rhesus monkey as it is
in man. The stiffness values for baboons tend to be less than that of man, but significantly greater than
those of the rhesus monkey.

Ultimate Load - Figure (5) compares the isolated vertebral body strength of the rhesus monkey, baboon,
and man for three different strain rates. Comparative values and relationship of ultimate load to displace-
ment rate "ad vertebral body position are shown. This figure clearly illustrates that ultimate ioad values
are significantly higher in the baboon. The values of the rhesus monkey and human breaking strength are
somewhat lower and similar to each other. The rate of change of load as a function of displacement rate is
also greater in the baboon than in humans (which in turn, is greater than that of the rhesus monkey).

Deformation to Ultimate Load - The comparative values of deformation to ultimate load are shown in
Figure (6). In man, the values of deformation to ultimate load are significantly influenced by displace-
ment rate but not by position. The deformations from position groupings one and two are not significantly
different, but those of the two other positions (three and four) were found to be significantly higher.
The baboon clearly exhibited larger deformations to ultimate load than does the rhesus monkey, and the
rhesus monkey in turn exhibited larger deformations than the tests on the human vertebra.

Energy to Ultimate Load - Figure (7) it a plot of the energy to ultimate load versus position and
strain rate. The energy to ultimate load for the rhesus monkey and man both exhibited a significant
correlation with displacement rate. The overall correlation is significantly greater for human vertebra
than for the baboon, which is somewhat equivalent to that of the rhesus monkey. Significantly higher
energy to ultimate load values were obtained from the baboon vertebra than from either the rhesus monkey
or the human vertebral centra.

COMPARISON OF HEAD-SPINE MODELS OF PRIMATES

Tnie Human Head-Spine Model - Static and dynamic models of the human axial skeletal sastem have been
developed by numerous investigators. Static models have been aimed at understanding scoliosia and postural
disturbances in the musculoskeletal system while dynamic models hate attempted to provide insight into
kinematic behavior and mechanisms of spinal trauma. Dynamic spinal response models were developed in the
late 1950's and early 1960's. Hess and lombard provided the basis of many continuum models while those of
Latham (1957) and Payne (1971) were of the Lumped parameter variety.

Liu and Murray (1966) proposed a model of ;he spinal colum represented by a viscoelastic medium chr--
rying a noneccentric load. Toth (1966), Hopkins (1971), Kalepa (1971), Payne (1969) proposed models in-
tended to simulate whole body response and that of the spinal column disregarding bending response. Due
to the limited value of the lumped parameter models, Orne and Liu (1970) proposed a distributed parameter
model which accounted for the effect of the eccentric loading and included spinal curvature. Based on
earlier ixpertiental work by Yaztrian, L., Soyd, 0., end von Ctaike, IH., (19711 it was learned that a dual
load transmission, load attenuation corridor existed along tile spinal column; one, through the vertebral
centra, and aiL other through the posterior articular facet joints. Hiance, a two-dimensional discrete
narameter model of the spinal column was formulated by Prasad, which incorporated two distinct load trans-
mission pathways. The model considered natural spinal curvature, the affects of flexion and eccentric
inertial loading. Head and neck motions were simulated and their effects on the forcea and moments with
respect to the thoracic and lumbar spinal column were investigated for off-axis loading in the mid-sagittal
plane (Prasad and King, 1974).

C
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Belytachoko and Privitzer, et &l (1978) have developed a complex mathemati,.l description ot the axial
skeletal system. The geometry of each vertebral body is considered. Each vertebral body is connected to
the adjacent vertebral body by an intervertebral disk and spring elements. The Intervertebral disk elements
possess axial stiffness, stiffnesses for flexion and extension, lateral beanding, torsion and shear. Seven
spring elements representing the axial stiffnesses of the ligaments and other soft tissues of the ligamen-
tous spine are attached as follows: one joining the tips of the spinous processes; two joining the right
and left side tips of the transverse processes; two elements joining each pair of articular facets and two
points joining on each side of the laminae t3 the base of the spinous processes of the superitr vertebra.
The rib cage and sternum are modeled as a rigid body, the actions of the intercostal tzsaues are represented
by spring elements. The abdominal viscera are modeled by hydrodynamic elements stacked in series between

the pelvis and 10th rib suggesting a third load transmission corridor.

The mass and moment of inertia of each element was estimated using the distribution of the mass of the
whole body to the vertebral level. The physical constants were extracted from the literature or estimated.

Herein lies the problem; there exists very little information on the physical constants of tissues under
static and dynamic loading.

The Head-Spine Model for Rhesus Monkey, Baboon and Chimpanzee - Because of the difficulties discussed
above in quantitatively validating a complete axial skeletal model for man, the experimental data collected
for subhuman primates were integrated into a generalized model for each primate. It is anticipated that
such an approach would enable the basic modeling procedure to be evaluated and to shed some light on "scaling"
subhuman primate data to man. The methods used for obtaining geometrical, stiffness, and inertial data for
the subhuman primate spinal models a.e summarized by Belytschko (1978).

The lateral and arterior skeletal system of the rhesus monkey is illustrated in Figure 8A. Belytschko's
computer model is shown in Figure 8B .

The lateral and anterior skeletal system of the baboon is illustrated in Figure 9A . Belytschko's
computer model is shown in Figure 9B . Mass data and head mass movements were extracted from Reynolds
(1974).

The lateral and anterior skeletal system of the chimpanzee is illustrated in Figure 10A. Belytschko's
computer model is shown in Figure 1oB. The mass data was determined on the basis of memsuremente reported
by Rholes and Fineg (1961).

Thoracic and Lumbar Spinal Column - The number of thoracic vertebrae varies in the different primate
genera as well as in individual specimens of the same species. The rhesus has 12 thoracic vertebra whereas
the baboon possesses 13, the chimpanzee 13, and man 12. The geometry of the thoracic vertebrae, inter-
vertebral disks, costotransverse joints and the geometry of the articular facet joints relative to each
other need precise definitions. With respect to the latter, an examination of the direction of the arti-
cular processes reveals that a characteristic type of articular facet geometry is retained in the lumbar
regions and is departed from in the thoracic region. This change in form from the lumbar-type process to
a thoracic-type process probably indicates adaptation to different types of functional torso kinesiology.

It is ot interest to notice the locality of this change with respect to the subhuman primates end men.
While this change is .isually determined in man by the location of the ribs, the rhesus monkey and baboon
continue the lumbar type of vertebral body into the thoracic column. Characteristically, the macaque has
seven lumbar vertebrae; however, if one considers the two or three caudal thoracic vertebrae which maintain
similar general form as the lumbar vertebrae, the total may be eight to ten vertebrae. A similar analogy
holds true for the baboon, which may have two or three caudal thoracic vertebrae, which also have a similar
form as the lumbar vertebrae, bringing it to a total of eight to ten vertebrae. In the case of the chim-
panzee, the total number of vertebrae with the same form as the lumbar vertebrae totals four to six. Like-
wise, in man this number equals five. The change occurs suddenly between the last two ribs; the lower
articular process of approximately the eleventh thoracic vertebrae being the last to retain the lumbar-
type process.

The location of this changeover in facet geometry was found to occur most frequently in the rhesus
monkey and baboon between the ninth and tenth thoracic vertebra; in the chimpanzee it occurred at the level
of the second and third lumbar vertebra. In man this changeover is . -toral anatomical feature occurring
most frequently in the region of the eleventh and twelfth thoracic vertebrae. The spinel region below the
mortice displays more mobility than above the mortice.

Viewed rnteriorly, the proportionate lengths of the spinal regions are not closely correlated with the
number of vertebral segments within a particular region. For instance, the macaque has a shorter cervical
length and a much longer lumber region when compared with man. If the vertebral column to viewed poster-
iorly and its regions identified by the abrupt variations In the articular facet joint geometry, still a
different model number of vertebrae appeare. Utiliting the distances between the corresponding articular
facet joints of similar geometry, the tenth thoracic vertebra acts as a center of muscular motion toward
that the adjacent spinous processes converge in the macaque and baboon, a point that varies in position
(lower) when compared with the chimpanzee and man.

Below the level of this transregional vertebra the articular facet Joints are nonaxtal weight bearing,
but react in torsional shear (horizontal rotation). At and above the level ot the transitional vertebra.
two energy transmission corridors exist: (1) the vertebral body ctntrum and (2) the articular facet Joints.
These Lransirional levels are the initial energy cr'qsover points where t0e load transmission and distribu-
tion between the anterior and posterior spine changes, (Kazarian, in publication).

Thoracic Can! - The geometry of the thoracic cage is variable. Its relationship to the sternum, and
thoracic cage requires further definition. The sterns display complex geometry and may be either long and

slendnr or short and broad corresponding to the shape of the thorax. The intercostal portions of the sterna
as a rule are separate. There may be a tendency toward fusion. The lengths of the sterna are also variable.
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Pelves - The three primary pelvic elements, the ilia, ischium, and pubish do not meet in the center
of the acetabulum, but in a point situated more ventrally. Nid-sagittal sacral curvature, length-width
proportions and the height of the mid-sagittal curvature are proportionally different. The geometry of
the pelvis varies as does the load transmission pathways to the lumbar spine.

The primate model must also consider musculonkeletal intaractions during and following mechanical ex-
citation. The rale of the various primary muscle groups must be identified using electromyographic signals.
Although a relationship has not been established between the tuG signal level and force, the feasibility
of using EMG signals for the measurement of muscular response is required.

To accurately model the primate, additional data are required depending on the degree of complexity
and types of answers desired. The type of data necessary include, but are not limited to, the following
categories: (I) gross anatomy, (2) static and dynamic tissue property data, (3) regional anatomical/
biomechanical investigations. In Table I available data and gross anatomy and missing gaps are identified.
The geometry and mass distribution of the head must be defined in a manner that allows comparative studies
and analysis. The geometry of the cervical vertebrae, intervertebral disks and their kinesiologic and kine-
matic relationships with respect to the skull and C7 requires in-depth investigation.

Table II identifies the geometry and strength measurements of axial skeletal system components re-
quired for the model.

Table III identifies the regional anatomy/biomechanical investigation required for complete validation
of a primate model.

THE VALIDATION OF MODELS

The foregoing review of the biological data required and available for the design of primai- A;ouyna-
mid models rnd for their subsequent validation by various testing techniques is by no means exhaustive or
complete. References are given on a few selected subjects only since otherwise each subarea would have been too
volumious and it was felt, that the main message of the paper would be clear to the biodynamic research
community without belaboring the details. It became obvious after previous conferences on biodynamic models,
and it appears again to be one of the most important conclusions to be drawn from the program of this meeting,
that the definition of the validity, accuracy and of the lUmits of applicability of our complex biodynamic
models is one of the biggest jobs which confronts this researck ares, So far, no serious srtempt has been
made to collect all valid experimental test results available, which could - no, must be t, I in an effort
to validate a biodynamic model of a human subject for body motion and/or injury prediction _ mechanical
stress environments. It has been proposed before, that a liodynamic Data Bank coordinated at the National
and International level should be considered for the collection of such data (von Glerke, 1978). In the
USA, a National Academy of Sciences Committee has been established to look into the feasibility of such a
data bank and to make recommendations regarding its scope, ground rules and organization.

The general philosophy presented in this paper with respect to the various test data required and the
conviction that only the simultaneous application of all test methods possible will enable us to validate
convincingly the complex models envisioned, determines our Laboratory's approach to this most challenging
basic problem in biodynamics. We emphasized in our review the animal models and the anatomical, geometric,
elasticity and strength data required, because it provided us the opportunity to present some of the newer
data obtained by our program designed to collect systematically some of the missing data. This emphasis
should not be interpreted as this animal component characteristics data base having any priority over
accumulation of the human data base. Nor does it imply that the component tests are more important than
the subinjury whole body human and animal OC , C , C and off-axis impact tests required or the animal in-
jury tests in all the axes mentioned, or the hJan :nd animal transmissibility and driving point impedance
data, which are already partly available. Our emphasis on tissue component data was only guided by the
fact that we think we made some advances in this area and completed some kind of analysis of what is avail-
able and what ia needed. To review in detail each of the data bases available and desirable for validation
would have been clearly beyond the scope of a single paper.

In summary, the requirements for biodynamic data from ten test areas reflect our thinking and broad
laboratory program in support of model validation. We need: (1) human subinjury impact response data,
(2) human steady state transmissibility and impedance data, (3) human operational and accident data (air-
craft and automotive), (4) human whole body cadaveric data, (5) human component characteristics data,
(6) animal subinjury impact response data, (7) animal steady state transmissibility anC impedance data,
(8) animal impact injury data, (9) animal whole body cadaver impact data, (10) animal component charac-
teristics date.

In addition, we need the anatomical/morphological data material on each species. To fill the gaps in
each of these areas our approach to data collection might benefit from better organized cullectLn, storage
and retrieval cai.ability of all date. Many data, which we think are missing, might be stored somewhere,
actessible only to a few or with unknown accuracy or experimental background. To a large extent our ex-
perimental programs should be oriented to fill the gaps in the data required for model validation. Our
experiments should be guided by the models we have, Only in this way can we hope to have, In the foresee-
Wble future, the next genetation of realistic, validated biodynamic models, which can be used with confi-

dence by human factors and design engineers outside the biodynamice research community.
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Figure 2 - Impact sensitivity curves for a rectangular deceleration time history for the
rhesus monkey, baboon, chimpanzee and man. The logarithm of the peak acceleration and the
logarithm of the pulse duration are plotted to obtain a straight line representation.

The scaling sensitivity curves relate only to the parameters of impact function and
spinal injury for identical support and restraint systems, body posture and other factors.

These curves imply geometrically similar structures which appear to be formed of similar
materials (but of different size and strength), dynamically respond in a similar manner
(inversely proportional to size) and insinuate that subhuman primates have a spinal injury

threshold which can be accurately described by an interspecies impact sensitivity curve.
In this figure, the lines at the left of the graphs, which angle down at 450 represent a

regime in which the change in velocity governs the peak force in the vertebral column, while

the horizontal lines extending to the right of the graph represent the regime in which the
peak acceleration force is the governing factor. Vertebral body fracture patterns and modes

vary within both regimes.
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GROSS ANATOMY

OSTEOOGY

SKULL -INRTAL PROPtRflECi
VERTBRA COWIN ANSGE OF MOTION

BON~Y THORAX RANGE Of MOTION

BACK
BACKISGOULDERDIESOS
BACK MUSCLES DIMENSIONS
SUBOCCiPITAL RGION MOSCLUBONE MAPS

THORACIC WAIT. I
SUPRFICIAL MOSCULATURE MUSCIPRONE MAPS
DEEP MUSCULATURE DMNIN

T"OACIC WALL IL
MINRINSIC THORACIC MUJSCULATURE

THORACIC WAIUL 11
TRANSVERSE THORACIC MUSCULATURE

A BDOMINA1 MUJSCULATURE DTIMENSIONS
ABDOMINAL VISCERA MU.SCLEIBCW MAPS

PELVIS GEOMETRY
PELVISILUMBAR SPINE AR.SCWRIONW MAPS

Table I -Type of gross anatomical data required on the rhesus monkey, baboon, and chimpanzee

GEOMETRIC I STRENGtH REQUIREMENTS

COMPONENTS CETA REQUIREMENTS
VERTEBRAL BODY GIOMTYI(CNA STRENGTHR

ARTICULIAR FACETS

INTERVERTEBRAL DISK GEOMETRY SRNT

VERTEBRAE BODY COMPLEX STRENGIM FAILURE AMORS
LIGAMNMTOUIS STRENGTH GOMETRY STRENGTHI
REGION4AL SPINAL MECHANICS GEOMETRY I RANGIE OF MOTIONR
INTRADISCAL PRESSURE PRESSURE
LIGAMENTOUJS PRESTRESS STRONGEH RELATIONS

SKELETAL ATTACHMENT of TRANSDUICERS DEFINITION OF AWSCII ACTION

LN VIVO MUSCLEF ORCE MEASUREMENTS -

THORAX DEFLECTIIONS. STRAINIS. PRIESSURE, FAILURE POPE TIES, GROSS FONMeATION

ABDOMN REFILFCTIONIS. STRAINS, PRESSURE

t ELVIS GOER

Table 11 Identification of the axial skeletal system components and type of date required Con
the rhesus monkey, baboon, and chimpanzee -The asterisk 1)indicates efforts are currently
underway.
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REGIONAL A.4ATOMY 3IOMECHANICAL INVESTIGATIONS

REGIONAL ANATOMY REQULIRE•ENTS

HEAOICERVICAL SPIN( RANGE OF MOTION - SITENGHn CIWAIACTERISTICS

HIORAX RANGE OF MOTION - RIB INITIACTiON

AXIAL SKEIETON LOAO TRANSMISSION I ATTENIAON PAnIAYS

I VERTEBRAL C(INTRA

2. ARTICUILAR FACETS

3. ABDOMINAL I TI3ACIC CAVITY

RANGE OF MOTION

GEOMETRIC I MATERIAL PROPERTIES

IMPEDANCE SPINAL COLUMI INITA.AIgOWtMONL I INRTRA ACIC PRESSURE

RELA TI ONSHI14 PS

Table III - Types of regional anatomical biomrchanical investigation required to complete
validation of the model. The asterisk (A) indicates investigations are currently underway.
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Frequency Response of Cardiovascular Regulation in Canines
to Sinusoidal Acceleration at Frequencies Below I Hz

(Basis for Biodynamic Modeling)

C.F. Knapp, J.A. Marquis*, J.M. Evans, and D.R. Randall
Wenner-Gren Research Laboratory

University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky 40506 U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Sinusoidal, whole body acceleration was used as a noninvasive for;ing function to the cardiovascular
system of unanesthetized, chronically instrumented canines to determine the low frequency (<i Hz) dynamics of
integrated barostatic cardiovascular regulation. Animals were restrained horizontally on an indepetidently
controlled, rotatable platform attached to the arm of a 15 m diameter ctntrifuge. With this centrifuge con-
figuration, sinusoidal variations in spinal axis acceleration (+ 2 G ) were produced at frequencies from 0.008
to 0.25 Hz. Aortic pressure and flow, right and left ventricular pfessure, heart rate and spinal axis acce-
leration were digitally sampled and filtered. Two additional variables, effective systemic vascular resist-
ance and left ventricular stroke flow were also computed. The filtered data were then Fourier analyzed.
The participation of neurally-mediated cardiac and vascular baroreflex mechanisms in the overall response was
evaluated by comparing the subjects' responses in a reflexive (neurally active) and non-reflexive (neurally
blockaded) condition. Transfer functions were then derived to describe the passive acceleration-induced
intravascular pressure disturbances and the control action of the major baroreflex mechanisms.

The dynamic (oscillatory) frequency response of the major cardiac and vascular baroreflex mechanisms
was found to be limited primarily to the frequency range below 0.10 Hz. A comparison of the participation of
cardiac and vascular mechanisms in the overall responses indicated that barostatic control is achieved princi-
pally via the systemic vascular mechanisms below 0.02 Hz, via the cardiac mechanisms from 0.04 to 0.10 Hz,
and by the combined action of the two between 0.02 and 0.04 Hz.

INTRODUCTION

Certain aerial combat maneuvers and the flight of high speed, low altitude, terrain-following aircraft
expose operational crews to dynamic acceleration environments with a significant frequency content below
1.0 Hz (19,20). Essential cardiovascular control may be significantly challenged by these dynamic, force-
field environments which produce transient pressure, flow and volume disturbances to the cardiovascular
system. The degree to which the barostatic control network is able to minimize these transient acceleration-
induced disturbances is determined by the dynamic response characteristics and integrated function of the
individual cardiac and vascular control mechanisms.

The majority of previous studies of neural barostatic cardiovascular regulation (6-18) using a Systems
Analysis Approach (26-28) examined the response of speclfic control mechanisms to invasively-applied localized
pressure, volume and/or flow disturbances using anesthetized animal preparations. Consequently, the apli-
cation of the results to normal integrated barostatic control in unanesthetized animals, exposed to the
global arterial and venous disturbances associated with whole body acceleration, is unclear.

Considerable research has also been conducted to quantify cardiovascular responses to whole-body ac-
celeration. While responses to sustained acceleration (1,2,5) and time-dependent acceleration loadings
above 1.0 Hz (whole body vibration) (21-23) have been extensively researched and documented, there is a
very limited amount of information (24,25) available concerning responses to, and potential physiological
hazards associated with, acceleration at frequencies below 1.0 Hz.

This lack of information concerning the low frequency (<I Hz) dynamics of integrated barostatic
cardiovascular regulation has hampered efforts to model human cardiovascular responses to time dependent
acceleration loadings, in order to assess potential hazards to flight personnel. To alleviate this
critical shortage of data, studies have been conducted using unanesthetized, chronically instrumented canines
to quantify cardiovascular responses to whole body acceleration below I Hz, and to establish the frequency
response characteristics of cardiovascular regulation in this region. Measurements from invasive instru-
mentation, possible only with this type of animal preparation, are vital for conducting realistic model
studies and for identifying the meaningful variables for assessing acceleration-induced cardiovascular
responses when noninvasive measurements are made on man.

The specific objectives of this research effort were to:

I. Quantify the pressure and flow disturbances produced by whole-body sinusoidal Gz acceleration as a
function of acceleration frequet.cy.

2. Quantify the reflex circulatory adjustments to these disturbances, emphasizing the participation
and, hence, frequency response characteristics of the individual cardiac (heart rate and stroke
volume) and vascular (resistance and capacitance) control mechanisms involved in these adjustments.

3. Determine the active (reflexive) versus passive (nonreflexive) response characteristics of the
circulatory network, by studying the animals in a normal (reflexive) state and in a pharmacologi-
cally-blockaded (nonreflexive) state where the regulatory action of the major cardiovascular
control mechanisms was inhibited.

4. Develop transfer functions encompassing the response characteristics of the major barostatic con-
trol mechanisms, based on this and previous work, which are suitable for inclusion in existing
passive (nonreflexive) cardiovascular models (3).

*Currently with the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville,
Tennessee, 38501.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROTOCOL

A. Chronically Instrumented Animal Preparation

Adult male and female mongrel dogs of 20 kg average weight were used in this study. Each dog was
anesthetized with sodium penothal and prepared for sterile surgery. A left thoracotomy was performed and aleft ventricular pressure gauge (Konigsberg Instruments), a right atrial cannula, and an aortic flow cuff
on the ascending aorta (Zepeda Instruments) were implanted (4,41,45). Each animal was allowed at leastfour weeks of post-operative recovery prior to any experimental intervention. The principles of laboratory
care as outlined by the National Society for Medical Research were rigorously observed.

On the day of the experiment, the animal was tranquilized with an intramuscular inject ion of Innovar
Vet at 1.5 cc/20 kg. Piezoelectric manometer-tipped catheters (Millar PC 350, 5 French) were placed, under
local anesthetic, in the right and left ventricles via small branches of a main femoral vein and arteryrespectively. One Millar gauge was used to calibrate the implanted Konigsberg gauge and then retracted into
the aorta, just outside the aortic valve, to measure arterial pressure. The animal was maintained in a
lightly tranquilized state for the duration of the experiment with hourly injections of Innovar (0.5 cc)
administered through the right atrial cannula.

The measured physiological variables included aortic pressure and flow, left and right ventricular pres-
sure, and heart rate (derived from left ventricular pressure).

B. Procedure For Autonomic Blockade

In order to delineate the neural and nonneural components of the measured cardiovascular responses to
acceleration, a pharmacologically-induced total autonomic blockade was used to inhibit adrenergic and cho-
linergic efferent activity (Figure 1), thus removing normal reflex barostatic action. This approach was
chosen because the use of pharmacological blocking agents has several advantages over other techniques in that
1) it is a standard procedure with many of its limitations well documented; 2) the effects of these agents
are distributed throughout the system and do not have the uncertainty associated with attempts at total
denervation; and 3) the use of these agents allows for repeated blocked and nonblocked studies on the same
animal without compromising the integrity of the preparation.

ALPHA ADREN4ERGIC
-SYMPATHEl IC CILINERGIC I HYDRAULIC

Ia I -- -- A

,I T i ss'J BLOODU.II , I -
II ' m t

, ,,,

II I I LUAO EE. ILC |
ii I ,---- ETASADIENEGC I ,I

I -- ME MW APP ARAEECTERIALP

FiG. 1. SCHEMATIC OF THE BAROSTATIC CONTROL SYSTEM FOR RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION-
INDUCED PRESSURE DISTURBANCES IN THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM.

Specifically, the total autonomic blockade consisted of the alpha adrenergic blocker, phenoxybenzymlne
(Dibenzyline), at 20 to 30 .ag/kg administered over an hour, followd by beta blockade with propranolol
Inderal) at I to 4 mg/kg over approximately ten minutes, followed by cholinergic blockade with atropine
Atropine Sulphate) at 0.1 to 0.4 mg/kg over approximately five minutes. The efficacy of the blockade was

tested and verified by a comparison of systemic responses to specific agonists given prior to blockade,following blockade and then again at the conclusion of the blocked acceleration sequence.. These consisted
of a 50 mg/kg bolus of phenylephrine (Neosynephrine) to test the alpha blockade and a 0.5 pg/kg bolus ofisoproterenol (Isuprel) to test the beta blockade. If heart rate showed evidence of parasympathetic activity
respiration rhythm), the atropine dosage was supplemented. This blockade and test procedure is discussed

In greater detail elsewhere (34,35).
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C. Centrifuge Facility

Low frequency acceleration loadings were produced by a molified 50 ft. (15.24m) diameter centrifuge
shown in Fipure 2. This system was used to produce sinusoidal acceleration below 1.0 Hf at + G.G (I G -
9.806 misec-). Mounted to the large arm of the centrifuge (Figure 2-a) is a platform (Figure 2-4) capable of
rotation speeds fromn 0.005 to 11.5 rad/sec. The animal subject was restrained horizontally on this platform
so that its center of rotation was approximately at heart level. With the large centrifuge arm rotating a,
an appropriate speed to produce the desired radial peak acceleration, an initiation of the platform rotation
produces sinusoidal G (spinal axis) acceleration loadings. This ccnfiguration also produces sinusoidal
G (lateral) acceleration 90" out of phase with that o '=z and a +1 G acceleration vector due to farth
g4avity. The exact time representations of the G and acceleration loadings are given by (36):

Gz = [-.'RR cos("rt) - ("R - r) r]er and Gy R [-'R sin(.-rtfep [I]

where

R = the radial distance from the center of rotation of the large centrifuge am to the center of
rotation of the platform,

r = the radial distance from the center of rotation of the platform to an arbitrary point along the
spinal axis of the animal,

z the rotational speed of the platform (determines the acceleration frequency),

er.ep = unit vectors, with ep perpendicular to er-

It should be noted that the G component of acceleration contains two terms. The first is the desired spinal
axis sinusoid of constant amplitude. The second is a bias term representing a "dc offset" of this sinusoid
due to the interactive effect of the rotation rates .. R and "r, at various distances r along the spinal axis.

C

Fig. 2. Successive close-ups of the Wenner-Gren centrifuge modification:
a. Rotating platform mounted on am of conventional centrifuge
b. Close-up detailing rotating platform with associated drive train
c. Close-up detailing animal restraint (front view of rectangular box) with

associated instrumentation on each side
d. Time exposure of slowly rotating platform

away from the platform's center of rotation (r-0). This bias term can be minimized (or negated) by a proper
choice of - and -, with the two being of opposite sign. In the present study R - 6.10 m and 1ý - 1.8 rad/
sec. which §ielded the desired 2 G sinusoid with less than a 0.006 G/cm bias along the animal's spinal asis
for acceleration frequencies from 6.005 to 0,25 Hz.

While cardiovascular responses to G and G sustained acceleration have been shown to be relatively
soul' when compared to those of the G di~ection%(I), their potential influence cannot be totally disregarded
when interpreting data from these exlprinweats.

All physiological signals from the animal and :he G acceleration were conditioned and preamplified by
electronics contained on the rotating platform (Figure 2-7). and then transmitted through two sets of Oip
rings (platform and centrifuge axes) and a long line interface to a rttnte location where they were monitored
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and recorded.

0. Acceleration Protocol

An acceleration amplitude of + 2 S was chosen for this study for a number of reasons: It was felt
that this acceleration level would represent a stress somewhat greater than that seen by the animal during
normal physical activity, but less than that which might produce tftal circulatory collapse. The latter
possibility was of particular concern during the blockaded runs, w..ere the animal's compensatory mechanisms
were purposely compromised. In addition, it was estimated that this acceleration level would generate intra-
vascular pressure disturbances in the range of + 10-20 mm Hg, similar to the invasively-applied pressure
stimulus used in previous studies.

On the day of experiment, after placement of the acute instrumentation, the animal was pldced In the
restraint couch and mounted on the rotating platform (Figure 2-c). The instrumentation leads were then con-
nected and tested, and all signals were calibrated, thus readying the animal for the test series.

All variables were allowed to stabilize for a pre-acceleration control period. The test series then
consisted of + 2 G sinusoidal acceleration at discrete frequencies in the range from 0.005 to 0.25 Hz. The
frequencies were r

6
n sequentially (low-to-high in most animals) without stopping, allowing from 3-4 min at

the low frequencies and 1-2 min at the highest. It was found that this continuous frequency "sweep" minimized
startling responses associated with centrifuge start up and shut down, thus enhancing the stability of
responses at each frequency. A number of animals were run using random sequencing of the frequencies, and
both low-to-high and high-to-low protocols, to determine the influence of these factors on the overall res-
ponses. The effect was minimal. At the conclusion of the frequency sweep the animal was allowed a suitable
recovery period, during which all variables could return to pre-acceleration control levels. Next, the
animals were tested to determine their pre-blockade response to the appropriate adrenergic agonists after
which time the total blockade was implemented and a second post-blockade, pre-acceleration test made. The
same control-test-recovery sequence used in the nonblocked rur was then repeated. Finally, another test was
made to verify the efficacy of the total blockade.

DATA ANALYSIS

During each experimental session, a continuous on-line magnetic tape record (Ampex FR-3020, 14 channel
recorder) and a strip chart record (Beckman Type-RN Dynograph, 8 channel recorder) was made of the following
variables: spinal axis acceleration (ACC), heart rate (HR), aortic pressure (AP) and flow (AF), right ventri-
cular pressure (RVP), and left ventricular pressure (LVP). The HR variable was generated by a calibrated
cardiotachometer (Beckman Type 9857B) triggered from the phasic LVP signal. The strip chart data was re-
viewed, off-line, to determine exact acceleration frequencies, and inclusive tape counts and record (time)
lengths for each edited "window" of data to be digitally sampled and Fourier analyzed.

The sampling and Fourier analysis of the data were carried out on a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)
PDP-ll/10 minicomputer system, with the aid of the DEC LAB APPLICATIONS-[I, V-3 library package and a number
of user-written BASIC applications programs. Details of the analysis are reported elsewhere (4).

Representative phasic analog data shown in Figure 3 is presented in its digitally-filtered form in
Figure 4.

-- NORMAL (UNBLOCKEO) -A- TONOMIC BLOCKADE . . ..

200-, ~ _____________

so-

LVP 

i m

Fig. 3. Example of phasic cardiovascular data: The response of ow animal in both a nonblocke
and autonomically-blocked state at three acceleration frequencies, with on. secend
event markers shown above the AP traces.
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The purpose of filtering the sampled data was to avoid the phenomen of spectral "aliasing" (37) in the
compressed data, and hence in the Fourier analyzed results.

After filtering and compression the paired input (ACC) and output (AP, DRVP, AF, and HR) waveforms
were Fourier analyzed using the SPARTA program from the LAB APPLICATIONS library. Two additional calculated
output variables, effective systemic resistance ER = ýAP-DRVP)/AF and stroke flow SF = AF/HR were also fre-
quency analysed.

I-- NORMAL (UNBLOCKED) - I I- AUTONOMIC BLOCKADE--

170AP 140 ~'

25-
AF

HR -

ACC l j\ A
FREQ .01s .03o3 .43 .0ol3 .0330 .1467
"WI

Fig. 4. Example of filtered cardiovascular data: The digitally-filtered representation
of the phasic response data from the preceding Figure. for one animal in both a
nonblocked and autonomically-blocked state at three acceleration frequencies.

The mean (nonoscillatory) response and amplit-de/phase values of the first several harmonics (of the
input acceleration frequency) were saved from the computed spectrum of each output variable. In specific
cases, where predictable inaccuracies due to spectrum "leakage" or the digital filtering occurred in the data,
suitable correction factors were applied. An example of the Fourier analyzed power spectra for the HR
response of one subject to 0.008 - 0.65 Hz, f 2G s;nusoidal acceleration is shown in Figure 5, which is a
composite plot of the individual amplitude spectfum for each discrete input frequency. While second and
third harmonics of the input acceleration frequency can be seen, predominance of the first harmonic in the
response is apparent.

0.7

0.6

I -t

0.4

0 0.| 0.2 8.1 BA 0.1 aA 8.1

fig. Sr GQ|t l (3-difglanii) promsentation of heart rate response versus spectral
frequeny. ais a function of iput acteletrtio froquwy. for oononbiowkt
4nitli during *soueto 0.006 - 0.08 Hi. a I Qi) sinutuoida accelvationI.
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C. Grouping of Data, Statistical Treatment

While the presentation of data for individual animals is appropriate to emphasize specific aspects of
acceleration-induced cardiovascular responses, the presentation of group data is desirable in so far as it
serves to demonstrate the similarity of responses of all animals, facilitate the comparison of nonblocked and
autonomically-blocked responses, and the identification of frequency-dependent trends in the responses. Due
principally to practical hardware limitations associated with the operation of the centrifuge facility,
acceleration test frequencies were not matched exactly for individual subjects during the nonblocked and
blocked runs, nor from one animal to the next. Consequently, for the presentation of group responses, the
data are grouped into nine frequency ranges and averaged. The frequency ranges are given in Table 1, and
have been selected so that each animal is represented within a given range for both the nonblocked and blocked
runs. In cases where an individual subject was run at more than one test frequency within a frequency range,
the subject's data were averaged. The data for all animals were then averaged and statistically compared,
by frequency range, for both the nonblocked and blocked states, using an analysis of variance test called
Treatments-By-Subjects Design (38). Completely Randomized Design was also used to check for carry-over
effects from one treatment to the next, which is not tested for with the Treatments-By-Subjects Design. After
the analysis of variance is satisfied, a t-Test for the Difference Among Several Means derived from Treatments
-By-Subjects Design is used to determine which means differ from each other. In order not to violate the
Probability Theory, all treatments are tested, as seen in Table 1. Table 1 is a comparison of group means
of various cardiovascular response variables by frequency range, in the nonblocked versus blocked states,
with levels of significance for the difference between means appropriately indicated.

Table 1.

STATISTICAL COWARISON OF NLOCKED VRJSUS AUT0NICALLT ILOCEL GROUP REANS of variables for
ola frneeny rages; usling a t-Tast for Oifferent- A. Sevaltaear , with to-ttiled alpha
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RESULTS

Data from eight dogs were available for analysis. Since a comparison of nonblocked and blocked
responses was a principal concern in this t idy, one subject was dropped from consideration due to loss of
blockade during the experiments. Two other animals were dropped, because of malfunctioning pressure or flow
instrumentation. The resulting group of five animals (hereafter referred to as the "group") consisted of
two females and three males.

Both the graphical and verbal presentations will be based primarily on a comparison of the nonblocked
and blocked gro,:p response of particular cardiovascular variables as a function of acceleration frequency.
In addition, it should be noted that the data hai not been normalized with respect to acceleration level
(i.e., response value per G) since the acceleration input or forcing function was of a constant 2 G amplitude.

With reference to Figure 4 It can be seen that while the input function (ACC) is sinusoidal, the out-
put responses (AP, DRVP. AF and HR) are definitely nonslnusoidal, implying a nonlineat Input/output relation-
ship. In cases where output oscillations are seen, however, they contain a major component at the same
frequency as the input acceleration frequency. Thus the input/output relationship will be presented using a
"describing function" technique (39); a frequency-response method for handling nonlinear systems.

The graphical representation of the response of each variable will generally include the following in-
formation for both the nonblocked and blocked tests: 1) mean value of the response for control atid recovery
periods (pro and post-acceleration respectively) and for the acceleration series, and ?) th3 amplitude and
relative phase of the first (fundamental) Fourier component of the response, as a function of acceleration
frequency (output lagging input denoted by positive phase angles). Dots above and below each data point
Indicated the range of the Standard Error of the Mean (SEM).

Since sinusoidal acceleration was the primary stimulus applied to the cardiovascular system, the
response of the measured variables (AP, DRVP, AF and HA) and calculated variables (ER and SF) will be
examined Initially from the standpoint of their relationship to acceleration.
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The response of the controlled variable, aortic pressure (AP) is shown in Figure 6. After the initia-

tion of the acceleration run there is an overall stress response, indicated by a 10-30 mm hg increase in AP
mean. This increased pressure is maintained throughout the entire test series, at an almost constant level,
and remains into the recovery period. Except for the pre-acceleration coatrol period, there was no signifi-
cant difference between blocked and non-blocked AP means. On the other hand, blocked AP amplitude has a
significant frequency dependent response, with a peak of 18 mm Hg at 0.04 H=, and a tendency toward reduced
oscillations at higher frequencies. Viewing blocked AP amplitude as the passive accele-ation-induced "open
loop" input to the baroreceptors, and comparing these oscillations with the nonblocked AP amplitude response,
it can be seen that reflex barostatic mechanisms are able to achieve a significant degree (P>.O) of refl-x
adjustment for frequencies up to about 0.08 Hz. Above this frequency there was no significant dtfference
between non-blocked and blocked AP amplitude, indicating a lack of effective regulatory response. These
features of the AP response are better illustrated in Figure 7, which shows the relative nonblocked/blocked
response. Of special interest in Figure ' is the relative AP amplitude which is equal to the (nonborked-
blocked)/blocked AP amplitudes from Figure 6. With a value of 1.0 denoting no compensatory regulation,
relative AP amplitude indicates a 30-35t reflex adjustment of the passive (i.e., blicked) acceleration-

induced pressure disturbances up to 0.07 Hz. Blocked AP ghase (Figure 6) exhibits a definite frequency-
dependent trend, but essentially lags acceleration by 180 , thus supporting the contention that the oscilla-
tory blocked AP response represents a passively-produced (i.e., "Hydraulic") pressure disturbance within the
cardiovascular system. Nonblocked AP phase was similar, but shifted by approximately 30-40g.
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In contrast to AP, the response of diastolic right ventricular pressure (DRVP, which is roughly equiva-
lent to central venous pressure) is essentially identical for both blocked and nonblocked cases, as Figure 8
shows. During the acceleration series there is a slight elevation (3-5 as Hg) in DRVP mean from the control/
recovery levels, which is probably indicative of an overall syrtemlc pressor response, as was seen in AP
mean. The response of DRVP amplitude ranges from 5 tn 12 onu Hg, with art apparent (although not significant)
trend toward greater oscillatory amplitudes at higher frequencies. Finally, there is a constant 180" lag of
DRVP phase with respect to acceleration. These DRVP amplitude and phase data indicate that for the frequency
range from 0.008 to 0.25 Hz, the venous system essentially responds to acceleration as a passive element in
the circulatory network (i.e., is not a controlled variable). This i P not to say, however, that the mean
level of central venous p-essure is not controlled (e.g., DRVP mean response), nor that venous pressure
oscillatiuns are not senscd and do not provide efferent information to the barostatic regulatory mechanisms.

Since the AP data (Figures 6 and 7) indicate some level of effective &rostatic regulation, it is im-
portant to determine the participation of vascular and cardiac mechanisms in these responses. The first of
these mechanisms, effective systemic resistance (ER), is shown in Figure 9. As noted previously, ER is a
calculated variable, defined as (AP-DRVP)/AF, where AF is aortic flow. Consequently, while ER is not a
rigorous measure of resistance on the peripheral vascular level, it does represent an index of the overall
or compositt, level of systemic vascular (resistance) activity. The apparent Pressor reflex noted in the rise
of AP mean and ORVP mean duri% acceleration is a&so seen in the ER mean respunse for frequencies up to 0.04
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Hz. At the onset of the acceleration .-un, ER mean goes from a control value of 40-50 mm Hg/(L/min) to
approximately 65 mm Hg/(L/min) for both the blocked and nonblocked cases. The nonbio-ked and blocked 'alues
of ER mean are not significantly different during either the acceleration series or in the recovery period.
Both are essentially constant (65-70 mm HgitL/min)) up to 0.04 Hz, with a decreasing trend at higher frequen-
cies. Nonblocked ER amplitude and phase are highly frequency-dependent. The amplitude increases from
about 8 ,in Hg/(L/min) at 0.008 Hz to a maximum resonant peak of approximately 12 min Hg/(L/min), followed by
a decrease to a value around 4 nan Hg/(L/miný above 0.13 Hz. Nonblocked ER phjse increases with acceleration
frequency, from 00 at 0.008 Hz to about 150 at 0.065 Hz rewn.ining 150-1800 out of phase with acceleration
above 0.065 4z. rhese nonblocked ER amplitude/phase data indicate roughly an underdamped second-order
response. The blocked ER amplitude response is, however, essentially invariant with frequency (about 4 man Hg/
(L/i'iin)) from 0.008 to 0.25 Hz, indicating that it may represent a nonreflexive r.seline or residdual level
resulting from nonnoural factors. Consequently, the difference between the nonblocked and blocked ER ampli-
tude can he taken as the actual active baroreflex-mediated systemic vascular (resistance) response. Further-
more, these ER amplitude data indicate that the pharmacological blockade does in fact inhibit neurally-
mediated systemic vascular activity.
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The 'esponse of aortic flow (AF, equal to cardiac output minus coronary flow), the second determinant of
AP is shown in Figure 10. There ";as a marginally significant different (P>.05) between the nonblocked and
blocked AF mean response during acceleration. In both cases AF mean tended to increase with higher acceler-
ation frequencies. This trend in AF mean, along with the tendency of ER mean to decrease at higher frequen-
cies (Figure 9), resulted in a more or less constant level of AP mean (Figure 6) throughout the entire fre-
quency range. Control AF mean levels were equal to or slightly greater than the low frequency values (1.8-2.2
L/min), while the racovery levels reflected the larger, high frequency values (2.3-?.5 L/mini. The norblocked
AF amplitude response was approxiiately twice the blocked response for frequencies above 0.02 Hz, demonstra-
ting the effect of heart rate oscillations (an influence only in the nonblocked tests). At frequencies below
0.02 Hz there was no significant difference between non-blocked and blocked AF amplitude. Both the nonblocked
and blocked AF oscilVations were about 180D out of phase with acceleration in the low frequency range, and
lagged progressively more at higher frequencies. The large difference between nonblocked and blocked AF
phase in the rangi from, . to 0.13 Hz is another consequence of heart rate oscillation, which occurred
(only) during the nrc,,aocked tests.

Since the behavior of AF responses during acceleration Is directly determined by both heart rate and
stroke volume changes, the response of these variables will be presented next. Heart rate (HR) Is shown In
Figure 11. The first facture of HR response to note is that the autonomic blockade did effectively inhibit
reflex heart rate changes. Blocked HR mean was a constant 135 bps (beats per minute) throughout the ýcceler-
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ation series, and for the control and recovery periods. Blocked HR amplitude was less than 3.5 bpm, so that
blocked HR phase could not be calculated with accuracy, and is therefore not shown. Nonblocked HR mean in-
creased from a resting, control level of 107 bpm to a relatively constant 120-125 bpm during the acceleration
series, reflecting the overall pressor response seen in previous variables. Nonblocked HR amplitude is high-
ly frequency-dependent, with relatively small oscillations of approximately 8 bpm at 0.008 Hz, increasing to
a maximum of 22 bpm at 0.04-0.06 Hz, and then decreasing to 9 bpm at 0.23 Hz. At the same time, HR phase
leads acceleration by approximately 90o at 0.008 Hz, then increases progressively with frequency through
00 at 0.05 Hz, to a maximum lag of 900 at 0.23 Hz. These amplitude/phase data suggest an underdamped
second-order type of response.
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Stroke flow (SF, approximately equal to left ventricular stroke volume) is shown In Figure 12. Non-
blocked SF was consistently 5-7 ml/b greater than blocked SF for both the control and recovery periods, and
during the acceleration series. Noting the reciprocal relationship between HR and SF, this was probably due
largely to the higher blocked versus nonblocked HR means shown in Figure 11. Nonblocked and blocked SF mean
both increased with frequency, approaching their control/recovery values at the high end of the frequency
range. The low frequency decrease of SF mean from control/recovery levels is probably due to increased
arterial output impedance (overall pressor response noted in AP mean and ER mean, Figures 9 and 6) at the
lower end of the frequency range, while the high frequency recovery of SF mean reflects a relaxation of this
pressor activity above 0.05 Hz. Due to the influence of nonblocked HR amplitude and the higher level of non-
blocked SF mean, the nonblocked SF amplitude is roughly 2-3 times the response of blocked SF amplitude. Non-
blocked SF amplitude shows a slight peaking behavior at about 0.04 Hz, within the frequency range where heart
rate has maximal oscillations. On the other hand, blocked SF amplitude is essentially frequency-invariant
from 0.008 to 0.23 Hz. There was no significant difference between nonblocked and blocked SF phase. Both were
1800 out of phase at low frequencies, then showed a further lagging tendency with increasing frequency.

The data presented above indicate a significant neurally-medlated response of cardiac and vascular
mechanisms during exposu,'e to low frequency, whole body acceleration. It is important to recognize, however,
that these reflex mechanisms are probably responding primarily to intravascular pressure/flow disturbances
produced by the acceleration stress, not the acceleration itself (except for possible vestibular involvement
[25,29], Fig. I). Therefore, in order to model the barostatic reflex activity seen in the experimental data,
the cardiac and vascular control mechanisms will be viewed primarily from the standpoint of pressure as the
sensed, as well as the controlled varible. This will be done in the following section.
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RESPONSE MODELING

In addition to providing heretofore unavailahle information about the lo, frequency dynamics of inte-
grated barostatic cardiovascular regulation during exposure to a natural, noninvasively-applied stress, the
results of these studies constitute a quantitative data base from which to mathemtically model the major
components of the baroreflex control network. The approach taken in this study ws to derive empirical linear
transfer function, using "describing function" techniques, to characterize the general reflex action of the
major cardiac and vascular control components, within the context of normal integrated barostatic regulation.
Although not part of the present work, it is intended that these transfer functions be incorporated Into an
existing passive circulatory model (3,40) which is part of an available simulation package (41), designed to
run on a POP-l/10 minicomputer system having limited core storage capabilities.

The transfer functions to be presented are generally of proportional or proportional-plus-derivative
second-o.'der from, with some having exponential transportation lag terms. Higher order terms were not inclu-
ded in the derived transfer functions for several reasons: 1) Most often the low frequency dynamics of the
baroreflex mechanisms have been adequately modeled as first or second-order controllers, with input/output
time lag terms in particular instances. In addition, the amplitude/phase data in the present study seem toreflect roughly a second-order type of response. Consequently, it was felt that higher order terms would not
be necessary, to achieve a reasonable approximation of the experimental responses. 2) Also, the eventual in-
corporation of the transfer functions into a total cardiovascular model would be mode somewhat more difficult
by the addition of higher order terms.

A. Acceleration-Induced Pressure Disturbances

The first step is to develop a transfer function for the arterial pressure disturbances generated by
whole body acceleration within the passive, nonreflexive cardiovascular system. These passively produced arte-
rial pressure disturbances are given by the blocked AP amplitude/phase data in Figure 13, and are important
because they represent: 1) the acceleration-to-arterial pressure response characteristics that must be realized
in a passive, noncontrolled circulatory model before baroreflex components can be added, and 2) those pressure
changes which the baroreflex mechanisms should act to minimize (i.e., the "open loop" Input to the barorecep-
turs). These data were least squares fitted with an acceleration-to-arterial pressure transfer function of
the form:

AP (S) . -5.85 (1.0 + 12.98s)l
XM 1.0 + 8.965s + 10.55S2 •2]
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where AP - blocked aortic (arterial) pressure

ACC - input acceleration, of 2G amplitude

s - complex quantity, jw
S- circular frequency rad/sec.

This proportiondl-plus-derivative, second order response indicates a highly dampled (damping coefficient,
S2.76) system with an undamped natural frequency of 0.049 Hz. Mate that the leading gain term cf the

transfer function depicted in Figure 13 is twice that given by Equation 2, reflecting the 2G acceleration
amplitude employed in the present study.

Although the blocked AP response represents the pressure disturbance generated by whole body accelera-
tion within the passive noncontrolled arterial system and is, therefore, an approximation of the open loop
input to the baroreceptors, it was not the input seen by the baroreceptors during the nonblocked accelera-
tion tests. In the nonblocked tests, since the barostatic regulatory mechanisms are functioning in a closed
loop integrated fashion, the input to the baroreceptors is more properly approximated by the nonblocked AP
response. As a result, the derivation of transfer functions for baroreflex action of the individual cardiac
and vascular control mechanisms was approached from the standpoint of nonblocked AP response as the input
variable.
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B. Systemic Vascular Mechanisms

The relative aortic pressure-to-effectiva systemic resistance response was calculated for individual
animals. The group data were then rompiled, ad are presented in Figure 14. The top panel of Figure 14 shows
the ratio of nonblocked ER mean to nonblocked AP mean, and is included to emphasize the high frequency de-
crease of ER mean reported earlier in the presentation of results. The relation ER amplitude was calculated
as the difference between nonblocked and blocked ER amplitudes divided by the nowblocked AP amplitude. The
difference between nonblocked and blocked ER anlitudes was used in this computation, because it was telt that
this was a better index of the active baroreflex-mediated systemic vascular response than nonblocked ER ampli-
tude alone. The relative ER phase, calculated as the difference between nonblocked ER pFhase and nonblocked AP
phase '4 also shown in Figure 14. With exception of the -,uwest frequency (U.009 Hz), it can be seen that the
relative ER enplituae data is adequately represented as a critically-damped (t - 1.22) second-order res.ponse,
with an undamped natural frequency of 0.055 Hz, of the formi:

*( -0.65 [3]
) s 1.0 + 3.53s + 8.374s2
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On the other hand, this transfer function yields a predicted relative ER phase that does not match the ex-
perimental results. The addition of a time lag term to Equation 3 did not significantly enhance the overall
fit of the predicted ER phase, and was therefore not included. It is important to note, however, that the
dampi... coefficient and resonant frequency inherent in Equation 3 fall well within thL range of values re-
ported by previous investigators who studied the open loop carotid sinus/arterial pressure response. The
present data suggest the arterial pressure-to-systemic resistance transfer relationship is higher than
second-order, and that extra higher order terms need be added to Equation 3 in order to obtain an accurate
predictive transfer function for the vascular component of the baroreflex control network.

Several investigators (42,43) have verified the existence of sympathetic afferent mechanoreceptors in
the right atrium and pulmonary artery, and suggested tiat these may elicit efferent pressor responses in the
peripheral vasculature, in response to changes in venous return or right heart pressure. Taking this sugges-
tion and noting that whole body acceleration produces significant right atrial pressure changes (Figure 8), an
attempt was made to derive a DRVP-to-ER transfer relationship. Using nonblocked ORVP instead of nonblocked AP
as the input variable, a relative ER was computed, as described earlier. The experimental data based upon
this computation are presented in Figure 15, along with a fitted transfer function of the form:

ER (S) . -(0.64 + l.924s) exp (-3.21gs) [4]DW- 1.0 + 3.006s + l9.545s"

Equation 4 represents an underdamped (& - 0.68) second-order response, with an undamped natural frequency of
0.036 Hz and an input/output time lag of 3.219 sec. Although this transfer function does not have a proven
functional basis physiologically speaking, it could be used as a phenomenological predictor of effective
systemic resistance (ER) responses for frequencies up to 0.1 Hz.

Two general observations may be made at this point regarding these efforts to model the experimental ER
responses: 1) either baroreflex control of integrated, overall systemic resistance activity must be represen-
ted by a higher than second-order controller, or 2) aortic arch pressure alone is not a suitable input varia-
ble for modeling the systemic vascular mechanisms.

C. Cardiac Mechanisms

A relative HR response was computed using the nonblocked AP and HR responses as the input and output
variables respectively. These group relative HR data are presented in Figure 16. The slight high frequency
increase in relative HR mean probably indicates a reflex response to the high frequency decrease In ER mean
(Figures 9 and 14). Relative HR amplitude exhibits a significant peaking response at about 0.06 Hz. A com-
parison of the phase data in Figure 11 and Figure 16 shows that while HR appears to be leading acceleration at
the lowest frequencies, it is actually in "proper" phase with respect to AP, to which it responds. In other
words, at the low acceleration frequencies HR increases as AP decreases. It was found that the relative HR
,.nplitude/phase response (Figure 16) could be represented reasonably well as a second-order controller of the

form:

HR S -(1.564 + 4.59s) exp (-.626s) [5]
Als 1.0 + 2.6314s + 4.5032s

2

which has an undamped natural frequency of 0.075 Hz, a damping coefficient E - 1.24, and a time delay of
0.626 sec. The proportional-plus-derivative input term (numerator) in Equation 5 was suggested by the work of
Katona (44) who demonstrated that the afferent baroreceptor firing rate could be modeled with both mean pres-
sure (proportional term) and pulse pressure (derivative term) as input variables. Allison (6) reported a
0.4-1.0 sec time delay between step changes in pressure in the isolated aortic arch (i.e., arch baroreceptors)
and reflex changes in heart rate. Similarly, Scher and Young (14) saw a 0.6-1.2 sec lag between step changes
in carotid sinus pressure and heart rate response. Consequently, the 0.626 sec time lag term in Equation 5
would seem justified. Enhancement of the low frequency fit of Equation S to the relative HR amplitude (Figure
16) could probably be achieved by the addition of a second order term on the input side of the derived trans-
fer function.

As noted in the presentation of results, the response of SF amplitude (Figure 12) appears to be largely
frequency-invariant from 0.008-3.23 Hz. This, along with the fact that there was no significant difference
between nonblocked and blocked SF phase indicate that the overall SF response to whole body acceleration is
not effected neurally, but is rather the result of passive. nonneural factors. Comparing Figures 8 and 12,
and noting that oscillations in DRVP and SF are in phase (00 phase difference) at the lower frequencies, one
mdy conclude that the SF response is probably determined primarily by changes in venous pressure or venous
return. The progressive lagging response of SF phase at higher frequencies can be explained (and modeled) as
a right-to-left heart time lag phenomenon. The nonblocked and blocked SF phase data from Figure 12 were re-
plotted on a linear frequency scale, Figure 17, and fitted with a least squares regression line. The results
show that the response of SF phase can be modeled by sample time delay of abo.t 2.0 sec. which is in gool
agreement with the right-to-left heart lag of at least three cardiac cycles report,d by Franklin et al. (31)
for the response to a rapid right atrial infusion of saline. Consequently, a passive noncontrolled model of
the cardiovascular system should include a cardiopulmonary component which yields a passive DRVP-to-SF trans-
fer relationship of the form:

SFSF (s) - G p Pxp (-2.17is) [6]

where an approximate value of G is 0.12 (ml/b)/mmHg, based upon the blocked DURP and SF amplitude/phase data
from Figures 8 and 12. p

The present efforts to model the response characteristics of the cardiac and vascular baroreflex mecha-
nisms have shown that: 1) While there is significant frequency-dependent neural control of the systemic
vascular mechanisms below 0.15 Hz, this control can not be satisfactorily modeled as a second-order response
based upon aortic pressure as the input, 2) Neural control of heart rate is frequency-dependent below 0.23 Hz,
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and can be adequately modeled by a second-order, time lag controller, and 3) Stroke flow response to whole
body acceleration is predominantly influenced by passive venous pressure changes.
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DISCUSSION

A. Arte'ial Pressure Regulation

With the reflex action of the neural ly-mediated barostatic mechanisms pharmacologically blocked (Figure
6). the resultant AP oscillations represent the passive, acceleration-induced pressure changes which the
cardiac and vascular control mechanisms -should act to minimize in the nonblocked animal. A comparison of the
amplitude of the nonblocked and blocked AP oscillations, Figure 7, indicates that the barostatic control net-
work is able to achieve a 30-35% attenuation of the passive AP oscillations for frequencies up to 0.07 Hz.
Above 0.10 Hz no effective regulation of AP was seen. These general features of the overall control of AP
are in good agreement with the results of previous investigators (10,14,16) who have studied (specifically)
carotid sinus control of arterial pressure, and reported a cri ically-damped (flat) second-order type of
response, with a corner frequency of 0.04 - 0.06 Hz. Consequently, the results of these previous studies indi-
cate that the carotid sinus refle. is unable to gererate significant compensatory arterial pressure responses
for input frequencies abo-e around 0.1 Hz. Dynamic carotid sinus-to-systemic arterial pressure "open loop"
gains of 2.0 - 6.0 were reported by Scher and Young (14) in dogs, while Grodlns (7) reported a similar valueof
about 1.8. These gain values It) would suggest that during normal "closed loop" operation, the carotid sinus
reflex should be able to achieve a 64-86% attenuation of the "open loop" pressure disturbance (attenuation =
G1/(l+)3. There is a significant difference between these predicted values and the 30-35% attenu.,tion (W -
0.43 to 0.54) seen in the p'-=sent study. Based up-n evidence from the present study, this discrepancy can
be explained by the response of acceleration-induced cardiac output fluctuations and the interaction between
cardi3r and vascular control mechanisms (which were ,tot factors in these previous studies). This point will
be addressed later in some detail.

The •resent results demonstrate a significant frequency-dependence of the passive acceleration-induced
arterial pre; ure disturbance (Figure 13) which can be represented by a highly damped (Q 2.76) singlc-zero
double-pole transfer function (Equation 2) with an undamped natural frequency of 0.049 Hz. While similar
data is not available for man in a "nonreflexive" state, Gillingham et al. (25) derived a single-zero double-
pole acceleration to eye-level arterial blood pressure transfer relationship for awake humans exposed to
simulated aerial combat maneuvers. Their transfer function was of the form:

AP -16.2 I 12.0sL_s) - -16. 0 ( 4 + . [7
--- i.0 + 6.745 + 7.11s2
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indicating a highly damped (& - 2.53) response with an undamped natural frequency of 0.06 Hz. With a
suitable adjustment of the leading gain term in order to match the low frequency asymptotes. Equation 7
is plotted iii Figure 13 for comparison with Equation 2. This comparison is made simply to illustrate the
potential importance of frequencies below 1.0 Hz in acceleration-induced cardiovascular changes in human
as well as animal subjects. ratner than to imply a functional or physiological basis for comparing responses
in normal awake humans to those in autonomically-blockaded canines.

B. Systemic Vascular Control

Since past studies of the dynamic behavior of the carotid sinus.'arteria' pressure response (preceding
discussion) involved the use of vagotomized animals, it was implied (although not reported) that cardiac out-
put was relatively constant and did not influence measured arterial pressure changes. The "open loop" reflex
responses were, therefore, attributeo to systemic vascular activity and should constitute a basis for com-
parison with the present ER results (Figures 9 and 14). A comparison of nonblocked and blocked ER amplitude
in Figure illustrates that there is a significant neural ly-mediated systemic vascular component in the
dynamic baroreflex response for frequencies up to approximately 0.10 Hz. Using nonblocked AP as the input
variable, a relative ER response was computed, as shown ini Figure 14. For all except the lowest input fre-
quencies (about 0.01 Hz). the relative ER amplitude response could be accounted for with a critically-damped
(c - 1.22) second-order model, Equation 3, with an undamped natural frequency of 0.055 Hz. While this trans-
fer relationship is in good agreement with the results of previous studies of the open-loop carotid sinus/
arterial pressure response, it predicts relative phase angles that are significantly lower than those measured
experimentally in the present study. A number of factors could explain this discrepancy: 1) Reflex control of
the overall systemic vascular response must be represented by a higher-order controller such as the propor-
tional-plus-derivative sensitive, third-order model developed by Scher et al. (16) for composite data con-
cerning the carotid sinus reflex system, 2) Aortic arch pressure alone is not a good index of the input to
both the arch and carotid sinus baroreceptors, implying that carotid sinus pressure should have been measured
separately in the present study, or 3) Other sensory inputs such as those from vestibular sensors or cardio-
pulmonary mechanoreceptors (Ref. Equation Pand Figure 15) plcy a significant role in the response of vascu-
lar mechanisms to whole body acceleration stress.

An interesting feature was noted in the frequency-dependence of the mean systemic resistance level
(Figures 9 and 14) during whole body acceleration. In both the nonblocked and blocked tests there was an
overall mean system pressor response at frequencies below 0.04 Hz, with an apparent rElaxation of this res-
ponse at higher frequencies. For the nonblocked tests this trend in ER mean would probably be attributed to
the "baroreceptor rectification" phenomenon reported by Scher and Young (14) and others (8.17,18,30). How-
ever, since this effect was also seen in the blockaded tests, several possibilities arise: 1) the phenomenon
is due to nonneural, passive or autoregulatory influences or 2) it is a *baroreceptor-rectification" effect
which activates mechanisms that are not adrenergic or cholinergic in nature.

C. Cardiac Control

While the responses of the cardiac mechanisms (heart rate and stroke flow) were treated individually in
the presentation of results and modeling, several important points are illustrated in the overall cardiac out-
put response (Figure 10). Comparing nonblocked AP and AF phase (Figures 6 and 10), it can be seen that below
0.02 Hz, AF is decreasing at the same time AP is decreasing (i.e., they are roughly in phase), so that cardiac
output does not augment or assist ER mechanisms in controlling aortic pressure for this frequency range.
This indicates that for frequencies below 0.02 Hz, changes in systemic resistance are the major contributing
factor to the minimization of acceleration-induced pressure changes (Figure 6). For frequencies between 0.04
and 0.10 Hz this situation is apparently reversed. Comparing Figures 6,9, and 10 it can be seen that, within
this range, AF and AP are approximately 180" out of phase while ER and AP are in phase, indicating that the
AF response is acting to counter changes in AP while the ER response is augmenting AP. Consequently, for
frequencies from 0.04 to 0.10 Hz, arterial pressure regulation is achieved principally by changes in cardiac
output. Between 0.02 And 0.04 Hz, where some degree of reflexive barostatic regulation is also seen, both
cardiac output and voscular resistance changes presumably are contributing factors. Because previous investi-
gators have not looked at integrated baroreflex control, this type of interaction betwen cardiac and vascular
mechanisms has not bnen reported in the past.

Another feature of the overall cardiac output response to note in Figure 10 is the tendency of AF mean
to increase with frequency above 0.05 Hz, in both the nonblocked and blocked states, as compared to low fre-
quency levels. This response could be caused by either, or both, of the following: 1) decreased left ventri-
cular output impedance (decrease in FR mean, Figure 9) or 2) air increase in the relative level of veno-
constriction (increased DRVP mean, Figure 8). The net effect of the response of ER mean and AF mean is a
roughly constant level of AP mean *(Figure 6) throughout the entire frequency range from 0.008 to 0.25 Hz.

Although baroreceptor control of heart rate Is well recognized, only in the work of Scher et al, (15)
has an attempt been made to quantify the dynamic frequency response of this control, in terms of gain and
phase characteristics, with arterial pressure as the input variable. By periodic inflation of a cuff occluder
on the ascending aortic arch, Scher et al. generated oscillatory intravascular arterial pressure changes
(presumably at both the arch and carotid baroreceptors) in unanesthetized canines. Oscillatory reflex changes
in heart interval were measured and the following gain and phase values reported: 0.027 sec/mmHg and 00 at
0.06 Hz, 0.026 sec/mmHg and 20" at 0.14 Hz, and 0.017 sec/mmHg and 400 at 0.25 Hz. NotIng that heat rate
rather than heart interval was measured in the present study, and allowing for an approximate 1800 phase
shift in the conversion from one to other, it can be seen that the data of Scher et al. is qualitatively simi-
lar to the present results (Figure 16), i.e. there is a progressive decrease of gain and increase in phase
lag from 0.06 to 0.25 Hz. For the range of frequencies examined in the present study (0.008-0.25 Hz), the
relative HR response to AP as the input varidble (Equation 6) could be accounted for with a proportional-
plus-derivative sensitive, critically-damped second-order controller with time log. This model yielded a good
fit to both the amplitude and phase data, with some inaccuracy of the predicted amplitude below 0.02 Hz. The
modeled input/output time lag of 0.626 sec, is well within the 0.4-1.2 sec delay range reported previously
(6,14) for heart rate response to step changes in carotid sinus pressure.
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"Results of the present study also indicate that during whole body acceleration loadings, changes in
stroke flow are influenced primarily by changes in heart rate (HR) and right heart filling pressure (DRVP).
Coomaring ORVP response in Figure 8 and blocked SF response In Figure 12, it can be seen that while DRVP
amplitude and phase, and'SF aimplitude are roughly constant throughout the frequency range from 0.008 to 0.25
Hz, SF phase exhibits a progressive phase lag at higher frequencies. This was modeled as a simple propor-
tional-gain plus time-lag response, in Equation 6. The derived time lag of 2.18 sec is in good agreement
with the right-to-left heart lag of at least three cardiac cycles reported by Franklin et al. (31) for a
.rapid right atrial injection of saline. Assuming that there is a comparable quantitative relationship between
DRVP changes and SF, and changes in left heart filling pressure and stroke volume, it can be noted that the
derived gain of roughly 0.12 (ml/b)/mmHg from Equation 6 is in the low range of values 0.12-0.36 (ml/b)/rmHg
reported by Scher et al. (45) for stroke volume changes caused by changes in left ventricular filling pres-
sure. Looking next at the nonblocked SF response (Figure 12), it can be seen that the nonblocked SF ampli-
tudes are considerably larger than for the blocked case, while there is little difference in the phase angle
responses. A comparison of nonblocked SF phase with nonblocked HR phase (Figure 11) indicates an approximate
1800 phase difference for most of the frequency range from 0.008 to 0.25 Hz. Considering this phase differ-
ence, and noting the reciprocal relationship between changes in heart rate and stroke volume, the difference
between nonblocked and blocked SF amplitude can be attributed to the influence of HR oscillations in the
nonblocked state.

"CONCLUSIONS

A number of general conclusions may be drawn from the results of the present study:

1. Sinusoidal whole body spinal-axis acceleration is a suitable noninvasive stimulus for the study,
evaluation and quantification of dynamic integrated barostatic cardiovascular regulation, using
classical Systems Analysis techniques. This is primarily because oscillatory intravascular pressure
disturbances, produced by sinusoidal whole body acceleration, elicit significant oscillatory
responses from the major cardiac and vascular barostatic control mechanisms, thus enabling the use
of "describing function" analysis to quantitatively represent the frequency response characteristics
of these mechanisms.

2. The dynamic (oscillatory) frequency response of the major neurally-mediated baroreflex mechanisms
is limited primarily to the frequency range below 0.25 Hz.

3. During whole body acceleration a significant degree of effective dynamic barostatic regulation is
achieved only at frequencies below 0.1 Hz.

4. The ability of the "closed loop", integrated baroreflex system to minimize or counteract accelera-
tion-induced arterial blood pressure changes is less than would be predicted from previous studies
of the "open loop" baroreceptor/arterial pressure response.

S. Effective barostatic regulation below 0.02 Hz is achieved principally through reflex action of
systemic vascular mechanisms, through combined action of cardiac and vascular mechanisms from
0.02 toO.04 Hz, and principally via the cardiac mechanisms from 0.04 to 0.10 Hz.

6. The frequency response characteristics of the systemic vascular mechanisms cannot be accounted for
with a simple first or second-order control model, with aortic arch pressure as the input.

7. The low frequency dynamics of heart rate control can be satisfactorily modeled as a proportional-
plus-derivative sensitive, critically-damped second order time lag response, using aortic arch
pressure as the input variable.

8. Stroke flow is passively controlled, primarily through changes in right heart filling pressure
(venous return) and heart rate, rather than by direct neural factors or changes in arterial output
impedance (aortic pressure).
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oDISCUSSION

DR.- HI. VON GIERKE (USA)

What are the next steps you plan in your research?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

We try to put relevance to some or the terms we come up with In these trani'er
forms. We are, for example, trying to add instrumentation to our chronically
instrumented animal preparation such that we can measure, say the difference
between the carotid sinus pressure and the aortic heart pressure in order to look
at those two' sensors in the cardiovascular system and to further add terms In

.these transfer forms.I
DR. H. VON GIERKE (USA)

I How about applying it to the human? Or do you leave this to the next speaker?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

Well, yes and no. 'We would be very interested in obtaining any data from human
experiments, especially heart rate response. Then, we could compare these data to
the'animal data and the whole idea of using a chronically instrumented animal
could be validated,, We could go from the heart rate information to some of the
mechanisms that'might be responsible for these responses. So we sure would like
to be able to fly subjects through all kinds of maneuvers and get heart rate
responses. But that's not necessary, we could use regular air combat type maneuv-
ers as well.

DR. K. GILLINOHAM (USA)

I am very gratified tc see the material that you have presented. I am also
going to take you up on your offer to take bushel baskets full of heart rate data
that we have collected over the past several years on human subjects on the
centrifuge.. I hope you come over with a large luggage allowance and take some of
the material from us.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

Thank you Dr. Gillingham. I guess I can thank Dr. von Gierke for getting me into
some more trouble.

I

i 1

Si
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MATfE4•ATICAL MODELING OF ARTERIAL OXYGEN SATURATION AND EYE-LEVEL BLOOD PRESSURE DURING +GZ STRESS

Kent K_ Gillingham, M.D., Ph.D., and Richard C. McNee
Biodynamics Branch, Crew Technology Division, and Advanced Analysis Branch, Biometrics Division

USAF School of Aerospare Medicine, Brooks AFB, TX 78235
USA

Mathematical descriptions of the dynamics of human arterial oxygen saturation (Sa02) and eye-level
arterial blood pressure (ELBP) under conditions of varying +Gz stress were obtained b) Fourier analysis.
Simulated aerial combat maneuvering (SACM) G-stress profiles and the resulting physiologic responses to
the G stress provided input-output data from which transfer functions were derived. Ensemble averaging
of single-run transfer functions generated enhanced cipirical C-to-SaO2 and G-to-ELBP transfer functions,
which were approximated by various synthetic functions. Examination of predictive abilities of the
empirical and synthetic transfer functions was accomplished uy comparison of predicted and mean actual
responses to SACM and non-SACM G-stress profiles.

Introduction

Physiologist; are inclined to describe physiologic responses to stress by means of tables and
graphs, whereas concise mathematical expressions are traditionally employed by engineers. This is
because physiologists and engineers are educated in separate disciplines and function largely independ-
ently of one another, and the language barrier resulting from the lack of interaction prevents full
appreciation by the one for the utility and limitations of the other's methods. To the engineer, the use
of Fourier analysis to find a mathematical relation between a perturbation and the resulting response of
a physiologic system seems a straightforward approach, compromised mainly by the notorious nonlinearities
and nonstationaritles of such systems. To the physiologist, however, the tried-but-true approach of
tediously cataloguing each type of response to a variety of perturbations satisfies convention, and
avoids the rigors of complex mathematical manipulation. The relative merit of the former approach
becomes apparent when the obtained description of the behavior of the physiologic system must be used;
i.e., when predictions of its responses to an infinitely variable set of perturbations must be made, and
when the function of the system must be communicated efficiently and in a form compatible with other
components of a larger model.

Our renewed interest in describing the physiologic response to G stress has come about as a result
of the almost incredible maneuverability of the latest generation of fighter aircraft, which can readily
challenge a pilot's ability to maintain vision and consciousness during aerial combat. A sound, quan-
titative understanding of the physiologic mechanisms of G stress and G tolerance is certainly a de-
sirable foundation upon which to develop G-protective strategies. The post hoc analysis of the arterial
oxygen-saturation (Sa02) response to G stress in antl-G suited, straining subjects riding the USAFSAM
Human Centrifuge was our initial attempt to apply Fourier analysis to G-stress data (3). The moderate
success of this venture encouraged the undprtaking of another study, specifically designed for Fourier
analytic techniques, in which a description of the eye-level arterial blood-pressure (ELBP) response to
G stress in relaxed humans was sought (4). The procedures employed and the results obtained in these
two studies will be recounted briefly.

G-to-Sa02 Transfer Function

Inspection of a typical time-domain display of the G-stress forcing function and ear-oximeter Sa02
response in the data collected by Burton, et al (1) (Fig. 1) suggested that sufficient spectral -richness
might be present in the simulated aerial combat maneuvering (SACM) G-stress profile to obtain a useful
transfer function. To test this idea, the Fourier transform of the output SaO2 response was divided by
the Fourier transform of the input G stress to obtain the G-to-Sa02 transfer function, H(f), which was
inspected for signs of mathematical shapeliness underlying the random-noise irregularities. Observing
what appeared to be a kernel of true form in the transfer function, we multiplied it by the Fourier
transform of a different input S stress for which we had response data, and compared the inverse trans-
form of the product--predicted Sa02 response--with the actual Sa02 response. Fig. 2 shows how the
predicted response to a 60-sec, 6-G pulse was similar to, and at least as well behaved as, the actual
Sa02 response. We then obtained a G-to-Sa02 transfer function with an improved signal-to-noise ratio by
ensemble averaging the 12 Individual transfer functions from the runs of four different subjects riding
the same SACM G profile at three different seatback angles (23%, 280 and 40°) (Fig. 3 and Table I). By
multiplying this average transfer function, R(f), by the transform of the 60-see, 6-G pulse, and inverse
transforming the product into the time domain, the predicted mean response to the G pulse was generated.
The predicted mean response and the actual mean response again showed encouraging similarities (Fig.
4.). The early rise in saturation, the subsequent gradual fall, the bottoming out of the response, a
short-lived dip in saturation at the offset of acceleration, and che less-than-instantaneous return to
normal saturation were evident in both the predicted and actual responses, although the correlation
during the recovery phase was admittedly imperfect.

The voluntary informed consent of the subjects used in this research was obtained in accordance
with AFR 80-33. The research reported in this paper was conducted by personnel of the Crew Technology
and Biometrics Divisions, USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, Aerospace Medical Division, AFSC, United

- - States Air Force, Brooks AFB, TX.
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Fig. 3. Ensemble-averaged, 4-subject, 12-run Fig. 4. Predicted mean SaOZ response (above)
transfer function for SaO2 respottse to G stress. and actual mean response (middle) to 6-G

pulse (below) of 4 subjects run at 3 differ-
ent seatback angles.

The next task was to determine the mathematical form of the average transfer function. Not having
ready access at that time to d method for determining unknown frequency-domain parameters of a transfer
function, we elected to shape an impulse response (the inverse Fourier transform of a transfer function)
by trial-and-error manipulation until Its frequency-domain equivalent seemed to match the average trans-
fer function derived empirically. The average impulse response, Fit) [the transform of 9(f)], provided
a starting point for the process of synthesizing the desired impulse response. By successively trun-
cating ff(f) to eliminate high-frequency noise from K(t), we were able to discern an early positive wave
peaking at about 2 ser, followed by a negative-going, oscillating, negative-exponential recovery wave
with a time constant of approximately half a minute. The synthetic impulse response finally derived,
and its frequency-domain equivalent, are shown in Fig. 5. Mathematically, the synthetic impulse re-
sponse is described thus:

SaO2 = 0, t < 1.17

= 100, 1.17 < t < 1.95

= 0, ;.95 < t < 4.69

- -19.5 exp[-(t-4.69)/37.5], t , 4.69

where SaO2 is arterial oxygen saturation in %, and t is time in seconds. The reasonable performance of
the transfer function obtained by trial-and-error impulse-response shaping catt be seen in Figs. 6 and 7.
In Fig. 6, the actual mean SaO2 response to the SA4C G stress is compared with the response predicted by
the synth~etic transfer functfon. In Fig. 7, the predicted response to the 6-G pulse based on the em-
pirically determined average transfer function is coared w•th the predicted response based on the
synthetic trsnsfer function.

It was not surprising that the synthetic impulse response took the form that it did. The negative-
exponential recovery portion of the lipulse response of the G-to-SaO2 system indicates that the dynamics
of lung tissue under G stress are those of a first-order system, wherein the rate of restoration of the
anatomic relations In the lun4--and, therefore, the rate of restoration of SaO2--is proportional to the
remaining amount of G-induced distortion. The negative direction of the SaO2 displacement during the
negative-exponential recovery signifies that, in general, an increase in acceleratory stress results in
a decrease in oxygen satiration. The 4.69-sec delay before the onset of +he desaturatlon in the syn-
thetic impulse response represents the circulation time between the lungs and the ear oximeter during G
stress. The early positive spike in the impulse response describes the anticipatory rise in saturation
that most subjects exhibited at the time the G-stress began to change to a higher level. This effect
probably resulted from hyperventilation and/or hyperarterialization of the ear occurring In conjunction
with the straining maneuver begun several seconds in advance of the increase in G load. The peak of the
spike at 1.56 sec in the impulse response suggests that the straining actually began about 3 sec in
advance of the increase in G stress, since a 4.69-sec delay in the overall response was evident as
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Further manipulation of the synthetic impulse response would have further improved the quality of
the predictions; but the goal of obtaining reasonable predictive performance from simple mathematical
expressions, based on the data available, was accorplished to our satisfaction.* The successful use of
Fourier analysis in obtaining a mathematical description of a dynamic physiologic function was demon-
strated by the development of the G to-SaO2 transfer function. This method was, therefore, employed
again--this time under experimental zonditions designed specifically for Fourier analysis--in an attempt
to describe in simple terms the dynamics of the human eye-level arterial blood-pressure response to G
stress.

G-to-ELBP Transfer Function

Three hedithy, male, 24, 25 and 26 year-old volunteer mefibers of the ISAFSAM Acceleration Stress
Panel provided the data reportcd herein. The left radial artery of each wds cannuloted with a 5-cm, 18-
gauge catheter; saline-filled, noncompliant tubing connected the arterial catheter to a Statham P37
pressure transducer mounted on a headband at eye level. The output voltage of the pressure transducer,
corresponding to instantaneous eve-level blood pressure, was recorded on magnetic tape. Subjects were
exposed in a seated (13' seatbaci. angle), relaxed condition--without benefit of anti-G suit or straining
maneuver- to three different categories of +Gz stress on the centrifuge: 1) gradual-onset runs (GORs),
in which the G load increased linearly with time at tie rate of 0.067 G/sec; I) rapid-onset runs (ROl1s),
in which the G load rose at 1.0 G/sec to a predetermined level and remained at that level for either 15
sec or I min; and 3) simulated aerial combat maneuvers (SACMs), in which G loads were applied in a
varying manner over a i00-sec period. The SACM G-stress profiles were of eight diflernt shapes, each
profile having been produced by a random function generator with bandwidth set to ratch the capabilities
of the USAFSAM lifman Centrifuge; some profiles were augmented or clipped, as neces!.ar3,y to challenge the
subjects' visual functioning without rendering them unconscious. Subjects were instructed to relax
completely during all test runs, and to release a hand-held enabliig switch--thus terninating the i-un--

*Once an efficient comreter-based means of estimating transfer function parameters became available (6),
several analytic forms were fitted to the first 23 frequencies of the 12-run average empirical G-to-Sa02
transfer function. The four-pa-anwter function,

H(s) -3.87 1 + 7.20s e-8.46s

where s - j2:if, seenmed to provide as good a fit as could be expected. Examination of the predictive
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whenever they experienced the visual endpoint, which consisted of total 'oss of peripheral vision plus
significant deteriorition uf central vision. Each subject was exposed tU the following: one GOR to
visual endpoint; three to five 15-sec RORs, the final one eliciting the 'isual endpoint; at least one
60-sec ROR; and four to 11 SACMs, several of which elicited the visual endpoint in Lwo of the three
subjects.

To convert the instantaneous blood-pressure signal to mean blood pressure, and to prevent spectral
aliasing of the Fourier transformed data, both input and output signals were low-pass filtered (3 dB at
0.5 Hz). The paired input and output waveforms were sampled 256 times during the 200-sec analysis
period, T; the spectra obtained, therefore, had a maximum frequency of 0.64 Hz [fma (2 At)-I] and a
freqt'ncy resolution of 5.0 mHz (tM = I/T). As the transient time-domain signals of interest began and
ere2u well within the 200-sec analysis period, a rectangular time window was used. The transfer func-
tior brcweer. a G-stress input and blood-pressure output was obtained by dividing the Fourier transform
of thif output by that of the input. ?y ensemble averaging transter functions obtained from single
innrr-outpv.: pairs, a iepn transfer function derived from all pertinent data in a data set (e.g., all
r-.ijnses t3 one type o- s -stress profilej was readily obtained. Spectral inconsistencies ¶noise) were
appreciably reduced by this process. The mean transfer function ohtained by ensemble-averaging the
trcnsfer fuictions fris, týie 23 completed or aborted SACMs was examined most thoroughly and with the
greatest expectatuins (Ft. 8), In this rean, empirically determined, transfer function a resonance
peak was seen at 60 mHz, a phcse crossover occurred at between 40 and 45 mniz, and a local maximum in the
phase characteristic w;- 'rtiiceable at 25 nil. In addition, a 4-dB/octave decline in magnitude could be
estimated for frequencies jeyond the resonance. Above 200 mniz no useful information appeared in the
frequency response curre, as input power associated with the SfCM G-force profiles was virtually non-
existent above this freq.•ency. The first 40 terms of the 23-run mean transfer function are given in
Table II.

Having obtained the empirical transfer function relating eye-level blood pressure to G stress from
the ensemble average of the SACM-generated transfer functions, we looked for several mathematically well
behaved substitutes fur the empirical transfer function. The analytic transfer functions sought were of
three forms: I) single-zero, double-pole; 2) double-zero, double-pole; and 3) single-zero, double-pole
with a delayor. Parameter estimates were obtained for each analytic form by minimizing the weighted sum
of the squared error of the fit of real and imaginary terms of the analytic form to the first 40 fre-
quencies of the empirical transfer function. The weight osed at each frequency was inversely propor-
tional to the variance of the data comprising the empirical function at that frequency.± Marquardt's
algorithm, combining the Taylor series expansion and negative gradient methods, was used in the com-
putations (6). The lowest standard error of estimate, and thus the best fit, was exhibited by the
double-zero, double-pole transfer function,

H(s) -18.3 1 + 7.18s +4.39S2
1 + 3.99s +7.93s2

where s is the conventional complex frequency variable, j211f. This transfer function is graphed in 5-mHz
increments in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 8. Mean G-to-ELBP transfer function for Fig. 9. Double-zero, double-pole transfer func-
23 SACM G-stress runs on 3 subjects. Each run tion fitted to empirical transfer function in
was given equal weight In the averaging. Fig. 8.

t After reconsidering our assurptions of stochastic independence of the real and imaginary terms of
empirical transfer-function data points, we decided that parameter estimates based on equal weights,
rather than on weights inversely proportional to the variance of the data, would actually be more ap-
propriate, When equal weights were used in fitting the analytic forms to the empirical G-to-ELBP data,
the best fitting double-zero, double-pole transfer function was

H(s) - -19.0 1 + 6.89s + 4.84s2
1 + 3.89s + 8.07s'

The predictive performance of this transfer function should be similar to that of the other double-zero,
double-pole function reported above, as the corresponding parameters are quite similar.
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Predictions of eye-level blood-pressure responses to GOR. ROR, and SACN G stress, based on the
empirical and various analytic transfer functions, were compared with the mean actual responses to the
same G-stress inputs (Figs. 10 !1). Such comparisons gave visual evidence of the relative merits of each
of the transfer functions being studied. A particularly rimrous test of the predictive abilities of
the various transfer functions was the 60-sec ROR G profile (Fig. 12). since subtle differences in the
responses were accentuated by the long, straight lines of the forcing function. The mean actual response
to ROR G stress showed a number of characteristics coinciding with expectations based on prior experience:
1) an anticipatory rise in blood pressure prior to onset of G stress; 2) a rapid fall in pressure at
onset of C stress; 3) a partial recovery of pressure several seconds after the G load had stabilized; 4)
a secondary graduai decline in pressure following the peak of the partial recovery; 5) a rapid rise in
pressire at the offset of G stress; 6) an overshoot in pressure coincident with termination of the G
load; and 7) a small undershoot immediately following the terminal overshoot. Whereas the empirical and
analytic transfer functions all predicted the pressure drop at onset, pressure rise at offset, partial
recovery at stabilization, and overshoot at termination of G stress, they met with varying degrees of
success Inr predictiag other components of the waveform. Not one recreated the anticipatory rise in eye-
level blood pressure. Only the empirical transfer function predicted the gradual decline in pressure
during the constant G stress, and only the empirical provided a noticeable undershoot following the
terminal overshoot.
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The inverse Fourier transform of the complete empirical transfer function was too corrupted by high-
frequency noise for a meaningful impulse response to be recognized, and inverse transforms of truncated
versions of the empirical transfer function were somewhat distorted by Gibbs' phenomenon. The inverse
transforms of the analytic transfer functions, however, appeared as reasonab!e impulse responses. Fig.
14 is the impulse response corresponding tu the double-zero, double-pole transfer function. The initial
negative-going blood-pressure response is readily apparent, as is the zero-line crossing at 4 sec and the
subsequent rebound peak at 7 sec. One may infer from the characteristics of the impulse response that
the ELBP requires on the order of five seconds to recover from +Gz stress of rapid onset; this is, in
fact, the actual behavior of the system.
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Fig. 14. Inverse Fourier transform (im-
pulse response) of double-zero, double-pole
transfer function.

Despite the aforementioned limitations of using linear systems analysis techniques on a physiologic
system, the blood-pressure control system was tractable to Fourier analysis: well behaved frequency-
response functions could be recognized and substantial predictive ability of derived transfer functions
could be demonstrated. With regard to selection of the most appropriate transfer function, the first 40
terms oe the empirical transfer function would be the logical choice if one requires greatest predictive
accuracy and closest ties to experimental data. If concise mathematical expression is of greater
importance, the double-zero, double-pole transfer function should be sufficient. A discussion of the
contributions of the various components of the blood-pressure control system to the form of the G-to-
ELBP transfer function is presented elsewhere (4); but the experimental evidence cited suggests that the
cobined transfer function, incorporating the elastic and inertial elements, the vestibulocerebellar
pathway, and the baroceptor feedback loop, contains at least one zero and two or more poles at frequen-
cies oelow 1.0 Hz. Of particular significance is the evidence of Knapp, et al. (5), who obtained G-to-
blood-pressure transfer characteristics for dogs exposed to !2 Gz sinusoidal stress at frequencies below
1.5 Hz, and essentially corroborated our findings in humans.

Conclusion

Data relatinq SaO? response to G stress in anti-G-suited, straining subjects, and data relating
EL8P response to G stress in unprotected, relaxed subjects, have been presented in mathematical form as
transfer functions developed by means of Fourier analysis. The primary purpose for obtaining these
mathematical descriptions was to aid in the development of a model of an aircreiwmember's physiologic
processes during high-G aerial combat maneuvering, in the hope that inferences could be made about his
safety and performance in the high-G environment. Further development of such a model is currently
being undertaken by Collins, et al. (2).
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TABLE I. EMPIRICAL G-TO-SaO 2 TRANSFER FUNCTION--

MEAN OF 12 SACM RUNS ON 4 SUBJECTS

Frequency Magnicude Phase
(mHz) (%/G) (degrees)

5 1.65 118.95
10 2.60 92.13
15 0.56 150.72
20 0.47 98.50
25 0.76 30.32
30 0.37 -95.63
35 C.57 27 96
40 0.88 15.83
45 0.73 0.99
50 1.01 -18.28
55 1.08 -31.09
60 1.50 -19.97
65 1.46 -47.25
70 0.81 -64.25
75 0.89 -49.67
80 0.73 -84.05
85 n.89 -107.84
90 1.79 -133.80
95 0.96 -41.67

100 0.67 -99.74
105 0.84 -128.21
110 0.42 -97.78
115 0.56 -23.30
120 3.34 37.59

TABLE I1. EMPIRICAL G-TO-BLOOD-PRESSURE TRANSFER
FUNCTION--MEAN OF 23 SACM RUNS ON 3 SUBJECTS

Frequency Magnitude Phase
(MHz) (- Hg/G) (degrees)

5 18.2 178.7
10 18.2 -169.3
15 20.3 -168.6
20 25.1 -163.0
25 29.4 -161.1
30 25.8 -174.2
35 33.6 -174.9
40 33.8 -174.4
45 25.8 178.0
50 32.8 163.9
55 34.1 176.0
60 37.4 174.1
65 35.6 167.8
70 33.1 156.4
75 31.3 154.2
80 30.1 154.1
85 27.4 159.3
90 29.3 149.0
95 26.7 139.2

100 25.6 145.1
105 24.2 152.0
110 31.3 135.0
115 28.5 163.7
120 21.5 143.4
125 18.7 138.9
130 15.4 133.1
135 15.3 170.3
140 18.9 159.9
145 21.4 149.3
150 23.1 151.3
155 27.6 155.3
160 27.1 143.2
165 17.2 144.5
17( 18.7 118.9
1/5 20.0 156.8
180 22.6 134.9
18M 12.9 142.3
190 23.8 149.3
195 16.0 138.1
200 16.6 160.7
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SUMIBARY

In this study a mathematical method to determine the response of the blood vessels to transient and
surtained acceleration forces is presented. The method is based on coupling of the Navier-Stofros equations
fcr blood flow and the large elastic deformation theory for the deformation of the blood vessels, and
solving them numerically under the appropriate initial and boundary conditions. A mathematical reasoning
to neglect the effect of acceleration on microcircelation per so is given. However, microcirculation is
indirectly affected by acceleration forces which tend to pool blood and bring about pressure changes in
large vessels. Aortic pressures are calculated for examples of monotonically increasing and transient -G
acceleration profiles, and one of the solutions is compared with an available, experimentally measured
pressure from an animal experiment. In the absence of proper physiological scaling laws, the qualitative
agreement between the theory and experiment is satisfactory.

INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in spacecraft and high performance aircraft have resulted in the exposure of the
human body to the hazards of high accelerations beyond tolerance levels. In addition to injury to various
parts of the body, cardiac insufficiency and the consequent physiological malfunctions such as headache,
abdominal pain, change in heart rate, chest pain, loss of vision and hemorrhage are some of the manifesta-
tions of acceleration trauma. The knowledge of the response of the cardiovascular system to acceleration
stress is essential to the development of protective devices which are designed to increase acceleration
tolerance by the human body during aircraft and spacecraft maneuvers. The objective of the present in-
vestigation is to understand the response of the blood vessels to transient and sustained aerospAce accel-
eration profiles.

Since it is impossible to actually subject the human body to abnormal high accelerations without in-
flicting an injury, the response of the vascular system to transient and sustained accelerations is investi-
gated mathematic&lly. Theoretical analyses are extremely helpful for evaluating the relative injury
potential for various acceleration functions, in guiding experimental investigations, and in developing
and understanding protective measures. Mathematical procedures also provide the basis for establishing
precise dynamic and physiological scaling laws needed to trarslate experimental data obtained with various
species into meaningful results for humans.

In recent years, numerous mathematical investigations of arterial dynamics have appeared in the
scientific literature. Womersley (11 and Noordergraaf 121 have presented a mathematical analysis of blood
flow through arteries by using a lumped parameter model. Taylor [31, Kenner 141, Attinger et. al. j5J used
distributed parameter models to analyze pressure-flow relationships in arteries and veins. Several articles
related to blood flow in arteries have appeared in the book by McDonald [61. An elastic tube theory of
blood flow has been treated by Lambert [71 and Skalak and Stathis [81. Kivity and Collins 191 presented
a viscoelastic tube model for aortic rupture under decalerative forces. Rudinger [101 studied the effect
of shock waves on mathematical models of aorta for batter understanding of the behavior of the actual aorta.

To understand the blood flow characteristics in the arterial systea, the knowledge of the material
properties of the arterial wall is essential. Bergel (111, Fung [121, Demiray and Vito (131 have utilized
mathematical models of the constitutive properties of the arterial tissue to determine the stresses in the
arterial walls. In the present study, the strain energy function given by Demiray and Vito (131 for an
arterial wall specimen has been used in determining the aortic pressure that is caipatible with large de-
formation of the aorta and the associated flow under acceleration stress.

The present study also considers the effect of acceleration on the microcirculation. 14icrocirculation
under normal conditions was investigated by Prothero and Burton 1141, Whitmora [151, Gross and Aroesty (161,
Gross and Intaglietta [173, Skalak [18 and lung [t19 who presented various theories of flow in the capil-
lary bed connecting the arteries and veins.

Several experimental investigations on the effects of acceleration stress on the human body have been
performed at the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine at Brooks Air Force Base, Texas. Burton [203 subjected
miniature swine to G, acceleration to study its effects on the organism and extrapolated the results to
human beings. Parkhurst, et. al. [21) conducted experiments on human tolerance to hJgh +G, forces.
Leverett, et. aI. (221 investigated the physiologic response to high sustained acceleration stress. Peter-
son, at. al. [233 studied the cardiovascular responses during and followiun exposure to +GZ forces in
chronically instrumented anesthetized dogs. Burton and MacKenzie (243 determined the ex':ent of heart
pathology as a function of acceleration stress.
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MATHEMATICAL FORMUIATICr

A. Equations of Fluid Notion

The geometry of the elastic tube containing .lood in motion is shown in Fig. 1. Let r, 0, z be
the cylindrical polar coordinates and let u, v, ind w be the velocity components in the corresponding
directions. Assuming axial symmetry in flow and tube deformation, the Navier-Stokes equations for the
flow of blood can be written as:

Du u 3u + u . I l2E + % [a+u 1 au alu u1
Tt 7r _3z T Dr )1r- r 3r az

2  
_r7

3w w w . 1 FI + 
2
w 1 aw a

2
w +

rt Tr 3VZ +0 32 j g(t) (2)

where 1 is the pressure, v is the kinematic viscosity, p0 is density of blood and g(t) is the body force
per .nit mass caused by the acceleration. The continuity equation is

3)_U u aw 0(3)

Tr r Tz-
The above equations are nondimensionalized using a typical length, RO, which is the initial (undeformed)
radius of the aorta, and U, the average velocity of blood in the aorta. Introducing the new quantities

t* . -tU re . 1. ='. .L w =w

R UR 
(4)

U7 -p* Re

Up.

the equations oi wotion and the continuity equation in terms of the newly defined variables become

3u+ aU"* + *3we _ + 1 3
2u. +1 u* u u (5)

at~ 3 3z 3 + j*3* + I' aw+ 3z2w* 2

a +* + u. + we a:, +. [+ g* (t) (6)

U* 3w*u* + + =0(7)

Deleting the "stars" for simplicity, the governing equations in the dimensionmlas form will become

au + au + w ? L (au I au au2 u(8)

at Tr at ar Re U Wr '~5 7Ia-• + U a +v w-• +• 1 32 + Ia + . + g(t) (9)

au + + aw 0  (10)
3r ras

The boundary and initial conditions are

dR1
u - - at r - R t >_0

w - 0 at r - 1 t >.0 (11)

w-I at s-0 t>0

where % is the inside radius of the blood vessel in the deformed state.

B. Dluatlons of Noeion for Thin-welled Elastic ftbet

The theory of large elastic deformations is utilizod to describe the time-dependent deformation
of the blood vesuels. In view of the puhlished results on blood pooling asS the ccnsequent cardiac in-
sufficiency, the application of large deformation theory appears necessary. Dmirey and Vito [11] have
previously used this theory to calculate the deformation of artwries.

The undeformed and deformed cylindrical tubes are shown in Fig. 2. Lot r,9, a represent a point in
the wall of the undeformod tube, end R, 0, a in the deformed tube. r , r &re inside and outside radii,
respectively, of the undeformed tube, and X , At those of the defol.m. tuje. AMial stretch of the tube is

neglected because of tethering caused by thQ rnjroundinq tissue. Assuming the material of the blood vessels

to be htoKMeneoUe inoompressible, and ieotropic, the strees at any point m be written eaIs

Ili . gi i 4,3 +rnGl (12)

/ -
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ij ij ir js
where * - 2(W0/)I). a 2CJW/31 2 ), B - 1 19 - g g 

0
Grs P is a scalar function which represents a

hydrostatic pressure, W is the strain energy function, II and 12 are the strain invariants, and g , 9ij,
G TJ and Gij are the contravariant and covenrant metric tensors (25, 261. The indices i and j take the

values 1, 2, and 3. The equations of motion are given by:

SiJjj i + -wI P wf1 (13)

where 11 denotes covariant differentiation, Pw is the density of the vessel wall, F is the body force, and
f is the acceleration. Let us neglect the body force on the vessel wall in comparison to its effect on
the fluid flowing in the cylindrical tube. Performing the covariant differ ,ntiation on the remaininq part

of the equation of motion we get

iiT j, i + r i i Tri + r iir it - owlj 114)

where r'jk represent the Christoffel symbols of the second kind [25, 26).

It has been shown that for a biomaterial, a reasonable strain energy function as shown in (131

is

W " - ] (15)

in which a and 8 are material constants. Defining the circumferential stretch ratio A - A/r, the stresses
in the r, 0, s directions can be expressed as

r
t

X *8(1+ -) e (16)

R
2

T
2 2 

. P + 4 (I + A
2

) ((17)

T3I +X2 a(1 2 -3) (18)

Substitution of the above equations and the appropriate Christoffel symbols in Eq. (14) gives the equetion

of motion in the form

.21 [1 -13) 12 112-3) 1 2

OU L JXT 23 ir~ pw 3t2 (19)

The incompressibility condition leads to:

gR2 - R12 . r2 - r1
2  

(20)

and

32 (da' 2 + dR 2 A d
2
R

•2( %) + a- d 1)1)

With Pl P 2 denoting the pressure on the inside and outside wall, respectively, of the blood vessel, the

use of the boundary conditions, r01 . -p It) at R - AI and ri 1 - -p 2 (t) at R - R2 , substituting Eq. (21)
into Eq. (19) and integrating yields

d
2

RfI R2 RdR1  2 n 2  ( K2pilt) -p'71t) - Pw.• - - In. - + (:- d •02w In + (- -•
-pw t1 - R dt R' 

0
w 1  2 R- -1 )J

A
1
2 I+12 i(A2 + i- 2) 122)

Xt must be recognized that the relationship 1 2 - I + 12 + I/A
2 

has been used to obtain Eq. (22).

The following dimensionless quantities are introduced into &q. (22)j

?* ?2 tU !, , t 3*. 0 w (23)TO R, I"o "2":o' t" R poo w -p
Then the equation of motion in the radial direction becomes

d2 3, 2*I _)2(I '12 +12 I R*
(p 1*-p'2 ) , .* ,: ln (i,) .0# (Ri d J., ln -R )]

- A l+A2 *(A
2  

+ I/A
2  

- 2)dX 

(24)

if the "stare" arm dropped for convenience*, Eq. (24) can be written set

L.
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Pd
2

R InR 2 dR, 2 r 2R jR Z 1

()- P2(t) -w RI ' dt- T, In R I Ij7 1 ln+j -,
A 2 ÷ 12 I(A2 + 1/A2 - 2) (25)

- 0 f e dl

The initial conditions are:
At time t = to, R, . R , dR /Ilt - u, radial velocity of fluid.

C. Effect of Acceleration on Microcirculation

The blood vessels of microcirculation are extraordinarily small, and their typical dimensions

are of the order of microns. Under normal circumstances, the velocity of the blood in the microcirculation

is I mm/sec and the Reynolds number is of the order 0(103 ), which is sufficiently small so that the Stokes

flow approximations are applicable. Neglecting the inertial effects and assuming that the stream lines

are nearly parallel, the dimensionless equation of fluid motion in the ahial (z) direction become-

3w 2k + 1+ 3 +g(t) (26)
-t a-s Re 3r

2  
r D -- +2

which can be rearranged to read

Re'w Re (4) + (w + 32w Re g(t) (27)a t• ' 0- 'ae -z r'• 5 T r '• 7 )

In the earth's natural gravitational field the dimensionless g, as given in Eq. (4), is of the order

0(10-') ,and with the effect of Re - 0(10-) in the last te-n Re g(t) in Eq. (27) becomes physiologically

insignificant, being of the order 0(10"5). We estimate that the effect of acceleration on microcirculation

per se can be safely neglected up to 100 g. However, the pres3ure of the blood pooled in the arteries and

veins can affect the flow rate in the small vessels. For this reason it is necessary to determine a re-

lationship between the pressure gradient and the flow rate in the small blood vessels.

For the flow of a Newtonian fluid in a uniform tube Szymanski 1271 showed that the flow would be

fully developed if vt/D2 'Y 1, where t - time, v - kinematic viscosity, and D - tube diameter. An extension

of this criterion to microcirculation yields vAt/D
2 
V 1 for flow to be quasi-steaiy, where At is the

smallest characteristic time of the unsteadiness in flow. According to Burton (281, AtnO.l seci using
v - 0.04 Stokes, one finds that the diameter D must be greater than 600p (microns) for any significant
effect of unsteadiness. Since, in microcirculation the diameters of blood vessels are much less than 60011,
changes in flow due to unsteadiness become entirely negligible. On this basis Benis (291 argued that the

effect of unsteadiness on non-Newtonian flow could also be neglected. Thus, the use of steady-flow equa-

tiOns can be justified for microcirculation.

.or steady capillary flow, the flow rate through a circular tube caA be expressed by

Q - 2f rw dr (28)
f
0

where Q - flowrate, R - tube radius, and w - blood velocity. Integration by parts of the right hand side

yields

foR oR dw

Q - J d(r
2

w) - w r
2 
(T-) dr (29)

The first integral on the right hand side of Eq. (29) is zero. In the second integral the domain of in-

tegratian can be divided into two regions: a cone of unsheared fluid extending to radius R , and the
annular region bounded by the unsheared fluid and the tube wall. y

Then,

Q- FRy r2 ( dw) dr - wfR r2 (dw ) dr (30)

Ry

The first term on the right hand side in Eq. (30 which represents the core integral is zero. By changing

the variables from r to i in the second term as suggested by Merrill at. al. 1301, Eq. (30) can be written

as

*(AP/L)
3 f t(1
8 fTw

y

where L - length of the capillary
AP - pressure drop

T - shear stress
- shear rate.



The shear strose and the shear tate are related by an empirical Oquation

I lj'2 . ' 1/2 + 1 /1.

it which T is the yield shear stress, and i' / 2 is a constant which represents the slope of the Casson
plot telatiny the viscometric parainleers of blood. In Poiseuille's flow i. becomes the blood viscosity.

Substitution of El. (32) into Eq. (31) and inteiration yields

W1/2ýpL R7/2 (APV/L)
1
/: R)i 5 t

yR (AL + - - (33)
Sp,,rr~ 2lA(P/L3pi 31A

which is valid under the assumption that the flow is steady, laminar and incompressible, and blood is
homgeneous. In the above equation, Iy and u are knoin constants: then Plots of Q Vs. .\P/L for capillaries

of various r&dii can be easily constructed. An example of this relationship is shown in Fig. t.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To determine the response of the blood vessels one must solve Eqs. (8)), (4), (10) and (25) under the

appropriate boundary conditions. Since these equations uere coupled a numerical solution using a digital
computer was sought as described in an earlier Paper (Il).

The following constants were used in the solution: R - 1.47 cm, U - 11.9 cs.ý •s, - 1.05 gr/hmt,
- 1.05 jr/vcm3 v - 0.038 Stoke, , - 0.8 anid $ - 11.15 x 104 dynes•cm

2
. The constants ' and $ are

elastic constants which appear in the strain energy function W, Eq. (15). These values are reported in

literature for a specimen of human aorta. The elastic constants for specimens of veins are not available,
primarily because the research of determining the strain enerqgy function in the form of Eq. (15) is rela-

tively new.

As examples, two deceleration profiles were used in the solution: one, a linear? monotonically in-
creasing function of time represented by g(t) - 7840t c/s2, And a transient type (Fig. 3) which increased
and decreased rapidly (32). for both these cases, Aortic presvtrc. were calculated by utilizing a finite
difference technique which involved Runge-Kutta intsqration proce lure and Adams-Bashforth predictor-

corrector method. The dimensions of the human ao-ta were chosen from the physiological data ,'resented in
K Westeriof et. al. (33). The .ortic pressures calculated for the surtaininq linear deceleration profile

is shown Cn Fig. 4. The aortic pressure in response to the transient profile of rig. 3 is presented in

Fig. : along with An experimentally determined pressure in the thoracic aorta of a beagle dog which was
subjected to the same transient deceleration profile for comparison. The shapes of the pressure vs. time
curves are nearly the same indicating satisfactory qualitative Agreement. An exact quantitative agreement
cannot be expected because of the anatomical And physical differences between the subjects.

-. The method of calculation described above for an artery eaa be easily extended to a vein, and the
pressure difference across the capillary bed can be determined. Equation (33) represents a relationship

between the flow rate and the jressure gradient in a small tube. For selected values of I¥ - 0.042

dyneo/ce 2 , V - 0.05 dyne-sec/cmr, 0 - 100 microns, L - 21.5 ca. the flow rats Qk is computed lot various
pressure drops in the range AP/L - 10-10000 dyne/cm and shown in Fig. 6. If the pressure of the blood
pooled on the venous side is known, the effect of acceleration on the flow in microcirculation can be

determined from Fig. 6. it must be noted that the flow rate indicated in rig. 6 is for a narrow blood
vessel of specific dimensions. To obtain the total blood flow one must formulate the solution on a

statistical basis which includes the arterioles, venules and capillaries of various dimensions anti chang-

ing rheological properties of blood.

The results presented in this paper are Part of an effort to describe the cardiovascular system in
terms of its physical and mechanical properties. Most investigations hither to reported have deAit with

electrical analogs of the cardiovasocular system in which various Parameters were intrXuctied in terms of
resistances, impedances and capacitances. These electrical quantities may not truly represent the cardio-
vascular parameters under high q xonditions, and an analysis of the cardiovascular system which is based
on its original properties is therefore desirable.
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A HEAD INJURY MODEL

Carley Ward, Ph D
Research Structural Engineer
Civil Engineering Laboratory

Naval Construction Battalion Center
Port Hueneme, California 93043

SUMMARY

The history of analytical head injury modeling is briefly reviewed, and the design
restrictions that limit their usefulness are discussed. One of the most recent models,
a linear finite element idealization of the human brain, is presented. Intracranial
pressures computed by this model are compared to pressures measured in human cadaver
head impact tests. The computed pressures and observed injuries are correlated for a
series of ten tests. Injury prediction based on maximum intracranial pressure is compared
to prediction based on the Gadd Severity Index and the Head Injury Criterion Index.

INTRODUCTION

In the past, the dynamic response of the human brain to head impact could only be
described in general, nonspecific terms. It was known that a pressure gradient develops
in the brain, but, with few exceptions,# pressure magnitudes, their time durations, and
their effects on injury were unknown. The mechanics of closed skull brain injury had
been theorized but never proven, and the validity of head injury indices computed from
head accelerations had been questioned. Quantitative cause and effect relationships do
not exist, although head trauma is a serious and common injury.

The brain with its surrounding tissue and fluids form a complex dynamic system.
The dynamic response characteristics of the integral system are just beginning to be
understood. Approximately thirty analytical continuum models of the head have been
suggested and studied since 1964. (Detailed reviews of these models are presented in
Ref 3 and 4.) It was hoped that the models would reveal new information about the
mechanical responses associated with brain injury. But aside from the satisfaction
obtained from solving a classical mechanics problem, the research was disappointing.
Many problems are encountered in modeling the head. Large displacements and rotation of
the head, the need for a nonlinear neck (the response of which is as yet undefined),
cumbersome mathematics, inadequately defined material properties, and a scarcity of
experimental data for model validation are some of the problems facing the modeler.

In attempts to minimize or circumvent these difficulties, simplifications have been
made in the models that critically limit their usefulness and accuracy. A common simpli-
fication is to idealize the head as a closed shell, which adversely affects the results.
In many continuum models, those which do not utilize finite elements, the skull is
modeled as a closed axisymmetric or spherical shell. The shell is considered filled
with an incompressible or nearly incompressible brain-like substance (fluid or soft
viscoelastic material). A small deformation produced by a moderate impact would initiate
high pressures in the simulated brain. A change in volume of only one one-thousandth
(dv/v a 1/1000) would produce internal pressures of several hundred psi.

Obviously, high brain pressures accompanying low skull stresses is not what nature
intended, and it is not the invivo result. Measured intracranial pressures are seldom
above 40 psi at impact. The brain and skull do not form a closed system; blood flows
through the arteries and veins, the cervical cord is easily deformed, and the cerebro
spinal fluid (CSF) can move in or out through the foramen mnngum (opening in the base of
the skull). Experimental research (reviewed in Ref 5) shows that as the skull is deformed
at impact the intracranial pressure is modulated by the CSF space and vascular bed.
This effect is referred to as the volume elastance (dP/dV) or volume distensibility
(dV/dP) of the central nervous system (CNS) and contained fluids. Although now believed
to be a primary factor in brain injury modeling, its importance has just recently been
established. Only a few specialized pressure-volume relationships from tests on animals
have been published (Ref 6. 7, and 8). The appropriate volume elastance to use when
modeling human head impact has not been established.

With finite elements, some of the simplifications required for solution in earlier
models are unnecessary. Finite elements provide the badly -seded capability to model
irregular shapes. This is especially important for a skL 'acture model. The human
skull thickness varies significantly from point to point ). •m skull to skull. Yet
thickness is the most important dimension in Aimulating the Lu ±I. The deformation is
inversely proportional to thickness cubed (t 3 ). As a result it is difficult to obtain
agreement between measured skull stresses and model compacted stresses. Even in a
finite element skull model the thickness must be varied from node to node. Any model
that uses a constant skull thickness will surely fail in a validation test comparison
with the response of i real skull.

Some pressure gradients have been measured in cadavers (Ref 1) and fluid-filled
skulls (Ref 2).
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DISCUSSION

Simplifying assumptions were also made in the finite element brain model described
in this paper. Because the invivo properties of the brain have not been defined for
high strain rates, the brain is idealized as being linear elastic and homogeneous.
Elastic brick elements represent the soft tissue, and membrane elements reprcsent the
partitioning internal folds of dura, the falx, and tentorium (Fig 1). To avoid the
problems associated with modeling the skull and neck, the equations were rewritten in
such a way that these structures need not be modeled.* This simplification greatly
reduces the number of equations and facilitates solution. Local skull deformation under

'the load is also neglected in this'approach. But the head itself can experience large
rotational and translational accelerations. The effect -in accuracy of these simplifica-
tions is believed to be minimal, since the model responses have been checked against

"measured data from four laboratories (Ref 9, 10, and 11).

•Solution Procedure

The equations of motion are solved on the digital computer using a linear finite
element analysis program that is a modified version of the SAPV computer program for
structural analysis. Displacements of the brain relative to the skull are computed.
The transformation to relative .coordinates is unique to this study and can be described
as follows.

The finite element matrix equation of motion is written first in inertial coordinates,

MU + KU R 1

where-M is the diagonal lumped mass matrix,'K is the structuralstiffness matrix, and
U,10, and R are the column matrices of inertial displacements, inertial accelerations,
and generalized loads, respectively. The inertial displacements are rewritten in terms

-of rigid body and relative elastic displacements

U x + Q (2)

where X is the displacement relative to the skull fixed axis (elastic displacement) and
Q is the rigid head displacement. The inertial accelerations are also separated into
rigid body and relative accelerations

,U X X+ (3)

However, Q is not a simple relationship;-it is a combination of translational acceleration,
rotational velocity and acceleration, and centripetal acceleration. The terms in R are
the node translational acceleration measured relative to the skull fixed anatomical
axis. Substituting Eq (2) and (3) into Eq (1) provides

MX+MQ+KX+KQ R (4)

Since there is no strain energy associated with rigid body motion

KQ - 0 (5)

and Eq (4) can be written as

MX + KX - R - MQ (6)

The MQ matrix is computed using measured or specified head accelerations and rotations.
In this particular simulation, because no forces are applied directly to the brain, R - 0.
Forces applied to the skull are accounted for in the inertial loads matrix Mý. The
program applies the appropriate inertial load to each node in the system, Just as forces
would be applied. The resulting equations are solved using standard structural analysis
procedures and direct time integration.

Experimental Validation Tests

In this research program, head impact tests are simulated with the model and then
the computed results are compared to measured brain responses (Fig 2). In the past two
years the models have been changed and upgraded to improve the correlation. Although
live animal brain responses have been used, the best data for substantiating the models
were obtained from unembalmed, pressurized cadaver tests at University of California at
San Diego (UCSD) (Ref 10 and 12). In those experiments, the cadaver was seated in front
of a sliding impact device. Suture attachments to an overhead frame positioned the head
but did not interfere with its movement. To minimize head rotation, the anatomical axis

#Comparison of intracranial pressures from a brain model with and without an attached
skull showed the effect of the skull deformation on intracranial pressures to be
minimal. Pressure gradients developing in the brain are caused primarily by the
acceleration of the head,
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of the skull, the Frankfort Plane, wan inclined 115 degrees relative to thle horhzontltl.
Simulated normal invivo pressures were obtained in the vascular and cerebrospinal fluid
systems prior to impact. The vascular fluid contained india ink no that contused areai,
Oould be marked by turning black, Just as bleeding would turn them red int a living
brain. In one series of tests, pressures were measured subdurailly at five or, six locatlons
"oni the brain surface. These tests were also simulated with the brain models, and the
measured and computed pressures were compared. The responses of the earlier (1976)
models were slow and lagged the measured pressure, as shown in Fig 3. Although this
delay was corrected by changing the material properties, computational Inaccuracies due
to the brain's near incompressibility had to be' eliminated. The regular element iln the
1977 model was replaced with 'a new split energy element. This element, described inl Bel
13, li accurate for all values of compressibility.,

'material Properties

The In-situ material properties of the brain and its contained fluids have not been
adequatelyde"fined for the high strain rate injury-producing event (ReV 5). Expertmenta1
research on brain specimens indicate that the responsein viscoelastie, loading-rate
sensitive, and nonlinear (Ref 14). Ilowever, because the event in of short duration, the
nonlinear properties in this study were approximated with effective linear 'material
constants. These constants were determined in a parametric study (Fig 2). Thirteen
ijpact'tests were simulated using a range of possible material constants, and then the
computed and measured pressures were compared. This study revealed that ror the composite
material (brain, vascular system, and fluid), a Young's Modulus (E) of 6,670,000 dynes/
sq bm gave good results. The stress-strain modulus for brain material is very strain-
rate dependent (Ref 14), and, for the high strain rates at impact, a value in this range
could be expected.

ýThe parametric study revealed that a single value ofor Poilson's ratio (i) was not
adequate; hard surface impacts require higher values. The padded impact has a long
acceleration pulse (Fig 4a), while the unpadded and lneftectually padded impacts have a
sharp spike-shaped acceleration pulse (Fig lib and c), A higher Polsson's ratio that
represents a more nearly incompressible material in required to simulate these spike-
shaped acceleration traces. The underlying reason for this requirement in still being
researched. It may be that the material constants should be varied throughout the model
to more accurately represent the brain, or It may be a natural consequence of the system
mechanics. The pressure-release mechanisms associated with the volume elastance are a
function of the event time duration. During the spike-shaped acceleration, these mecha-
nisms would have less 'time to act or affect the pressure response, Then, an the pulse
duration decreases, the nearly incompressible character of the brain tissue would begin
to predominate.

To simulate this nonlinear loadlng-zrate effect, three values for v (0.,18, o.i19, and.
0.499) were selected, defining Models I,, IT, and II. Model selectlon is based on the
shape of the acceleration trace. . The value of the acceleration peak magnitude, A,
divided by the average pulse width, T, Is the model selection parameter. Befer to Pig
II and Table 1. When the three models are employed an specified in Table 1, the correla-
tion between the measured and computed intracranial presxsures is good (Table 2).
Sample correlations for tile three models are shown in 1ig 5, 6, and 7. When the selection
procedure in Table 1 is not followed, a variation between measured and computed peak
pressures results. This Is demonstrated In FIg 6: the lower Poisson's ratio model,
Model I, was tused to compute peak pressure lin all unpadded impact.

Correlation Between Prontal Pressure and Injury

Although the model can predict pressures, the research objective Is lý1o predict
.injury. Using the three models, tenl additional presstri sed cadaver head impact tests1
were simulated. TIn these experiments the brain Inj nrAen were Pgradod, but.¢p ess11u1res wqere
not measured (Ref 12). Injury codes or 1, 2, and 3 were estaiblished to Ilndoliate ml nor,
moderate, and severe inJury, reslpectively. Pecaustle the Anji lnles were primarlly All the
frontal region of the brain, the computed frontltl p.esunes In Table so, Wode 're
compared to injury severity. A plot or' the pressures- ainld corretspondl•g 1 1J1ury 'evelrAty
numbers, Pie 6, shows tlhe following relationshtip:

Ij ury P'ressure

Severe > 2.30 X 106 dylne-s/osq en

Moderate 1.80 to '.i. 30 X 10 dynes/sq cm
Milnor < :1 .80 X 106 dynes/slq Cm

The sname relationship exists between th(, msgitude of' occipitfal romputed p i'reu and
occipital brain Itnj.lury in four live' an1mal testsA (Oef 15).

Pressure as fn Injury ,reddlctor

Currently, the l,.'ad Injury Celt eel'on (|Il 0) and (ladd oevetty iludex (l.t1) ,ar used
to pr'edlet Injury; a ilt!C or (1I tindef.x ablove, 1000 woulld covreespotat to a serious In11jury.
The itndex vat in' of 1000 I consititdered to io hman t'e ot Ieras et. level., No seritous1
injury should occur, if thie Ill(! and/or( 0:11 Indiex lis bielow 1000,. 1nth, indlire. are det'.lned
fis
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S.1 - an: dt n is usually 2.5 (7)
to

t t2 =2.5

E•t2 - 1  a dt ] t

where a is the resultant head acceleration. In the 0SI calculations, Eq (7), the Inte-
gration is over the complete acceleration pulse, but in the HIC calculations, Eq (8),
the time interval t 2 - t is selected to maximize the value. (The integration is performed
using various time periois; then the period that results in the highest HIC value is
selected.) Because these indices Include the effect of acceleration duration, they are
a significant improvement over the earlier practice of using only peak head acceleration
in establishing tolerance levels. But a measure of the effect of the acceleration on
the brain may be an even better indication of injury. Injury correlation with frontal
pressure (a brain response measure) can be correlated with the HIC and GSI indices.
Graphs similar to the one used for frontal pressure were prepared for the HIC and GSI
(Fig 7 and 8). These indices do not predict the serious injury that occurred in Test
29. However, the frontal pressure correctly predicts a grade 3 injury. In this particular
test series the frontal pressure magnitude is a better predictor of injury than the HIC
or G03. The frequency and shape of the forcing function (head acceleration) and the
system response characteristics of the brain predominate in the calculation of the
intracranial pressures. The HIC and OSI are computed by using only the integration of
the head acceleration raised to the 2.5 power (Eq 7 and 8). In this Integration the
contribution of the spike-shaped accelerator pulse is small. But the effect of the
acceleration spike on intracranial pressure is significant as shown in Test 29.

Padding to Eliminate High Intracranial Pressure Pulses

These results demonstrate the importance of adequate padding. Appropriate padding
would have eliminated the spike-shaped acceleration pulse and ensuing high intracranial
pressures in Test 29. No injury would have occurred in Test 29 if the impactor had been
adequately padded. Extrapolating to head impacts in vehicle accidents, lives could be
saved by covering potential hard-surface head impact sites with compressible material.
Also, padding in helmets may be more important than originally believed. High-magnitude,
short-duration intracranial pressures occur when the padding is too hard, or when it
compresses completely (bottoms out) under the load. Helmet padding should be designed
to minimize the pressure pulses developing in the brain by providing optimum crush rates
for a range of impacts.

FUTURE RESEARCH

This combined analytical and experimental research effort has revealed important
facts about the response of the brain to impact. A better understanding of frontal
impact injury has resulted. But there is much more to learn. A great amount of additional
experimental research is needed. The results used in this study reported in References
10 and 12 constitute only a small injury sample. Additional impacts, such as side and
occipital, need to be performed and simulated to test the models. The effects of high
head rotational accelerations and velocities need to be studied. Response measures
other than pressure may be important when rotation is significant. Experimentally, in-
situ brain material properties need to be defined for these short-duration, high-loadi-g-
Fate events.' Also, the compressibility provided by fluids flowing out of the cranial
cavity needs to be investigated.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Models now exist that can predict intracranial pressures for frontal head impact.
2. A relationship between frontal pressure magnitude and frontal lobe injury severity
is demonstrated.
3. In this particular test series, the frontal pressure magnitude is a better indicator
of injury than the HIC or OSI indices.
4. Adequate padding of possible head impact surfaces and helmets could be very effective
in preventing the type of injury observed in these tests. Such padding would eliminate
the high-magnitude, impulsive-type head accelerations that produce high-magnitude pressure
pulses in the brain.

The properties probably vary throughout the brain, but with the limited information
available, uniform material properties had to be assumed.
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Table 1. Model Properties

Model A/T* x 108 Type of Young's Modulus 6  Poissonts

No. (cm/sec 3 ) Element (dynes/sq cm x 10 ) Ratio

I 0 - 1.5 Split Energy 6.67 0.48

II 1.5 - 2.5 Split Energy 6.67 0.49

III '2.5 Split Energy 6.67 0-499

A/T - peak head acceleration/average pulse width

Table 2. Simulated Frontal Pressures

UCSD A/T* x 108 Model Pressure 6
Test No. (cm/sec 3 ) Used (dynes/sq cm x 106)

15 0.8 I 1.53

17 2.7 III 4.17

18 2.2 II 1.41

19 1.1 I 1.76
26 0.45 I 1.09

27 0.15 I 0.40
28 1.37 I 1.98

29 4.16 III 3.10

31 0.63 I 1.32
32 1.65 II 2.43

A/T = peak head acceleration/average pulse width
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DISCUSSION

COL C. KNAPP (USA)

Are you or have you attempted any correlation between survivable closed head
injury and the pressure values and the cadaveric anatomic findings?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

We have no data from humans on survivable injuries at the present time. However to
obtain more information from the real world a study to record injuries from live
patients has been started. We have currently agreed what the coding should be,
how we should describe the severity of the injury and now I expect that in the
near future we will have such information to correlate with.

COL C. KNAPP (USA)

I guess it will be very difficult to take the clinically survived head injury and
place on that injury description a specific pressure value?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

That is true. It will be hard to reconstruct what happened to that person.

COL C. KNAPP (USA)

Are you satisfied with the correlation of the HIC (Head Injury Criterion) with your
pressures? Have you done some regression correlation work on that or are you sat-
isfied with the HIC value of 1,000 for concussive injury?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

There will always be a deviation between the HIC and the intercranial pressures,
because the HIC integrates the acceleration pulse and tends to smooth it out; the
pressure responds to the acceleration pulse and in a certain frequency range the
brain response is amplified so that it also has a sharp spike. Therefore the
sharper the spike the greater the deviation between what's indicated as injury by
pressure and what would be indicated as injury by the HIC. As far as looking at
the HIC itself, I haven't evaluated it.

COL C. KNAPP (USA)

If we are going to accept head protective gear based on HIC or SI (Severity Index)
criteria, it would seem that we need to work toward correlation of these parameters
to biologic injury as an end goal and I would hope that your modeling work would
eventually try to come to some correlation, because there seems to be a great deal
of difference of opinions in the community right now whether that HIC - 1,000 value
represents a real limit.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

I agree.

DR. VON GIERKE (USA)

Taking the intercranial pressure as indicator for injury can only be a very rough
approximation. It will never give you the distribution of the injury. The pres-
sure distribution will be an important factor which produces local tissue stress.
I wonder where are the limits for the application of your model? What are your
plans for really going further down to the I-rediction of localized injury we must
expect from the different types of blows?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

Right now we compute pressures throughout the head and we intend to look at the
merit of other measures. There are a number of other things that we would like to
look at. So far this is only for frontal impact. We plan to proceed this year
to side impact. And then, of course, we're going to do ocllpital impact. We have
already started some helmeted impacts, but in each case we are only measuring pres-
sure. Probably a year from now, if the study goes on, we will start to measure
strain. Strain could be a very important quantity in injury. As yet there's no
experimental data on strain. The tests we proposed and had conducted did not pro-
duce measurable strains; so as yet strain has evaded us. We will have to deal with
that problem after we have completed the pressure study.
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POTENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HUMAN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM INJURY
AND IMPACT FORCES BASED ON PRIMATE STUDIES

Unterharnscheidt,F.,M.D.
Medical Director

Rehabilitationsklinik Lolpl
D-8242 Bischofswiesen/Berchtesgader, FRG

and

Ewing,C.L.,M.D.
Scientific Director

Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory Detachment
New Orleans,LA 70189, USA

SUMMARY

Different species of monkies underwent impact acceleration forces delivered to the
'head and neck by three different mechanisms. The first applied linear impact forces
directly to the calvarium of the animal approximately through the center of gravity of
the head resulting primarily in translational motion and deformation of the calvarium.
The second mechanism applied angular impact forces directly to the calvarium by a device
molded to the calvarium which forces the head through 450 of forward flexion. The third
mechanism applied impact forces,indirectly to the head and neck by acceleration of the
entire animal using a pelvic-torso restraint in which the head and neck were unrestrained.
Low level - no injury experiments to high level - fatal injury experiments were accomplished
by each mechanism.

The characteristic cylindrically symmetrical central nervous system lesion results
from direct linear acceleration. A radial distribution results from direct angular
acceleration. The most extensive lesions for indirect impact acceleration experiments
occur at the atlanto-occipital junction. The quality and severity of these lesions are
dependent upon the level of acceleration applied. The possible relation of these injury
patterns to the mechanism of injury in humans will be developed. The neuropathological
procedures necessary to conduct these evaluations will be described.

BACKGROUND

In a continuing medical research program designed to define the means for objective
evaluation of crash protective and escape systems, there are three major projects:

A. Measurement of the living human kinematic response envelope to impact
accelerations in up to 27 different vector directions; up to the limit of voluntary
tolerance for peak acceleration, rate of onset of acceleration, and duration at peak
acceleration; and with three different sizes of human volunteer subject covering the range
of 3 rd through g 8 th percentile of sitting height relative to the U.S.Navy anthropomorphic
survey of 1965.

B. Derivation of performance specifications for human analogues from these data,
and development of those analogues, including mathematical models and a family of
dummies, and

C. Definition of that portion of the human kinematic response envelope which is
injurious, using primate models, so that a human injury model can be developed.

The research reported here is a portion of project C. As part of this project,
primates are fitted with both inertial and physiological instrumentation; first to
measure the kinematic response and then to measure the physiological response to the
kinematic response. The determination of the neuropathological cause of the neuro-
physiological response completes the evidentiary chain from inertial input to the tissue
injury.

PREVIOUS WORK

The pathomorphological findings of a large series of animals which were subjected
to acceleration levels in the +Gz and the +Gx vectors by direct impact to the head with
intensities which extended from subconcussive to lethal intensities were described
previously (1,2,3).

Unterharnscheidt and Higgins carried out carefully controlled studies of non-
deforming head angular acceleration using squirrel monkeys undergoing flexion of the head
and neck through 450 (4,5,6).

Acceleration of the head may be translational (linear) or angular in nature.
Translational acceleration is produced in a body if the resultant of the applied forces
passes through the center of gravity of the body. If the applied force system does not
go through the center of gravity, acceleration is produced. For the head, attached as it
is to the neck, any prolonged translational acceleration would lead eventually also to
angular acceleration.

In addition to these accelerations which may be thought of as steady-state whole-
bcdy effects the blow also produces waves of compression which propagate through the skull
and eventually develop a highly transient but very complicated stress pattern. This
process is further complicated by differences in the propagation characteristics of the
skull and the brain. In any local stresses in the developed stress pattern exceed the
level of tolerance of the tissue. At that point presumably lesions will be produced, or
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some form of tissue damage will occur.
Translational acceleration was administrated from above (impact direction V

according to SPATZ 1950) using the concussion gun described by FOLTZ at al.(7).
A sinale impact of subcommotlo strength, at a speed of 7.1 m/sec, resulting in a peak
of 205 g, imparted to the freely movable head of a cat, caused neither behavioral nor
histologic changes In the CNS; whereas repeated impacts of the same intensity, without
causing primary traumatic lesions, did produce secondary traumatic alterations due to
circulatory disturbances. Lesions in the cerebellum included scattered loss of Purkinje
cells (especially at the summits of the lobuli of the vermis), proliferation of Berg-
mann's glia, thinning of the granular cell layer with glialreaction, and glial
proliferation in the striae medullares and white substance. Alterations in the cerebrum
were less severe; they consisted of disseminated ischemic nerve cells and a moderate glial
proliferation in the white substance.

Impacts of concussive (commotio) strength, i.e., producing the clinical symptoms of
cerebral concussion in cats, namely unresponsiveness, have a velocity of 8.3-9.4 M/sec,
resulting in peak accelerations of 280-400 g. After one such impact, the histologic
alterations prove to be traceless with the methods of investigation used to that time.
We found,-in particular, no evidence for glial cell proliferation. However, after
repeated impacts of equal intensity and Intervals of one to two days, the cerebral cortex
showed, in addition to scattered ischemic nerve cells, extensive focal and pseudolaminary
necroses of the parenchyma and loss of nerve cells in various parts of the Ammon's horn
formation. Tissue alterations in the cerebellum, although less intense, corresponded in
quality to those caused by successive impacts of subcommotio strength.

It follows that-blunt impacts of intensities that do not cause noticeable tissue
alterations:when applied singly may elicit secondary alterations due to circulatory dis-
turbances when applied successively in repeated experiments. A sustained permanent brain
injury can therefore result from secondary lesions alone, with no primary traumatic
alterations present at all. The time interval between impacts has'a distinctive influence
on the nature of the morphologic alterations.

Considerable primary traumatic lesions are produced by impacts with a velocity of
10.5.m/sec or more, which produce peak accelerations of 400 q or more. In all instances
there were suberachnoid and subdural hemorrhages, so-called cortical contusions at the pole
and the counterpole, single intracerebral hemorrhages, and traumatic necroses. Speeds of
the impacting instruments of 17.2 and 18.3 m/sec are fatal to a cat. Accelerations
produced by these impacts were not'measured because fractures occurred (1,2,3,8,9).
See Table in reference (10).

Rotational Acceleration. Unterharnscheldt and Higgins carried out carefully
controlled studies using 24 squirrel monkeys (saimiri sciureus) undergoing flexion of the
head and neck through 450 (4,5,6). The equipment used in these studies was designed by
Higgins and Schmall (11). The monkeys were subjected to rotational accelerations ranging
from 101000 to 386000 rad/sec 2 . The result was a continuum of clinical effects from no
observable signs through concussion to death. See Table in reference (5).

The lowest rotational accelerations employed (101 000 - 150 000 rid/sac 2 ) caused
apparently no primary or secondary alterations in the cerebrum. However, the next higher
accelerations, up to 197 000 rad/sece, produced in 10 of,13 animals subarachnoid
hemorrhages, combined in one instance with primary traumatic hemorrhages in the oculomotor
nerve, and tears and av'ulsions, mainly of veins and capillaries, in superficial cortical
layers in 8 animals. Accelerations of more than 200 000 radleec• caused severe primary
traumatic hemorrhages in the cortex and white substance. Rotational acceleration of more
than 300 000 rad/sece were not survived. The monkeys subjected to these extremely high-
accelerations were the only animals to show additional hemorrhages in more central regions
of the brain, i.e., very close to the central pivot.

Nearly all the animals tested showed small rhectic hemorrhages in various segments
of the spinal cord. Capillary and venoushemorrhages were more frequently found
disseminated in the gray substance and were caused by longitudinal and transverse stretch-
ing of ascending and descending vessel branches. They were seen in all segments *of the
cord. These lesions were not fatal and produced no clinical signs in the animals. In
two instances a subdural hemorrhage was found in the cauda equine.

It must be pointed out that the primary traumatic lesions found in the cortex are
venorhectic, and occasionally arterio- or capillary rhectic hemorrhages of the more
superficial cortical layers, as evidenced by torn vessel walls. Also, these hemorrhages
are always associated with vessel systems running at right angles to the cortical surface.
See Table in reference (10).

In summary, not only does a qualitative difference exist between the primary
traumatic cortical hemorrhages produced by rotational acceleration and the so-called
cortical contusions found in translational injuries, but there are also different pntterns
of distribution for the primary traumatic lesions encountered in both types of
acceleration, inasmuch as these lesions are arranged in a cylindrically symmetric pattern
after translational acceleration, as compared to a radially symmetric pattern located close
to the midline after rotational acceleration.

Except for the question of location, these considerations seem to be valid also for
the interpretation of findings in the spinal cord, although correlations are not as
patently manifest here as they are in the brain. Nevertheless, the relation between
severity of primary traumatic lesions and magnitude of acceleration is evident throughout
the entire CNS. ,controlled

The present study reports on a carefully'series of experiments with whole body -Gx
impact acceleration exposures of Rhesus monkeyn with completely restrained torso but
unrestrained head and neck. That is, the animal is accelerated b)ickwnrds with the
unrestrained head and neck underqoing flexion. Thus, impact scceeprtiaon is trnnsmitted
from the sled to the torso, and then indirectly via the vvrtebrollcrnuYmn to tIhe head.
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EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

A 225,000 Pound Thrust Horizontal Accelerator with sled,
controrl console and enclosed environmentally controlled 700-foot track at NAMRLD in New
Orleans was-used. This can impart 200 G to the lightweight primate sled.

The Inertial Date Acqulation System samples 24 channels of inertial data at 2000
samples/sec/channel, digitizes it, and stores the digitized data in magnetic discs in
real time.

The Physiological Data Acquisition System is designed to acquire EEG, ECG,
somatostansry evoked-potential and respiration, for 16 channels via FM/FM telemetry with
a maximum band width of DC - 100 Hz.

The Photographic Data Acquisition System includes sled and laboratory mounted
cameras, lights and control console, as well as phototarget design, necessary to obtain
precise 3-dimensional photographic data of primate kinematik response, especially
displacement. A complete description is published elsnwhere (12).

The Transducer Monitoring System was developed for primates which permits precise
determination of acceleration, velocity and displacement at the mounting site.
Transformation of the data to coordinate systems fixed in the anatomy is accomplished
using the results of x-ray anthropometry which measures the precise three dimensional
spatial position of the instrumentation coordinate system relative to the head anatomical
coordinate system. A complete description is published elsewhere (13)., The head
acceleration was measured by a rigidly mounted array of six linear accelerometers locked
to an implanted pedestal bolted to the calvarium capable of measuring angular and linear
acceleration and velocity in three dimensions. A complete description is published
"elsewhere (14,15,16).

Sled acceleration was also measured.
Two different types of restraint systems were used, namely a rigid moulded one and

a harness vest., There seems to be no difference in the lesions produced, since the head
and neck kinematic response is not markedly altered.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Eleven Rhesus monkeys were subjected to sled accelerations ranging from 10.3 to 158.2G
in the -X vector. Animals No. 3912, 4099, 3146 and 3935 were run repeatedly until

severe fatal or injury occurred. Subsequently the other animals were run only once in
order to avoid possible cumulative effects of multiple runs. The results of the injurious
run or the solitary run for the animals run once are listed in table 1.

The 5 surviving animals were secrificed after different survival times. One of these
animals was so severely injured (the sled acceleration was 122.9G) that it had to be
sacrificed in an moribund state 90 hours after the run. It was determined that this was
a threshold case of medulla-cervical injury without subluxation.

Before, during and after the acceleration, epidural EEG, somatosensory evoked
potential, and ECG were recorded pre, during, and post run. Non-fatal runs were followed
periodically with these neurophysiological recordings. These data will be reported
separately.

Pre and post run x-rays of the entire spine were performed.
Maintenance and utilization of the primates was-under the direct control'of a

specialist in laboratory animal medicine, who will report the clinical findings
separately.

PATHOLOGICAL TECHNIQUE

The autopsy report has to show not only the cause of death, but also a concise
description of the distribution and quality of the tissue alterationa in brain and
spinal cord which can be considered the morphological end states of the applied
mechanical inputs. This requires comprehensive and detailed neuropathological procedures
which are not ordinarily undertaken.

Techniques for removal of brain and spinal cord in necropsies vary to some degree.
But in order to describe, evaluate, qualify and compare the morphological end states a
standardization of the techniques used is a necessity, as outlined earlier (17).

This should include, but not be limited to, a detailed qross and microscopic
examination of all injured organs, exclusive of the central nervous system, which will
be handled separately as described below. It should also include a description of the
status of both common and internal carotid arteries and both vertebral arteries. In case
of an evident injury to these vessels, the entire specimer should be taken out and
examined.

In these experiments, the area between lower medulla and upper cervical spinal cord,
that is, the atlento-occipital junction, is the zone of the most extensive stress. The
brain and spinal cord down to the cauds equine must be removed in toto, leaving the
unopened spinal dura mater on the specimen, using a posterior incision and laminectomy.
This is quite important because the level of the crania-cervical junction is destroyed
by using ordinary autopsy procedures.

After photography in black- and white and color, and describing the brain and spinal
cord, a Spialmeyer assortment of tissue blocks for histological examination using
different staining techniques was taken and processed under standardized conditions.

Serial sections of brain and spinal cord were processed using different staining
techniques. The hiatologfcal examinations are intended to determine the threshold at
which partial transactions occur and the levels which will be tolerated without any
structural damage. The results will be demonstrated later. The entire cervical spine
is thoroughly examined, especially the alterations in the bony structures, muscles,
ligaments, and the discs ; and will be reported in detail.
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RESULTS
Gross Pethologi

A preliminary report of these findings was reported elsewhere (18).

The results of these experiments can be expressed in terms of damage to:
A. Central nervous system, B. Vascular structures, C. Skeletal system.

A. Central nervous system. At 120 - Gx (sled), complete traumatic transections
occurred between lower medulla and upper cervical spinal cord.

B. Vascular sstem. At 120 - Gx (sled), the vertebral arteries were ruptured and

subsequentlibidurIl and subarachnoid hemorrhage occurred at the base of the brain and
around the spinal cord, extending into different levels, in some cases into the cauds
equina. "

There were two subtypes of rupture of the vertebral arteries:
(1) The more frequent injury, in which both vertebral arteries, and in a few

instances the beailar artery also, were-completely avulsed.
(2) The less frequent injury in which a separation of the vertebral arteries

occurred immediately above the foremen magnum, so that their proximal parts remained
intact in the specimen in situ. In this second type there was a C 4 - C subluxation
instead of an atlanto-occipital separation. Since the cardiac actions in these
traumatically transected animals continued for about 20 minutes, relatively large
hemorrhages developed which in some instances became space-occupying lesions, and were,
therefore, termed hematomas.

In no case did a rupture of the carotid arteries occur.
Another remarkable finding:is the occurrence of subdural hemorrhages over both

cerebral hemispheres due to ruptured bridging veins. Since EEG and ECG were recorded
in the cases with these developing and expanding hemorrhages, interesting insights into
the neurophysiological aspects can be-expected.

C.. Skeletal system. Two types of lesions of the cervical spine occurred:
(1) atlento-occipital subluxations with massive dislocation of the segments, and (2)
in one case only a C 1 - C2 subluxation. Comparisons of the pre- and post run skeletal

-x-rays showed no fracture. This;is of considerable interest because the lethal injuries
were all soft tissue injuries. This indicates that the use of x-rays, in the absence
of autopsies to determine injuries in cadaveric research of this type, should be
interpreted with great caution.

A summary of force inputs and gsoes results is presented as Table 1.

CONCLUSIONS.

As we have shown before, each.vector'direction of the input acceleration directly
to the head produces a different and predictable type of injury in regard to quality and
distribution. This was demonstrated in the experiments where the linear and rotational
acceleration was translated directly to the head.

The specific injury pattern in -Gx acceleration transmitted indirectly to the head
via the vertebral column consists of tissue damage, at the zone of maximal stress at the
atlanto-occipital junction, and of subdural hemorrhages over both cerebral hemispheres
due to ruptured bridging veins most likely as the result of rotational acceleration.

As we have demonstrated before a.neurophysiological andineuropathological continuum
from no lesions to severe and lethal ones can be demonstrated, described and quantified.
The system we are dealing with can be described by input-output relationships. Each
effective mechanical input to the head and neck corresponds to aepredictable and typical
morphological end state.
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DISCUSSION

DR. C. WARD (USA)

Since involvement and rupture of the vertebral artery is common in motorcycle
accidents, would you comment on the inlury mechanism?

AUTHOR'S REPLY (DR. C. EWING, USA)

The mechanisms of injury in motwircycle accidcnts are difficult to separate out
sometimes; for examplc, helmets sometimes cause injuries in mocorcycle accidents;
sometimes the inji':±es are due to dtrect impact, sometimes due to indirect impact.
It is very difficult to separate out the specific c tuses of a set of injuries in a
motorcycle victim. We are interested in aviators, and there are several instances
where individuals exposed to this typ., of acceleration have suffered transections
of the spinal cord, and exhibit Intracranial and intrathecal hemorrhages. We feel
that we are on th -, .-f z...th-- nd *v-t "ontinuation of our research will
provide interesting new answers.

AUTHOR'S REPLY (DR. UNTERHARNSCHEIDT, FRO)

May I continue with the pathological aspect. First, what we are trying to do for
about 25 years is to deal with sadden subtypes of injuries with defina..le impact
vectors. In the case of a motorcycle rider we cannot exactly say whether there
was a direct or indirect impact. Izn our case we have a model and there ruptures
and transections are the direct result of overstretching or kind of sl'ding motion.
I have seen similar cases in humcn accidents. I remember two race drivers who
drove at very high speed into a barrier at the Indianapolis race track. We
haven't had a complete transection similar to this one here between lower medulla
and upper cervical spinal cord. A racing driver has a 4 point belt comparable to
the one we used in our an~nal experiments. In both cases the over stretching and
gliding motion leads to this total transection of the spinal cord and of the ver-
tebral arteries; partly the basilar arteries are involved too. I repeat again that
in no case the carot.i arteries were involved, at least not with the acceleration
we used. Whether the carotid arteries get involved at higher 0 loads I don't know.

DR. GILLINGHAr. (USA)

Regarding the practical application of the research presented, are you actively
pursuing development of protective equipment that would prevent such injuries as
those shown?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

Protective systems were designed back in the 50's, against this type of injury,
but the aviators, absolutely refused to fly using those systems. The systems were
over-designed. The question is what is a good design, when do you provide enough
protection but not too much. For that you simply have to have first the informa-
tion about human kinematic response, the response magnitudes which will be injur-
ious and finally a complete mathematical model of the human body. This combined
Informacion will then permit you to evaluate protective systems against almost
anything.

DR. VON GIERKE (USA)

If I may add a comment here: unfortunately, a protective system for one type of
impact might increase the injury probability for another type. For example, a
restraint harness to prevent impact of the torso with cockpit walls at relatively
low accelerations might make the neck injuries described in your paper at high
acceleration levels more severe.

DR. E. HENDLER (USA)

Work is being done in the US Navy Air Development Center on effective restraint
systems for the head and neck and many of the people here are probably aware of
the work on an inflatable restraint system that will encase the neck. Prototypes
of this system are being tested to reduce head-neck motion during ejection. This
principle could be extended to prevent the violent motions discussed here.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

In regard to your comment, I think a restraint system connected with the head of
the pilot could avoid a great part of thise injuries here.

DR. VON OIERKE (USA)

On the other hand, there are different approaches to protection one can take
depending on the situatJon. In our air bag tests with nmonkeye we were not able
to do any such severe injury to them and at least theoretically the air bag is
still one of the best protection principles I am aware of.
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AUTHOR'S COMMENT (DR. C. EWING, USA)

'I would like to comment on the situation which was the starting point for our
experiments: the ditching of aircraft. When an aviator crashes into the water at
slow to medium speeds, stretching of the neck is believed to occur and the helmet
on the-man's head makes the stretching worse; so even though his head is protected
by the helmet against direct impact, he is not protected against the additional
weight that is put on his head by the ,helmet, that may cause his neck to stretch
more. We believe that stretching of the neck is associated with the production of
concussion or stated differently changes in neurophysiological function. Our next
paper is to report our researches on'this subject.

AUTHOR'S REPLY (DR., UNTERHARKSCHEIDT, FRO)

-I would say some type of concussion. There are different types. It is not a
'cerebral concussion, but-a special type of concussion caused by stretching of the

... spinal cord.'

I
I

I

I

f



CORRLLATION OF HEAD INJURY WITH MECHANICAL
FORCES BASED ON HELMET DAMAGE DUPLICATION

Bruce Slobodnik, LT. Naval Aerospace Physiologist
Bioengineering and Life Support Lquipmtnt Division

US Army Aeranedical Research Laboratory
P. 0. Box 577

Fort Rocker, Alabama 36362

SUMMARY

Human tolerance to head impact was assessed by correlating the force levels required to duplicate
damage seen in 14 SPH-4 aviator helmets .etrieved from US Amy helicopter crashes with resulting head
injury. The data obtained were used te validate the following:

(a) the Wayne State University Concussive Tolerance Curve;

(b) the Severity Index value of 1500 currently used in the US by the National Operating Committee on
Standards for Athletic Equipment as the concussive threshold for helmeted head impacts;

(c) the Head Injury Criterion value of 1000 currently used in the US by the Department of Transporta-
tion in occupant crash protection tests as the concussive threshold for Impacts to the unprotected head;

(d) the peak accele.-tion value of 100 G currently used by the US Army In evaluating aircrew protec-
tive headgear as the survivable limit; and

(e) the peak transmitted force value of 5000 lb currently specified in British Standard 2495 as the
survivable limit for helmeted head impacts.

The data did not validate the values stated for items a, b. c or e above. The peak acceleration value of
400 G appears to approximate the human survival limit for head accelerations, but the prudence of using the
survivable limit rather than the head injury threshold limit as a pass-fail criterion in evaluating aircrew
helmet performance can he questioned. Peak transmitted force may be a more effective criterion in evaluating
the impact attenuation performance of protective headgear than is peak G, 51, or HIC.

INTRODUCT ION

One of the limiting factors in the development of effective protective headgear has been an inadequate
definition of human tolerance limits to head impact. Most research efforts to establish these limits have
been confined, necessarily, to animal or human cadaver studies. Many indices of head injury have been pro-
posed, based on such studies, and some are widely used by a variety of organizations. The Wayne State
University (WSU) Cerebral Concussion Tolerance Curve published in 1962' served as the basis for several of
these indices, in particular, the Severity Index (SI) and the flead Injury Criterion (HIC). The WSU Tolerance
Curve is plotted with the ordinat. representing the average icceleration of the skull measured at the oc-
cipital bone for impacts of the forehead against plane, unyielding surfaces twile the abscissa represents
pulse duration. The St, Eq.(l), originally described by Gadd., is currently used in the Uni:ed &tates by
the National Operating Comittee on Standards for Athletic Equipment (NOCSAE) in the evaluation of the
imuact attenuation performance of football helmets.' An SI value of 1500 is used as a helmet: pass-fail
criterion because it is assumed that this value represents the threshold of concussion for helmeted head
Impacts. The HIC, Eq.(2), as defined by Chou", is currently used in the United States by the Department of
Transportation (D0T) in federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 2085 for occupant crash protection tests.
A HIC value of 1000 is used as a pass-fail criterion for automotive designs because it is assumed that this
value represents the threshold of concussion for impacts to the unprotected head.

SI . f A2 _5 dt

A - resultant acceleration (G) (1)

t - time (sec)

•' 2 2.5

(t - t (2)

tI * an arbitrary time in the pulse

t - for a given t , a time in the pulse
which maximlfis the M4C

a resultant acceleration

'
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In addition to the mathematically derived values of SI and HIC, two other indices of head injury in
current use are directly measurable parameters of head impact. One index is peak acceleration and the other
is peak transmitted force. The modified PNSI Z90.l-19716 method currently used by the US Army (Military
Specification MIL-H-43925 7 ). for evaluating the impact attenuation performance of prospective aircrew helmets
relies primarily on peak acceleration as a helmet pass-fail criterion. A candidate helmet is attached to an
instrumented metal headform and dropped from a height yielding 70 ft lb of input energy onto a 1.9 inch
radius steel hemisphere. Helmets which prevent the peak acceleration experienced by the headform in such
impacts from exceeding 400 G meet the US Army standard for impact performance. It is assumed that peak
accelerations of 400 G are survivable for helmeted head impacts. Studies reported by Snively" and Searingen'
support this assumption. British Standard 2495:19600 relies on peak transmitted force in evaluating the
impact attenuation performance of protective helmets. A value of 5000 lb is specified as a helmet pass-fail
criterion because that xalue is assumed to represent the limit for survivability for head impacts.

In 1972 the US Army's establishment of the Life Support Equipment Retrieval Program provided a unique
opportunity to directly research human tolerance to head impact and to validate head injury indices such as
those previously discussed. Since 1972, helmets involved in Army aircraft accidents worldwide have been
retrieved for laboratory analysis. If it is assumed that the damage seen in a retrieved helmet accurately
reflects the forces and accelerations experienced by the wearer's head in the crash situation, then, by
duplicating that degree of damage on a similar helmet under controlled conditions, those acceleration and
force levels cun be identified. By comparing acceleration and force levels to resulting head injury, human
tolerance limits to head impact can be defined.

Out of 170 SPH-4 helmets received through the retrieval program, 14 were selected for impact damage
simulation. The criteria used to select these 14 helmets were: (a) helmet damage resulted from only one
impact and (b) the impact was not a glancing blow. Therefore, in these 14 cases all head injury is assumed
to have resulted primarily from translational acceleration and to have resulted from a single blow. The
centers of the impact locations on both the helmet and the head for the 14 cases selected for impact damage
duplication is summarized in Fig. I. The impact locations shown on the helmet shell are precise; those on
the head are approximate since some relative movement is possible between the helmet and head during the
impact.

Fig. I. Of the 14 cases studied, six were frontal impacts, 4 were crown, 2 were side, and 2
were located at the back of the head. The center of each impact shown on the hel-
met is precise; those on the head are only approximate since some movement between
helmet and head is possible during impact.



METHOD

Spare helmet components were assembled to produce several duplicates for each of the 14 retrieved hel-

mets. Each duplicate helmet was prepared so that its shell thickness, liner thickness, and adjustment of

suspension straps matched that of the retrieved helmet as closely as possible. To reproduce the damage of

a given retrieved helmet, duplicates for that helmet were attached to a modified version of the humanoid
headform specified by the NOCSAE for evaluating football helmets. As shown in Fig. 2, the head-neck connec-
tion of this headform was modified to increase its adjustability and permit mounting on the standard carriage

assembly specified by the ANSI Z90.1971 method. A tri-axial accelerometer (Endevco Model 2267C-750) was
positioned at the headform's center of mass. Its signal was amplified by a signal conditioner (Endevco

Series 4470) and fed to a Microtronics three-channel vector analyzer. The vector resultant of the three

accelerometer signals was then transmitted to a hybrid computer which computed the values of peak G, SI, and

HIC. Total weight of the headform and carriage was 11 lb. The helmeted headform was then dropped onto an

impacting surface whose shape had been selected to reproduce the type of damage seen on the retrieved helmet.

Some helmets required a concave impact surface to duplicate the area of compression seen in the foam helmet
liner. These concave impact surfaces were prepared by taking an impression of the helmet shell at the
impact site using dental cement. These cement impressions were then used as impact surfaces. Three
piezoelectric load washers (Kisler type 9021) were positioned beneath the imnact surface as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Damage seen in retrieved helmets was duplicated by attaching a test helmet to this
instrumented humanoid headfoFm and impacting it onto a surface of appropriate shape.
Peak transmitted force was measured using the resultant of three force transducers

located beneath the impact surface. Drop height was varied until the best damage
duplication was achieved. Peak acceleration was measured using a tri-axial accel-
erometer mounted at the headform's center of mass.
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The drop height was varied until the damage produced in the duplicate helmet matched that of the retrieved
helmet. Damage was assumed to have been duplicated when (a) the amount of bending in the 6 suspension strap
anchor clips was duplicated, as shown in Fig. 3, (b) the area and maximum compression of the foam helmet liner
was duplicated, as shown in Fig. 4, and (c) the degree of fracture in the fiberglass helmet shell, as shown in
Fig. 5, matched that of the retrieved helmet. Acceleration vs time and force vs time traces were recorded for
each impact as shown in Fig. 6. A description of head injuries associated with any of the 14 helmets was
obtained by reviewing the original accident reports supplied by the US Army Agency for Aviation Safety. All
head injuries were assigned a severity value using the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS).

BENTBErNT
SUSPENSION L

:: •: ~CLISE0 tI5 •
~ AS ... CAE #8

Fig. 3. Tt.e amount of bending in the six suspension strap anchor clips was duplicated for
each of the 14 cases.

HELMET LINER HEMTLINER : •/

CASE '#8 CASE 08
S~(DUPLICATED) .

Fig. 4. Helmet liner damage was duplicated by matching the area and maximum compression
produced in the text helmet liner with that of the retrieved helmet liner. Max-
imum compression was duplicated to within a few thousandths of an inch.

S(DUPLICATED)

Fig. 5. The degree of fracture in the fiberglass helmet shell was duplicated for those cases
in which shell fracture occurred.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A description of head injuries, of conditions required to duplicate helmet damage, and of the data re-
corded for each of the 14 cases is shown in Table I. The low incidence of penetrating types of head injuries
among US Army helicopter crash victims appears to be due primarily to fa) an absence of sharp rigid cockpit
surfaces and (b) the effectiveness of the SPH-4 aviator helmet as a load spreading device. Only three of
the 14 cases required an impact surface to duplicate helmet damage whose shape was more severe L)an that of
a flat surface. In only one case (case #5) in which head injury occurred did the injury result from the
impact surface penetrating through the helmet shell. However, the energy absorbing capacity of the helmet
appears inadequate based upon the high incidence of concussive types of head injuries observed. In all
eight cases involving head injury, the foam helmet liner was not compressed to the maximum extent possible.
This deficiency can have disastrouseffects as seen in cases 4 and 6 where basilar skull fracture occurred as
a result of the helmet transmitting rather than absorbing the impact force. Recent in-house studies (un-
published) have shown that the enerqy absorbing ability of the helmet can be more than doubled by simply
increasing the thickness and decreasing the density of the foam helmet liner.

An attempt to validate the WSU Concussive Tolerance Curve was made by comparing the plots of average
acceleration and corresponding pulse duration for each of the 14 cases with the WSU curve. As shown in Fig.
7, the WSU curve fadled to predict three of the eight-cases where at least concussive head injury occurred.
The WSU curve was derived from acceleration levels required to produce linear fracture in the frontal bone
of unprotected cadaver heads. Even though concussion often accompanies linear skull fracture, it was not
surprising to find concussion occurring at subfracture acceleration levels among individuals wearing pro-
tective headgear. While the WSU curve may reflect human tolerance to linear skull fracture, it can be
questioned whether or not it accurately reflects human tolerance to concussion.

200 *CONCUSSION NOT
PUIOICTID &Y

Z TOLIEANCE CURVE

0 I S O
r_ A5 14 4

4K
"WAYNE STATE CONCUSSIVE

100 TOLERANCE CURVE

to 1*
a 50 0

010 i 20 23

IMPACT PULSE DURAT!ON (mnsec)

Fig. 7. Average acceleration vs pulse duration for the 14 cases plotted with t,,e WSU Concussive

Tolerance Curve. The WSU curve failed to predict three of the eight cases where at

least concussive head injury occurred. See Table I for a description of head injuries.

$I values wort calculated for the acceleration pulses of the 14 duplicated cases in an attempt to

validate the concussive threshold value of 1500 used in the US by the NOCSAE. As shown in Fig. 8t

cases 13. 5, and I had at least concussive head injuries occurring at Sl values of 123. 629, and 1019

respectively. Case 13 probably represents the lower extreme in human tolerance to concussion (a
".glass jaw" type). However, it can be questioned whether or not an S1 value of 1500 accurately re-

flects the concussive threshold for individuals with average concussive tolerance.

HIC values were calculated for the acceleration pulses of the 14 duplicated cases in an attempt

to validate the concussive threshold value of 1000 used in the US by the DOT. As shown in Fig. 9.

cases 13, 5, and I had at least concussive head injuries occurring at HIC values of Ml, 553, and 901

respectively, Again, with case 13 representing the lower extreme in human tolerance to concussion, it

can be questioned whether or not a HIC value of 1000 accurately reflects the concussive threshold for

an individual of average tolerance.
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Peak acceleration values for the 14 cases were recorded in an attempt to validate the 400 G survivable
linit currently used ty the US Army as a pass-fail criterion in evaluating the impact performance of pwos-
pe(tive aircrew helmets. As shown in Fig. 10, the one case of fatal head injury (case 4) occurred at a peak
acceleration value of 415 G. It would appear that the pass-fail criterion turrently used by the US Army
accurately reflects the limit of survivability for head accelerations. However, its use permits helmrts to
be selectei for use by aircrewmen which for the most part prevent death in crash sitiations, but certainly
do not prevent coicussive head injury. Considering the potentially hostile elements which may be experi-
enced by an aircrewvnan in the post crash environment such as fire, drowning, and capture, the injury level
permitted by the current US Army pass-fail criterion is unacceptable. Concussion occurred at a peak accel-
eration value as low as 73 G (case 13). With this individual representing the lower extrem, for human
tolerance to concussion, it is estimated that an average individual's concussive tolerance for helmeted head
accelerations wcu'ld approximate 150 G. This tolerance level is sionificdntly lower than that reporteJ by
Swearingen' who duplicated the imp.ict conditions involving the crash of a military nelicopter. He reported
that the pilot involved received a frontal htad impact and experierced a peak acceleration of 435 G without
sistaining any head injury. Even though differences exist between individuals in their tolerance to head
impact, it seems highly unlikely that very many individuals exist who could withstand head accelhrations nf
this magnitude without experiencing at least concussion. As snown in Fig. 7, the peak acceleration associ-
ated with all eight cases involving head injury in this study fell below 435 G. In particular, cases 6 and
14 were frontal impacts in which very severe head injuries resulted (AIS value 5) from pea& accelerations of
322 G and 355 G respectively.

The values of peak transmitted force were recorded for each of the 14 cases in an attempt to validate
the value of 5000 lb currently specified in British Standard 2495 as the limit of survivability for helmeted
head impacts. As shown in Fig. 11, the one case of fatal head injury occurred at a peak transmitted foice
of 2982 lb. In addition, severe head injury occurred (AIS value 5) in cases 6, 14, and I at peak trans-
mitted force values of 3839 lb, 3317 lb, and 2246 lb respectively. It would appear that a peik transmitted
force value of 5000 lb exceeds tt.e limit of survivability. Depending upon the location of the head iii,.pact,
a peak transmitted force value of between 3000 lb and 4000 lu would see. to reflect the survivable limit for
helmeted head impacts.
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A stepwise regression analysis of the impact data was perfornied to detenithne the ability of each of the
head injury indices shown in Table 11 to estimate the AIS values assigned to the 14 cases. Each head
injury index was first analyzed separately as an estimator of AIS values. The standard error of estimiating
the AIS values for each head injury index was used as an indicator to rank the indices in their ability to
sestimate AIS values, The lower the standard error for a given index the more accurately it estimated the 14
AIS values. Table II shows the four head injury indices ranked in decreasing ability to estimate AIS
values. Ptak transmitted force was the best estimator of the severity of head injury, The four indices
wear then analyzed jointly to determine to what.extent each index contributed to the variance seen in the
A|S values. These results are also shown in Table It. Peak transmitted force accounted for a dramatic 76%
of the variance. No other injury index contributed significantly to the variance. These results suggest
that peak.transmitted force might be more effective as a criterion for evaluating helmet imipact performnce
than peak G. SI, or HIC. Glaister") attributed the poor correlation between peak transmitted force and
severity of head injury that he reported to a headform whose response to impact did not accurately reflect
human head response. This underlines the important role headforn design plays when research into human
tolerance limits to head impact is conducted. Metal Headforms are of little value in this area.

TABLE I1. FOUR HEAD INJURY_ INDICES AS ESTIMATORS OF AIS VALUES

Contribution to Variance Standard Error of Estimate
in AIS values when a given head injury

Variable R . Increase in R' index was used separately
(head injury index) f%) (%) to estimate AIS values*

Peak transmitted force 76.0 76.0 1,105

Peak acceleration 80.0 4.0 ' 1l224

Severity Index 83,5 3.5 1.259

Head Injury Criterion 84.2 '< J 1.262

*Using the linear regression model. yj * b 1 bl

where yj - AIS value

xij - a given head injury index

J -1,2, 2 . 14

1 -1, 2, 3. 4

SCONCLUSIONS

The data obtained from duplicating the damage seen in 14 SPH-4 helmets retrieved from US Ariy helicopter
crashes did not validate concussive threshold levels or survivable limits currently used in conjunction with
the five head injury indices discussed. Concussion can occur below the limits specified by the WSU Con-
cussive Tolerance Curve. Concussion can also occur below SI values of 1500 and below HIC values of 1000
which are the concussive threshold values currently used in the US by the NOCSAE and the DOT respectively.
Fatal head injury can occur below a peak transmitted force value of 5000 lb which is currently used as the
survivable limit for helmeted head impacts as specified in British Standard 2495. To be effective in selec-
ting aircrew helmets which will prevent concussive head injuries from occurring in survivable helicopter
crashes, the pass-fail criterion of 400 G currently used by the US Army should be reduced to at least 150 (1.
While the SPH-4 aviatorjielmet adequately protects against penetrating types of head injury, its energIy
absorbing qualities do not adequately protect aglainst concussive head injuries. The severity of impact
surfaces encountered by US Army aircrewmen in survivable helicopter crash situations seldom exceeds that of
a flat surface. Peak transmitted force may be a moore effective criterion in evaluating the impact attenua-
tion performance of protective headgear than is peak G. SI. or II1C.
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DISCUSSION

DR.:E. HENDLER (USA)

When the helmets are dropped are they dropped from higher and higher heights until
you duplicate the damage?

"AUTHOR'S REPLY

Yes, that is correct, except the same helmet is not dropped more than one time.
There are several duplicates made for each test. New helmets are dropped each
time from different heights until by trial and error the exact damage is repro-
duced.

'WING COMMANDER D. G. GLAISTER (UK)

The 5,000 pound transmitted force limit used in the former BS 2495 is a pass/fail
load for routine batch testing of helmets. Any manufacturer who wishes to avoid
theloss of large fractions of his production must design to a much lower figure,
probably of the order of.3,500 lbs. This appears to correspond better with your
findings.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

Yes. I agree.
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THE EFFECT OF IMPACT ACCELERATION ON THE ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF THE BRAIN

Marc S. Weiss, Ph.D., Neurophysiologist
Michael D. Berger, Ph.D., Assistant NeurophysioIagist

Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory Detachment (NAMRLD)
P.O. Box 29407

New Orleans, Louisiana 70189

SUMMARY

In a series of pilot experiments, eight Mocac Mulatto with chronically implanted cortical recording electrodes were
tested using a range of -X impact accelerations. Both EEG and somotosensory evcedpotential (SEP) data were collected
and analyzed. The results suggest that for the peak acceleration levels used (281 m/1s to 1550 n/s2) the SEP is a more
sensitive index of the inertial load on the brain than is the EEG. In particular, the duration of changes in shape of the
early part (less than 100 ms latency) of the SEP is monotonically related to the peak sled acceleration. This has ipoortant
implications for the physiological monitoring of human subjects in impact acceleration experiments.

INTRODUCTION

One of the major aspects of the impact acceleration research at the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Detachment in New Orleans is an attempt to discover the neurophysiological mechanisms underlying concussion resulting
from on indirect inertial input to the head. Concussion, for the purposes of this discussion, will be defined as a condition
of impaired brain function due to a transient inertial input to the head and neck structure. By relating neurophysiological
events to the measured head-neck dynamic response, the important mechanical parameters can be determined and used in
developing appropriate mathematical and mechanical models. In particular, a gool of this research effort is the developmeont
of an impact-injury model for restrained humans in a simulated crash environment. The steps in the development of such a
model con be briefly summarized as follows:

I. Select animal model.
2. Identify appropriate Injury criteria.
3. Obtain reliable data over wide range of impact force.
4. Develop animal impact-injury model.
5. Extend data to include human results.
6. Develop animal to human scaling criteria.
7. Extend impact-injury model to humans.

The results reported here ýe from the firs, of a series of experiments designed to complete steps I - 4.

For our animal model we have selected male adult rhesus (Macoca Mulatto) welghingapa•cFmotesly 10 kilograms. The
injury criteria we use fall into two categories: long-term or permanent brain Injury and swrt #tm or trantient brain dysfunction.
Long-term injury Is characterized by persistent (over several days) changes In brain electropbysiology, clinical symptamatology
or Identifiable neuropathology resulting from the impact event. Transient dysfunction Is identified by brief (less than 24 hours)
changes In brain electrophyslology or clinical symptamatology.

Data weret obtained from animals subjected to Impact forces In the -X direction rnging fhm 281 t/s2 to 1550 SW/s 2 .
Electrophysolloglcol and inertial data were collected. To assess brain function, we have chosn to examine parameters de-
rived from the measurement of the electroencephalogram (EEG) and the somatasensry evied potential (SEP). It is important
that similar measurements can be obtained from our human subjects, so that the remaining steap as outlined above con be
completed.

METHODS

Efight adult male Macacw Mulatta ranging In weight from nine kilograms to twelve kilogramt were used as subject In a
total of 1.7 experiments. Each hod six epidural stainless steel recording screws (4 miltimetr•s In diameter) Implanted in the
Scull located approximately ,us Indicated In Figure 1. Wires attached to these screows vre brought toan external connector,
anchored into the sill using dental acrylic. Fixation hardware for head occealra tersmndpbaotoagraplic torgets wore also
Implanted in each of the subjects. Several months elapsed between the surgery and the impact acceleration experiments In
order to allow boan to regrow so that the head Implant would remain secure under extreme inertial loads. in each experiment
the subject wtas restrained in custom fitted fiberglass couch which permitted fek•dm of motion fr the head and neck. Phys-
iologIcal dat, consisting of four channelt of EEG and SEP Information and three channels of vectr cardiogrphic information
were recorded for approximately 30 minutes prior to the Impact event and for 30 minutes fallowing. For four of t subjects,
fallow-up tecordlng of physiologIcal dat wre made 24 and 48 h•ous post-Imnpect.

The recorded neuraoplsologlcal data were telemetered through an amplifying system with a nominal gain and bandpas
of 40,000 and I - 100 Hs - Idl, respectively, and recorded or analog tape, During teecording of the data In all but
four of the eoxirlmeonts, tIe subject's median nerve was stimulated by brief electrical pulses (.3 mIllisecon• duration) daily-
ered to the Ain ow the righ wrist. Stimulus intensity was adjusted to determine the thrlesaid far e thumb switch and then
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set to a level which produced good SEP's as monitored on a storage oscilloscope. The actual intensity used tanged from 4 to
8 milliamperes and was presented at an interval of one every two seconds except for experiments LX 1364 and LX 1-365 in

which a rate of one every three seconds was used. In most of the experiments in which median nerve stimulation was used,

the stimulus was presented for periods of five to ten minutes separated by three to five minute intervals of nn stimulation.
This permitted collection of periods of continuous EEG data free of evoked potentials.

The physiological data were played back after the completion of a series of experiments and digitized using on EA I Pacer

600 computer. The data wcie sampled at rates from 400 to 85•0 samples per second, depending on the experiment. The digi-

tized data were output on tape and then processed at the NASA Slidell Computer Center on a Univac 1108 system. In ad-
dition to the physiological data, the stimulus even: fr. .er was also digitized and provided a time reference for the EEG
and SEP analysis. This analysis was done using softy are &velaped by the authors.

DATA ANALYSIS

The data analysis wro carried out independently for the EEG and SEP data. In order to analyze EEG data collected
during median nerve stimulation, approximaotely one second of data immediately following each stimulus was discarded. In

the absence of median nerve stimulation all the EEG data were used. A general purpose time series analysis program computed
averaged power spectral density estimates from these data. Raw spectral estimates were mode using one to two second inter-

vals of data and five of these were averaged. Each spectral estimate thus represented five to ten seconds of data and this

was the basic time resolution of the EEG analysis. From these spectra ten parameters were computed. These parameters

were 1) Total EEG power and 2) Percentage EEG power in each of the five spectral bonds: 0 - 4 Hz (Delta); 4 - 8 Hz

(Theta); 8 - 12 Hz (Alpha); 12 - 16 Hz (Sigma); 16 - 32 Hz (Beta). Figure 2 illustrates for one experiment a plot of the EEG
power in each of the spectral bands as a function of time.

In addition to the ten spectral parameters, spectral moments were estimated using zero-crossing techniques. This measure
reflects the relative distribution of EEG spectral energy as a function of frequency. Increase in the 2nd and 4th moments

indicates a shift in energy from low fiequency to higher frequencies. Also, a variety of statistical parameters based on the

EEG amplitude distribution were also measured. These parameters yielded no additional useful information.

Analysis of the SEP data was based on the computation of averaged SEP's (ASEP). Data immediately preceding and

tollowing each of ten sequential median nerve stimuli were averaged, using standard computational procedures.

This resulted in a series of ASEP's each reproe-nting approxinately 20 seconds of data. Figure 3 illustrates selected
ASEP's computed for one experiment immediately preceding and following the impact event.

A variety of computerized meaurements were mode of the ASEP's and these derived measures were used to assess the

effects of impact on the SEP. Two measures in particular appeared to be of value. One is an amplitude measure, the root

mean square (RMS) value of the ASEP computed for the past-stimu6us interval of five to 100 milliseconds. In the data dis-
cussed here, this is considered the *earty" component of tie ASEP. The second measure is a shape measure and compli vents
the first. This is the "pre-impact carrelation" and uses the ASEP computed from all the pro-impact data 2s a reference wave-
form. A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient is then computed point for point between the early component of the

reference waveform and the early componert of each (ten stimulus) ASEP. Both measures can be plotted as a function of time

relative to the impact event and Figure 4 illustrates this for the same data shown in Figure 3.

RESULTS

TAILE 1 SUMMARY OF SEP & EEG RESULTS (Channel I - Figure It

Peak Sled Duration of EEG Duration of SEP Changes Clinical

Run No. Subject Acceleration Ratio Changes RMtS Shape Symotoms
(m/s2) (sac) (sec) (sec)

LX 656 A03146 281 29 i18 99 NONW
LX 1364 A03921 361 71 199 28 NONE

LX 654 A03146 502 20 353 137 NONE

LX 659 A03146 553 59 490 98 NONE

LX 1892 A03948 818 38 NO DATA NONE
LX 1891 A03943 820 13 NO DATA NONE
LX 1359 A04099 1047 99 238 139 NONE
LX 660 A03146 1052 137 196 233 NONE

LX 1894 A03921 1062 26 NO DATA NONE

LX 657 A03146 1065 10 177 197 NONE

LX 1365 A03921 1065 .- - FATAL

LX 1893 A03924 1080 16 NO DATA NONE

LX 1363 A03935 1205 218 , 1200 297 SEVERE

LX 1360 A0499 1256 ..... FATAL

LX 661 A03146 550 .. FATAL

*Morked neurological and cardlac dysfunction, progresttIi deterioration, Sacrificed 90 houirs post-impact.



Table 1 summarizes the most important findings from this set of pilot expetirimnts. For the EEG data, values of all
parameters measured immediately post-impact were compared to the pre-impact values using both a t-test and a graphical
median measure. The t-test results were stntistically insignificant. Based cn the graphical procedures, the most useful
parameter was the ratio of the power in the Delta bond to the total power in the non-Delta barids. The results listed in
Table I were obtainod by measuring the time the post-impact Delta/non-Delta ratio exceeded the pro-impact median level
of the ratio. The median was compoted using three minutes of data immediately preceding the impact event. As Table I
indiceites, these results are mixed and inconsistent. In general, the EEG changes seemed to reflect an overall transient
decr'sase in total power, possibly indicating an increased level of behavioral arousal due to the impact.

Similar procedures were used for the SEP data. The early component RMS and correlation parameter measured immedi-
ately post-impact was compared to the median value of all the pre-impact measurements. The time which the post-impact
lesults to"l to return to their pre-impact median level was determined and related to the measured pealk sled acceleration.
The RMS amplitude measure shows an effect, but as is the case for the EEG results these are incon:istently related to sled
acceleration. The correlation shape measure, on the other hand, showed a strong monotonic relationship to sled acceleration.
The correlation between the duration of the shape change and the slec acceleration is significant at the .02 level (r--0.85).
This is illustrated in Figure 5, where the best linear fit to the data is shown.

CONCLUSION

It appears that in the unanesth'tized adult rhesus, the shape of the early (latency less than 100 ms) portion of the
SEP is the most sensitive correlate of the sled acceleration, among all the mcnasures of brain electrical activity that we have
investigated. The EEG and SEP amplitude ore far more variable and inconsistent measures. In terms of concussive type
injury at the acceleration levels reported here except for the one clear long-term result (LX 1363) one m.lay tentatively
infer the possibility of short-term brain dysfunction increasing in severity with increasing levels of impact acceleration.
Experimental work currently underway is directed at elucidating the details of the physiological mechanical mechanisms
responsible for this change in brain fur.ction. Future plans include the extension of our SEP methodology to monitoring
the human subjects ir our impact accele.ation studies. The validation and extension of these results with human data is a
important step in the development of a human impact-injury model.
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Figure 2: EEG spectral power for run LX 1363 (1205 m/s 2 peak sled acceleration). Impact occurs at t;m = 0.0 and 15
minutes of pre-impact and past impact data are shown. The vertical scale is in microvolts squared.
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FigUre 3: Seqluence of ASEPs comnputod at timies relative to the Impact event for run LX 1363. Ton individual SEP's were
averriged farench ASEP. Note the disappearance, and gradual recaoery ol the ASEP post-impact.



RUN LX1363 SEP MEASUREMENTS CHANNEL 1

A03935 "00: 1206 M/S2
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Figure 4t Plot of two parameters derived from ASEP's similar to thoe illustrated In Figure 3, plotted for 15 minutes pre-
and post-impact. The EEG results for this run are illustrated in Figure 2. These plots are based on that portion of the ASEP
appearing between 5 and 100 milliseconds aster median nerve stimulation. See text for details.
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Figure t5 Plot of SEP shape data from Table 1, with the linear regression ýest-fit also shown. The correlotaon is ,85
(.02 significance level). The dashed portion of the line indicates the approximate LD50 region for -X peak acceleration
this series of experiments.
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DISCUSSION

DR. H. JEX (USA)

lam interested in the criterion that you used to detect the changes in shape of
the evoked potential following the impact.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

We computed an average of all the pre-impact responses then we take the discrete
post-impact and pre-impact averages - arranged over 10 events - and compute for
the interval of interest, which in this case is 5 to 100 milliseconds post stimulus,
a Pearson product moment correlation coefficient. This gives us an amplitude inde-
pendent shape match index, and that's what you saw plotted as SEP correlation.
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A HUMAN BODY and CREW STATION MODELLING SYSTEM for MOTION STUDIES

GeorgD. Frisch
Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Detachment 1

Michoud Station, New Orleans, LA. 70189

attached tor Aircraft and Crew Systems Technology Directorate
Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, PA. 18974

ABSTRACT

E The need to visualize and interpret human body movement data from experiments and
simulations has led to the development of a computerized, three-dimensional
representation of the human body and crew station. Particular emphasis has been placed
on head and neck motion within the confines of the A7E, LAMPS H2, and F18 crew
stations, although the program is general enough to accomodate any geometrical
configuration. There are numerous computer programs for the analysis or simulation of
human movement in various environments, but perhaps the only common feature of all
these systems is that they produce motion data to manipulate some skeletal model of the
human body. While conventional charts and graphs can be used to follow movements of
individual body parts, it has been our experience that only by observing the entire
movement of the various body segments can experimental results be integrated with
simulation studies. Such a process requires that program output be used to animate a
realistically formed and jointed human body model incorporated within an existing or
projected crew station. Animations are essential whenever the volume of data collected
or generated is too great to assimilate piecemeal, or when the complexity of the motion
under study leads to visualization difficulties in a two-dimensional graph.
Dissatisfaction with existing body models and stick figure displays led to the
development of a new human and crew station model for the computer with distinct
advantages in display realism, movement defin.ition, collision or interaction detectionand cost-effectiveness in a real-time animation play-back environment. Development of
this program was meant to provide an improved method for evaluating the physical
compatibility of crew members with crew stations under all types of G environments.
With proper human input data used as validation, computer generated results should
serve as a design tool as well as for purposes of evaluation.
INTRODUCT ION

Evaluation of the physical compatibility of crew members with crew stations has
traditionally been based on anthropological, environmental and task sequence data.
With today's sophisticated aircraft the ability of crew members to perform underadverse conditions is becoming increasingly crucial, making the man-machine interface
an extremely important design consideration. Unfortunately, evaluation techniques of
man's performance have not kept pace with .the evolution of aircraft design. Physical
compatibility of man and machine must be evaluated.not only in terms of physical and
visual interface, but also in terms of reach and clearance envelopes. Techniques such
as drawing reviews, mockups, flight simulators, prototype flight, and track tests are
important and produce useful data but suffer from the limitation of not being able to
take into account the full variability in crew anthropometry and environmental factors.
Mathematical models have produced some additional significant insight into the problems
but their usage has been limited due to their complexity, lack of evaluation criteria,"and the inability to get an adequate data base which can be used to validate evaluation
results.

When analyzing crew station geometry two apparently distinct types of mathematical
models have emerged. The first deals with the human factors aspect of the problem as
opposed to those whose primary concern is the biodynamic response of crew members to
acceleration forces generated by aircraft maneuvers or catastrophic events such asditching, crashes, and ejections (1,2,3,4,5,6,7). Although logically compatible,
results from these two sources have not been adequately correlated or used
interactively due to the lack of standardization of input data, methodologies employed,
format, and output descriptors.

A complete evaluation of a given crew station must consider not only the ,ability
of a crew member to perfom his tasks but also assure that the crew station geometry
does not pose a problem during emergency egress. Information gained from gross body
motion simulation (i.e. movement of body segments in response to applied forces)
should be used to revise clearance and reach envelopes, which in turn could
significantly alter the placement of crucial controls or cockpit geometry in general.

Motion of a crew member within his Seating and restraint system will change the
location of joints which can significantly alter the areas within his reach. Only when
both static and dynamic factors are used in conjunction can a representative evaluation
of a given crew. station be effectively undertaken. Accident statistics amply
demonstrate this point.

SCOPE

In formulating the graphics model presented here, the primary consideration was
ease of of usage and generality in application. The intent was not to reformulate
capabilities of existing models but rather to develop a tool which would use data
generated by these programs as input for further analysis. The bulk of the data a
analyzed by this laboratory consists of human dynamic revoonse data, simulation results
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(primarily based on the Calspan Program discussed later)l dummy and hardware testing
programs conducted at the Naval Air Development Center, Naval Air Engineering Center,
and Naval Weapons Center. 'The complexity of instrumentation employed and consequently
both quantity and caliber of the data obtained from these various sources differs
sharply but must be considered as state of the art and used in -%njunction with other
test results. The computer program was structured in such a fashion that human
response data, simulation results, and test track and ejection tower test data could be
used as inputs,.and be compared on a common basis in terms of man-maCh~ne interface.

Injuries to aircraft crews must be viewed tn terms of limitations of the escape
system as distinguished from inadequate crew station geometry. Injuries due to the
first classification are usually a result-of high G forces and inadequate restraint,
whereas injuries due to the latter can. be related to direct impact between body
segments and the crew station interior. Of the two, direct impact injuries are the
easier to prevent and all available data'should be used to define clearance envelopes
required.

The three major areas of simulation to be incorporated consist of crew station
:geometry, occupant dynamics, and trajectory analysis. Computer programs which were
considered as sources of input to this model are briefly discussed below under the
classification to which they pertain.

CREWSTATION-GEOMETRY

The Cockpit Geometry Evaluation Computer Program System (CGECPS) was used to check
and transform digitized crew station data (I). In our application of the program, two
reference systems were used. The first is the design coordinate system (using buttock,
water, and station~lines), where the cockpit plane vertices and control locations are
expressed in this reference system using-crew station drawings. The data is then
transformed to a Euclidean coordinate system (x,y,z) with the origin at the design eye
reference point (figure 1). Before each evaluation run the occupant's eye midpoint
(defined in the head coordinate system) was made coincident with the design eye
reference point origin. The crew member's anthropometry and. seating position was used
to define seat pan location, which was then checked against the allowable seat
adjustment range. -If within range, an ideal initial seating position was defined (i.e.
crew member seated at the design eye reference point) and the simulation was ready to
proceed. Exceeding the seat adjustment range defines a problem of accomodation.
Permissible seat adjustment values were then used (together with the seating position
data) to redefine a new eye reference point (as distinguished from the design eye
reference point) and all-cockpit information was transformed to this new origin.'

It is important to remember that. several types of inputs can be used to drive the
occupant segments and consequently determine initial positions. If dynamic test data
is used (sled and tower tests using dummies), then link lengths, joint ranges, weights
of segments and other initial'position data is determined from the test conditions.
The primary aim of such a simulation is to detect possible strikes between occupant
segments and crew station interior. This type of analysis is used primarily for'
validation purposes where one is looking for replication of -motion monitored and
analyzes -this motion within the constraints of the crew station configuration. Once
this validation phase has been completed, then a more general and informative analysis
can be performed. Since control locations have been defined in terms of-the eye
reference point, the CGECPS program can be used to determine. initial angular
orientation of occupant segments, given that certain controls are being contacted.
This can be accomplished in terms of general anthropometric categories or for specific
dimensional data under investigation.

Human test data is treated in a similar fashion. Experiments conducted.at the
Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory Detachment monitored head and neck motion
in response to acceleration, using both inertial instrumentation and high speed
"photography (8). Locations of the head and T1 (first thoracic vertebral body)
coordinate system origins are determined throughout the entire course of the run
(figure 2). The graphics representation of the head and neck system can now be driven
using human data and analyzed in terms of the crew station geometry. The midpoint of
the infraorbital notches, defined in the head anatomical coordinate system, is placed
at the design eye reference point, and the monitored head and neck motion can be
analyzed in terms of the crew station dimensions. There are two significant factors
that must be kept in mind. The first is that only head and neck positions are known
and consequently only head interference can be detected. Secondly, initial position is
predetermined by the test configuration. Seat back angles in human tests are somewhat
different, as is the restraint system employed. Human test subjects are much better
restrained than would be the case of a pilot flying a particular aircraft. Both of
these factors could significantly affect clearance envelopes. Results, however, could
be interpreted as representative of a best case situation (i.e. perfectly restrained,
sitting at the design eye refer-ýwe point). One can vary the initial position of the
occupant and restraint system parao•eters using the simulation program discussed below.

It should not be forgottýr; Týhat the CGECPS program is employed in human factors
analysis, using the anthropological, environmental, and task sequence data. Used to
its full capacity, the system provides information concerning data consistency, reach
capability, crew station compliance to selected military standards, and localization of
visual and/or physical interference of the occupant with the crew station. This effort
extends application to a high G environment where segment motion is beyond the
occupant's-voluntary control.

TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS

In order to be able to estimate occupant response to a given acceleration profile,
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the seat time history has to be well defined over the time or interest, The forces at
the seat are-modified by restraint-torso and seat-torso interactions, so that when
investigating head and neck response, the forces at the dummy's neck pivot (ri in the
case ot humans) must be considered as the driving function to the head and neck system.
It'is easy to see that errors in defining the seat time history will be compounded when
propagated to the head and neck or other extremeties. Seat and restraint system
properties (such as force deflection, strap elongation, etc.) are difficult to estimate
and their'effeOts on occupant response can be significant. It becomes crucial,
therefore, that both the seat and the 'dummy be properly instrumented so that
modifioations to the driving function can be determined. Seat and dummy
instrumentation locations must be surveyed to readily identifiable landmarks so that
the effects of the seating and restraint system can be estimated (figure 3).
Additionally, if one knows the time history of a precise point on the dummy, and dummy
dimensions are related to that point, then the model of the dummy can be driven (using
that point for input) independent of the seating and restraint system. This approach
is routinely adopted in simulations based-on human data, where the monitored TI data is
used as the driving function to the headand neck system.

From a standpoint of occupant dynamic response, the most difficult emergency
egress condition to analyze and simulate is that of ejection. In this particular case,
one is dealing with a closed loOp system where occupant motion within his seating and
restraint system can significantly alter the trajectory achieved, which in turn is the
driving function of the seat-man system. This differs from crash simulation where the
mass of the vehicle 'issuch that the response of the occupant, to the crash pulse leaves
the driving function (time. history oft the seat) unaltered. This problem becomes
particularly vexing in the latter stages of trajectory simulation (such as parachute
opening shock). Test results are extremely variable and confidence in simulation
results is marginal due to errors propagated and compounded by inaccuracies in
stipulating Catapult, sustainer rocket, and stabilization forces. Additionally,
calculation of the effects of windblast and the aerodynamics of the seat-mdn system are
oversimplifications at best. However, during the initial phases of an ejection, when
man-machine interface is of major concern, the trajectory and seat forces are well
defined since the seat is still on the'rails and propelled by the catapult.

When data from the tower tests is employed, the seat time history is well defined
since the seat motion is constrained to a two dimensional trajectory. Track tests, on
the other hand, are conducted to replicate the real world and the data is of a three
dimensional nature. To replicate , these tests and draw -inferences to other test
conditions, the ICARUS program is used to estimate trajectories to be expected (9).
The program considers the seat-man trajectory starting from initial catapult initiation
to parachute opening shock and beyond. Seats presently available for analysis include
Martin Baker,. Stencel, and Escapac. Aircraft initial conditions, catapult and
sustainer rocket forces, stabilization system forces, the aerodynamics of the-seat mansystem, and parachute deployment forces are all .considered in various degrees of
complexity.. Aspects beyond the present capability of the. program include modelling of
complex stabilization systems such as MPES (Maximum Performance Ejection Seat) and
modification of the trajectory due to occupant motion within his restraint system.
Although the whole occupant center of gravity is allowed to move within the seat
coordinate system (simulating torso compression and restraint sytem elongation) perfect
restraint is assumed, precluding possible effects of flailing due to windblast forces,However, when used with a reasonable amount of caution, adequate time histories
(especially in the early stages of ejection) can be achieved.

OCCUPANT MOTION SIMULATION

Having the crew station data and seat time history (either monitored orsimulated), the man-machine interface under C can now be analyzed. If human data is
used and initial conditions of the aircraft can be related to those of the human test
(no angular velocity on the seat), then the human data can be used directly in
evaluating the crew station design. However, as mentioned previously, only head and
neck data is presently available and one must resort to simulation if information on
other segments or other test situations is desired. Dummy test data can also be used
directly for the specific test conditions available. To expand the data base to
include other conditions, simulation must again be considered.

The program routinely used to simulate occupant response is the Calspan Simulator
(4), which has been the subject of several validation papers by the author (10,11,12).
The model is quite flexible and modular in design so that the complete range of
anthropometric variation, weight distribution, moment of inertia of'segments, and joint
limiting angles can be handled effectively. The occupant can be modelled by up to 20
segments, connected by 19 joints. The inclusion of tension elements and spring dampers
facilitates the representation of muscles and ligaments, and flexible elements such as
the neck can be handled with relative ease. The complete flexibility in anthropometric
dimensioning, together with the ability of specifying omnidirectional input and dynamic
initial conditions, make this program an ideal tool for evaluating the occupant-crew
station compatibility under acceleration. Segment-segment and segment-crew station
contacts are also monitored and evaluated in terms of forces generated. Modifieations
to the original version include evaluation of the offects of belt interactions and
windblast forces.

One can in fact drive any segment and make the simulation as simple or as complex
as desired. For example, if one is only concerned with head clearance, and the time
history of TI is known, then only the head and neck system need be driven using the I'1
anatomical coordinate system origin as the locus where the acceleration is applied. In
most dummy tests the head is hinged to the upper torso via a rigid neck and
consequently constrained to move in the midsaggital plane. However, the forces applied
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are such that yawing and rolling of the head would result if the constraints were
removed. In such a case, if the location of the neck pivot in relation to the dummy s
3-D instrumentation is known, then an acceleration profile for this pivot point is
easily calculated and can be used to drive a revised head-neck system. One can also
model all segments according to the restrictions of the test and allow the head the
freedom of motion warranted. Incremental changes to input parameters can also be
investigated in terms of their contribution to simulation precision.

ANTHROPOMETRY

Options for several different graphical representations of the human body are
provided, .their usage depending on the complexity desired and likelyhood of strikes
occurring-. The Calapan program provides optional output of segment time histories and
contact ellipsoid information. Each segment is modelled via an ellipsoid, whose origin
(in relation to the segment C.G. location) and force deformation properties are
specified (figure 4). Use of this packagegreatly facilitates interpretation of data
and -can be used as a preprocessor to isolate specific crew station surfaces with which
contact might occur. As an example, previous ejection simulation results can be usedI to define segment motion in the inertial reference frame. Analyzing this motion within
the confines of a specific crew station will isolate the areas of concern. A full
"simulation, employing the exact seat time history and initial conditions of the
aircraft, together with the pilot's initial position within the crew station, can then
be undertaken. Only those crew station surfaces previously isolated need be included
in the "interference checks conducted during simulation, greatly reducing the computer
costs involved. The entire crew station can still be ,'otted and visual checks
undertaken to assure that in fact only those surfaces stipulated needed to be
monitored.

To increase the resolution by attaining a better repres',?tation of the human form,
a revised graphics package was formulated which can be driv,*; by either Calspan Program
output or test data (figure 5). As in .the case of the elliptical representation, the
flexibility of specifying the range of anthropometric variation was maintained through
application of scaling parameters. Joint and segment C.G. locations are defined on
input, determening the skeletal configuration of the occupant. Each segment has a
series of spheres associated with'it, the origins of which are located on the local
segment coordinate system. The locations of these origins, as well as the radii of the
spheres,. depend on the anthropometry of the modelled occupant. Segment representation
by a series of spheres was chosen because most body, contours could be adequately

represented. Additionally, when viewed from any angle, each sphere, projected onto a
viewing plane, reduces to a circle. This minimizes computer execution time
significantly.r

A further. refinement of anthropometric representation was recently undertaken,
employing the methodology of the Biostereometries Laboratory, Baylor College of
Medicine, from whom a data set was greatfully obtained (13),(figure 6). Using a three
dimensionsl photographic technique, the topogr-aphy of the subject is established in the
inertial reference frame, as are the locations of up to 80 bony skeletal landmarks.
The resulting data base consists of successive slices, each one having a common z level
and a defined center of gravity. This center of gravity constitutes the average of
coordinates of all points of the cross section. The number e!' slices 'required for
simulation input is a function of resolution sought. As an example, figure 6A contains
twice as many data points as 6B. From the bony landmarks, the anthropometric
dimensions of the subject can be established and the location of the joints estimated.
These joint locations determine the skeletal structure and segment lengths. Segment
orientations are calculated from the data and the various slices, or partial slices,
assigned to the segments modelled (figure 7). Figures 7A through 7M demonstrate this
assignment. 7A constitutes the head; 7B head and neck; 7C head,neck,and shoulder, etc.
In articulating this body, each slice and the defined joints must be transformed into
the segment local coordinate system (i.e. in terms of the segment C.G. locations).
Initially, these C.G. locations are estimated from anthropometric dimensions, but as
better estimates become available the slice transformations can be easily recalculated.
As before, the entire skeletal structure, or portions thereof, can be driven either
under computer control or using monitored human data.

The advantage of this topographic method is that a permanent record is attained
which can be redigitized if more data points are needed. Additionally, locations of
non bony skeletal landmarks can also be defined. X ray anthropometry of all human
subjects tested at NAMRL det. is used to localize photographic targets and inertial
instrumentation relative to the head and neck anatomical coordinate systems (figure 8).
If three-dimensional photography is taken with the mounts in place, the location of
these coordinate systems , in the inertial reference frame, can then be established.
As was the case in the spherical representation, it is a relatively simple task to
dimension the data to accomodate various anthropometric categories. Changes in link
lengths, keeping the number of slices the same, will result in the spacing between each
"successive slice being increased, and vice versa. Increasing or decreasing the size of
the slices themselves is accomplished by defining a vector extending from the center of
gravity of a slice to each point constituting the outline. Upward or downward scaling
of the vecto- lengths is used to redefine the location of these outline points.

No matter how precise the definition of the human body, clearance envelopes and
possibility of contact are directly related to equipment wiorn by crew members. Serious
injuries to the head, resulting from direct contact, must be viewed in terms of
head-helmet displacement within the crew station, Even under the assumption that the
helmet does not move relative to the head, which itself can cause serious injuries, the
increase of the volume represented by the helmet must be accounted for. Although
digitized information on various helmets is readily available, relating this data to
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the head coordinate system must be repeatable and consistent. A preliminary experiment
was conducted, using a medium HGU-35P helmet and phantom head (human skull covered with
rubber material to simulate features), in which the head anatomical coordinate system
was defined. -Lead pellets were attached to the left and right center of rotation
points of the helmet,-as well as to the middle of the front trim line. The helmet was
then placed on the marked phantom head and X rays were taken. The XY plane of the
helmet coordinate system was defined by the three lead markers and the Z axis was taken
as normal to this plane, with its origin midway between the two center of rotation
pellets. The original- helmet data, expressed in terms of water, buttock and station
lines, was transformed to the above defined helmet coordinate system. The location of
the helmet coordinate system origin was defined on the head anatomical coordinate
system from the X ray data . The helmet shell contour data was then retransformed to
the head coordinate system. Figure(9) illustrates the increase in volume attributable
to the helmet. It should be pointed out, that although a -definition of a helmet
coordinate system is necessary for proper localization of helmet contour data on the
head anatomical coordinate system, the one chosen need not be considered as the ideal,
and another can be substituted as long as it can be repeatedly defined (using the same
landmarks) accross helmet types. Further experiments are planned to determine the
repeatability with which a subject can place the helmet on his head and the
variability, accross subjects, of helmet contour :locations on the head coordinate
system. Since mouth mount locations are defined relative to the head coordinate
system, subjects wearing these mounts and helmets can be analyzed using photographic
techniques. This eliminates the necessity for non-medical use of X rays.

Since many applications of head dynamic response data do not consider a protected
head, it was deemed necessary to provide a program option in which precise head data
could be displayed independent of other body segments. Clearly, if a helmeted head
strikes an object, the precision necessary to describe the skull outline need not' be
that high; as long as the helmet contours are localized on the head coordinate system.
It is, after all, the helmet that will make contact. With the unhelmeted head,
however, precision is required to establish the existence and location of contact and
the dynamic conditions existing at the time. The digitized skull, information,
employing the same coordinate system previously described, was obtained from T.A.
Shugar's Finite Element Head'Injury Model (14). Although at present not representative
of any particular anthropometric categorization, the computer input library can be
expanded as additional information becomes available. Head contour data obtained from
stereo photography (figure 7A) can also be used since it was redefined in terms of the
head anatomical coordinate system. This system was estimated from the location of the
auditory meatus and infraorbital notches. The head-helmet data can again be driven by
either computer simulation results or by human head trajectory data.

Care must be taken when analyzing helmeted head trajectories using human data as
input. The trajectories monitored are those of human, unhelmeted subjects, suitably
restrained, with a seatback angle of 90 degrees. Displaying this motion within the
cockpit (figure 10 left), with the initial position determined via the methodology
previously described, provides significant insight into the crew -station-pilot
compatability. Range of motion under less restrictive restraint will, in all
probability, be increased -and therefore results from human data tend to be on the
optimistic side. Inclusion of a helmet (figure 10 right) expands the displacement
volume and increases the likelyhood of contact. The additional weight of the helmet,
and its effect on the head trajectory, has as of. yet not been properly defined. The
effect, however, is expected to be detrimental in terms of increasing head range of
motion. Viewed from this perspective, results obtained must be considered as the best
case situation and that in actual situations the hazard would be increased.

APPLICATIONS

The graphics package described was designed not only to handle various sources of
input but to be flexible enough to provide the best possible insight into results. As
such, the object observed can be viewed from any position (as if a camera were placed
there) using any perspective desired. Enlargement'or reduction can also be specified
as required. Presently conducted work will expand the capability to include stereo
views (to be viewed with special glasses) to attain a better depth perspective and to
vary display intensity of data sets for contrast purposes. As an example, the crew
station can be displayed dimmer than the crew member so that confusion as to contour
intersections can be minimized. A hidden line option has been completed but its usage
has been limited. Although the aesthetic quality of the graphics is enhanced using
this option, information obtainable is limited since segments hidden behind crew
station surfaces can not be observed. The various data sets can be displayed
seperately or together, depending on the simulation. Occupant response to acceleration
can be displayed together with the crew station or analyzed independently , using any
of the three configurations provided.

Since occupant response to an omnidirectional input can be simulated, applications
to specific test or accident situations become self evident. The case of ejection has
already been discussed in some detail. Additionally, carrier arrested landings and
ditching can be investigated. Typical deceleration profiles of carrier landings are
available and data, when transformed to the crew station from its original locus, can
be used to drive the crew station model. The same holds true if accelerations seen
during dJtt:htng are ever quantified. If the resulting data from these two sources can
be correlated to that monitored during human tests, then human data can be used
directly to drive the head within the crew station. In such situations, all
possibility of contact must be eliminated. There is no sense in providing elaborate
underwater escape systems If the crew member is unable to activate them as a result of
unconsciousness sustained from direct impact.

L
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Since the viewing location can be specified to be at the eye reference point, the
pilot's perspectiveof the crew station interior can be used as a design tool. Control
loatibna can be manipulated, using graphics, so that ease of pilot viewing and
activation, when necessary, can be maximized. This should be done before crew station
prototypes are :*ever constructed. Additionally, aircraft carrier flight decks can be
digitized and for given aircraft time histories, the pilot's view during landing can be
displayed.-

Crew station geometry can be expanded to include any enclosure, such as automobile
interiors. Usually, in such cases, greater clearance is provided and the effects of
various seating and :restraint arrangements can be investigated. If direct contact is
detected (using the skull representation provided) results can also be used directly as
inputs to a finite element head injury model.
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FiS.7 Segmentation of contour data. Figure A - head only; Figure 8 - head and neck; Figure C - head,
neck and right shoulder; Figure D -- head, neck and thorax; Figure E -- inclusion of abdominal region,

Figure F - inclusion of lumbar region; Figure G - inclusion of upper arm; etc.
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DISCUSSION

DR. H. JEX (USA)

What is the form in which the prepositioning of limbs Is determined for the model?
Do you use a table of numbers or computer graphics techniques?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

Positioning of the occupants within our crew station is obviously a function of
anthropometry. There are two distinct types of simulation one can consider. In
the first case, one might want to replicate a test that has been conducted and
compare model results with those monitored in the test. In such a situation, link
lengths and initial position data Is predetermined from the test conditions. In
the second case, one Is interested in either extrapolating test data to other situ-
ations or using a model in a predictive fashion to estimate response before having
conducted the test. In such cases, anthropcmetry can be determined from a statist-
ical model, resulting in an appropriate scaling of link lengtts. Given these link
lengths and the crew station geometry, an idealized Initial position can be deter-
mined. In the past we have assumed the pilot to be sitting at the eye reference
point and define specific controls to be contacted. For example, the feet are to
be on the rudder pedals; one hand on the throttle and the other hand on the contro'
stick. Since the location of these controls is defined relative to the eye refer-
ence point, a preprocessing program calculates, using the link lengths and angular
limitations of the Joints, the angular orientation of all the various segments
relative to the crew station.

DR. 0. ALLEN (UK)

It was not quite clear to me what experimental validation you've done on your sim-
ulation. Could you address the extent of your validation?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

Validation efforts have been twofold in nature. Model performance has been com-

pared to live subject tests conducted at New Orleans. Simulated head and neck
response have proven to be quite reproducible, especially at high G levels. Addi-
tional dummy tower tests cond",ted at darminster, PA have been used extensively to
validate the program performance. More complex trajectories, such as the vertical
seeking maneuver employed by the Maximum Performance Ejection Seat (presently
being developed by the Navy) have also been employed as input, with equally adequate
results. These tests, conducted at China Lake, were fully instrumented so that we
feel that an adequate data base exists, and further refinements to the existing
program can be effectively undertaken.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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THE USE OF MATHEMATICAL MODE.LING IN CRASHWORTHY
HELICOPTER SEATING SYSTEMS

George T. Singley III
US Army Aviation Research and Development Conmand

Research and Technology Laboratories
Applied Technology Laboratory, Fort Eustis, Virginia 23604

and

Joseph L. Haley

US Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
Bioengineering and Life Support Equipment Division

Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

INTRODUCTION

A new generation of US Army helicopters has been designed for unprecedented crashworthiness. Th,,se
new aircraft are expected to prevent fatalities and minimize injury during accidents witi' impact velocities
as severe as 42 feet per second down, 50 f.et per second forward, 30 feet per second sideward, and a com-
bined (resultant) velocity change not to exced 50 feet per second. The severity of the vertical impact
necessitates that crash force attenuation be provided to limit seat occupant spinal loading to human toler-
ance levels. Even when high sink rate (load-( miting) alighting gear are used. decelerative force attenua-
tion is still necessary in the aircraft seats. Seats have been developed to meet the crashworthiness
criteria of MIL-S-58095(AV)(

1
) and the Aroy's "Crash Survival Design Guide."(2) However, the state of the

art is such that there is no validated probbility of injury model for the seat designer or evaluator to
determine if a particular seat design minimizes injury.

This paper discusses crashworthy helicopter accident data revealing injury types related to seat
design, seat occupant injury criteria, recent crashworthy seat test data, and crashworthy ,eat/occupant
modeling technology. The designer's dilema in finding the minimum injury solution by designing to the
many conflicting variables is presented. Finally, the relationship between the spinal vertebra stress-
strain characteristics and Irreversible injury is discussed.

ACCIDENT DATA

Accident experience shove that helicopter seats should be designed to:

a. Possess sufficient strength and load-deflection characteristics to maintain structural integrity
and occupant retention.

b. Provide the wet full body. low elongation restraint system that operational considerations permit
in order to properly position the body for minimum risk of deceleretive injury and to minimize occupant
lotion.

c. Attenuate crash impact decelerative forces imparted to the occupant to humanly tolerable values.

Recent accident data analyses ("se Table I) have shown that 1pproxitstely one-half of all Injuries in
Amy helicopter accidents are due to decelerative Impact forces. A recent analysis of US Army attack
helicopter accident data by the US Army Agency for Aviation Safety (USAAAVS) revealed the influence of
vertical impact velocity on the incidence of spinal injury. figure I sham a back injury rate of 50 per-
cent fir a sink speed of 2F ft/esc, i.e., the equivalent of a 9.7-ft free fall. The seot and restraint
system play a major role in preventing these injuries, as well as those injuries due to lack of occupant
restraint, ejection from the aircraft on impact, the occupant striking surrounding structure/components.
and even the poetcrash hazards of drowning and fire.

CRITERIA

HIL-STD-1290(4) requires that the seats and occupant restraint systnms of future US Army aircraft be
crashworthy. Seats are required to be aft. fecing wthenever operational considerations permit and not to be
side-feI na unless absoluttly necessary to smet optratlonal requirements. Seats are also required to
restrain the occupant during crash impacts as severe ax the 95th percentile potentially survivable accident
defined In Table II and to attenuate impact decelerations to aiccepted human tolerance levels for the 5th
through 95th percentile occupant population. Seats and restraint systems out pass a series of six stctic
and two dynmic crash tests. The dynem'c tests are walarisal in Table [it. The crashworthy Peat ultimate
static load factors required by NIL-S-509%(AV) and MIIL-STD-129n are compared in Table IV with the older.
superseded seat criteria.,

locause vertical acelerations that are input to the seat from the floor in severe but potentially
survivable helicopter accidents (48G for the 95th percentile survivable accident) exroed'human tolerance,
vertical crash force attenuetalol It requlred In all seats. NIL-,-58095(AV) and the Army'a "Crhmelorvival
I)estNIg lUIde" require B minim.,' Of 17 If,,h-. of vertical seat stroking distance. Seat verti'al energy
&L;.orption mechanismls niht strobc at a limit lwi;J fif (14.', 1.0) • (fffcrttve wetit of the inth
percent!le occupant Wn. stroking portion of seat).

These energy attonuation requirements are necessary to limit heedward deceall ttono to within the human
tolerance criteria of Figure 2. This curve s hoased on the findlRse of Iliband.t" P 4IL-S-iWl95(AV) requires
that headword diicelorationo measured on the @ea* pan be limited to the acceptable levels of Figure 2.
Iscause the 95th percentile survivable accident deceleration hoino the aircraft's longitudinal axis o 24C,'
It exceeds the humen telernte. of sideward faring cabin seat oncupente and crasn force attenuation must be
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provided by the seat for that direction as well as in the vertical direction. Human tolerance limits to

decelerative loads in all three axes are presented in the "Crash Survival Design Guide."

The Army's UJH-60A BLACK HAWK and YAH-64A Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) are equipped with crash-
worthy seats. The armored pilot/copilot seats and restraint systems are designed to comply with MIL-S-
58095(AV). The UH-60A cabin seats are designed in accordance with the Army's "Crash Survival Design Guide."
The U•-60A crashworthy armored crew seat is shown in Figure 3. The UH-60A cabin seats are
based on the prototype design shown in Figure 4.

CRASHWORTHY SEAT ANALYSIS AND TEST EXPERIENCE

In recent years there has been considerable interest and research activity by both the automotive and
aviation community in the development of mathematical models for seat and occupant crash impact analysis.
References 6, 7, and 8 discuss several of the mathematical models developed to date. Unfortunately for
the crashworthy helicopter seat designer, many of these models were developed for simulation of forward
and/or sideward impact, not for vertical impact. The crashworthy seat designer has a need for validated,
economical seat and occupant crash impact mathematical models for use as:

a. Structural Analysis Tools - Several structural analysis computer programs employing the finite
element method are available to help the seat designer achieve a lightweight seat structure capable of
withstanding the design criteria crash loads.

b. Seat and Occupant Motion Simulator - The seat and occupant motion during a crash should be ana-
lyzed to determine if the occupant might strike surrounding structure or potentially injurious objects
such as cyclic sticks or sights during the crash sequence. Seat motion must be analyzed, particularly
during the seat stroking phase, to insure that stroking is not impaired by the seat striking surrounding
structure. This is particularly important for pilot and copilot seats designed to stroke into a well in
the floor (see Figure 5) in order to achieve the full 12 inches of vertical stroking distance required by
MIL-S-58095(AV).

c. Occupant Injury Models Although injury models for head/neck injury and body contact type inju-
ries are useful in assessing the injury potential for seated occupants, the need is greatest for a vali-
dated injury model capable of predicting seat occupant injury due to headward (+Gz) decelerative forces
during crash impacts involving longitudinal, lateral, and vertical forces. Emphasis is placed on +Gz
forces because the 95th percentile survivable helicopter accident vertical floor accelerations (480 peak)
greatly exceed specified human tolerance (approximately 23G). The attenuation of injurious crash impact
accelerations is illustrated in Figure 4, which shows how peak vertical accelerations as high as 62.95G
were attenuated to less than 24G during the full-scale crash testing of a CH-47C helicopter. Aircraft
impact conditions were a 95th percentile survivable accident; i.e., 50 ft/sec flight path velocity, 30 ft/
sec forward velocity, 40 ft/sec vertical velocity, 100 nose-up pitch, and 10 roll at impact.( 9 ) A spinal
injury model, extensively correlated with experimental and operational data, would enable the seat de-
signer to "tune" the seat's vertical crash force attenuation characteristics for minimum probability of
injury for a given set of input pulse and occupant population criteria. Seat and restraint system char-
acteristics affecting the probability of injury due to +Gz forces include: body position, seat cushion
dynamic overshoot, amount of vertical stroking distance available,' and energy absorber load-deflection
profile.

Application of mathematical modeling techniques to the crashworthy seat design process has lagged
considerably. In large part this is due to the resources required to productively apply the computer
program (e.g., computer, personnel qualifications, time, and funds) to the design problem and/or concerns
about the extent of model correlation with test data, The companies that manufacture helicopter seats
are often small businesses that find it more practical to develop a crashworthy seat by design, hand
analysis, and test, without the use of mathematical models. Some examples of where mathematical models
have been used are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The crashworthy helicopter crew seat design criteria of MIL-S-58095(AV) were verified with the aid of
the lumped-parameter model shown in Figure 6.(10) This 5-degree-of-freedom lumped-parameter system pre-
dicts the vertical dynamic response of the seat and occupant to the crash impact vertical acceleration-
time history input to the model at the floor. The occupant is modeled with three masses, three linear
springs, and three viscous dampers. Masses M3 , M4 , and M5 represent the occupant's pelvis, chest, and
head respectively. Springs K3, K4, and K5 represent the buttocks, spinal column, and neck. Masses Ml and
M2 represent the mass of the seat and seat cushion. Kl and K2 represent the vertical load-deflection
characteristics of the seat and seat cushion. The nonlinear energy absorber and cushion load-deflection
characteristics are modeled with springs KI and K2 in a piecewise linear fashion. This model was used to
investigate the effect of the following variables on decelerative loading during a vertical impact: crash
pulse, seat movable mass, cushion properties, energy absorber limit load, and stroking distance. Refer-
ence 10 contains a complete description of this model and the parametric analysis performed. Based on the
parametric analysis and a series of seven vertical and one triaxial seat drop test, it was concluded that
crashworthy seat energy absorbers should be set at a limit load factor of 14.5 + 1.0 for the 50th per-
centile occupant, and At least 12 inches of vertical stroking distance is required for the 95th percentile
occupant in the 95th percentile survivable accident. This model was used in Reference 11 to further in-
vestigate seat system sensitivity to: floor acceleration, energy absorber load-deflection profile,
cushion load-deflection characteristics, and occupant size.

The effect of helicopter occupant restraint system webbing elongation, width, and slack on injury
potential was investigated during the effort described in Reference 12. The two-dimensional computer pro-
gram SIMULA(13) was used to perform an analysis of the following variables: crash pulse shape and magni-
rude, occupant size, restraint system slack, webbing stiffness, energy-absorbing webbing, and different
combinations of shoulder harness and lap belt straps. The Gadd Severity Index was used to indicate the
relative injury potential of the various restraint systems analyzed. High elongation webbing was shown to
not only increase the occupant strike envelope but also to significantly amplify occupant loading as shown
in Figure 7.
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Mothera exale of the use of mathematical modeling to study seat and occupant motion during a crash

is presented in Rference 14. During development of a crash-force-attenuating armored crew seat under

Navy contract. ARA Incorporated used a single rigid-body, 3-degree-of-freedom (vertical translation,
longitudinal translation, and pitching) mathematical model to predict the seat bucket and occupant motion

during crash impact energy absorber stroking. A single rigid body representing the seat bucket and occu-

pant was cantileered from the vertical axis by three stroking energy absorbers. This model provided the

following Informationt rigid-body acceleration, velocity, and displacement; energy absorber forces, and

mount of energy absorbed.

Although MIL-STD-1290, NIL-S-58095(AV). and the "Crash Survival Design Guide" define human tolerance

to headvard accelerations in terms of the findings of Eiband, the Dynamic Response Index (DRI) has been

employed in a number of efforts in an attempt to determine the cumulative probability of spinal injury

from ejection seat operational experience, for want of a correlated probability of spinal injury model for

crash impact. The cumulative probability of spinal injury during vertical crash impact for various "notched"

or "square" energy absorber load-deflection characteristics (see Figure 8) was investigated using the DRI

in the.Refertence 15 and 16 efforts. Basic assumptions of these efforts included: (1) the DRI is valid

for .the .crash impact problem, and (2) because the crash environment and occupant weight can be described

statistically, the cumulative probability of injury can then be calculated using the DRI for a given energy

absorber. The analytical model of Figure 9 was used to calculate the seat stroke and dynamic response of

the seat and man for a given triangular vertical input pulse. It was concluded from these efforts that:

(1) for a survivable helicopter vertical crash impact, there is a 12.4-percent probability of spinal injury

without a crash force attenuating seat; (2) the "square wave" energy absorber with 12 inches of stroke

offers a 17-percent reduction in spinal injury probability in comparison to no attenuation; and (3) an

optimized "notched" energy absorber offers a 50-percent improvement in comparison to no attenuation. The

potential of the "notched" energy absorber was investigated further during the crashworthy troop seat

development effort of Reference 17 in comparison to the curvilinear load-deflection curve characteristic
of tensile yielding of annealed tube and the trapezoidal curve of invertube and wire-through-roller type

attenuators. Because of the extreme sensitivity of the DRI to minor changes in the "notched" attenuator

load-deflection profile and doubt concerning the feasibility of manufacturing a "notched" energy absorber

of sufficient accuracy, the "notched" energy absorber was not deemed suitable for crashworthy troop seats.

The three-dimensional computer program Seat-Occupant Model: Light Aircraft (SOMLA) has been developed
by Dr. D. H. Laananen under Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) sponsorship for the purpose of providing
the seat designer a tool for analyzing seat, occupant, and restraint system dynamic response to crash
impact. The 29-degree-of-freedom occupant model consists of 12 rigid mass segments with rotational springs
and dampers at the joints. A finite element seat model is provided that consists of a seat pan and back
which retains the same position for any seat being modeled. Energy absorbing seats may also be modeled.
Five types of seat support structure are possible which approximate .all known light aircraft seat types.

SOMLA also predicts impact between the aircraft interior and occupant as well as calculates the relative

velocity of impact. In addition to occupant segment positions, velocities, and accelerations, SOMLA out-
puts: restraint system loads; cushion loads; aircraft displacement, velocity, and acceleration; seat

deflections; floor reactions; and injury criteria (DRI, Gadd Severity Index, and the Head Injury Criterion
of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208). The emphasis by the developer on program efficiency is
reflected by the relatively low CPU times reported in Reference 18, e.g., 60 seconds of CDO 6600 CPU time
for .150 second of solution time for simulation of a 44-ft/sec longitudinal impact using a rigid seat
model. The FAA Civil Aeromedical Institute has been performing a test program since 1977 to provide a
broad data base for validation of SOMLA and in particular to evaluate model accuracy for cases involving
plastic deformation of the seat. Data from the first series of 40 tests is provided in Reference 19.
Forward impact and combined forward and downward loading impact tests were performed using a rigid seat
pan and back with deformable seat legs. SOMLA has been used to simulate the crash impact behavior of an
energy absorbing seat for the Bell Helicopter Textron Model 222 commercial helicopter. The FAA CAMI
dynamically crash tested two of these seats. Correlation between the SOMLA predictions and the CAMI test
data is presented in Reference 18. This model appears promising for use as a design tool, considering its
efficiency, the validation effort underway, its versatility, and ongoing FAA efforts to improve the seat.
structure model.

The crashworthy armored crew seat for the UH-60A BLACK HAWK, shown in Figure 3, was structurally
optimized with the aid of the finite element structural analysis computer program STARDYNE. Analysis of

this seat with a finite element computer program enabled the designer to provide the strength required by
MIL-S-58095(AV) with a seat frame weighing only 52 pounds.

Crashworthiness technology has advanced to the point that a crashworthy seat design can be achieved
with little or no weight increase in comparison to the noncrashworthy seats of earlier aircraft. Although

crashworthy helicopter seats have been designed and tested that offer vastly improved retention strength
and vertical crash-force attenuation characteristics certain to reduce the probability of a seat occupant
injury, the validated analytical and testing tools are not available to permit the determination of the
probability of seat occupant injury to crash impact loading. Because seat stroking distance is limited

(usually from 7 to 17 inches), the seat designer and evaluator need an analog to predict the statistical

probability of injury. If the seat crash force attenuation behavior is to truly be designed to minimize
injury, then an analytical tool is needed which the designer can use to determine the sensitivity of the
cumulative probability of injury of the potential occupant population as a function of seat variables.
The cumulative probability of injury analyses documented in References 15 and 16 are examples of the type
of analysis needed; however, only vertical forces were considered and the DRI was used in these studies.
The DRI was developed and validated for ejection seat injury analysis. Because of the combined loading,
the varying pulse shapes with onset rates an order of magnitude greater than ejection seats, the multiple
impact pulses during a crash, and the difference in helicopter and fixed-wing occupant body restraint,
the probability of crash injury predicted by the DRI must be considered suspect.

There is also a need for the aviation R&D community to develop and validate an anthropomorphic dummy

capable of simulating human response to three-dimensional impact, and in particular, impulsive loading of
the crash impact type parallel to the spine. Although extensive effort has been expended by the automotive
R&D community on anthropomorphic dummies, these simulators have been designed and tested for accurate



response to loading normal to the spine, not parallel. Furthermore, the anthropometry of the military
population varies from that of the civilian population. The need for such a validated, repeatable,
standard dummy is illustrated by the proposed crashworthy troop seat test criteria of Reference 5. The
injury criteria of Figure 2 are based on acceleration history measured at the seat pan of a crew seat;
however, the typical troop #eat is fabric over a tubular.frame, thereby preventing meaningful seat pan
acceleration measurements. This necessitates the use of dummy accelerometer data to show compliance with
Figure 2. A high-fidelity dummy is required for such compliance testing, but such a dummy is yet to be
designed.

Prior to the design of the most simple anthropomorphic dummy, the anthropometry and mass distribution
of the live human being duplicated must be known. This data is not available for US Army personnel, and
to our knowledge, it is not available for other populations either.

KMASS DISTRIBUTI(ON AND NECHMhICAL PROPERTIES OF THE 50TH PERCENTILE US ARMY AIRCREW

Several authors have reported the distribution of mass in cadavers and in living subjects (References
20 through 24). The correlation of these'individual studies to the entire population or to selected groups
has not been attempted to the beat of our knowledge. The relation of the anatomical dimensions of Refer-
ence 20 to the mass distribution of cadavers as reported in References 21, 22, and 23 is reported herein.
-In addition, the isolated vertebral compressive strength and deformation properties of the lumbar, thoracic,
and cervical segments as reported by Kazarian in Reference 24 are extracted and expanded on the basis of
more recent tests conducted at the same laboratory. The deformation of the pelvis and skull due to Gz
"(headword) load is also estimated on the basis of related tests on the skull at Wayne State University.(2 5 )

The anthropometric survey of 1482 Army aircrewmen of Reference 20 was studied to determine which
I- . dimensions could be related to the dimensions found from the dissection of cadavers. The anthropometric

dimensions of value for this purpose are shown in Table V. The lengths of the arm and leg bones were
taken from the Reference 21 study. The average value of the stature of the six cadavers used in the
Reference 21 study was only 1.4 percent less than that of the 50th percentile male found in the Reference 20
study. Since the stature difference is small, it appears to be feasible to use a simple ratio of stature
to translate the cadaver dimension to the desired 50th percentile size. Based on this rationale, skeletal
joints and landmarks are illustrated in Figure 10.

It should be noted that the upper leg (femur) bone was lengthened by 1.0 cm and that the lower leg
(fibula and tibia) bones were shortened by 1.0 cm from the values found for the Reference 21 cadaver study.
This change was required to properly match the buttock-knee, buttock-popliteal. and floor-knee dimensions
found on the 1482 live subjects of Reference 20.' Considering the small number of cadavers, the change
appears to be reasonable. Other than this change, all other dimensions are compatible between the two
studies. The lengths of cervical, thoracic, and lumbar vertebrae are determined by an average of anatomy
drawings and by the cervical height given in the anthropometric data.( 2 0 ) The pelvic depth was determined
by subtraction of head depth and spinal column length from sitting height.

In the interest of simplification and economy, the spinal column is divided into 8 segments instead
of 24. This reduction is believed to be justifiable because of the small number of cadavers studied to
date.

T The thoracic vertebrae are separated into groups of three and rhe lumbar vertebrae into groups of two.
The distribution of mass, .shown in Figure 11 for a seated 50th percentile torso, is based on segmentation
of the body in accordance with References 21, 22, and 23. The average body weight of the 1482 live subjects
was 77.35 kg, while average total body weight of the six cadavers in Reference 21 was 65.17, i.e., 15.7
percent less for the segmented cadaver weight. Thus, it is assumed that the weight of segments in a 50th
percentile male can be determined by using the ratio of live subject weight to the segmented cadaver
weight, especially since their statures were so nearly identical. The mass distribution of body segments
is also presented in Table VI.

It should be noted that good agreement is found between the knee height and popliteal height relative
to the calf and foot bone length found in Reference 21. The same can be said for the relation between the
femur (thigh) bone and the buttock-to-knee and buttock-to-popliteal lengths.

The arms of the seated body are illustrated in Figure 12 in a relaxed position with hands resting on
the knee. The center-of-gravity locations of the arm and hand segments shown in Table VI are compatible
with Figure 12. This arm position is considered to be typical location, and it is suggested that it be
used as a standard in all crashworthy seat testing. It mtay be assumed that the arm is attached to the
first two segments of vertebrae, Tl-T6, for determination of load in the spinal column. The legs of the
seated body in Figure 12 are shown with the center of the femur head horizontal with the center of the
assumed knee hinge. The location of the knee hinge point is I to 2 centimeters into the femur (hip) bone
from the femur-tibia (calf) interface point. Separation of thigh-to-calf segments at this location, in
accordance with Reference 21, is desirable because the moving segments for the ZX plane do move about this
hinge. The thigh is segmented from the pelvis by a cut through the femur (socket) head as outlined in
Reference 21. Again, this segmentation appears to be reasonable because the mass of the thigh does move
about the pelvis along a diagonal plane to the femur bone rather than a perpendicular plane. Note that
the mass of the pelvis is relatively low, just slightly more than the mass of one thigh, i.e., 8.89 kg
versus 7.91 kg.

Accurate strength and deflection properties of the seated human torso when exposed to inertial loads
are urgently needed. The authors have attempted to collect the available data from Kazariatt and flodgson
(References 24 and 25) for the head, and spinal column exposed to a Z-axis load. Kazarian's data for this
isolated spinal vertebra minus anY disk effect is shown in Figure 13. Reference 24 containus thoracic
vertebra data only; thi! cervical, lumbar, and pelvis data were extrapolated based on personal communlica-
tions with Dr. Kaznaritn in September 1978. The strength and stiffness properties In Figure 13 are based
on the highest loading rate used by Dr. Kazarian (89 em/see) In hits tests. This loading rate revealed
strength and stiffness values more tlhan twice thos.e found In the quas i-static tests, therofot.:, onlv the
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hisghet load rate properties (which are applicable to crashworthiness) are shown in Figure 13. A study
of the actual load and deformation raw data showed that the stiffness of the vertebra contained three
different slopes as illustrated by a typical curve in Figure 14. These three slopes were interpolated for
the thoracic data in Figure 13 and the cervical, lumbar, and pelvis were extrapolated, but consideration
was given to the data obtained by King in Reference 26. It was assumed that the vertebra would "bottom
out" at approximately 50 percent deformation; thus, a "bottoming" slope was assumed to be 90,000 lb/in.
for all vertebrae.

It is interesting to observe the load versus deformation properties of a typical isolated human
vertabra in Figure 14, particularly the fact it contains a "yield" point similar to common structural
steel. If further research shows this curve to be truly "typical" of live skeletal vertebrae, it i#

stblo two Us#e 1h#na SPRu levrnen NOeW" to A wta 01AeY of satah model. #4 a PaSONWaMl oritorloo for
Aid in the sptne, bacause peak load has A fixed relAtion to the deflection, Prior to such use, the

irreversible injury point must be established on the curve; i.e., how far can the vertebra be deformed
and still recover without permanent damage?

The data .in Figure 13 are extrapolated further in Figure 15. This figure shows the total load and
deformation for the head, the vertebra-disk-combination, and the pelvis. This data is presented as "food-
for-thought" only; it is realized that further research is necessary before such data can be used with
confidence. Nonetheless, Figure 15 illustrates the point that the load-deformation characteristics of
the spinal column are definitely not simulated by a single stiffness linear spring. It is proposed that
"the format illustrated in Figure 15 be used by future modelers and-bone researchers, i.e., the segments-
tion of the spinal column into 8 groupings rather than 24. Note in Figure 15 that the stiffness values
of the middle slope are reduced in some areas because a greater length with more vertebrae are involved.

CONCLUSION

Helicopter seat and restraint systems have been developed that will restrain the occupant throughout
the 95th percentile survivable Army helicopter accident and possess crash energy absorption features to
reduce the incidence of back injury. Notwithstanding these major hardware improvements, there is a press-
ing need for validated anthropomorphic dummies for crash testing. Of no less importance is the need for
better criteria for human tolerance to crash impact decelerative loading. Specifically, the seat designer
and evaluator need an analog that will predict the statistical probability of injury. A "standard" set of
anthropometric and mass distribution data describing several sizes of aircrewmen is needed. A validated
crashworthy seat occupant mathematical model is needed with the capability to predict: (1) seat and occu-
pant dynamic response to three-dimensional crash impact, and (2) the probability of occupant injury to
multi-axis, crash impact.
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TABLE I. FATAL AND NONFATAL INJURY FACTORS (ALL
FY70 THROUGH FY75) HELICOPTER ACCIDENTS (3)

PERCENTAGE
OF

CAUSE TOTAL INJURIES

Deceleration 49,9
Aircraft Structure 12.1
Thermal (0 in FY74 and 75) 11.2
Restraint 5.9
Ejection 5.6
Main Rotor 3.3
Flight Controls 2.7
Instrusions (except rotor) 2.5
Personal Equipment 2.1
Aircraft Parts 1.2
Drowning 1.1
Other 2.4

100-

60-
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10 20 30 0 54
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TABLE II. DESIGN ENVIRONMENT (4)

SUMMARY OF DESIGN PULSES FOR ROTARY-WING AIRCRAFT*

VELOCITY
IMPACT DIRECTION CHANGE PEAK G PULSE DURATION

(ft/sec) 'T' (sec)

Longitudinal 50 30 0.104
(Cockpit)

Longitudinal 50 24 0.130
(Passenger
Compartment)

Vertical 42 48 0.064

Lateral 30 18 0.104
(Rotary-Wing)

"Pulse Shape: 0 ;
2

TAIKL III. DYNAMIC TEST CONDITIONS FO1 AIICRTFT SEATS

SEAT ORIEINTATIDO
TEST TEST 2

DOIWIARD, FORAIRlD, AND FORWARD AND LATERAL LOADS

LATERAL LOADS

-PUN! INERTIA LOAD
z z 1

to*. INERTIA LOAD
-I _ _--_ _........... . .. _ _ _

TIl PULSE FOR1 COCKPIT SEATS Ill'

A AV' aIS FT/SEC AV56 FT/SIC

-- a I--- 11.4615 SE - 0103 SEC

TEST PULSE FOR CAIII SEATS Ill'

IN( 1 240ILAIS... • + •-.. liflt SIC -ml )e--*l53~ SIC

Pus($mSVI Ti TFol

SiTE 1411 N[ I I" I- i ii
VALUES IILVSTRATIO. -- l
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TABLE IV. CRASHWORTHY SEAT ULTIMATE STATIC LOAD
FACTORS

LOAD DIRECTION CREW SEAT LOADS (G) TROOP SEAT LOADS (G)

WITH RESPECT MIL-S-SI22 MIL-S-58096 MIL-S-27174* MIL-STD-1290

TO AIRCRAFT (1957) (1971) Type (19601 (1974)

Forward 8.0 35.0 1.1 30.0

Aft 5.0 12.0 - 12.0

Down 15.0 48.0 10.0 48.0

Up 7.5 8.0 8.0

Side 10.0 20.0 3.0 20.0
For comparison purposes, the ultimate static loads presented in
MIL-S-5822 and MIL-S-2714 have been converted to load factors in terms
of G. based on a 199.7 lb occupant.

,oo + 111 I
-- KA I mug; 

Al ' IARIA OF INJURY 1"UTO
CUMV

23 .N ,7 i I .-•lrOU |h~AI . ACCEPTAILI PULSE
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Figure 3. UH-6OA Crashworthy, Armored Crew Seat
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10 HZ FORCE MODEL OF MAN

8HZ INJURY MODEL

SEAT Ow9RW Seot Cushion Input
CUSHION Acceleration to

Su bject
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ENERGY
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IMPACT ACCELERATION

Figure 9. Analytical Representation of Seated Subject.(16)
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Figure 10. Standing Vielotal Joint and Landmark Locations Resed on Antbhr.-
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TABLE V. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA FOR US ARMY
AIRCREW PERSONNEL*

PERCENTILE
5TH 50TH 95TH

a. Weight- Kilograms 6037 77136 9600

b. Height- Centimeters (cm) 164.18 174,58 18502

c. Cervical Height (cm) 139.77 14968 159ý51

d. Head Et Neck, * eight (cm)** 25,41 25,90 2651

e9 Sitting Height (cm) 85,66 90.90 96,30
(Seat Cushion to Top
of Head)

C. Thigh Clearance Height (cm) 12,41 14.71 1706

g9 Knee Height (cm) 48.91 52.93 57.40

h. Popliteal Height (cm) 3838 42.23 4656

i Buttock-Popliteal Length (cml 4416 49.07 53.41

J. Buttock-Knee Length lcm) 5651 W601 6458

* Data taksý,;V im dfnewece 20
** This dirnmsnon obtained by subtraction of cervical height from statue aend adding 1 cm for a

portion -f C 7 vertebra thickness-

""..
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90
(4.74 Kg),
HEAD

063 Kg)

70N

(4.07 Kg)

S60

* (4.07 Kg)

z W? 04(4.66 Kg)

UPR. ARM CG (4.44 Kg), ATTACHED TO TI-T6

4 ~(5. 29 Kg)

.-(4.48 Kg)
3

S FOREARM CG (2.62 Kg)
(4.87 Kg)

20 (2,52 Kqý'%
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10 -- ~-- ---------- - TRLE
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0 10 20 30 40 so 60
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50th PERCENTILE MALE

APPROX. CUT THRU C
LOWER CALF

Figure 11. Mass Distribution of Seated Torso Referenced
to the Skeletal Structure.



TABLE VI. CENTER OF MASS DISTRIBUTION OFSEATED

TORSO - 50TH PERCENTILE MALE

SEGMENT Z AXIS X AXIS
WEIGHT LOCATION LOCATION

BODY SEGMENT IDENTITY (KILOGRAMS) (CM)* |CM)I*

Head 4.74 77.6 1011

Neck (Ci-C7) 1.63 71.3 9.7

Upper Thoracic (Ti-T3) 4.07 62.4 10.0

Upper Mid Thoracic (T4-T6) 4.07 56.6 9.7

Lower Mid Thoracic (17-TS) 4.66 48.1 11.2

Upper Arm 4.44 43.5 12.2

Lower Thoracic (TiO-T12) 5.29 40.2 13.0

Lumbar (LI and 12) 4.48 31.8 13.2

Lumbar (L3 and L4) 4.87 24.5 13.1

Forearm 2.62 24.6 23.7

Lumbar (Li) 2.52 19.0 122

Hand 0.f2 16.3 45.1

Pelvis 8.89 13.0 11.2

Thigh (Hip) 1583 7.6 27.2

Calf 6.38 8,6 56.0

Foot I19 -37.1 Wo

TOTAL 77.40

Location is based on floor level of zero with 80th percent male head
crown equal to reference line of 174,6 cm.

"* Location is based on seat back with reference line equal to zero. Seat
back is perpendicular to seat bottom, and torso touches seat back at
head, shoulders, and buttocks.
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From: Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory

OEFORMATION TO Wright Patterson AFB. OH

"ULTIMATE LOADC-*

S• -RESERVE ENERGY

i• ----SUGGESTED WEF ENE(RGY

ABSORPTION AREA

0.1 0.2 0. 8.4 0.5

DISPLACEMENT Jim.)

Figure 14. Typical Load Versus Displacement Teat Curve Obtaind During
Compression Testing of Individual Vertebral Bodies.
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DR. H. VON QIERKE (USA)

In what respect would the model you envision differ from the one Dr. Belytochlo
presented yesterday? It includes the same data from Kazarin, it includes tihl.
same anthropometric data to the extent that they are being needed for- the model,
so I think what Is primarily needed Is to exercise it for your particular condi-
tion.

AUTHOR'S REPLY (MR. J. L. HALEY, USA)

The key thing that we're trying to get across is that right now there Is no
standardization of anthropomorphic dummies, there is no standardization of the mass
distribution and the anatomical distribution for man. Consequently, every time
that we see a model illustrated it Is stated to be based on some cadaver study
somewhere. We are proposing that we get together and decide what is a "standard
man."

AUTHOR'S RFPLY (MR. 0. T. SINOLEY, USA)

We found Dr. Belytschko's model and the work'he has published so far to be very
attractive for this type of application. But as we heard yesterday we're still
quite far from having a validated model. Unfortunately, we're in the process right
now of qualfrying hardware and have to determine whether we are in fact minimizing
Injury. -We are just putting out a plea for an accelerated development of' that
type of model and other models.

I..
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MAN, DUMMY, TEST VE H I C LE

A comparison of test results for escape systems with the

3 different test methods

by

H.-D. ?Ielzig

E. A. Bockemilier

U. Schmidt

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsaistalt

fUr Luft- und Raurmfahrt e. V. (DFVLR)

33 Braunschweig-Flughafen

Germany

SUMMARY

To prove the validity of experimental results gained with -armnies or test vehicles for the qualification

of man carrying parachutes series of tests were conducted with parachute jumpers and their 2 analogues:

rubber torso dummies and bomb shaped test vehicles (Fig. 1).

The results for the maximum filling force (opening shock) show signiricant ciifferences, with hignest values

for the test vehicle, 75 % less for the rubber dummy and an additional 75 t less for the man.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

n opening shock factor, z Ff / WT

Ff maximum filling force

WT total weight of load and parachute

v launch velocitya

V, a parameters

INTRODUCTION

Rubber dummies and test vehicles are analogues for the testing of escape systems and personell parachutes.

The most important criteria for a parachute: the filling behaviour and the filling force history with its

maxima are dependent upon the attitude at the time of opening, the connection of the parachute with the

load dnd the rigidity and shape of the load.

For the breaking strength of the material and for the human tolerance the maximum filling force (opening

shock) is the limiting factor.

Since all tests of a new development are made with a human analogue like a dummy or a test vehicle the

question of valility of the test results for the human jumper always arises, a3pecially for the meeting of

requirements and specifications.

A number of comparison tests have been conducted with these 3 methods and the same parachute system to

detect .he deviation in test results.

TEST METHOD

All tests were drops or jumps from an aircraft. The Do 27, Pembroke or Transall were used as carriers for

the differont ipeed ranges.

The test vehicles terer fixed at a bomb rack under the wing, releasd, and 1.8 seC after drop the rear lid
wea pyrotechnically blown backwards. It pulled out a pilot chute, wlich itself pulled the parachute to line

stretch first, with the canopy still stowed in an inner bag. After tearing a break cord the Inner bag was

opened and the canopy pulled to stretch by the pilot chute fixed to the canopy ve:-. lines.
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The jumpers parachute was released by a timer-1.8 sec after jump. It opened the outer pack and released

a pilot chute which then operated the same way as explained under the test vehicle case.

With the rubber dummy the parachute was released by a static line which remains fixed to the aircraft with

one end and to the inner bag with the other end, thus opening the outer bag, pulling the inner bag to line

stretch, tearing a break cord and pulling the canopy to stretch by another break cord fixed to the vent

lines while the dummy is falling away from the aircraft. The inner bag remains fixed to the static line

and therewith to the aircraft to which they are pulled back. This is the normal method of releasing para-

chutes (called automatic release in the contrary to manual release) for military paratroopers some emer-

gency rescue parachutes (e. g. for gliders) and allbeginners in sport parachuting. There is a difference

to the other methods in the stretch position (Fig. 2), which is the initial condition for the filling

period. This may be of influence to the filling process but could rather cause a delay than an accelera-

tion of the filling time and so'not be responsible for the higher maximum filling force.

At all 3 configurations the outer parachute bag is opened 1.8 sec after drop or jlump. The speed of the

aircraft at drop or jump was kept the same for all 3 methods. The speed-of vehicle, dummy or jumper at the

beginning of canopy filling however may be slightly dffferent due to the different drag coefficient and

drag area of the 3 different bodies. With lowest drag coefficient and area the bomb shaped test vehicle

will have lost only little of its speed, the jumper who performs a high drag frog position will loose more.

"The dummy which falls unstable after it slides out of the door of the aircraft probably lies between the

other two.

The drop altitude was 300 m above ground in all the cases. Parachute was a standard circular flat with a

nominal diameter D 8.6 m and 28 gores (CF-8.6-28). It was connected with the dummy and the man by a

harness and with the test vehicle at a central point of the structure.

TEST RESULTS

The experimental results were evaluated with emphasis to the problem how the maximum filling forces

(opening shocks) of parachutes with different load configurations could be presented in a mathematical

formula.

At fifts the opening shock factor

(n) = -
WT

was calculated from the results and plotted as a function of the launch velocityva. Figures 3, 4, 5 show

that n is only dependant upon the launch velocity, and not upon the suspended load. This is valid as well

for the man as for the dummy and for the test vehicle.

Using the method of least square fit a number of formulas were tried, the best result was gained with the

following:

(2) n v I + a v2)
a

It contains the parameters v and a which had to be determined. The values received for the parameter a by

the method of least square fit were in good agreement for all 3 configurations: man, dummy and test vehicle.

Its value is 0.0003 if v is used in m/sec. Then formula 2 can be written as:

a

n remains dimensionless in this equation.
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Using formula (3) again for the determination of parameter v with the method of loast square fit tho

following values were received:

Per the-man v' 3.4

oro the dummy VD =4.6

ror the test vehicle vV 6.0

These values were received by a stronger consideration of the variance to higher values. This gives regard

to the safety of the parachutethe strength of which is affected more by the high forces.

It follows from formula (3) that the ratio of the opening shock factors for the 3 configurations is inde-

pendant upon the launch velocity va. This makes a simple evaluation and transversion of results possible

using the relationship:

(4) V vV 3.4': 4.6 6.0

It can be seen from this ratio and from figure 6 that the opening shock factor n for the dummy is approxi-

mately 75 % of the one for the test vehicle. The n for a man is again approximately 75 % of the one for

the dummy.

,t CONCLUSION

For the.testing of parachutes rubber dummies as well as test vehicles can be used as human analogues.

Using the method of least square fit a relatively simple mathematical formula was found which describes

the opening shock factor versus launch velocity curve. The 3 curves for man dummy and test vehicle differ

only by a factor. Therefore values for the man can be easily calculated from experimental results gained

with dummies or test vehicles.

REFERENCES

Melzig, H.-D. rallschirmtechnik und Bergungssysteme

DLR-Mitt. 69-11, 1969
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DISCUSSION

DR. MEIER-DORNBERO (FRG)

Have you tried to explain thin factor v by nome kind of renilitncy or the whole
systeml Tt may be th easy plain relatibn betWeeh vetiliehce oV the Whole system,
for ir -thnce, man or resilience in the parachute and, your correction number V
I thin;..

AUTHOR'S REPLY

As I said, my explanation is that the main difference lies in the rigidity and
elasticity differences between these three bodies. I think that this is the most
important factor.

DR. MEIER-DORNBERG (FRO)

It should be possible to calculate the resiliency of the systems and get curves
for n without measuring them.

DR. VON GIERKE (USA)

I think before you look to the resiliency of the bodies, the data should be
adjusted for constant drag. We know and you have said yourself that the jumper
adjusts to minimum drag.

"AUTHOR'S REPLY

[ We tried to eliminate this by opening the parachute very early, 1.8 seconds after
launch velocity. The launch velocity was the same for all three bodies. Then
one has only the difference between the 3 bodies which develop during the 1.8
seconds and this difference can be neglected because it is small. We looked into
these things, the different attitudes, and the difference in velocity. The impor-
tant velocity would be the velocity at time of snatch when the lines are stretched
and the parachute begins to inflate. This velocity is within a very narrow range
if you open the parachute very early. It would be different if you would let them
fall 10 seconds and you would have to take this into consideration. We made lots
of measurements sowe are really sure that we can neglect the velocity differences.

DR. VON GIERKE (USA)
Do you have windtunnel measurements of the drag of the three bodies?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

We have windtunnel measurements. But the problem is that if you drop the dummy it
is hard to predict which attitude it takes and if the man jumps he normally does
not do what you tell him to do. So you have some scattering due to these factors
and windtunnel data don't bring you much farther. I really believe that the main
difference we see - a 25% reduction for the dummy and another 25% reduction for
the man - is caused by the rigidity differences and the moving masses of the man.

DR. VON GIERKE (USA)

I think this particular situation could be relatively easily simulated with the
articulated total body model discussed by Mr. Kaleps where the friction of the
restraint system over the body is incorporated into the model.

HENRY JEX (USA)

In work done some years ago with Dr. Theo Knacke at El Centro, California, similar
results (with regard to maximum snatch-loads) were obtained; therefore, I agree
with many of Mr. Melzig's conclusions. Analyses of snatch load dynamics have been
made, and it turns out that the opening geometry versus time is dominated by the
"apparent mass" terms of the air which accelerates the canopy, and which exceeds
the canopy mass. Therefore, canopy weight and design details are not as important
as the initial canopy geometry, which determines the subsequent filling dynamics.
The filling process tends to be invariant with respect to spatial distance traveled,
therefore, explaining the shorter duration of snatch-forces at higher speeds. How-
ever, the aerodynamic wake of the leading body, dummy or flailing human are often
different and increase the filling times (and thereby reduce the peak loads).
Could this be the reason for your different v factors?
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AUTHORIS REPLY

You are completely right' This difference in the wake is included in the param-

eter v. It is hard'to tell how much this contributes, but I don't think it is
much in the speed range we are in. If you go to higher speeds and if you go to higher

masses, then this becomes more important.
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TENTATIVE D'ESTIMATION DES LESIONS POUVANT SURVENIR AU COUInS
D'UN CRASH D'IELICOPrERE GAZELLE SA 341 A PARTIR

[PUNS ETUDE SURt MANNEQUINS.

par

La M'-decin en Chef B. VEIIES
Chef de Ia Section AcciM&i-rations

et Paste de Travail du Personnel Navigant
do Laboratoira dos Mi~decine Aý-ronpatialo

CENTRE D'ESSAIS EN VOL
91220 - BREFIGNY-AIR (FRANCE)

L'Ingenieur R. ECKERT
Chef de Ia Section Moyens d'Essais

do Laboratoire des M;ýdecine AJ-raspatialo
CENTRE WfESSAIS EN VOL

91220 - BRETIGNY-AIR (FRANCE)

RESUME

Dana Ie cadre des 6tudea do crash d'hilicapt;3ren1 tin eusaai avoc impact rl~el eat
effectua avoc pour but d'catimor lea chances des survie des occupants, d'amiliorer la rk-
sistanco do la structure ot de ri'alisor tin modile mathý-matique de atructuro anticrash.

L'hilicoptire Gazelle SA 341 oct largueý cur le sot avOc des vitosses horizon-
tale et vorticale dos mime grandeur.

Outre los diffi'rents capteurs fixts sour Is structure, trois mannequins anthropo-
morphiquos inctallis dens Ilapparoil repri-sentu.nt Ie pilate, to copilote et un passager
cant c~qu''ies daccM-l-romjitros plac~s dane Ia Ltet, Is thorax, Io bassin et tine jauge do
cantrainte eat dinpocbe dana Ia rý-gion dorso-lombairs du pilots.

A l'icatie du crash l1expertise des dammagos structuraux eat rialis~s. Les accb-
lirations subios par lea occupants sont danni-ea stir des courboc intonsit6 on fonction du
tomps.

D'une fa4ton gan6ralo, lea accil~rations lea plus ampirtantes cant our ['axe Z
et aso situent ontro 25 at 3 *) g pour des durioc dos l'ordre do 20 tan avec un ,jolt moyenl de
1000 g/sat u1tne, compression vortý-brale do pris dos 400 daN.

Suivant l'axe X1 los acci-l4rations cant moindres, otlas no di-passsnt pats 15 g.

Solon touts vraiesmblanco, lee dosmages carporals dec occupants soraisut laca-
likso stir I& colanne darsa-lambaire (fracture- tostaemnt). Par manque do donný-es, lea
l6sione ivontusllement infligt-ee A 1. cabonne carvicalo baseso (C5 - C) par le "coup
du lapin" no coat pas parfaitmomnt cannuos. 7

INTRODUCTION

Dan* 1s Cadre does tudec entropriass stir la vulnirabilitk des h6licoptiroa,A Is
demands du Service Technique do l'Aironautique, tin crash d'hi.licoptirs Gazelle SA 34i
eat sffsctui par l'A6racpatiale at Is Centre d'Easais A6ronatatiqus do TOULOUSE (C.E.A.T.)
en collaboration avec Ie Centre d'Essais dos LANDES (C.IC.L.) ot Is Contre A!ýropart6 do

TOUW4USE (C.A.P.). Cot eassi a pour but d'ectimer lea pascibilit~as do survie pour lea
occupants, d'Atudier la risictance do Is structure et do r4ýalisor A pltis oti mains longue
Achiance tin modilo usathimatique, d'tine structture d'hilicoptaro risistanteati crash. Le
Labaratairo do M~decino Airaapatiale du Centre d'Ecsais on Vol oct chargi& d'appr6cisr
lee chances do stirvis do l'iqtiipcgo.

1. - Conditions do l'ocssi.

Los conditions rotatonue cant cellos quit consistent A riAliser Ie crazh rencan-
tri lo plus fr64tuomment, A savoir tin impact symitriquescur tin torrain plat at digag6
ccl en torro campactie avec tin coefficient do frottoment cuffiasnt pour diuvelapper tins
ccciliratian yore i'avant cans avoir do viterses trop ilovies ot tine distance d'arrftt
t rap grande. La vitesse dt'impact choisie *at do 8,49 n/s saus tin anglo dos 45*, cc qut
nocoseito tin vectour vitesce horizontal Vx do 6 m/s et tin vecteur viteese vertical Vs
da 6 m/s impliquant two hauteur do chute dos 3,67 a. L'impact dait Atro cymitrique, lea
patine oriontic psrallilmemnt ati sal avoc succeccivemont tins chutit guidie, puis tine Chu-
te libre reprisontant tine autaratation manqiti ou attne parts soudaine do puissance. La
cellule d'essai dant in masse seat do 1 730 kg avec centrage neutre #ct retonue par trais
cAbles fizie ati mft ratar ct bur Is traverse avant do I'attsrricceur, ce qut assure tine
chute A aesiotte canatants. Un quatriimte cAble, C ixiý bgSaleent cur in tAto rotor permet
do soulover l'appareil A la hauteur choisto (3,67 in). Au largago ye cfible eat di~tachi&
do Ilappareil par tin dfleoctsur pyratechnique. Afin d'abtenir tin impact Ott chute libre,
lea troic chblec do guidage cant iAgalement sb-paris de lit celluo aiti mayen d'un diaposi-
tiC pyrotechnique, A 10 cat du sat, star Il'rdre d'un capteur placi$ coos Ie Patin droit.
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2.-Moyens do mesure

Los chaines do mosure comprstiant diffiaronto 'types dos capteurs, Cacc~tiirmiirestira.
jauges do coutrainte, capteurs de d;-placemeat at do pression~soot plac. stur tit itruc-
tore ot thins trots mannequins anthropomorphiques repr, sent ant lequipagel et at. passager.
Parixni les 3u citro~te dont lai pitipart sont tiu type piezo risiattf.. W-auont silui!c
stir le Planctior, aui niveati des forrures avantt ot arri~re des sieges pluto- at cotipltf..
18 jaiuges ml'tattiques classiques coullees sur lto structure permettent do mestiror is.
contraintes at lee efforlts exvrt i's. 3 capteurts de de-placeteent do colirse + 50 am sout-
t'gStlement placi~a stir I .ipparefl. Un capteur do prossion A jaugoeaet tmmrSZ- doans !a
rjosrvoir par one fixation stir I ,bouicton, de fermoture. So sasniftdo manure estý. mlr
entt'o 0 at 100 bors.

Lo mannequin pilots typo Sierra 50 pourcentile eat ;!qutpe' da1Cm~r riaxes

XYZ tftxt;s respoctivoeont, (tons Int4te, Ie tjorax et Is hassin (f ,ig. t-2-1)-. Law seatra do
ts compression vertiviralo est effoctunee ati niVeati dorso-tombairo par 4 1ronde I tow de-for-
ce piozo i'tectrjijuos over amplificateur do charge.

Le mannequin co-pilote typo Alderson 50 pourcentile no di spose qua .i.- dvi... tri-
axes, Vaun dons ta tfite, l'outre lans Is thorax.

Le mannequin possagor typo Alderson 50 pourcont i. east ilquipi wwuteffutý der 2
blocs d'actC-Itorom~itrea biaxiaux XZ, 11un dons ta tite, 11outre danaw to bralsolin

Dons to z45no du crash soat implantites 7 cami-ras 16 sum, 4 l1ot-irotowmnt, our is, Cati
droiti I trois quart avant ot 2 face avant. Lear vitesse vante ,eu ntre 24 at 800 1mage
par seconds. 11 sly ajoute tine cam;ýra suppli~mentoire do 35 inm, to-urnast i 40, inoge. par
seconds, plu%:4ie lati-ralement. line autro camn-ra 16 amt i grand angler, tatirnant.' A IA vites-
so do 40 images/seconde est fixi'e A Viint;'nieur d-t cockpit stur tiI table ,au de_'bor&L Eli.
eat dirig~e face aux mannequins pour visual iser lours di-ptacoiuents i~vvntuofns tor-ý du.,
,crash (figure 4).

Les tensions d'alimentat ion des captetirs et des amplificatougsý eubarqziea. aunt.
tranamises par fzi avec tin dotible cheminnement dopuis -lea doux, baties do mwiatt. -; low,
mesuros chominent itjlalement par fit. Llenregistrement eat fatt en uwadolatiow- dat fr~qixen-
ce stur 7 enregistroura magn,ýtiques aynchronist~s par oncegistrouent i'm mbaw crieoau
avant et apr63 l'impact. Los prises do vuo sont ;egaleisent synchlironiseeso. LM. bund., pot-,
sante oat de 0 A 2000 Itz paur tons lea parorietres. Lea manures sent: tuuwriwi-ew aprri
essai, A tine cadence des 8.800 i'chantiI ions par seconds. KEtesi aunt enatlarto filttnios
graice A tin filtro do Fourier des bonds peasant. 0-100 Hz. Pour lea cs lrnra lllaci~
en Z, Ia vutesso as'. obtonue par inti~gratxott do l'acc;4Arot~on.

3. - Dieroulewent do Ilesaai

Cot ensui a l ieu i TOULOUSE to 24 fi-vrier 1977 dela 'to, grand, .angar- 'Concordeo0

du C.E.A.T. Les mannequins revfitua d'une combinaisoin do vol type cabtam- Atotittw main
sans casque sent instailc-a as bord stir lour sai~ge respect if :Is pilot* enwar I loa. aoant
droite stir tin siege type U K, 1s copi lote on place avant gaucheou5r un a, tge, type- ALAT,
1s passagor on place arriA-re droittoustr lto banquette dont Is dossier eat constitlz& par,
IA cloison do Ilapparei 1. Ila want alors sangli~a par tin harnats A 4 points pour 1w pt-
late ot I. coptiote at settlement A 3 paintst pour Io passager (Ii-rnats; type,-UMK- cuin-u
ture et baudrier). Stir les brettleso d'l"pouxtj gauche ot droito dui pilots sent co.lli'oa
dos jaugen do contrainto. La porte droit'e de llhi-licoptgro eat oulov"o do fnion W-pou-
yoir filmer correctemoot lea di-plAceatonta dos occupants (fig. 5).''

L'impact sleffecttio dons tin nuago des poussi~eroustr ta orr aat.ain
plan indiqu,4. En offat, tea manures, montrent quo lea vi tenses obtoneutss kJ!t'iaprt- sent
pour Is vitesse horizomntale Vx do 5,7 + Ol1 w/o et pour la Vitos*" vertical.s Va-dwti
5,7 ! 0l1 m/s, soit tine vitease ri-utittate do- 8,1 m/s.

Son& 1o choc, In portiare gatiche alouvro et vtont balm.e vialemoeu centtre In
structure. A to simple impression vistielle, on distingue nettuiment uen casnsuredt Patin
droit et tin afrainsement du plonchor atuasi qu'un Illitenment do to Portia, innyjwue- do
Ilapporeil. Le pilote et to copitute semblent s'enfoncer dons tour mi,&gw atz. lours t6tes
btro projet~es vera t'avant, tandis quo to crAne dtin pasasger parait hoatrter -ttptofond.

4. - ustltatit

L'oxpertiso des dieghts montre tine pllni'trnt ion do to fixation turbine daens. Iaý
"nithe A chien" stir line hnauteur do 90 num, tin p1 issoment do In peuttlo do quinue, tafin-,Ce-
bage do Is cloison - dossier drrniare Io hanqtiotte passogers at, do* cadre. Boous4- ls. al-
gust tin 6crasement du, fond do In strucitiro do 80 mit at tin affki~ssoaeu do& poutrom do.
barque. L" vorriaro eat brlimil dotns ston cadran infiltnieur droit. Los'sanneqittusto (pilots
at copiloto) sont reatts asxin sour tour st~ge at auction Parti to dotours-, vowtionlst
venue hourtor to tablean do bord ott to vorrit~ro Mfg. 6).

A partir dun di-pouillement do* film* ties cami-rit rnpides at des, awsupos, dllaccril1eý
ration Io chronotogio do Ifeoato petit Atre titbitie
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t 1.04t0 a proomier c onltact die l'4i tterrieasor over lec at,

t I ,0#0 4 ijiture ;1e I at terr-aseouIr

t 1,120o a i-Cramentett (it lit structure infarttreure

t 1. , 1411 s f tih~ tie let -- ison arriesre tie- lit cabnne

t 1,170 . 1,230 a fiit ties, acc,ý-rat ions

t 1,310 a lo viiesse vert icale s' antate fapr~.n rebiond.

Les ri~sultats -ten mosaurca offectu;4esunr 'to collide Mont donniAm pour lea acr.i~i-
rationa,pour tea mosures tie, c~ontraiute et d.'of~fort et pour lea ateaureande di'placoioent et
do presaton'nor' des out 1 boa inte Inait,ý en function, do temps.

De m~me lea, si~1rttn ubiea par 1I '-qu ipagn et te passager aunt repre'senti-es
star des, courbeas inteontti- pit fouction (li temps, axe par axe (seuteet loa plus asignificati-
yes aunt reproduites is is pI a tc hu- 7-8).

Pour Iliacceh;romiitre Y plac.i' dans lto t~te dl-t pilte. leis ri-sultats Aont inexploi-
tables.

Cheque coorbe set dtýuupi-e doe 2,5 en 2.5 X. Chenque tronqon represents on plateau
i, I ime nt a are d'i Iac ciiI ira tia enn f onc tiaon du t ea. ; ce qu i permset 'de traceor one courbe des
plateaux- it ccrltI#ratton en fonction-do tiemps'. A: prtir, 4. cette cooirbe noun roelevona lea

alrspendant Ie temps 0 z-5 - 10 -120- 30 sit 401 "-s Les pomnts stint alors placca* aur
Is diagram. ado toli'rance aux acci~li ration.o doin brve durZ4 ' + (z et'+_'_ Gaetabli par WEER1~
en 196'a. Cottr op4eration eat rit'pitiee po-,r chaque manuno~qoin.(plinche. -1-1 et. 1z)

Pour Is palette our ~az. Z tia Pointe dlatcctl-rattiun maxisam as attitu a I niveau du
thorax (+ 32 g). iEleleset encore do 25 g piour n.t dur-e. di210 ama. Len points relavis be
trouvent dun& In z~ne dite de blessoursai l-gires bien ati-delik do- lit limite caracte~riati-
que do atige' Ajectable' (plIanche 9) La teite anblie iegaleamet des acicele;ratio'ns importantes
24.5 g pendant 10 mea t 20 S pendant, 20 na.

Lia comapression verti-brate amesurie ani ainieade, Itt calonne dearso-lumbatro eat do
l'oardre do 4100 dalf.

50 man AprAn, cette pwointo, d' acc Z- t;ratitom eat suivie d tine Pointe inre ra. i d'na
intenaitte 3 foia moindre. Diana ce caa I*& nitveauo d~acci-.14ratiana.iauat bien pour Ie tho-
rax quo pour Ia tiite,correspondent star Ie diagrams .1oý':~ ne z~ne bien on de4;a de cello de
Ilexpoaition volontaire 'it.Adii'e par STAPP.

Si I'on considre.quoc I acci-lýration relevA.s an, nivaco dn sii~go no da'paaos pan
wn moyanne "5 g, on constate iqo't r1 is simple transmisaion an ntvanu do bassin, amptif
cation an nivenit dis thorax at anomrtinseaient an navivea tetit.a t4ýte )it t'acci'tt-ration eat
cependuat supi-rieore it J excitation anitiale.

Sur 1'axe, X lea ncci~li-rattono rencontrionsaant 4.w fitible intensit-;, miles atint
toisjourntniuferitars it 10 X ;dte maAie lea mon-iron d'eftort *ffert4a mies- tenla brete'llea
do harnais aunt foibles 70 at 45 dtal. Suir le, diagramme cow valeura prentiont place danai
one z6no bion aui-dessoua tie colatie do Pexposittian volontaire neontratitant auctut trouble.

:Sur Ilaxe Y nit niveau do bassin tlarccM-brstionavtleint M2 9.

Pour -a Zq~jt nosi.x t~ thorax. ts point. a-tteint 26( it. len .tiffi~renta

plateaux aunt de 2~ipnto 5 ma, de 19 X pendant 10 test do 15.5 it pendant 2.0 oa, co,
qua correspond ito domainin do atAgei ~i-ectittlo. (plana-h.v 10)ý

Au nivean its taeI t~te cello acri-lirnti_... met trAz ajmplifii-e, Point A 37.5 9 ot
restsoencor- A U7,5 g pendant 10 ma. Danam 're cam on a. trouve eat plain dona lIn zane des
blessoreat 1ý'g~res pros do lit front ittre touts thi-eriqlr o. I. 1.to do&n i blenaurea graven.

Co."" Poor Ie pilots vile a'inverao misat de, faqon plum pri-rceai. Elio atteint
12',5 S pendant 20 mas ziine d'expoaition vobontaire.

Iri t -galement cuir I'axe X, lea ftci-li- rations atint dto fAibals tntena'ti-. t2,5 9
pendant 5 ia ono nivetut diu thornax aver succession uxtri-moment rapids aloacillatiotts do

Ilordre itie 10 g. Au niveau d ine iat~te, ellee aent dhii j otiitritre ot apparatsitent. plus lard,

Stir I axe y meotles lea acci-liratiomaa *ant ressontiew au niveau do ta ltit., 9*5 X

pend-tut 5 ma.

i'oor -i. anae nor 'n~xe tit niveanou thhaisoir I *acci-birabioa Pat tie 24.1) 9

pendant 10 me, ce platteau, eat timolrtf a n niveau ti it.I ltet, 18,5 g pendant 10 mas. Cea ye-

leur& no font go~r. #oup4;onnvr cc qo' indtiquetnt lea atiqoences. f~ilaiuces choc do crAne
contro Is piafondl. (Platicho 12)

So"T l'axe I lea valeours atint lea plus iinpurtautos, Pointe do 16 S, puts 1",1 9
pendatnt 10 meaet retoor not 0. invieroion iver tine pointe A tl it et on plateau it. 5 ma it
12,5 9. CO phi-11om61e 1'APP"roliaaant quo 110l me Apra*'

BEST AVAILABLE Copy
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Loraque lloii maneure lea pentes de monte-e de ces different.. acyelierohtioas
(jolt) on constate qu'elles sont touts. tris importantes, supkrie-Arew tridi souvent Ai

1000 g/s et peuvent atteindre 1300 g/a. Do telles valeurs ne aunt pas vzolcrable~s suivant
Ie diatgramme rikppcutit par EIBA1hb art 1959.

DISCUSS ION

Si nous cenasiderons lea riesuitats ainsi obtenus nous pouvons dire que lea man-

nequins ant subi des tauic d'Iacct-Ilerat ions (iz, certes 4elev~s,muaia de dureei.es briv.~s

qui ne devraionkt pas ontrainer des lý-siona graves, puisque par rapport an, diagr2uin.1e- dte-

WEEB, ito aso situerajent au piro dans la zone des bless~trea leg~res et rei~veraiatrt le.

plus souvent du domains diu si4ge ejectable. ilpnic.iae 9 et lUi

Cependant V~ no slagit lIi que d'approximation theorique et ii &at biari diffi-
cile do tracer uris frontiere nette entre z6ne do bleasures legeres at zbnes do blessures

graves. En outre, lsexperience quo noun avons des ;ejections, tant en France qu,'A I'Etran-

gor, montro quo mimeo pour des acc6l~rations mo~ns importante., it nlest. pas. rare. d~obte-

nir desn fractures plus ou mains graves at plus ou moins complexes diu rachis. dorso-lom-
baire (AUFFRET et DELAHAYE - 1975).

Ceo type do d6pouiilemarxt tio tient peas compto du jolt, or e. dernior eat urn

facteur determinant pour apprecior la tole-rance husnains lore d'un impact.

Do plus 1. decoupage adopti perisat uric achematioation pour chaque ;&leiment

corporal t Ote, thorax, bassin, maim n'ast pa. representatif dui corps humain entler..

Ce dernier no pout Atre consideri comme tans mases rigide mais comea an ensemble do man-

ses 6!ementaires reunies entro alias par des ressorts .t des amortisseurs (DIEC&MANN

1957, COERMANN 1962) donmant lieu soit A des phe&nominos do risonance. molt. A des, pheno-
mines d 'amortimssment.

Coeat pour cetto raison quo pour analyser is repons. ilastique du corps dix

mannequin (tite, thorax, bassin) nous &von* representi pour un axe tout.. lea, acr~imtra-
tions our tin nAme graphiqua en lea suporposant (plancheO 13- 11 .0 150

En premiar lieu, on constate qua lea phenomenes ant to mesmo alluuor masi ap.-

paraissent avec tan de-phasage plus ou mains important. Af in do faciliter l':mtorpritation

do coo courbos, lea impulsions sont decoupies on trongons elementaires do Manieprf A cans-

tituer dos impulsions trapezoldales,caac~tiristses par una montis on acceleration. suivia

d~un plateaua dlaccete~ratiofl constants, puis d~uns dascent* (partie basso da. grapilique).

La plancho nO Il3prisecomma exomple, at concornant Is pilots ot Versa- Z. noun
amino a faire tan certain nombre do rvmarques.

Lem accelerations anterioures au tamps 1,100 qui sont duos A Atecraweaemi do

Itatterrissour, no seront pas itudiiess.

Le phenom~ne so present. &lore commrn* meinusolde amortie d~uue pea-lode do

130 ins, soit tine friquonce d'excitatiofl voisine do 8 Hz. La mouvement LInfligi au bassin
oat asanplifi6 au niveati dui thorax, ca qui tendrait A diniontrer quo l'oxcitation. *a pro-

duit a tine frequenc* voimino do Ia frequence propre do Ia masse suspenduo, conuti~tuoc

par Is thorax, qui provoque tan. amplification do 1,5 environ (io term* thorax db~iýt Aitrs

envisage done son mans lepLus large :partia superieura dui corps). Comma I'm montvrw

LAT&IA),(1957) A 8 Hz on observe uris amplitude maximalo do I& region thoraciqU6-ue ~P&;teta-
re par rapport aux: hanches. It seinbie QUO eI lasticite vertebrote *nit intorven~i 'smd

fagon notable dana Ia tra'iswibsion du wouvamont. En offet, lea mesures d'oeftort pa-ati-

qwias our la cabinn. dorso-loinbaire basso (400 daN) confirmont le duure eprouvw' aubio par

cotti dorni~re. On pout craindro do. lesions vertebralos bassos fracture par compros-

*ion (JONES at coil. 1964).

L'anaiyze do tlimpulsion elemontairo fait egasloa'nt apparalte Uina miss on

acceleration trio courts, soit mu jolt do 1000 g/a e-i nivedui dui bassin. a-otransA~s, ani

thorax ol ii eft amplifii 1200 X/9 at ramanie a 900 g/a au nive&a' do t& t~to.

Lo plateau do stabilisatiot' do ilacceleratiofl dimne durco initials dw 30 mns

(bassin) diminue do moitti au thorax at a Is tito.

Nous avon* sotlicite lea predispositiofls vibratoires do I& partiv auperioura

dui corps at lea reisonanco des orsanos do c~o regions a pii Stre atteints. Comma Is signals

WEISS st coil. (1963) au cours d'un tat impact, I* tote so deplace, vers to baa., co dt4pla-

cement pout abllr jusquli 4,5 ca. LA mouvOmant so fait do faqon synchrone oevc- to Coeur

at leg poumona. )4Ame dens un tel cao, ii convient do tentr compte dui role blenifique aP-

porti par blaction dui tonu# at do I& contraction do* muscles avoisinanta. Cott* tension

"musculaire Augments Is tolerance comma lont souligne COER14ANN at coil. 1962 1EflWAHDS

ot LANGE 1964 ; VON GIERKE 1960.

Dane metro cao, tin calcul approximatif montrerait quo too di-placemontts rota-

tifs bassin..thorax sont do l'ordre do 4 cm :compression verticaso .t flexsion on event.

Ainsi so trouvent r6unies las conditionsO idialos do fracture dui rachiX dorsa-lombata-*:

compresaion at hyperflexiofl (AUFFRET ot DELAHAYE 1975. KING at coil. 1975)- Cottw Caps-

citdi do fracture pout 6tre ridilito do faqon importeiltepa hertniflUer d

Is colonria vorthbrale (EWING Ot coil. 1972). cetto condition oat r6alisio par Is. wangla-

go correct dii pilots star son aiise ejectable.
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Copendant, conno le niontra le graphique, il existe un coefficient d'nnortis-
moment non nigligoablo puisque In denti-sinusotlda suivante attaint des ncc-ý-rnt ions
d'uno intensitZ 4 fois moindre M75 g pour 30 g).

Los mimes constatations pouvont fire faltos pour le copilota, avac uno cir-
Constance aggravanto : ine acc,6ltration dintonsiti' plus grande au nivanu de Ia tito.
1l eat vraisemblabie quo l'k~nergio absorbi~e par la rupture dui Patin droit soit plus im-
portants quo cello absorb6o par it Patin gaucho non rompu, codi explique qua le copilot.
inatall.6 on placo gauche revoivo une 6nergie plus grand. qul me tranamet an niveau do In
t~te (35 g). Toutefois, Ia conception du modal, anthropomorphique oat diffz~rante ot leg
comparsisonos ont donc difficilos. 'ploanckm 14)

Uneoanalyse comparable des acc6lbrations sur l'axe X montro qua lam intonsi-
tic mont faibios, ell** no dipassont pan an thorax 10 g. Clest bion co quo confirmo Ion
mosures d'offort rbaliicyos cur les brotellos do contention dui harnais du torso du piln-
to. Cers valours (70 daN au maximum) sent parfaitement toli-rables ot ne risquont pan do
provoquor do traujuatismos mine ligers ou do contusions anu nivoan du thorax ot des i'pnu-
les. Ella# moat trig loin do* noriens normalemont admisos. (RtUFF 1950. STAPP15 -95.)

Par contro, aunaiveoa do la tOte, ci I*# accilirationxscoat dun Sm ordro
(panelis trio lkgiroment supbrleuros), 1. changemoat, rapide, do seas eatraf neat dons unt
premielr temnps into hyporflexion do I& colonne cervicalo bamss, sulvie d'uno extension
brutal* "coup dn.lapia" risque do provoquer des l4-slons hautos graves, mitten mortollos
(PATRICK .t cells 1965). Los inouveinonts so treuveat facilitts par 1* (alt quo 10 dossier
du slige no moats pas asses bent ot no comprend pas urn appul-tbto. (plancho 15).

flea qn'aucun inouvoment lati-ral no carmcti~rimo Is trajoctoire do Ia cellulo
do Ilhilicopt rot une acc4liration d'emviron 12 g stir Io hondan du pilotsoeat ri-porcuti-o
an thorax avoc tin liger amortiasoment (10 g). K1lo aemble due A li~crasoennt dicnmyu-trl-
quo des patins lora do I impact. Pus observation foito A peat~riori stir Ios films ot lea
photegraphios montre en effet quo Io patin gauche **eat mains, affaisi quo 10 Patin droit
qui oat complitemont ditruit. D'ailleura, lea acci-lirataonm aubiec par Jo copilote, aur
Ilaxo Z mont plus Alovkes. Do milme Ios efforts meauris our lea bretelles do contention
dn harnais dn piloto accusont cette dimaymb-trie (70 ot 45 daN).

11 oat fort regrettable quo Io mannequin passager no dispose pam d'acc4ýliro-
mitre dana to cons Y alors quo Ion sL'quences (115mme rilv4Iont tin mouvoment latiral im-
portant, conciquonce d'uno contention pou officers ot des digits do InJotdeon Arriiro.
Coin acciliratiens sent dams Ilonmemble asset ma) supporti-em et entrel neat des troubles
cardiaques.(ZABOROWSKI 1966).

Comme on pout sly attondro, ce type do crash, Metat donniý Io foible dipleco-
mont qui amorti to mouvoment, eat plus mM~vre aur ltemse Z quo cur t'axe K.

Cependent, at dons cotte diroction lea aecciliretlonesemnt toujotra pen intoness,
ellea provoquont dos mouveomnts forctis alterni~s do la tite, psijudiciabios £l Ia colonno
corvlcalo basso. One 6tudo plum templ~te mottant en Jan Ia, smesro des ecc~iirotions an-
gulairoc auralt pout itro permis uno ineillouro, objoctivation du phi-nomano.

Lea r~suitats ainsi mentionnis et analysesa permottent do tirer des conclu-
sions concormant In survie des occupants. Cependant, des risorvos importantes doivont
Atro apportios. Los mannequins anthropoinorphiquos, .odalnaconventionnPea no sent qu~une
groassiro approximation du corps huinain oft Jo fectour musculaire eat totalement absent.

Quol qu'h1 on molt, c'll n'emt, pas possible d'afrirmer quo leo pilote et Ie co-
piloto n'auralent pas survictim a to typo d'accldont, on pent pensor qn'l~s auralont !-tA
vralsemblablemont victiinoc do fractures pins on moains graves du rachis dorso-lombaire
aggrav~oa par dec mouvoinenta intempestifa an nivoan do In colonno cervlcale basso
"coup du lapin". Lesancci~ratloas d'lntonmit- Zlevý-e obtenixes cvost uf jolit trim Impor-
tant an nivoau do i& t~te dux copilote noun paraismeat uzi fectour do gravitc' muppli~mon-
tamre (eliot, hypertension latracranienne).

Conpte-tonu don enregistro-nents Iincomplotst effectui's stir Io mannequin passe.-
ger, ii est bion difficilo do so prononcer stir son s4ort. cependant le pronostic dolt is
ýnotre avis, Aitro tri~s ri-serveý.

CONCLUSION

Dans lo cadre du programme anticrash i-labori' par In France. tin ossai do crash
do l'hý,licoptare Gazelle SA 341 ost rais'A TOULOUSE le 24 fb-vrier 1977 par In Sot-ýt;-
A~roSpatialo et to Centre d'Essat Ai-ronautique do TOULOUSE. Les conditions die Vessal
impliquont nine hautour do chute do 3,67 mn aver nine vitesse verticate do i rn/s et mmn'
vitesso horizontal. do 6 n/s, molt mine vitosse ri-sultante de' 8.49 rn/s.

La Laboratoire do Ni'docino, AThospatiale dui Centre d'FEssais on V-i de' BIlETIGNY
sur Ox-go est pius spkcialonont chargi; d'appr-,cier lea chances de' survire~g dI-l'quipago
ot d'un passagor.

A cot effot, 3 mannequins sent lnstall;Th dams Ia cabin.' de' I'hi'licoptarc,
taunts d'ncctli-ronltx'Os dans lea sans X Y Z. Pour li~quipago rt X Z. pour le past~igor.

La crash s'oefactuo scion le Plan indiquli-.
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Lea acc61irations les plus importantes se situent sur Vlaxe Z et sollicitent In
r6sonance do la partia superioure du corps. La compression vertebrale avec In flexion en
avant qui en dicoule provoque vraisemblablement des fractures de la rz<gion dorso-lombaire
basts des occupants. Cos lesions sent aggravies par lea mouvements forc,-s de In tate due
aux acc6l1rations Gx.

Llexploitation do cette premiire expýrimentation, malgr;. des rl'sultats encore
insuffisants permet dejA l'ilaboration d'un programme de calcul anti-crash, tenant compte
uniquament pour 1linstant do facteurs physiques, maiu dane lequel pourront itre ajouti-s
dane lavenir les facteurs humains. A cot offet. vient d'&tre rtalis; cette annre 1.
crash d'un h6licoptire plus gros (PUMA SA 340), comprenant un iquipage de trois hoimes
at huit passagers (hom.es do troupe) places dana In carlingue. soit face i l'avant, soit
lat6raloment st assis sur des siigos dits "anti-crash". Lea resultats ne sent pas encore
connus i co jour.
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Fig- I -Plniemcnt den ac~,rmte Fig. 2 Placement fd..n ac;Iirmtrs

- le captetar sip rorceim et situhe
an nivran~ dorsie-lombaire bas.

Fig. 3 -Placemenit des acciliromi-tres
dosIr basetin.
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rig. 5. Vuc gt;-i-ralr (1r t'instatlation
avant low cranh.Par In ;nntc
entrounvertr on" dititlngue
nrttrvict.tt e ;massager.

Fig. 4 -Pinrr tit co-pilite P t dlevant
on volt In earri~rsta.mbnrqnmr.

I-i. '-Vitigne rl de I 'ht;1icept-rc npres Il*impact.
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DISCUSSION

DR. VON GIERKE (USA)

Do you have the dynamic characteristics of the dummy used, particularly of the ver-
tebral column of the dummy?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

Unfortunately, we are not absolutely certain of the rigidity of the neck in the
case of pilot. We don't know how the neck was made.

WING CDR D. C. READER (UK)

In contrast to UK experience with actual impacts Involving Gazelle helicopters,
you choose a low impact velocity for your tests which produced little structural
damage. In our real world experience the damage to the aircraft was always com-
plete. Why did you choose such trivial Impact forces for your experlments?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

We decided on these values because we wanted to show a final crash In auto rotation
or after a sudden loss of power.
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by

Geoff Allen
Human Engineering Division, Flight Systems Departmenc,

Royal Aircratt Establishment, Farnborough, Hampshire, England

SUMMARY

A method is evolved for comparing theoretically the compatibility between ISO 2631 'limits' for
human tolerance of vertical vibration and recent proposals for limits of tolerance of repeated shocks based
on a spinal analogue.

The method is applied to both limits over a wide range of conditions including a proposal for the
maximum acceptable vibration crest factor to be increased from the present value of 3, to 6. The results
suggest that '4' is about the maximum value, if vibration and repeated shock limits are to be compatible,
but it is emphasized that the comparison is based on tentative proposals for repeated shocks and the
ISO 2631 controversial vibration/time dependency relationship. The main thrust of the paper is to illus-
trate a mthod of comparison rather than to reach definite conclusions from its application.

A plea is made for coimnnts on the method, for the provision of sore laboratory and field data and
for more consideration of the use of biomechanical analogues in the evolution of standards.

I INTRODUCTION

The compatibility between tolerance of yibration as defined in ISO 2631 1 and tolerance of repeated
shocks, as tentatively proposed by the author , has been queried several times. Recently it has been
raised in relation to that part of Griffin's proposed short term amendments

3 
to ISO 2631 1, which cover

high crest factors (peak/rms acceleration).

The purpose of this note is to compare theoretically the two approaches, particularly in relation to
exposure boundaries and to vibrations with high crest factors, which may be considered as a type of shock.
A simplified comparison is made by considering only nominally-sinusoidal vibrations of varying amplitude
at various discrete frequencies and only repeated shocks composed of one or more isolated sinusoidal-type
inputs, again at various discrete frequencies.

The analysis is intended primarily to demonstrate a method of comparing repeated shock tolerance with
vibration tolerance. It should not be regarded as producing definite conclusions either way, particularly
in view of the tentative nature of the proposals for tolerance of repeated shocks.

2 METHOD AND RESULTS 6 [01 basoe s,, spinal load

First we will assume that the ISO 2631 3 (safe) (constant itl t displacemen t
IS02631 based on constant displacement

'Exposure Limit' should be reasonably compatible with of I body sub-*systm]/
the proposed 'Severe Discomfort' boundary for
repeated shocks.

The ISO 2631 1 'Exposure Limit', as for the
similarly-shaped 'Fatigue-decreased Proficiency' and
'Reduced Comfort' boundaries is frequency dependent.

The shape of the tolerable input acceleration v 051

frequency curve, shown dotted in Fig I is based on
suggestions by von Gierke and Coermann4 that overall R epeate
tolerance is the envelope of tolerance of three body -
sub-systems termed 'spine-abdomen', 'lumbro-sacral' t 1 #

and 'head'. 'Tolerance' jo; assumed to equate to the pulse

input acceleration required to maintain constant
(relative) displacement of each sub-system, that is, •
constant load.

Using data from ISO 2631, exposure limits for 0
vertical vibration of seated persons for daily
durations of 1-4 mn, j hr, I hr and 8 hr, and for I .S02631
sinusoidal input frequencies from 1-80 HI, are given - -

in Table 1. As well as the usual rms acceleration
levels, the table includes peak values for crest
factors of 1.414 (normal sinewave), 3 (the maximum
recommended in the Standard), and 6 (the maximum pro-
posed by Griffin

3
). For the last two, it is assumed

that the number of vibration peaks with high crest
factors is small enough (say not more than a few per
cent) not significantly to increase the ma value Oil_ _ _ _

compared with that of a steady sinusoidal input. I

We have therefore, obtained values of the
maximum permissible 'Exposure Limit' peak input Fit I ORI W ISO frequene wsoiting -
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Table 1

ISO 2631 a (Safe) 'Exposure Limits'

rms m/s 2  
Peak input g

Freqy -________

Hz 1-4 min hr I hr 8 hr
I- t hr I hr 8 hr
min CF* CF CF CF CF CF CF CF CF CF CF CF

1.41 3 6 1 .41 3 6 1.41 3 6 1 .41 3 6

S 511.2 6.7 4.7 1.26 1.6 3.4 6.8 0.96 2.0 4.1 0.68 1.44 2.88 0.18 0.39 0.78
4 & 5 5.6 3.4 2.4 0.63 0.8 1.7 3.4 0.48 1.02 2.04 0.34 0.72 1.44 0.09 0..9 0.388.4 6.0 3.6 2.5 0.68 0.9 5.8 3.6 0.54 1.08 2.16 0.36 0.77 1.541 0.50 0.21 0.42

It 8.0 4.8 3.4 0.95 1.2 2.4 4.8 0.72 1.44 2.88 0.49 1.03 2.06 0.13 0.28 0.56
30 !21.6 12.9 9.1 2.43 3.1 6.6 13.2 1.85 3.95 7.9 1.31 2.78 5.56 0.35 0.74 1.49
80 5j.0 33.5 23.6 6.30 8.0 17.1 34.2 4.8 10.2 20.5 3.40 7,22 14.4 0.91 1.92 3.85
3

* Crest factor
+ Frequency for minimum tolerance of I sine input (DRI shock criterion)
t Frequency for minimum tolerance of transient sineweves (DRI shock criterion)

NB The crest factor of '6' is a proposed amendment 3 
to ISO 2631, in which the present recommended maximum

value is 3.

accelerations over the frequency range 1-80 Hz for steady sinusoidal in~puts and for a limited number of
large amplitude sinusoids (hkgh crest factors) superimposed on a lower background level. To compare these
with the tentative proposals for human tolerance of repeated shocks, it is necessary to convert the shock
limits, which are expressed as maximum equivalent output accelerations (Dynamic Response Index ('DRI'))
(that is, a direct function of the peak load in the spine) into the equivalent input accelerations. To pro-
vide a reasonably-simple basis of comparison, it is assumed that each shock is limited in frequency content
to 80 Hz (the maximum cavered by ISO 2631) and is applied in one of two forms, either as a limited number
of high crest factor sinusoids ('transient') or as a single half sinewave pulse.

• °5 6.
Fol~owing suggestions by Maslen , anl using work by Payne on the Dynamic Response Index and Barrett

and Payne on the response of a single order mass-spring-damper system to a 'steady' and transient input,
the relative values of the input acceleration which will produce a constant peak spinal load ('DRI') over a
range of applied frequencies of 1-80 Htz, are shown in Fig i. Two curves are given, one for a half sinewave
input pulse, the other for a limited number of full sinewaves (transient), the latter assuming that
effectively, the steady-state response has been reached.

We can now explore how the ISO 2631 'Exposure Limit' for vertical sinusoidal vibration compares with
the proposed boundary to prevent severe discomfort from daily exposure to repeated shocks. The latter
extracted from Ref 2, is given in Fig 2, expressed as DRi (a function of spinal 'output' load)aagainst N,
the number of shocks per day. We have to convert these DRI values into equivalent peak input g's over the
ISO 2635 frequency range of 1-80 Hz. The conversion factors, peak input g/DRI', for various shock input
frequencies, and extracted from Fig I are given in Table 2, for a half sine pulse and for a transient
sinusoidal input. These factors are then applied tv the DRI values to obtain 'peak input g versus N shocks
per day' for various pulse frequencies. (Table 3 and Figs 3 and 4).

a0 a s.,, 4--'l-~o Table 2

Pulse peak input 'g'/DRI
freqy•
Hlz 4 sine Repeated sine

-•1 0 .- 3 1.0

•''°• 5 0.7 0.67
-S. 8.4 8406

80 6.0 56.0

Fig 2 Shock dew ed proposed ntis•

The ISO 2631 exposure limit peak input ig's in Table I (for steady sinewave, and crest factors of 3
and 6) are then applied to the curves in Figs 3 and 4 to obtain the corresponding Maximum permissible
number of shaicks per day ('A'). A few examples are marked on the curves to show the method, the rest are
omitted for clarity. The results are given in Table 4, and in the associated text. This
table includes the maximum permissible number, 'B', of sinusoidal cycles per day obtained from the ISO 2631
criterion. There is a potential hazard if A/B is less than unity and a likely hazard if A/B is much less
thae: 1. The Iatttr cases, which, it will be seen, only occur for vibrations with a crest factor of 6,
are marked with an asterisk in Table 4.

At the time of writing, it was not possible to carry out a msrt detailed analysis of all the cases
marked a in Table 4 (where the DOI criterion is potentiahLy in conflict with ISO 2631 if crest factors
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Table 3

Peak input &

N (Severe W 4 H( 5 Hz 8.4 i•z
discomfort Hz 30 H liti

(soks/day) b3oundary) r w- '-
s t s[ts iss Isa ta ja ts is to

19 8.4 9.0 6.71 1.2 6.3 b.0 7.61 4.1 18t0 5 0
1 0 6.5 6.0 6.5 4.9 5.- 4.6 4.4 5.5 3.0 13.6 bs5 39 34

100 5 4.6 5.0 3.8 4.0 3.5 1.4 421 2.3 30.5 so 30 -280
1000 3.6 3.3 3.6 2.7 2.91 2.5 4 3.0 t.7 L7.'6 J 2021000o 2.6 -,.4 -1 :.• b 2,0 -1.1 1.8I 1.7 2•.Z> t-.2 5.5 .6• io] 4b

100000 1.9 1.8/ 1.9 1.4 1.i ,.1.3 1.6l 0.9 4 .0 14 ,i lob

t basic pulse frequency
a 4 sine wave input (repeated)
+ transient sine wave (repeated) input

K of 6 are assed). Three cases marked '+1

were explored however, and it was found
that the maximum permissible crest factors

.fl- -- to make the shock criterion compatible with
",. -- ISO 2633 ranged from 3.7 to S.

3 oMwwSIONS AMUD COMMENTS

A mahod has been developed whereby
specifications for human tolerance of
repeated shocks can be compared theoreti-
cally with tolerance of vibration,
particularly vibration with high crest
factors.

The method has been used to compare
the current ISO 261i 'Exposure Limit' for
vertical vibration( witit that in the draft
proposal for the 'Severe Discomfort 2

fig3 ve inputg - sins input im ioN) Boundary' for tolerance of repeated shocks
It was found that the two limits are

", - w, compatible for the wide range of conditions

.,, 0, xplo.d,. for vibration crest factors up to
3 (the m.vima value permftied in the
current ISO 263t standard-). A crest fictor
of 6, as proposed in a draft amendmont to
ISO 2631, wuld t hwver give values of
vibration peak acceleration, for certain

frequencies and duration of exposure, which
would not be acceptable against the present
repeated shock criteria. A .imited check

* indicates that crest factors. up to 4 would
V be acceptable, in all but perhaps one

isolated Case.

SThe results of this comparison should
be regarded as very tentative, firstly

I because of the preliminary nature of the

S repeated shock proposals. and secondly
because of the considerable tncertainty

Fig4 Shocks•/dy v pek input g - sine put*s ese disomnfort') regarding the preaent tinr dependency
relationship in ISO 2611. For example, any

significant change in the DRI/NI slope for repeated shocks (Fig 2) or in the ISO 2631 time dependency curve
would considerably affect the comparison.

To conclude, counmts on the paper are welcomed, and the author's usual plea is made for the provis-
ion of more laboratory and field data, in t..is instance on humani tolerance of repeated shocks and on
vibration/tims dependency. Vso, this investigation has re-emphasized the fundamental importance of
biomechanical analogues in th. evolution of Standards for human tolerance of vibration and shock. It is
considered that this topic, including which 'output' parameter (absolute displacsrient, relative displace-
sent, load, 'energy', stc) is appropriate to a particular situation, warrants far more attention than it
is getting at present.

Acknowlvdegntts
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Table 4

Max No. shocks/day, (.At)Yr,-qy Max No. A!tB
| 0z SiSO peak n ied slue wAves (8') Remarks,

F 1.41 CT F I C hi (IISO) (f 1.41 CF J CF h

ILI 1100 240 - 4 0.025'
40000 180 9nO 0.o H' mil ISO

0• 0 200 110 1_'011" 0.04* Exposure Limi t

8.4 4M )Ou• 230 2000 0. 2 and
II '120)) qO 2t'40 0.0 14 sine shock
10 2200 14 7200 0. II 0.002'- pulse

""5000 35 19200 0.> 0.02A

I 05 1000 7 240 1 0.02"' 4 minl ISO" " 1 So ISO 9tO 0. lbý Fxposure Limit
"S 4000 40 1200 0.033* and
8.4 400 1 2000 0 .2 0.002* repeatued
"It 14000 1o0 2640 -1 0.0 18' (transient)
"10 IO5 '105 7200 1I sine input

"80 14200

1 105 50000 320 1800 1 I 0.18' hour !SO
4 "io 1 10000 7200 " 'I Exposure Limit
5 5200 4000 0.158 and
8.4 " 7400 1s000 " 0.49 1 sine shock

11 II 3000 19800 0.15 pulse
30 l700 54000 0.013'
SO 1500 144000 0.010*

I ,'0 60000 2to 1800 '1 '1 0.145' j hour ISO
4 JOS 750) 7200 I I Exposure Limit
S 1700 9000 0 014 1 and
8.4 40000 o00 15000 I I + 0.007' repeatedI1 >I | 7000 19800 .. 0.3s (transient)

30 '1 05 O 54000 1 sine input
80 " " WI 3 ,144000 " " "

"1 '105 30 5 4000 3600 '1 '3 >1
4 '1 0l 14400 1I WI " 1 hour ISO
5 W " 70000 18000 Exposure Limit
8.4 " 1 'l05 30200 1 " II sine shock

I W" " :45000 39600 WI II pul se
30 tI 9000 108000 WI 0.08
80 I " 20000 288000 " Il 0.07

I j 105 '105 7000 J600 '. 'I I u I
4 I I 3105 14400 1 hour ISO
5 " " 20000 18000 *' " O.I1 Exposure Limit
8.4 1W 2000 10200 0.07' repeated

) 1I 50000 C9600 1 1 (transient)30 "1 "I 05 108000 i -I WI sale input

80 II " 288000 " " "

* Repeated shock criteria may not be satisfied
+ See text

(The 8 hour ISO exposure limit was checked in the same way and yielded values of AIR greater than I in all
cases, that is, there is no danger ol the proposed N shocks/day limits being exceeded.)
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SUMMARY

Previous work on bio~ynamic modelling is briefly reviewed in relation to itq application to
Standards for human tolerance of vibration and shock. It is shewn that there are cinsiderable deficienc.es
in our knowledge and approach on this important relationship. Particularly, insufficient attention has
been paid to the differences among the several types of response of the body/analogue to applied vibration
and their relevance to real life. To underline this, the paper analyses the various response characteris-
tics of two simple mass-sp:ing-damper systems analogous to the human body. It then considers the relevance
of these responses to practical situations and hence to the derivation of Standards. The usefulness of
analogues in predicting response to complex vibration inputs is also shewn. Some other neglected topics,
including the effects of the active and adaptive powers of the human body, ot seating and of duratior of
exposure, are briefly considered. Suggestions are offered for further wor., some of which would be rele-
vant to the forchcoming major revision of ISO 2631.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the search for ao understanding of the many effects of mechanical vibration and shock on man, it
has long been recognised that the biodynamic response of this remarkable, complex human machine, is a
fundamental link in the chain between the applied motion and the resultant human reaction. Biodynamic
analogues, that is mathematical, structural modill of the botyI have therefore been the basis of several
specifications for human tolerance to vibration ' and shock -S. During recent years there have been at
least three International Conferences- , concerned with biodynamic, or as lom prefer to call them, bio-
mechanical models, particularly, with their practical applications. At one of these a plea was made for
the translation of recent ,nowledge on modelling into vibration and shock limits. It has been recognised
that biodynamic models will play an important r3le in the major re~ision now proceeding of ISO Standard
IS 2631 .

However, in the practical application of analogues to human tolerance of vibration and shocks, in-
sufficient attention seems to have been given to certain important, fundamental questions. For example,
what analogues are appropriate and what responses ('outputs') of these analogues apply to particulpr
situations? Is absolute displacement, relative displacement, load or 'energy' likely to dominate toler-
ance? How do complex inputs affect the response of the analogue; how do we model the effect of duration
of exposure and recovery from it? The need to answer such questions became increasingly apparent in the
preparation of papers on tolarance of repeated shocks

5 
and on comparing vibration with shock tolerance

9
.

Against this background, this paper has four main objectives:-

(I) to review briefly some previous work, particularly on the use of analogues in specifications concern-
ing limits for human tolerance of vibration and shock;

(ii) using two simplified body analogues as examples, to underline the Importance of different responses
in relation to practical applications and to the derivation of limits;

(Ill) to point out some of the gaps In knowledge;

(iv) to suggest directions for further laboratory and field work related to the derivation of improved
specifications.

The paper mainly covers modelling of response to whole-body vertical vibration and to a lesser extent,
to repeated shocks. It does not explore response to single violent, accident-type shocks, which has already
been the subject of extensive mathematical and physical modelling and the derivation of tolerance limits.

2 BRIEF HISTORICAL REVIEW

In view of the importance of the topic it is surprising that, as far as Is known, there has been no
comprehensive, critical review of the considerable amount of literature related to blodynamic modelling.
For this paper it was only possible to examine a small portion of this literature and to select for comment,
a few references, particularly those relevant to specifications for human tolerance of vibration and shock.

Following measurement of whole-body impedsnce by von BdkdsyIO as long ago as 1939, one of the earliest
classical works on modelling was by DiackmannII in 1957. Based on measuriments of the drfvinA point imped-
ance of the human body under applied vertical vibration, he proposed a single mass-spring-damper analogie of
the body. He considered that total input force to the body, that is, the total force on the body mass, was
the wain factor governing human to erance, and from this derived the well-known K value curves which wer"
used in a German VDI specificationi for vibration,

more-sophisticated models, based mainly on impedance, transmissibility and stress/strain measurements,
were developed In the lISA lis the early 60s by Coermann, von Giorks and others. Thest include, a familiar
model originally tuvering response to mechanical vibration only

1 2 
and later extended to include response

to impact and to external pressure loads.
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In 1963 von Gierke and tCoermanniti put forward the ingenious concept that the body's overall tolerancee

curve (input acceleration v frequency) is the envelope of tolerance of three body sub-systems termed
"• pine-abdomen', 'lumbro-sacral' and 'head'. They assumed that the criterion tor the toleranee¢ curve w.ts
the maintenance of a constant amplitude of relative displacement, that is, a constant amplitude of spring
force in each sub-system (Fig 1). The shape of the vertical vibration tolerance curves in ISO 2631 (Fig 2)
is based on this concept. Als, in the 60s, Pradkro and his colleaguesI5 suggested that human tolerance is
closely related to the absorbed power (or heat) produced in the body by vibration. From a model derived
from impedance measurements they showed how. theoretically. absorbed power could be calculated and input
acceleration v frequreny responise curves for constant power, obtainel.

S~The scope of work on modelling has since expanded considerably. Some investigators, such as Muksian
and Niashl6, have developed sophisticated, anatomical iy-based segmented mo~dels of the body. tOthers, incised-
in& Jet and Magdelen17. have derived analogues in which man is modelled as part of a control loop, tho
model Ii ncluding his bin-mechanical, perceptual and neuro-mauscutar responses. Rowlands|8 and Griffin
et al 19 have explored some of the many variables which affect traalsmission of vibration through the body,
such at posture, limb position, muscle tension, seat harness and intra- and inter-subiect variability.
Garg and Ross20 have investigated vibrAtion transmission to the head of standing. in contrast to the more

usual research on seated persons, and successfully matched their experimental ly-derived curves with those
from a sophisticated mathematical analogue of the body.

All the investigations briefly review~ed above have provided valuable informattion on the biodynamics
of human reaction to vibration, but generally, only some of the earlier papers attempted to relate biý,-
dynamic data to curves or limits for human tolerance. Payne, however, with his considerable experience of
modelling and defining human tolerarnce of violent shocks, has recently proposed21, VFig 2) for ride, quality
assessment, a rtodel comprising three parallel mass-spring-damper sub-systems termed 'visceral'. 'spinal'
and 'body vibration'. and the associeted tolotanee criteria. For Ainusoidal vibration he assumes that the
tolerance curve of input acceleration v frequency is the envelope of the curves for constant amplitude of
total force on the mass in each sub-system. for repeated shocks he assumes that the response of the spin~al
sub-syttem. which is baittd on work on Dynamic Response Index (DIRI)4 is critical (and presumlah y therefore,
thbat the 'spring', riot the total load -;a the criterion). Hie then devel.ops Allen's suggestion k t1.3t toler-

'once can be expressed as the DRI (that is malximumi spinal load) v maximum number of shiocks per day, to
derive limitingl curves.

In conslideringl the overall significance of the post work in relation to limits for human tolerance.
two important fact* emerge. Firstly there hits been &i considerable measure of agrvememnt conierliing the
composition of the mass-spring-damper system# whiclh simulate the body or it* component 'artti. Titus there
is general agreemlent that resonances. such as the 'whole body' or~e around Sl Oz. play an important part in
determilning the shape of, or at least the troughs in tolerance curves.

out, secondly, few investigators sees to have considered in ally depth the significance of the
various types of response of the body (or its arnalutuei) to applied vibration. that is. what is the
critical 'output' criterion for & particular situationt Do## total lead, *tpritill load, absolute displace-
meont, relative displacement or absorbed power domlinate tolerance? Those who have considered this important

aspeact of modellIing by no means always agree. A# previously indicated ltiv,ýkmatitltl 1. miid tor %,,.v aipi I iea-
1,10 Vayi~ Plyte-1. considered that total force domilnates, whereas von tVterW and tCoermann%14 regarded 'spring'

force (relative displacement) At more important. Pradko e't a115f postulated that Absorbed power was the

imlpor tatn criterion,

In fact, lidaitt,.Jly without having been able to search diligently, the writer has only found two
recent paper# which briefly explored this topic. Loinge22 prasitteti the different frequ.ency weighting

• i | | ' |. " vx/ I I • •
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curves obtained from various body analogues and xarious response criteria, particularly in relation to com-
plex inputs. Payne, in an Appendix to his paper•| on quantifying ride comfort, showed the difference
between 'total' load and 'spring,' load tolerance curves. Neither of these investigators however explored
in any de*pth tL. need to relate response (output) criteria to particular vibration situations, a topic
which is cov_!red in more detail in the next section.

3 &tDY/ANALO;UE RESPONSE CRITERIA

3.1 How can we in this short paper denionstrate convicingly the impottant part played by body and hence
analogo.' rcs-'onse critvtia in the 'Icrivati r ,n vioration tol•ranrv corvrs?

There are four main links in the hiodynamic chain coupling vibration input with human tolerance,
namely.

ii) the nature of the vibration input (sinusoidal, random, etc);

(ii) the physical characteristics ot the body analogue;

(iii) the various output responses from the body analogue;

(iv) the criteria of tolerance (health, performaunce, comfort, etc) and hence the appropriate body/analogne
response from which tolerance curves are derived.

tOenerally, the importance of (i) and tii) has been fully appreciated and their characte-istics have
been adequately defined and understood. tiii) however, and its coupling with (iv) has received much less
attention and we will therefore concentrate mainly on this aspect. For simplicity we shall demonstrate the
approach needed, but will not attempt tc present an accurate detailed mathematical analysis of any
particular vibration situation.

Xt

tj

, ,, ,I to ! ,

Fie 3 Sing sysiem body anobg Fig 4 Dwle Systm body ineogu

We will concentrate ma~inly on the si•mplest type of gxnra:'A' whole-bo.dy analogune, the single order

linear spring-mass system with velocity damping, shewn in Fig 3, and will consider only briefly the effects
of adding in aerie. a second similar system notionally representing the head (Fig 4). The componentcharacteristics of these analogues have been chosen to correspond very approximately to those of a hum~an

body, namely

Primary system - natural frequency, fo . S IA
darping coelticient, h0  - 0.3

mass, t,0  - 50 kg

Secondary system - natural frequency, f, . 17 HZ
damping coefficient, h1  - 0.05 (somnewhat tower than the true value to

emphasize effect of the secondary system)
"mass, H, * M0 /it) kg .

We shall first consider the simplest case, namely a sinusoidal acceleration input to the base of the
analogue; the effects and implications of complex inputs will be touched on later, Our main objective is
to explore the several different outputs or responses of the analogue which ar# obtained from the same
input.

Consider the response of the single system analogue to a sinusoidal input acceleration

V A sin wt - A #in 2n tt ,

giving an abAolute Sisplacement of the mwsýs at the same frequency, of amplitude 1%

The amplitudes of most responses ('peak' for 'peak' input, or #rea' for 'rma' input) can he defined
in terms of the mass-sprilng-damper parameters of the analogue, and the following two functions of the

I
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frequency ratio, Is w/w - f 0

(( -P2)2÷ (2hW() and (Q(I)) 2  i + (2h0 )2

Any one of several types of response may dominate tolerance. The amplitudes of five possible domin-
ant responses, for input accelerations of amplitudes A1, A2 etc, are:

(i) total force on the mass - total input force - Mo A MoQ(a)/P(t)

(ii) spring force '- (X 0 - Y)o 2 K(X 0 - ) - A2Mo/P(a)

(iii) spring deflection (movement of mass relative to input) - (X0 - Y) - A3 /WOP(a);

(iv) absolute deflection of mass, relative to an external fixed datum X 0  1(A/12)Q(A)/P

(A•/W2 2 )Q(o)/P(o•)

(v) absorbed power, ie the heating effect produced by the damping in the body
SS, say - 0N 02 2/wo(p(a))2

We follow the usual assumption that tolerance curves of input acceleration v frequency are those
which will give constant amplitude responses, hence

A I . 0-o(0)/q()
2A2  - A3  . (X0 - Y)P(a)MW0  (for the constants of this analogue and the values

22of relative deflection and spring force below)
A 2 2uaP(a)/Q(co)4 00W

A5  " (N 1 0/h 0 0)i(PWA)!q)

We shall take some arbitrary but reasonable values for the response amplitudes, selected partly so
that the curves are close together in the region of 3 Hi. The simplifying approximation (I10)2  1 1000 has
been used.

(i) I M/s2 (MOX0 - 50 newtons)

(ii) K(X0 - Y) - 50 newtons

(ili) (X0 -Y) •I M

(iv) X0 -I mo

(v) 1 0.25 watt

From these equations, we can derive a set of input acceleration against frequency curves (Fig 5) which
shew clearly the different shapes, and arbitrarily the different levels of the input accelerations required
to produce the various constant amplitude responses. Similarly, tolerance curves for a constant amplitude
of acceleration of each of the primary and secondary masse" in the double system, that is, a constant total
force in each system, are given in Fig 6.

Abs dp RI .o

" l•14 1 100

~t o - --/ ' , / -, -0 lX

SI

to

Do-tThll IN

-___. _ 1/ 1000

oi / I

1

1 10 100
t IMI)

Fig 5 Response curves for single analogue Fig 6 Response curves for double analogue
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What does analysis using the eyeballs computer tell us about these curves? For the single'system
(Fig 5):

Mi) all responseseexcept that for constant absolute displacement, show a minimum at, and are of similar
shape around the natural frequency (5 Hz);

(Mi) the response curve for constant absolute displacement is the only one to decrease with decreasing
frequency below the natural frequency;

(iii) the responses for constant total force and the constant'spring force (or constant spring deflection)
are almost identical in shapeý below the natural.frequency. Both become asymptotic to the horizontal
(a line of constant input acceleration) at low frequencies;

(iv) the curves have three distinctly different asymptotic slopes at frequencies well above the natural
"frequency, namely,

(a) for constant energy and total.force, Aaf, which is analogous to a line of constant velocity.
"(This does not necessarily mean that tnhe body senses and bases tolerance on velocity, at
higher frequencies),

(b) for constant spring force (and hence, constant spring deflection, and constant mass deflection

relative to the input),-Aaf
2 , "

(c) for constant absolute displacement of the mass, Aaf 3 .

For the double-system, only the response for constant amplitude of acceleration of the primary and
secondary masses has been derived (Fig 6). Here the secondary system dominates tolerance over a band of
frequencies above and below secondary resonance.- This dominance is of course, critically dependent on the

,relative 'tolerance' of the primary and secondary masses; in this example it was assumed that both tolerate
the same acceleration.

3.2 Complex inputs

The above analysis is for a simple single frequency input only. However, assuming that the body
behaves as a passive, linear'bio-mechanical system, we may use the analogue output characteristics to
explore, theoretically at least, the response of the body to complex inputs. Hence theoretically, we can
determine tolerance of any type of dynamic input against any of the five output criteria in section 3.1
above, or, for that matter againstany other output criteria. This can be done either using 'long hand'
mathematics or an analogue computer.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to explore this aspect in detail; response of a body analogue to
a repeated shock-type input has already been covered elsewhere 5 . The response of the single system
analogue to a multi-frequency input will, however, be considered briefly, since this will provide useful
evidence on the controversial question of whether the 'worse+ octave band acceleration' or the 'summed
weighted acceleration' dominates tolerance. The crucial point here is not so much which response character-
istic is important, but what feature of that response dominates tolerance - is it rms, or peak output, or a
mixture of both?

If the rms value of the response, be it load, displacement or any other parameter, is the critical
factor, then it can easily be shown that tolerance is dependent on A

e

where A . I +(w 2 + (wA +....
e a cc

and Ae - effective rms input acceleration, summed and weighted to input frequency f
Aa a rms input acceleration at fa

Ab = rms input acceleration at fb

Ab - rmsghinpufat or acceleration ateaneatfacceleration tolerance at fA
wb =weighting factor: acceleration tolerance at f

etc.

Thus if we assume, as does ISO 2631 , that tolerance is dependent on rms acceleration, then the
summed weighted input acceleration method is appropriate. If, of course weighted acceleration at one
frequency (or in one octave band) dominates, then the single rmsvalue at this frequency will be a good
approximation.

If however tolerance depends on peak rather than re output acceleration and if the input frequencies
are not harmonically related, then it can be shown that, using the same symbology as before,

Ae :a A a+ wbAb + wcAe

so that arithmetical rather than res weighted summing is more appropriate (and in fact, more 'severe').

If the input frequencies are harmonically related and/or if their acceleration levels fluctuate, then
phase relationships are important, the mathematics becomes complex and such situations can probably best be
explored with an analogue computer.



3.3 Relevance to real life

The practical relevance of the previort philosophizing. to real life vibration situations will next be
briefly explored.

First, in line with ISO 2631 it will he assumed that human tolerance of vibration can be classified
against three dominant criteria:

(i) , - direct protection of health, prevention of pain, injury etc (ISO 2631 term, 'exposure
limit');

(ii) 'erfooyrnce - maintenance of efficiency during a particular, usually worki-g, activity (ISO 2631 term,
'fatigue-decreased proficiency boundary');

(iii) 'crnfort - prevention of significant discomfort, which may in some cases be synonymous with mainten-
ance of performance on ordinary activities such as eating and reading, (ISO 2631 term, 'reduced
comfort boundary').

What body/analogue outputs or responses are likely to be appropriate to these criteria? ISO 2631
assumes that the same response (relative displacement or spring force, see section 2) applies equally to
all three. Thus, 2631 specifies three identically sLaped tolerance curves, with a fixed hierarchical
relationship, 'exposure limit' being the highest and 'reduced comfort boundary' the lowest.

This seems patently unlikely, certainly as a generalization. Intuitively, 'safety' is likely to be
dependent on the forces in the body or body parts, vhereas 'performance' will be linked with absolute or
relative displacements, often involving body parts different from those appropriate to safety. The parti-
cular biodynamic response related to 'comfort' could be almost any one or more of those previously listed
in section 3.1, again involving one or more body parts. In many practical situations however, acceptability
will be greatly affected by psychological influences such as experience, expectancy and motivation, and by
the effect of vibration on activities such as eating, drinking and reading.

To underline this last point, which has been discussed in depth elsewhere 1,23, biodynamie
reaction is only one of several major factors controlling human reaction to vibration. On the reasoning
above, biodynamic reaction is likely to dominate 'safety', to be less dominant for 'performance', and even
less regarding 'comfort'.

Therefore, assuming that the shape, if not the level of acceleration/frequency tolerance curves is to
be dictated largely by biodynamiL reaction, ideally many different shapes will be needed if we wish to
cover anything but a very few specific situations. These will need to cover the different criteria of
acceptability (safety, performance or comfort) and different applications (passenger v driver, car v aero-
plane for example).

Some idea of the large number of different shapes ideally required to cover comprehensively just one
particular situation is given in Table 1, ,,'din, vibration of a helicopter pilot as an example. S,. S2 etc
denote the different shapes required, but ýi ,ctual forms are not derived here.

Table I

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF SHAPES OF TOLERA.E CURVES (A/f) TO COVE- VIBRATION OF HELICOPTER PILOT

Criteria Appropriate body analogue Appropriate analogue response Curle shape

I Safety

(a) Short term emergency Spine Load, K(X - Y) S
conditions

(b) Long term, cumulative Spine or other critical Load S1,
effects body part pcssibly SX

Absorbed power (possibly) S2

2 Performance

(a) Inside vision Body/head/eye -Relative displacement (X - Y) S3

or absolute displacement (X) S4

(b) Outside vision Body/head/eye Absolute displacement S4

(c) Manual control Body/arm/hand Relative displacement S5

(d) Foot control Body/leg/foot Relative displacement S6

etc

3 Comfort

(a) Psychological (fear of (Any change in normal vibration causing a noticeable S 3-S6
helicopter malfunction) decrement in performance)

(b) Fatigue (Perhaps related to absorbed power or repeated S2

spinal or other organ loading) S
SX_



The previous analysis has given sowe idea of the complextties of deriving realistic tolerance, curves
based on biodynamic modelling, and the large number of curve shapes needed to cover even a reasonable
breadth of application. Als,,, in the analysis, two questionable, major simplifying assumptin:s were made.
These oversimplific. -ions, other shortcomings in our knowledge of body analogues in relation to tolerance
curves, and the rele-.ance of other important factors influencing human reaction to vibration, will be dis-
cussed in the next section.

4 SHORTCOMINCS IN ANALO;UE MOIDELLING, RELATED TO THE DERIVATION OF VIBRATION TOLERANCE CURVES

4.1 In section 3.1, the analogues explored were assumed to be passive and linear, whereas in many actual
vibration situations, the body behaves as an adaptive and active, not as a passive system. This important
topic merits a detailed study in its -,n right - few investigators seem to have explored it - and here
only a few largely intuitive, qualitative comm~nts can be made. Shortage of time precludes considerations
of non-linearity effects, which are probably less important.

Several workers including Rowlands1 and Griffin19 have conclusively demonstrated that under certain
conditions, the body can adapt to minimize the effects of vibration. Muscle relaxation or tension can be
.sed to reduce ot increase the natural frequency of the body or body part, anil thus minimize the trans-

mission of the applied vibration, for example to the head. Cha t,v it position of the head, torso ýr limbs
can also be employed to the same end. Such adaption changes t%;.. .osition of the body analogues,
presumably by adjusting the geometry, the effective spring rat, *..ehAps, the diamping, and should where
possible be allowed for in modelling tolerance curves.

The active properties of this remarkable body system in minbi.' ng response to vibration seem to have
been explored even less, except perhaps in relation ts the occular 1i0 suit reflex. Here it has been well
established that rapid self-induced movements of the eyes can counteract the effects of vibration on vision,
up to 3 or 4 Hz at least. In the absence of specific objective measurements, consideration of the tactile
dexterity of pianists, and the body, leg and arm dexterity of, for example, runners and conuuctors su'.gests
that fingers and hands can track (oscillate) up to perhaps 8 Hz and limbs up to about 5 Hiz.

In practice, this means that the body, certainly as far as performance of certain tasks is concerned,
is probably much more tolerant of low frequency vibration than passive or even adaptive modelling would
suggest. Also, the body is likely to be particularly tl.erant of vibration around walking frequency
(1-2 Hz). Compared with curves derived only from passive modelling, actual tolerance curves at frequencies
below the main body trough around 5 iz, are therefore likely to climb more steeply with decreasing
frequency, reaching a plateau around I Hz and falling again as inertial and motion sickness reactions
dominate2 . At higher frequencies, say above 10 Hz, the body is much less likely to be able actively to
neutralize applied vibration, and in this region tolerance curve shapes are more likely to follow those
derived from passive analogue modelling. The above remarks of course apply mainly to repetitive sinusoidal
type vibration. The body is likely to be less adaptive to random or unexpected changes in vibration,

At low frequencies, therefore, the body is likely to behave as a position-controlled servo system,
where motion of the body or body parts induced by external vibration is counteracted by internally induced
movements.

Based on the reasoning above and in section 3, and backed by some experimental work, in Fig 7 so•ie
conceptual tolerance curve shales are shewn and compared with that in ISO 2631.
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Table 2

GAPS IN MODELLING HUMAN RESPONSE TO VIBRATION

BIO-MECiANICAL

Seating, harness

Lateral, fore and aft, rotational

Limbs

Body orientation

Geo-centric, basi-centric, bio-centric

Females

OTHERS

Active and adaptive systems

Doration effects

Chemical, hydraulic, electrical systems

Seatij an harss Several investigators others have confirmed that these can play an important,
sometimes a dominant part in transmission of, and hence in human response to, vibration. They affect
vibration inputs to the arms, back and head, and couple an external mechanical system to the body. Some-
times the net effect is to suppress whole body response (increase tolerance around 5 Hz), and increase head
vibration (reduce tolerance around 15 Hz).

Body orientation Recent work by Dupuis an. others has confirmed that different analogues and different
shaped response (tolerance) curves are needed to cover recumbent as compared with seated and standing
persons.

Duration of exaoure Apart perhaps from the absorbed power theory, generally, biodynamic modelling has
not been used to calculate arty effects of duration of exposure and recovery from it (in contrast for
example, to modelling the cumulative effects of, and recovery from thermal stress). In his proposals

2 3 
on

tolerance of repeated shocks, this author introduced a cumulative dose characteristic into the body ana-
logue employed, analogous to metal fatigue, and used Miner's rule for assessing the effects of a complex
dose. Surely, for some applications, we do need to introduce duration-dependent characteristics into body
analogues, but how? Perhaps at low frequencies at least, the active (muscular) control of body vibration
referred to in section 4.1, and achieved at the expense of body energy, could be modelled, If so it would
probably need to be related to total power input rather than absorbed power.

Chemical, hydraulic, electrical and other body systema If we are ever to achieve a deeper understanding
of the effects of vibration on this complex human machine, then we must be able to explain, that is model,
the known effects on other body systems such as the hydraulic (cardio-vascular), the pneumatic (respirat-
ory), and the electrical (neuro-muscular), to cite just three. (This is the real all-embracing
'biodynamics' - surely 'bio-mechanics' is the more-specific description for the structural-type response
covered in the other parts of this paper1)

4.3 Having demonstrated the magnitude and complexity of the task, we will in the next section list some
suggestions concerning the further work which is needed. Perhaps this will at least incite some investi-
gators to react, if only to prove that many of the assumptions, suppositions and assertions in this paper
are incorrect!

5 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

5.1 A general plea is made for all investigators of human reaction to vibration to consider how, in any
future work, they can best provide data which will help to increase our understanding and knowledge of the
application of biodynamic modelling to the derivation of specifications for human tolerance. In particular,
work along the following lines would appear to be profitable:

(i) A more detailed, critical review of the literature, particularly to see if the problems discussed in
this paper have been investigated, and to help in the planning of future work;

(ii) laboratory based work -

(a) to establish which body/analogue responses are appropriate to particular vibration applications
covering safety, performance and comfort criteria,

(b) first, biodynamic measurements and then, biodynamic modelling of the responses established in
(a),

(c) derivation of tolerance curves from (a) and (b),

(d) subject to the findings of (i) above, work is particularly needed to fill in the major gaps in
knowledge discussed in section 4;

(iii) field work to explore the relevance of laboratory based findings to real life.

More specific lines for further work are implicit in sections 3 and 4.
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6 IN CONCLUSION

It is apparent that there are considerable shortcomings in our knowledge of, and our approach to bio-
dynamic modelling as related to human toleraace of vibration and shock.

Particularly, insufficient thought has been given to the important differences between the several
types of responses of the body/analogue to applied vibration, and their relevance to real-life. A technique
for exploring these differences has been demonstrated theoretically using simple body analogues and
relating their responses to a typical vibration situation involving human safety, performance and comfort.
The usefulness of analogues in predicting response to complex vibration inputs has also been shown.

Some other gaps in knowledge, particularly of the effects of the adaptive and active properties of
the body, of seating and of duration of exposure, have been briefly discussed, and finally, suggestions have
been offered for further work.

It is hoped that this controversial paper will further stimulate thought and action on a subject which
is particularly important for the pending revision of ISO 2631.
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DISCUSSION

COL JOHNSON (USA)

You mentioned a need for more study of man's ability to tolerate vibration over
time. I can understand the problem in helicopter aircraft, but have you had Idei-
tifled to you as a researcher by someone from the operational community any prob-
lems In vibration in turbine aircraft, jet fighter or jet transportation? Do the
operators really feel that there's a problem, or do you, the researchers, feel that
there's a problem for more research in vibration?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

In many of the routine flying environments in strike aircraft the vibration environ-
ment is not severe. However,.there is a problem if one runs Into turbulent flight.
Then the body is being subjected to considerable motions at low frequency, large
amplitude, and the crew has to do a lot of physical work to correct for that., There
I think we have to consider vibration fatigue as an important factor. The Vabration
problem is also severe In helicopters.

DR. VON UIERKE (USA)

If Dr. Ewing would be here, I am sure he would remind us that the vibration envir-
onment is a major problem on surface effects ships.

DR. GRATZL (PRO)

Would you comment on the applicability of the ISO Standard 2631 on human vibration

,exposure to the military situation?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

I prefer that Dr. von Gierke answers this question.

DR. VON GIERKE (USA)

The international standard on vibration exposure applies to the whole general pop-
ulation including female and children. The US Department of Defense has a military
specif~cation which allows the exposure limits to be twice as high with respect to
the acceleration levels as in the international standard. This recommendation is
strictly for the US Department of Defense and relevant precautions are well justi-
fied. In many situations even this limit can be exceeded but It should not be
exceeded without specifically assessing the need and the risk involved.

DR. JEX (USA)

Many of the things which you advocate such as the use of more elegant blodynamic
models to look at the stresses and strains as bases for comfort, fatigue or per-
formance changes are being examined and I will talk about the= later in my paper.

I
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THE RESPONSE OF A REALISTIC CQMPUTER MQDEL
FOR SITTING HUMANS TO DIFFERENT IYPES OF SHOCKS.

by
H; Mertens, and
L. Vogt

DFVLR - Institute of Aviation Medicine
Godesberger Allee 70, D - 5300 Bonn 2 / F.R.G.

SUMMARY

A mechanical model of the human body in the sitting posture is described. The model
parameters were derived from the results of steady state vibration experiments conducted
under various levels of static acceleration up to +4 Gz. The resulting nonlinear beha-
viour of the human body was modeled by calculating the characteristics of the model
elements. To investigate the model's response under impact loads, the characteristics
of the elements were extrapolated beyond 4 0. The model was exercised with different
input pulse shapes and the resulting forces and mass displacements were calculated. The
results show that the model is able to predict the forces ;n the vertebral column for
arbitrary input pulse shapes. The fact that a rectangular eceleration pulse of 0 Gz
causes spinal injuries could be demonstrated by the response of the model. Thee, 'indings
are compared with the Dynamic Response Index (DRI) concept. The characteristic L_ the
nonlinear elements under high load was estimated, and the results indicate that the
present model emphasizes the high frequency contents of the input pulses more than the
Dynamic Response Index model.

INTRODUCTION

Mechanical models of the human body have been used to assess its behaviour under
dynamic loading. Forces and displacements within the body can be calculated from such
a model if it represents the human body in a realtstic way. If the forces of the input
functions exceed those which are encountered in our nonhazardous everyday-life, the
nonlinear properties of tissues have to be taken into account. (il

THE MODEL

In the past, we have developed such a model which is still rather simple; however
it represents the main body parts. The design is shown in Fig. 1. The properties of most
of the elements contained in tht model are known from test results. For example the
values for the masses were taken from tables of human tody anthropometric measurements (21.
The static and dynamic properties of the vertebral column were investigated, amang others,
by KAZARIAN 131. The natural frequency of the abdominal viscera ;as derived frost internal
nressure measurements conducted by WHITE et al. (41. As the mass of this system is known,
the spring-constant can be deduced.

The body parameters which are not known were estimated and inserted into the model.
By variation of the free parameters on a digital computer, mechanical impedance and
transmissibility from seat to head coujd be simulated simultaneously for magnitude and
phase for small vibration amplitudes (- 0.3 0) (see Fig. 2).

The values for stiffness and damping determined by this procedure are only valid for
tha normal static preload of 1 0 in the upright sitting posture and for small vibration
amplitudes encountered in everyday life. However if the forces of gravity acting on the
body increase, the values for stiffness and damping are shifted to different regions of
their characteristic curve. To determine these nonlinear characteristics quantitatively,
the model parameters were varied until the theoretical behaviour of the model was in
accordance with vibration test results derived from human subjects under increased static
gravity up to +4 G0 (51 (see Fig. 3).

During the process of varying the modal parameters, all the masses were kept constant
and only the values for spring stiffness and damping were varied. The resulting characte-
ristics for the springs and dampers are shown in Fig. 4 - 10. Their numerical values are
given in Tab. I. The model containing these parameters has already been used in a previous
study [ 5 1 dealing with vibration isolation problems. By minimizing the model output,
seat cushions could be designed which would give optimal vibration protection under normal
and under increased gravity.

S ..... aL



THE MODEL UNDER IMPACT

The purpose of this paper is, to describe our efforts to investigate the behaviour
of the model under impact conditions and to calculate the resulting forces within the
model. Certain limitations, however, have to be considered when the model output is
applied to situations in the real world. The first and most important limitation is that
the characteristics of the elements are only known in the region between 1 G and 4 0.
Most impacts, however, contain considerably higher accelerations. Therefore, the trends
of the characteristics had to be extrapolated beyond 4 G. This extrapolation is based on
the fact that most characteristics that have a sharp curvature between I G and 2 U teni
towards linearity under increasing loads. As a first approximation we have assumed that
the springs and dampers, when compressed under high G-loads, double their value in com-
parison with the +4 G condition. We are aware that this assumption may need to be changed
to incorporate the results of future tests. The second limitation, when transferring
results from theoretical studies to humans, is that the breaking s.r,:ngth of biological
tissue is not constant as in technical systems, but rather depends on the velocity with
which the load is applied. For the vertebral column, this was shown by KAZARIAN (61.
The spine is especially sensitive to impacts acting in, the headward direction, and is
the site of the majority of injuries. According to KAZARIAN 161 and GEERTZ [71, the
breaking "trength of the vertebral column is between 9000 N and 11000 N for the lumbar
part and between 6000 N and 9000 N for the thoracis part. Another limitation of our model
is that it has only one dimension in the Z-axis: this means that it does not simulate
any torque forces.

RECTANGULAR PULSE

In order to improve our model, we made a computer simulation with different input
pulses. The force was applied through spring K 2 and damper D 2 which form the buttocks
portion of the model. In Fig. 11, we employed a rectangular acceleration pulse as the
force input. The acceleration rises to 20 G and returns to 0 G aft-r 0.15 seconds. In
the center of the figure, the seat acceleration is shown as a rectangulpr curve together
with the corresponding acceleration of mass 7 of the model plotted agailst time. M 7 re-
presents the head. While the seat acceleration stays constant at 20 G, the head shows a
short overshoot to 30 0. This is the result of the energy initially stortd in the springs
of the spine. Also noteworthy is the negative acceleration of the head after the abrupt
decay of the seat acceleration. This, however, has no practical meaning since in a real
world situation thI subject is not rigidly connected to the seat.

In the upper part of the figure, the forces in the model spine are plotted against
time. F 3 is related to the lumbar portion of the vertebral column while F 5 represents
the forces in the thoracic section. The resulting forces are 1540 N in the lower part
of the vertebral column and 10900 N in the upper. These values .ignificantly exceed the
breaking strength of the spine. We also calculated the "Dynamic Response Index" (DRI)
181 for the tested impact pulses. The resulting index for the rectangular impact pulse
is 30.2 which would represent a spinal injury rate of theor,tically more than 100 %.
In the lower part of the figure, the total displacement of the model along its Z-axls
is plotted against time and has a maximum of 34 mm. The displacement does not return
exactly to its initial value after one second. This is caused by inaccuracies in the
digital computer which arise when the reactions of the model are calculated in sm-ll
discrete steps of time.

TRAPEZOIDAL PULSE

According to ETBAND (91, a headward impact of 20 0 is tolerable if the rate of onset
does not exceed 200 O/sec. An impact of this type is shown in PIg. 12. The area under
the curve is equal to the rectangular pulse shown previously in Fig. 11, thus giving an
equal velocity change of 20 m/s. After a constant rise with 200 G/sec., an acceleration
plateau of 20 0 is reached after 0.1 seconds. It remains at this level for 0.1 seconds
and returns with a step function to 0 G. The calculated model response is plotted in the
same manner used for the rectangular input function. As expected, there is a reduction
of the maximum force in the spine to 9800 N for the lumbar region and to 63R0 N for the
thoracic portion. These values are very close to the breaking strength of the spine.
The calculated DRI equals 22.9 . This value is still related to a spinal injury rate of
approximately 100 %

HALF-SINE PULSE

In another series of computer simulations, we used a half sinewave as a forcing

function (see Fig. 13). The area under the curve, again, is also eqial to t-c rectangular

pulse used in Fig. 11. Compared with this rectangular pulse, there iz i reduction of

forces to 9300 N in the lumbar region and to 6100 N in the thoracic region, respectively.
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These values are lower than the breaking strength. There is almost no overshoot of body

masses as a result of the slow onset and decay of the input pulse. The maximum for c-s
are only 5 % above those minimum forces which can theoretically be produced by a 20 G
acceleration. The calculated DRI for this half sinewave is 20.3 which gives a spinal
injury rate of 32 %.

F 1il EJECTION PULSE

Finally we exercised the model with a realistic input pulse for an escape system. As
an example we used the acceleration time-course of the F Il escape system. It is shown
in Fig. 14 together with the model's response. The escape system has a very steep onset
of acceleration during the first 50 milliseconds, which is produced by the build-up of
rocket gas pressure between the crew escape module and the aircraft fuselage [In]. The
calculations for this pulse shape show maximum forces for the lumbar spine of 12310 N
and 8980 N for the thoracic portion of the vertebral column, respectively. These values
are slightly above the breaking strength of the spine. However, the calculated DRI is
18.8 for this input pulse, producing a spinal injury rate of 16 %. These findings are
opposed to our results concerning the maximum forces in the vertebral column; but it must
be taken into account that in our model tnere are no coupling elements between the
accelerated floor and the body as in the real escape module.

CONCLUSIONS

The described model is based on the results of steady state vibration experiment?,
which were carried out under different levels of static acceleration. If the nonlinear
behaviour of the human body which is thus reveiled is taken into account such a model
can be used to assess the impact tolerance of the human body. It has been shown that the
presented system is able to predict the forces in the human spine for arbitrary pulse
inputs. The effect that a rectangular acceleration shock of 20 Gz results in injuries,
other than a trapezoidal or sinosoidal shock of the same maximum acceleration and the
same velocity change could be demonstrated quantitatively. If these findings are com-
pared with the Dynamic Response Index concept which uses only linear model elements it
becomes obvious that the high-frequency components of the input pulse have a more pro-
nounced effect on the forces produced in the vertebral column than predicted by the DRI.
This fact may explain descrepancies which sometimes arise between predicted and actual
tolerance levels when using the DRI concept. Another advantage of the approach described
in this paper is that the impact tolerance of the human body may be predicted by a system
which may be designed without actual impact tests with human subjects. Thus avoiding
most of problems which are usually comprised in such test situations.
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M I Mass
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K 4 Spring ) of the abdominal system
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M 6 Mass
K 6 Spring ) of the chest system
C 6 Damper

M 7 Mass of the head

Fig. 1. Model of the sitting human 'ody
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DISCUSSION

DR. VON GIERKE (USA)

Did you make a comparison of your model predictions with actual accidents?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

No, we compared the model's response to some drop test results. We found again
that our model overemphasizes this very short duration pulse. So we have to
change our model parameters to get the model response closer to reality.

DR. VON GIEREE (USA)

Are the drop test results data on subjective Judgment of severity or are they on
cadaver specimen?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

No, they were on living subjects. But these drop tests were not our own eipeti-
ments; we got the data from the literature. As indicators they used the acceler-
ations at the head.

DR. JEX (USA)

Your model as shown in the seated figure shows a separate mass for the leg as com-
pared to the rest of the body; we would say, you have your thigh bone disconnected
from your leg bone. That may be a satisfactory model for matching the impedance
at the seat, but it cannot affect transmissibility to the head. Is that correct?
The mass of the legs will vibrate in your model independently of the rest of the
body?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

That is correct.

DR. VON OXERKE (USA)

But your combined mass adds up to the total mass of the body. That is the reason
for your configuration?

AUTHORS REPLY

Yes.

\A
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SOME HUMAN RESPONSES TO REPEATED +Gz PULSES

Edwin Hendler, Ph.D. and David C. Johanson, LTJG MSC USNR
Life Sciences Division

Aircraft and Crew Systems Technology Directorate
Naval Air Development Center

Warminster, PA 18974

SUMMARY

Six unprotected and relaxed subjects were exposed to haversine-shaved acceleration pulses
while seated upright in a centrifuge and simultaneously performing a continuous tracking task
and a discrete visual-motor response-time task. Twenty-five different acceleration pulses
were used, resulting from all combinations of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 Gz levels and "0,"

10, 20, 40, and 80 a plateau Gz durations ("0" a represents a pulse which momentarily peaked
at one of the desired levels). Each subject made 5 successive runs a day, with each run
containing a different acceleration pulse; each week of 5 test days therefore included all
25 pulses. The order of runs for weeks 1 and 3 were identical for each subject individually,
and in weeks 2 and 4, the run order was reversed. The time of day when each subject was
exposed was varied systematically. A run consisted of a 1 minute pre phase, an acceleration
phase, three 1 minute recovery phases, and a 1 minute rest period. From the data collected,
relationships were explored between the dependent variables (mean heart rate (MH1), mean
respiration rate (MBR), mean tracking error (MTE), and mean response time (MtT)) with pulse
level (Gz) and plateau duration (t) for the entire runs and for the individual phases of
runs. Multiple regression equations were derived relating MHR and MTE to both Gz and t.
Correlations between dependent variables were calculated, as were measures of relative
variability. Changes induced in the dependent variables by the acceleration pulses declined
to insignificant levels by the second minute of recovery. Pre phase values for each run
across the 20 day test period showed changes in MRT and MTE which could be related to
interruptions in the test program. Consistent within-day changes in pre-phasae MTE were found,
as well as irlications of task trade offs. Only MHR showed a significant relationship to the
impulse (Gz x t) represented by the acceleration pulses. Finally, analyses of blood and
urine were found to yield laegely negative results, confirming the impression that the
subjects recovered rapidly from any stress effects.

Introduction

Two years before his brother's first powered flight, Wilbur Wright pointed out that the inabi'ity of
the pilot to "balance and staee' his aircraft constituted one of the chief obstacles to ushering I the
age of flying machines (I). From the early days of World War 11 to the present, mnierouc studies wye
been conducted to establish human pilot dynamics and develop predictive models from which improved uanual
control elements can be specified. As pointed out recently (2), the influence of a multitude of
potentially relevant variables mast be established to permit accurate modeling. One category of key
variables is pilot-centered, and is concerned with such factors as motivation and fatigue. The latter
is of particular interest, since it is the term frequently employed by pilots in describing their
reactions after engaging in air combat mcneuvers in modern fighter aircraft.

It is the purpose of the present study, a part of which is described here, to quantify some of the
physiological and performance responses of human subjects to repeated accelerations, so that the
cumlative effects of such exposures may be determined, as well as the recovery times required to
reverse any decrement that occurs. The first phase of this study represents an attempt to obtain base-
line response measurements with relaxed and unprotected subjects exposed to single pulses of acceleration
having various durations. In the second phase, emphasis will be directed to the effects of interval
duration between successive acceleration pulses. Later phases will explore these relationships when
higher G levelo are employed, in conjunction with the use of protective measures, such as anti-G suits,
performance of the M-I maneuver, and supination of the supporting seat.

Cener .1

All tests were made using the Naval Air Development Center Dynamic Flight Simulator (DFS) facility.
This facility consists essentially of a man-rated centrifuge having an arm 15.2 m long and a spherical
gondola, about 3 m in diaeter. The gondola is mounted within a two-gimbal system, so that controlled
motions in pitch and roll can be applied to the test load. Disorientation and nausea, commonly
experienced by persons riding centrifuges, but which are less common in actual flight maneuvers, are
minimized in the DFS by proper gimbal movements relative to the resultant acceleration. Acceleration
was measured by accelerometers inunted on the seat within the gondola to an accuracy of + .05G. A vore
complete description of this facility has been previously given (3, 4).

Subjects

Five young men who volunteered to participate in this study were selected from a group of volunteers
on the basis of their ability to withstand an exposurs to 3.5 C1 , while relaxed, without suffering lose
of peripheral vision (greyout). The subjects were fully informed regarding the purpose of the study,
the procedures to be followed, and the possible hazards involved. Despite the screening, it was
necessary to replace one of the subjects (Subject 3) early in the series of runs with an alternate
(Subject 6). Physical characteristics of the subjects are presented in Table I. All subjects wore
trained under both static and dynamic conditions to perform the tasks described below until they
approached stable levels of performance.

ai
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Subject Preparation

Each subject wore ECO electrodes on his chest and one or two doppler flowneter transceivers over the
temporal artery on one or both sides of his head. The flovaeters used were LA Electronics, Inc.
Directional Ultrasonic Flowmeters Model 1012; the transceiver was carefully positioned to obtain maximum
signal strength, based upon an audible rendition of pulsatile blood flow. Clothing consisted of
underwear, shoes, socks, and a light-weigh)t coverall.

Work Space

A special articulating seat located within the gondola was adjusted so that the subject, when
restrained with a standard Navy torso harness, could view a 13 cm black and white TV screen positioned
about 86 cm directly in front of, and level with, the seat headrest. The seatback was fixed at an angle
of 15 degrees back from the vertical. A two-axis, force-displacement sidearm controller mounted
horizontally on the right arm rest, was used by the subject to perform the tracking task described
below. A switch on the controller provided the subject with the option of stopping the centrifuge.
Activation of a spring-loaded button on a hand grip located on the left arm rest extinguished a red
light located at eye-level, 38 cm to the subject's left of the center of the TV screen. Continuous
surveillance of the subject by the medical monitor and other observers was assured by the use of a TV
camera, sensitive to both visible and infrared radiation, which was mounted in the gondola so that it
provided a close-up image of the subject's face on externally located TV monitors. Two-way voice
communication was maintained through a microphone positioned in front of the subject's lips, and a
speaker mounted in the gondola close to the subject's head.

Ambient light levels within the gondola were subdued, and varied from a high of 3.2 ft-c at the
subject's eye location to 0.8 ft-c behind the seat. The subjects were adapted to general light levels
of about 9.6 log uuL, for which an instantaneous threshold is estimated to have been about 8 log uuL.
The targets viewed by the subjects were at least 1.5 to 2 orders of magnitude above visual threshold
levels, even with the changes in threshold calculated to have been induced during exposure to the
maximam G level (5).

Performance Tasks

Two visual-motor tasks were simultaneously employed to assess performance capability. The first was
a continuous tracking task, in which the 4ubject manipulated the hand controller mentioned above to
adjust the positions of two mutually perpendicular lines (needles) of an aircraft Attitude-Direction
Indicator (ADI). An image of the AD! was displayed on the TV screen in front of the subject; the
subject's task was to keep the needles crossed in the center of the display (null positt-'). Both
needles were continuously driven by the mixed input from three oscillators, set at 0.33- U.14, and
0.09 Hz, respectively, so that the horizontal (x) needle moved vertically on the screen while the
vertical (y) needle swept horizontally across the screen. The proportions of each of tb' frequencies
applied to each of the needles were not the sae. To the subject, the direction and magnitude of
needle movements therefore appeared to be erratic and unpredictable. When either or both of the needles
moved more than one-fourth of their full scale displocenent from the null position (out of an unmarked
areas designated as the "target circle"), an electronic buzzer sounded. The intensity of sound was
adjusted to be proportional to the distance of the needle cross point outside the boundary of the target
circle, thereby alerting the subject to deteriorating performance. Manipulation of the hand controller
not only determined the direction in which the needles moved, but also their rate of movement. Thus,
when force was exerted on the controller to move it both back toward the subject and to his left, the
x needle was displaced upward on the viewing screen and the y needle moved toward the subject's left.
The rate of these needle movements was directly dependent upon the amount of force exerted by the
subject when manipulating the hand controller. When the hand controller was not activated, the needle
cross point remained outside the target circle about 82 per cent of the time; activation of the hand
controller could result in the needle cross point remaining outside the target circle between 0 and 100
per cent of the time, depending upon the skill of the subject. During training, the amplitude of
Imposed needle displacements to be nulled 'y the subject was gradually increased over a period of days,
from about 50 per cent of maxima to maxims, as the subjects learned to perform this task.

The second task consisted of extinguishing the red light already described, by depressing the button
on the left hand grip as soon as possible after the light was seen. The light source was a light
emitting diode covered with a transparent red filter. By pushing the button, the subject deactivat,'
the light, set a random timer to one of eight possibee positions which determined the duration of the
"off' period, stopped an elapsed time counter and caused a printer to print out the elapsed time in
milliseconds. The eight "ofF' periods ranged in 2 a intervals from a minizma of 100 me to a maximum
of 14.1 a.

Clinical

Each subject had received a complete physical exwinstion prior to exposure to assure that he was
qualified to participate in this study; in addition, he received extra pay for hazardous duty. Subjects
were examined by the medical monitor (flight surgeon) before and after each exposure to acceleration
runs. blood and urine samples obtained before and after each day's runA for the first five days, and
before the first and after the last run for each subsequent five day period, were quantitatively analyzed.

Experimental Deian

Five acceleration levels (1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, end 3.5 Gs) were combined with five durations of
plateau OG level ("0," 10, 20, 40, and 80 a) to produce 25 different pulses. The plateau duration
shown as "0" indicates the condition where the pulse peeked at one of the desired Gs levels, remaining
at this level for a very brief nerind. Each of 5 subjects was exposed on a daily basis to 5 different
pulses, so that all 25 pulses were experienced by all 5 subjects each day, and by any given subject,
every 5 days. The sequence of pulse exposures for each subject was reversed every 5 days, so that each



subject experienced the same daily sequence of pulses during his first and third 5 day periods, and the
reverse sequence on the second and fourth 5 day periods (Figure 2). For convenience, each 5 day period
is referred to as a "week." although the test weeks and calendar weeks did not always coincide (see
below). The total test period encompassed 20 days, or 4 weeks.

The components of a single run are diagrarmed in Figure 1. In addition to the acceleration phases.
a run included a one minute pre phase and three successive post minute phases. A rest period of I min
separated one run from the next; five successive runs, each containing a different acceleration pulse.
constituted each subject's daily exposure. 1The daily exposure order of the subjects was arranged so
that a given subject was exposed At a difterent time of the day on ruccessive days of the weeks. lie
acceleration phase included a 4 s onset and 4 s offset, applied to produce a haverstne shape to the
acceleration pulse. Between pulses, tihe centrifuge was rotated slowly (applying a load of 1.03 GE to
the subject) to eliminate any slight motion artifacts incidental to its being completely stopped and
started.

So deviations from the above desa'gn were necessary to accommodate unanricipated events. For
example, run sequences planned for test days I and 2 of the first week were actually conducted on test
days 14 and 15. following an 18 day inrerriiption in the program. As previously indicated, subject 3 was
removed early in the program and replaced with subjec,: 6. Because of the unavailability of two subjects
at planned times, subject S2 was exposed twice o,- the last test day and stbject S5 was exposed twice on
the 19th test day. At least five hours intervened between the first and second exposures for both those
subjects. Of 500 runs planned, 472 vere successfully completed (over 94 per cent).

Biopotenttal and Performance Data Collection and Analysis

Biopotontial and performance data were recorded on a group of Brush, Mark 200, 8-channel strip chart
recorders. Amplified ECG signals were not only recorded directly, but were also fed into a Hewlett-
Packard Model 78201B Cardlotachometer or a Narco Bio-Systems Inc. Model BT-.200 Biotachoneter to obtain
measures of heart rate, in beats per minute. Average heart rate was recorded as pen deflections over
selected intervals ranging from 4 s to 12 s. Signals from a thermistor attached to the lip microphone
were recorded as indications of respiratory rate. Relative movements between the subject's mouth and
the thermistor, especially during C, caused occasional degradation of this record. Both pulsatile and
sean blood flow were recorded on separate channels.

On and off status of the response time light was recorded on the strip chart. and, in addition,
response times to the nearest millisecond were printed out on paper tape using a Hewlett-Packard Model
5245L Electronic Counter and a Model 562A Digital Recorder. Six channels of recordings were dedicated
to the trackirg task: movements of the x and y needles from their null positions, per cent of time
outside the target circle, and the integration of each of these over selected time intervals to indicate
average values. Acceleration load in -.CG units was recorded on all -trip charta.

In addition to acceleration load, ECG, average x and y tracking needle displacements, and pulsatile
blood flow, a complete recording of all voice communications WAs made on RI magnetic tape.

Results

Tables 2. 3, 4, and 5 summarize the principal data collected and analysed from Phase I of this study.
The statistics of the samples shown for acceleration level and duration were derived from the complete
runs containing acceleration pulses having the dimensions specified. The only statistics based upon
saples drawn from the separate phases of the runs are labelled "phases." As expected, variation awong
subjects in all responses was rather marked. A comparison amng subjects of the performance responses
indicates that a reciprocal sort of relationship exists between scores on the tw tasks. Those subjects
shoving higher scores on trackirg error show relatively low response time.s end vice versa.

The method of least squares was used to obtain the best fitting equations for the data in the tables
cited (6). Both heart rate and tracking erro." showed regular increases with increasing plateau Gs le:el,
while the relationship for response time appeared more complex. Equation (1 describes the relationship
of mean heart rate (MH5) for the runs containing the various plateau G levels; equation (2) does the
sm for the corresponding standard error of the mean (SEH).

MHR - 78.90 + 1.32 Go (1)

SE18E - 0.23 e 0 .30 Gs (2)

When values for MltR and SE1HR are extrapolated to the 1.03 GC conditions existing during the pre
phase, H3R differs by about 1.2 per cent frc-. the value for MUR derived from measuremsnts made during
the pre phase. The SEMHR calculated by equation (2) differs from the SEPHM at 1.03 (;a by about 29 per
cent. Corresponding equations for mean tracking error (HTE) are:

ITr - 20.21 *
0

"
0 7 Ga (3)

Smm . 0.31 &0.
2 4 

Cs (4)

The value of hIT calculated from (4) for 1.03 Gs differs by 13.1 per cent from the measured value
during the pre phase, while the calculated SE)9U value differs by 0.95 per ceat from that measured.

The value for man response time (1ST) at 3.5 Gs differs significantly from the value* at all other
GC levels. In addition, the minimum value of MST at 2.5 GC also differs siunificantly from the values
at all other Go levels, except for that at 2 Cg. Values for mean respiration rate tIHRR at the various
plateau us levels do not form any regulir pattern, nor are the differences be•we•n these values
statistically significairt, when averaged across all phases of the runs. However. as shown later, values
of XRR during the acceleration phase assust a definite pattern and are statistically different.
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The relationships of the dependent variables to the durations of the plateau Ca levels, where
duration in seconds is designated as t, way be expressed as follows:

IHR - 80.43 + 0.657 In t (5)

SEMI - 0.44 + 0.025 In t (6)

HTE - 25.42 - 0.57 In t (7)

SETE -, 0.70 - 0.049 In t (8)

A value of 1, for the shortest duration pulse, was used in deriving the last four equations.
Differences between NRT values as functions of pulse duration were found to be non-significant.
However, values of MR with relation to the duration of plateau Gz do show a regular trend, which can be
described by the following equation:

HER - 16.88 - 0.22 In t (9)

where t, as above, designates duration in seconds.

A significant positive correlation coefficient of 0.96 was calculated for MHR with MTE, when both
dependent variables were viewed as functions of plateau Gz level; the sign of the coefficient changed, in
accordance with the almost mirror image relationship between M and lIFE as functions of plateau G
duration. Although not statistically significant, the correlation coefficients for MHR and MRT showed
the assm sign reversal, while those for MRT and HTE did not. No significant correlation coefficients
were found for ERR and the other dependent variables as funcLions of Gz level, but significant correlation
cosfficients were determined for HRR anP MHER (r - -0.95) and for HER and MrE (r - 0.94), as functions
of plateau Gz duration.

As can readily be seen in tables 2, 3, 4, and 5, the values of all dependent variables increased
quite mark'-dly during the acceleration phase of the runs, as compared to the preceding and following
phases. For HR) values in the pre phase and the first post acceleration phase (+1) ore significantly
lower than the values in the second and third post acceleration phases (+2 and +3), while the latter do
not differ significantly from each other. Two-way analyses of variance were made for each of the
dependent variables on the effects of Gz level and plateau duration over the acceleration and post-
acceleration phases. To normalize the data for the effects of differing initial values in the dependent
variables, pre values were subtracted from those in the succeeding phases. Quite clear effects were
evident during the acceleration phase for both Gz level and plateau duration for MHR and HTE. A
significant difference in MET was shown for Gz level, but not for plateau duration. In the first post
acceleration minute, HE continued to show significant differences for both Gz level and plateau
duration of the preceding acceleration pulse, while HTE showed a significant difference .or plateau
duration only. None of the differences were significant by the post acceleration second and third minutes.

In order to compare the relative variability of the dependent variables, coefficients of variation.
expressed as percentages (ratio of standard deviation to the mean, multiplied by 100) were zalculated for
each phase and are shown In table 5. Two facts are particularly evident from the figures in this table:
first, the relatively great variability of the performance measures and respiration rate with respect to
that of heart rate, and second, the marked increase of response time variability to acceleration. There
is also a tendency for the variability during the first post acceleration minute to be somewhat greater
then that in the succeeding periods.

Examination of changes in the dependent variables across all subjects, but limited to each phase of
the run, shows more pronounced relationshipt with Gz plateau level and duration. These are shown in
figures 3-6. Except for the obvious increase in the values of the coefficients given in the previous
equations for the acceleration phase, the basic relationships remain the same. Of particular interest
are the clear fall in 10R during the first minute of recovery above the 2.5 Gz level and in the 10 to
40 a duration interval, the increase in XrE from pre to post acceleration phases with Gz plateau level
and duration, and the relatively erratic behavior of HRT over the Cs plateau level and duration ranges.
Above 2.5 Gz, during the acceleration phase, both MET and MRR show a very abrupt ant rapid rise with
increasing plateau Gz level. While MRT values for levels at and below 2.5 Cz are only slightly greater
than corresponding pre and recovery phase values, MR values at and below 2.5 Gz are appreciably greater
during the acceleration phase than during all of the other phases.

Multiple regression equations were derived for MIKR, MTE, and HER during the acceleration phase:

HI . 59.99 + 9.03 G, + 3.44 In t, R
2 

- 0.87 (10)

HTE - 36.18 + 0.63 *CS - 3.31 In t, R
2 - 0.91 (11)

NRR - 22.23 + 0,108 *Ga - 1.516 In t, R
2 - 0.73 (12)

The relatively high values of R
2

, especially for MHR and MTE, show that almost all the variation in
the dependent variables is determined by the combined effect of C, level and plateau duration. for MHR,

IrE, and MRR, the perceutages of explained variation accounted for by variations in CG 4evel are about
55, 57, and 32, respectively, while the percentages of explained variation accounted for by variations
in plateau duration are about 45, 43, and 73, respectively.

Mean pre-phase values of the dependent variables were studied for each run over the twenty day test
period. The values for HM shown in Figure 7 reveal no consiztzr-,t pattern either within runs or across
days. A comparison was made of ýM1 for each subject's daily exposure of five runs with his second
exposure to the same run sequence, generally about ten test days later. The mean differences (first
run v•e•s second run) between run pairs were calculated for each daily exposure and are plotted in
Figure 8. itMRs during the second exposures were generally somewhat lower than those of the first;
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however, as is evident in the figure, the line of no difference (0) is included within the 95 per cent
confidence interval. A non-significant regression coefficient (b - 0.37) was calculated when an attempt
was made to fit a straight line to the data, and r

2 was only 0.017. For ME.T, however, although no
consistent within-days pctterns are evident, certain changes across the days of testing are worthy of

note (Figure 9). MR1 increases from day 4 to day 8 and then shows a general decreasing trend o.er the
next 6 days. In addition, the daily range of pre-phase values (which is far greater than that for MHR
and MTE) is reduced from day 14 to day 19. Pre-phase values for MRR seem to lie, for the most part,

either at a lower or a higher level, with relatively few values between (Figure 10). No consistent
daily trend in respiration rate is evident among runs. Pre ,hase MRR decreases somý,tdr progressively
over the first four days and from days 14 to 16; in both instances, a shift from the low level reached
to the highei level occurs abruptly. The most consistent within-day patterns are seen in Figure ii for
MTE. In 19 out of 20 days, the score for tracking error before the first acceleration pulse is higher
than that preceding the second pulse. The distribution of tracking error scores among the daily runs is

also noteworthy: the highest error scores occur most often in the first and fourth runs (p 4 .001, when
evaluated by the chi-squ--e test), while the lowest error scores occur most often in the third and
second runs (p< .05). Tne trend across days for WrE shows some oscillations, and interest

4
ngly, these

appear to be in the opposite direction to those for MRT.

An attempt was made to relate dependent variable changes occurring across entire runs, and during
the acceleration phase only, to the amount of impulse (G multiplied by duration, or I) contailed in the
acceleration pulses. only for MHR could a linear relationship be established; for the entire run,

M -R - 81.16 + 0.013 I (13)

where the t test of the regression coefficient is significant at the .02 <p < .05 level, and r
2 

is equl
to 0.17; for the acceleration phase alone,

MIR - 82.534 + 0.089 I (14)

Here the t test of the regression coefficient is very highly significant at the p 4 .001 level, and r
2

equals 0.55.

Measures mede on blood and u.ýine (Figure 12) were essentially negative, except for an occasional
value which exceeded the normal limits. The serum of subject 6 showed values of alkaline phosphotase
which were appreciably above normal, but 2 urther tests failed to show any liver or bone disease and
the subject appeared otherwise asymptomatic.

In addition to these measures, 24 hour -irine samples collected at the end of the study were examined
for indicators of aioxic and anxiety stress (7). Subject 6 excreted relatively large awunts of one of

these indicators (phenolic acids) which exceeded previously established normal limits. Subject 5 just

exceeded the normal limit for urinary phenolic aci-T Values of the other two indicators, free radicals
and lipid peroxides, were normal for both subject,, te overall results were interpreted as indicating
no residual stress in the subjects who participated in the test program.

Discussion

An attempt to construct a useful model of a dynsmic system should begin with some knowledge of how
that system responds when disturbed by ae external force under reasonably controlled conditions. The
system response of interest, in the present case, consists of the human operator's ability to perform
two simultaaeous psychomotor tasks while being subjected to a transient change in the force field of
the environment. It was of interest here to determine the nature and duration of the effect on the
system produced by an external force. The disturbance of the external force on the system was assumed
to be related to both its magnitude ai.d its duration. There is ample evidence (8) to show that the
rate of force application alto plays a critical role in determining the cardiovascular response of the
human operator, which, in turn, may be expected to influence his ability to perform both simple and
complex tasks. Although the rste of force application is controllable over a very wide range (up to
10 C/s with the NADC Dynamic Flight Simulator), a haversine-shaped acceleration pulse was chosen in
which the onset and offset times remained constant at 4 a. Past experience had demonstrated that most
subjects were able to tolerate acceleration pulses of this shape with less disorientation and kinesthetic
illusions than was the case for pulses of other shapes, particularly those In which the rate of
acceleration changed abruptly. Many experienced fighter pilots attribute their adverse reactions to
"rides" on centrifuges as being partly due to their lack of control over the rite and magnitude of the

applied G loads.

The most widely known effects of +G, on human operators consist of a decrease in blood flow to the

head and eye and impairment of bodily movements. For example, Keighley, Clark, and Dru.-y (9) showed
that for levels between 3.4 and 4.8 GC, there was a small but significant reduction in the threshold
for visual flicker fusion frequency; no changes in this threshold were measured at up to 3.2 Gz. At
very low luminance levels, White (5) found that the visual threshold for signal light intensity

increased with increasing C load at levels ., to 4 Gz. For higher light intensities, on the other hand,
Rogge (10) found the blackout G level to be essentially independent of the luminance of the central
light. Brightness discrimination thresholds were shown to increase with increasing r, levels by
Braunstein and White (11) and Chambers (12). White and Jorve (13) described a decrease in visual
acuity with increasing Gz levels, and Mitte later (14) showed this effect to be enhanced at low luminance
levels. Error In reading dials was shown to increase with increasing levels of +Gz, particularly at
lower luminance levels (15). Simple and complex reaction times to visual stimuli also increased under
+G3 conditions (16), as did tracking error (17).

As already pointed out, the intensity of the stimulus light used in this study to measure response
time and the intensity of the tracking display were adjusted to sufficiently high levels to preclude
conditions where visual impairment would be expected to play a significant role at the applied CG levels.
At the same time, only relatively s.all movements of the finger of the left hand and of the right hand
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and wrist ware required to perform the assigned tasks, Both arms were fully supported by the seat
arm rests and constrained to prevent any significant lateral displaceeonts.

The similarities of the relationship of both HIT and M4R with duration of plateau G. are obvious
from the highly significant positive correlations they show with each other, and the highly significant
negative correlations they both show with MIR. The positive correlation between MIR and HrE as
functions of Ca level has also been reported by Bowman and von Beckh (18) for much higher levels of
couplex acceleration patterns simulating those encountered in air combat maneuvers.

In centrifuge runs reaching 3, 3.5, and 4 Gz levels, for durations of 15 a, and at onset rates
slower than those described in this paper, Browne and Fitzsimons compared the heart rates of
experienced centrifuge riders and novices (19). Using equation (10), predicted values of MIR were
calculated for comparison with the consistently higher average heart rates reported by Browne and
Fitasimous. For the experienced riders, percentage differences between reported and predicted values
are, 3 C,: 0.63%, 3.3 Cal 20%, 4 C0: 8.17; corresponding percentage differences for the novices are:
3 Cat 257, 3.5 C," 26., and 4 Cz: 237.. In spite of thle many differences in experimental conditions
described by Browne and Fitztsimons and those reported here, it is interesting that for their
experienced subjects, a good fit was obtained at 3 CG and a fair fit at 4 Cz.. The large discrepancy
at 3.5 Cz represents a deviation from the linear relationship between MIR and Cz level which our data
support. Of course, any appreciable efforts exerted by the subjects, especially experienced ones,
to counteract the effects of higher Cr loads, would be expected to result in bigher heart rates.

Although no systematic measures were made in our study of heart rate outside of the test environment,
it has been shown that subjects seated in a centrifuge have increased heart rates before being exposed
to C loading. This increase has been attributed by Webb (20) to psychic stimulation resulting from
anticipation of impending C loads; it occurs even in experienced centrifuge riders and is greater when
higher G loads are expected. Webb's subjects had control heart rates which averaged 94 + 14 beats per
minute and rose to an average of 101 + 21 beats per minute immediately prior to 3.8 Gx runs. Assuming
that the same proportional change in MgR occurred during the pro period for our subjects, control
heart rates would have averaged about 73 beats per minute, a not unreasonable mean resting level for
healthy young men.

All of the evidence seems to indicate that even though the relaxed and unprotected subjects
participating in this study were exposed to substantial levels and durations of acceleration, both
physiological and performance recovery occurred primarily within the first minute following C
exposure. The ability to detect differences depends not only on the mean values of thle dependent
variables, of course, but also on their relative variability. The most erratic response by the subjects
occurred during the acceleration phase on the task of extinguishing the lateral light. Apparently, the
tracking task required so much additional effort during this phase of tile runs, that the subjects
devoted more of their available resources to tracking and less to responding to the light. However,
within the first minute following the end of the acceleration period, the subjects were performing at a
level of stability about equal to that in the pro phase. Small but non-significant changes in
variation in all the dependent variables continued into the succeeding phases.

lite decrease in NIR after exposure to 3 and 3.5(:C pulses in the first minute of recovery may be
evidence of a bradycardia reflex effect which is too weak and transient to be apparent tit the lower
acceleration levels. Almost the opposite effect, but more attenuated, occurred with increasing
acceleration plateau durations. Recovery of I'fE seems to have occurred across most plateau cz levels
and durations during the first two post acceleration minutes. Increased levels of MTE during the third
minute may have resulted from fatigue. Ile tracking task required considerable effort, and since it was
continuous throughout the run, no relief was provided until the rest period intervened. Some of the
subjects were observed to slump forward during rest periods, with head bowed and eyes closed.

The level of 2.5 C( seemed to act as a threshold load for NRT and 1RRI during the acceleration phase.
At and below 2.5 Gr there were no marked changes in response with Cz level, while above 2.5 CG there
were dramatic increases. Perhaps this response was similar to that for the flicker fusion response
cited earlier. Values of NRT during the acceleration phaise, at zind below the 2.5 C. level, were only
slightly greater than NMT values for the other phases; however, over the same range of C. levels,
values of NMR during tile acaeleration phase were about 20 per cent greater than those of the other
phases. NRT responses to the duration of applied pulses also appears to have been dichotomous, with
the shorter duration pulses associated with longer response times and the longer duration pulses (40
and 80 a) associated with shorter response times. This kind of relationship suggests an adaptation
response; for the longer duration pulses, tile subject ias lore time to adapt to the imiposed conditions.
Performance on the tracking task clearly shows this effect and so does respiration rate. Uleart rtte,
over wIich the subjects had no direct voluntary control, did not show this compensatory behavior with
time. Perhaps the relative stability of heart rate, when compared to that of the other dependent
variables, is also linked to its isolation from direct voluntary control.

A comparison of pre phase NMT and NTE values for each run anid test day (Filgures 9 and 11) reveals
the type of trade off behavior in performince described by Norimn (21). Peaks of NMT accompany valleys
in nITr, indicating the reciprocal sort of relationship mentioned earlier with respect to the perforlance
of thle individual subjects. The rise in mirr from the 4thi test. day to tile 8ith test tiny, with tile
concurrent decrease in ?'fl', may represent a continued learning period on the tracking task*. at the
expense of performance oil the response time task. Similar patterns of lesser mtagnitude occur in both
dependent variables at later times. Of particular interest is the increase in MtFU on tday V#, after an
18 day interruption in the test programt. Following the pattern just described, while tnrE increases,
MRT falls. ý1`1lE would be expected to increase since somie retraining occurred as proficiency was being
regained. "I'1 fact that tracking error scores were solmewhat higher on the first run of each day
indicates the adverse effects of even relatively short l.apses in performing thin coinplex task. by the
fourth run of the day, it is likely that the subjects were experiencing fa•tgtie or boredomi, which then
was somewhat dissipated on the last run in their antitcipation of beinig released from the experimental
situation.
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It should prove challenging in future phases of this study to test the applicability of the multiple
regression equations which have been presented. For example, it will be interesting to see if G, level
and plateau duration continue to exert about equal effects on MHR and MTE, when more than a single
acceleration pulse is applied. It will also be of considerable interest to find if the relationships
between the variables established during this first phase will continue to hold at higher G, levels.
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Table 1. Characteristics of Volunteer Subjects

Subject Age wt. Ht. Prior G
Designation (Irs.) (Lbs.) (Ins.) Experience

I 19 144 67 No

2 25 114 71 Yes

3 23 165 68 Yes

4 23 140 70 Yes

5 27 200 68.5 Yes

6 27 133 67.5 Yes

Table 2. Heart rate in beats per minute

95Z C.I.
MNEAN S.D. N UPPER LOWER

SUBJECT S1 89.8 9.3 500 90.6 89.0
S2 79.9 11.1 500 80.8 78.9
S3 83.6 8.5 87 85.4 81.8
S4 80.5 12.4 487 81.6 79.4
S5 76.6 7.5 450 77.3 75.9
s6 84.1 8.4 300 85.1 83.2

ACCELERATION '.5 80.8 8.1 465 81.5 80.1
LEVEL (G) 2.0 81.6 8.8 460 82.4 80.8

2.5 82.2 10.0 465 83.1 81.3
3.0 82.7 12.1 470 83.8 81.6
3.5 83.5 14.5 464 84.8 82.2

PHASE PRE 79.3 9.5 466 80.1 78.4
ACC 91.8 13.1 466 93.0 90.7
+1 79.0 8.9 464 79.8 78.2
+2 80.3 8.2 464 81.0 79.6
+3 80.5 8.5 464 81.3 79.7

DURATION (S) 0 80.5 9.6 465 81.3 79.6
10 81.9 10.6 462 82.9 80.9
20 82.3 11.1 465 83.4 81.3
40 82.8 11.1 465 83.8 81.8
80 83.4 12.2 467 84.5 82.3

WEEK 1 83.4 10.7 552 84.3 82.6
2 82.2 11.9 525 83.2 81.2
3 81.7 11.2 625 82.6 80.9

14 81.5 0.1 622 82.3 80.7

Legend-
S.D. - Standard Deviation
N Number
C.I. - Confidence Interval
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Table 3. Percentage of time outside of target circle while tracking

95% Cj,,

MNEAN S,0 N UPPER LOWER
SUBJECT Si 21.1 10.4 498 22.0 20.2

S2 30.8 11.9 500 31.8 29.7
S3 30.0 13.9 ill 32.6 27.4
S4 21.1 9.9 485 22.0 20.3
S5 15.4 9.2 447 16.3 14.6
S 56 32.6 11.4 250 34.0 31.2

ACCELERATION 1.5 22.5 9.8 458 23.4 21.6
LEVEL (C) 2.0 23*0 10.3 453 23.9 22.0

2.5 23.6 11.7 459 24.7 22.5
3.0 24.1 13.0 462 25.2 22.9
3.5 25.8 15.8 459 27.3 24.4

PHASE PRE 19.1 8.4 461 19.9 18.3
ACC 37.1 16.1 453 38.6 35.6
+1 20.8 8.9 459 21.6 20.0
+2 20.4 8.1 459 21.1 19.7

• +3 21.7 8.3 459 22.5 20.9

DURATION (S) 0 25.3 14.6 457 26.7 24.0
10 24.3 13.3 456 25.7 23.3
20 23.3 12.3 458 24.6 22.3
40 22.9 10.6 458 24.0 22.1
80 23.1 10.3 462 24.0 22.2

'WEEK 1 26.8 13.1 544 27.9 25.7
2 23.9 11.8 500 24.9 22.9
3 23.0 12.8 625 24.0 22.0
4 21.8 11.1 622 22.7 20.9

Legend:
S.D. - Standard Deviation
N' - Number
C.I. - Confidence Interval

Table 4. Response time in seconds

957. C.I.
MEAN S.D. N UPPER LOWER

SUBJECT S1 0.721 0.158 498 0.735 0.707
S2 0.760 0.430 498 0.798 0.722
S3 0.799 0.872 87 0.982 0.616
S4 1.045 0.708 475 1.109 0.981
,$5 0.984 0.444 443 1.025 0.943
$6 0.701 0.191 300 0.723 0.679

ACCELERATION 1.5 0.843 0.397 461 0.879 0.807
LEVEL (C) 2.0 0.816 0.509 456 0.863 0.769

2.5 0.796 0.299 463 0.823 0.769
3.0 0.848 0.429 460 0.887 0.809
3.5 0.932 0.706 461 0.996 0.868

PHASE PRE 0.804 0.336 461 0.835 0.773
ACC 1.002 0.848 453 1.080 0.924
+1 0.814 0.340 463 0.845 0.783
+2 0.806 0M323 463 0.835 0.777
+3 0.814 0.355 461 0.846 0.782

DURATION (8) 0 0.842 0.519 449 0.889 0.801
10 0.863 0.496 460 0.911 0.821
20 0.864 0.567 465 0.916 0.822
40 0.835 0.422 464 0.878 0.808
80 0.831 0.428 463 0.873 0./97

WEEK 1 0.805 0.403 539 0.839 0.771
2 0.991 0.615 521 1.043 0.937
3 0.834 0.442 621 0.869 0.799
4 0.777 0.4-59 620 0.813 0.741

Legend -
R, 1 . - Staondtird Dcvintion
N - Number
C.l. - Confidnice Tnterval



Table 5. Respiration rate in breaths per minute

95Z C.I.
MEAN S.D. N UPPER ILOWER

SLUJECT Si 14.9 11.3 500 15.9 13.9
S2 14.5 6.0 475 15.1 14.0
S3 15.1 6.3 85 16.5 13.8
S4 20.0 7.8 487 20.7 19.3
S5 17.7 5.7 450 18.2 17.2
S6 14.2 6.5 298 15.0 13.5

ACCELERATION 1.5 16.7 11.8 460 !7.8 15.6
LEVEL (G) 2.0 15.9 6.6 455 16.5 15.3

2.5 16.0 6.5 458 16.6 15.4
3.0 16.6 7.2 465 17.2 15.9
3.5 16.7 7.4 457 17.4 16.0

PRE 16.0 11.1 460 17.0 15.0
PHASE ACC 19.8 9.3 459 20.7 19.0

+1 15.1 6.1 458 15.7 14.6
+2 15.5 5.9 459 16.0 14.9
+3 15.4 6.0 459 16.0 14.9

0 16.9 7.9 460 17.6 16.2
DURATION (S) 10 16.8 11.9 453 17.9 15.7

20 16.3 6.8 460 16.9 15.7
40 15.9 6.5 460 16.5 15.3
80 16.0 6.4 462 16.6 15.4

1 16.6 6.3 600 17.1 16.1
WEEK 2 18.1 6.4 500 18.7 17.6

3 14.3 7.4 623 15.4 14.3
4 16.3 11.1 572 17.2 15.4

Legend:
S.D. - Standard Deviation
N - Number
C.I. - Confidence Interval

Table 6. Coefficients of Variation for
Dependent Variables (in per cent)

PHASE M<t* MET** MTE*** MRR****

Pre 11.93 41.67 43.96 35.75

Accel. 14.30 84.63 43.29 46.69

Post 1 11.33 41.77 42,83 40.24

Post 2 10.25 40.07 39.87 38.29

Post 3 10.61 43.61 38.44 38.89

* Mean Heart Rate
** Mean Response Tine
• Mean Tracking Error
**** Mean Respiration Rate
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Figure 12. Clinic-1 laboratory deteruinations.
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DISCUSSION

DR. GILLINGHAM (USA)

You are to be complimented for beginning to obtain much needed performance data
during 0 stress. Rather than studying simple eye-hand coordination, however, you
could, with your facility, incorporate the subject into the motion-control loop,
and be one step closer to providing G-induced pilot performance-decrement data to
the operational community. Do you plan to do this?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

I certainly agree that it would be much more realistic to have the man in the
loop and we hope to work up to this condition.

DR. H. JEX (USA)

To what do you attribute the negative correlation between the reaction times and
the tracking error, assuming that a low score in tracking is good and a low
reaction time-is good. Do you have any ideas as to why, contrary to normal
Sexpectations, where the tracking error was low the reaction time was high?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

It seems as though the subjects share their time between the two tests and although
we very carefully instructed them to perform both tasks equally well, invariably
they were concentrating on one task. As a result the other task suffers.
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THE BIODYNAMIC RESPONSE OF THE HUMAN BODY
AND ITS APPLICATION TO STANDARDS

by

fichael i. Griffin, Christopher H. Lewis, Kenneth C. Parsons and Eleri M. Whitham
Human Factors Research Unit

Institute of Sound and Vibration Research
University of Southampton

Southampton S09 5NH
England

SUMMARY

Biodynemic data may be used to predict the effects of vibration and impact on the humAn body. However,
the biodynamic response of the body is dependent on ho it is determined, it varies greatly between indi-
viduals and can change wit'lin an individual by large amounts.

This paper presents the results of five experiments with groups of up to one hundred-and-twelve sub-
jects and ten experiment; with a single subject. The experiments were designed to investigate factors
that affect the transmission of vertical (z-axis) vibration to the head over the frequency range 1 to 100 Hz.
The distributions of response within subject groups were determined as a function of vibration frequency and
it was found that subject weight affected seat-to-head transmissibility. There were differences in trans-
missibility between men and women and between men and boys. Changes in subject posture had a large affect
on transmissibility and 4t is suggested that a subjects' control over posture may partly explain the changes
in transmissibility that occur with changes in vibration level and spectrum. The effects of changes in
muscle tension, head and foot position were also studied and methods of determining transmissibility with
discrete sineesept sine and random vibration inputs were compared. It was found that seat configuration
greatly affected the transmission of vibration to the head.

The experimental results are considered in the context of the possible development of Standards on the
biodynamic response of the body. It is concluded that the variability in subject seat-to-head transmis-
sibility is so large that a single average transmissibility curve could be misleading. The effects of
inter- and intra-subject variability and seating configurations should be considered in the preparation of
any Standard.

1. INTRODUCTION

The extent to which vibration is transmitted through tha body determines the degree to which the vib-
ration is uncomfortable, impairee performance and causes injury. The human body is at immensly complex
active dynamic system whose properties can vary from moment to moment and from one individual to another.
The definition of the mech&nical response oZ the human body is, therefore, complex and requires a large
aount of experimental data.

Earlier researchers have shown that the body has several resonances and the data obtained from studies
of the mechanical impedance and transmissibility of the body have been used to evolve simple biodynamic
models. For example, Payne and Band (1) tested one-, two-, three- and four-degree of freedou models of
the body. Other more complex models have been devised to estimate the movment and internal body for es
during aircraft ejection or body impact. for *sample, Belytschko et al (2) have described a general three-
dimensional model of the body which includes the vertebrae, pelvis, head and ribs as rigid bodies connected
by ligaments, cartilagenous joints, viscera and connective tissue. The model allows for variations in seat
geometry and harness and for nonlinearities. Between the complexity of some of the models now evolved and
the relative simplicity of the one- and two-degree-of freedom lumped parameter models there are many other
possible representations of the dynamic response of tC.e human body. (See, for example, Aviation, Space and
Environmental Medicine, 49 (1), Section It (3).)

It is unlikely that simple modols will be sufficient to predict the site of injury caused by impact or
vibration or how injury is affected by body position and posture. However, the complexity requited for this
prediction currently restricts the scale of application of sophisticated models and prohibits their inclusion
in Standards. Further, the complex models require detailed knowledge of the characteristics of body elements
and this is not yet fully known. The one-degree-ot-freedom model employed i,. the Dynamic Response Index
(D.R.I.) simplifies the body to a single mass representing the head and upper torso and a parallel spreng
and damper for the spine. The only data required to evolve ti.is model was mechanical iepedance data show-
ing the principal natural frequency of the body. The mathematical simplicity of the system aids the use of
the D.R.I. and, despite it simple form, it has usually been considered useful since the D.R.I. values recorded
from different aircraft ejection seats correlated well with their injury rates. However, the response of
many other simple and complex biodynamic models may also be expected to achive a good correlation and it
would be unwise to assume that the D.R.I. modal will predict injury for motions other than thoue for which it
nos been evaluated,

Whether a model is simple or complex it will not be better than the data upon which it is based. The
complex models require data on the shape, size, weight, stiffness, non-linearities etc. of their elements.
This information is partially available *5 average values in a variety of sources but many values often
require estimation. The simple models are less constrained by the realities of the system being modelled.
After selecting a realistic mass,the stiffness and damping are adjusted to fit average impedance or transmis-
sibility curves obtained experimentally. Although the parameters in both types of model may be adjusted
to predict the rasponse of individuals, they are almost always based on average data from a group of sub-

jects not dara from individuals.
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The experiments reported in this paper provide fundamental data on the biodynamic response of the human

body to vibration. The particular response reported is vertical (z-axis) seat-to-head transmissibility.
The experiments were conducted to determine the magnitude and cause of both inter- and intra-subject vari-
ability in dynamic response. From the data it is possible to assess the potential merits of both simple
and complex models for seat-to-head transmissibility.

2. APPARATUS

The experiments were conducted with Derritron electrodynamic vibrators and, except where stated, the
subjects sat on a flat horizontal wooden seat 360 mu by 360 mm firmly attached to an aluminium plate 12 mm
thick secured to the vibrator table. The feet and upper legs of each subject were positioned horizontally
and the lower legs vertically by means of a non-vibrating adjustable footrest. Subjects were not restrained
but normally required to sit in a comfortable upright posture. Vertical vibration of the seat was measured
by means of an-Endevco 2265/20 piezoresistive accelerometer mounted within the aluminium plate beneath the
wooden seat surface. The vertical (z-axis) head vibration was indicated by an Endevco 2265/20 accelerometer
mounted within a magnesium block secured to one end of a 150 mm long stainless steel bar covered with a
nylon sleeve. This bite-bar was placed in the mouth parallel to the lateral (y-axis) of the head such that
the accelerometer was 75m from the midsagittal plane. The nature of the motion reproduced on the vibrators
and the methods used to measure the vibration levels are outlined in the report of each experiment.

3. INTER-SUBJECT VARIABILITY IN SEAT-TO-HEAD TRANSMISSIBILITY

3.1 Introduction

The weight, height, age, sex, attitude etc. of a person might be expected to affect the transmission
of vibration through the body. Griffin (4) presented the transmissibility data of twelve subjects and com-
mented on the large differences between the response of individuals without being able to provide an explana-
tion of the differences. The experiments reported below seek to quantify the nature and extent of the dif-
ferences between individuals and determine the degree to which they are associated with the age, sex and
physical characteristics of the subjects.

Much of the data is presented as the mean response of a group of subjects or the distribution of res-
ponses across a subject group since it is not practicable to present the data on all of the individuals
who have been tested. An example of the differences to be found between individuals may be seen in Figure 1
which shows the transmissibilities of four of the male subjects tested in the experiment described under
Section 3.4 below. All four subjects exhibit amplification at some frequencies and attenuation at frequencies
above about 20 Hz. However, the transmissibility at any particular frequency differs greatly between the
subjects. For example, at 16 Hz subject 4 has a transmissibility of about 0.4 while subject 5 has a trans-
missibility of about 1.2.

3.2 Population Distributions of Tranmissibility

In an experiment previously reported by two of the present authors the seat-to-head transmissibility
of 56 men, 28 women and 28 children was determined at 4 and 16 Hz at a level of I m/s 2 r.m.s. (see Griffin
and Whitham (5)). The sinusoidal motions were each presented for 20 seconds and the vertical seat and head
acceleration levels were measured by a digital true r.m.s. meter. The age, height, weight, hip size and
the relative discomfort produced by the two vibration frequencies were also determined for each of the 112
subjects.

It was found that for both frequencies and the three populations the distributions of transmissibilities
were near normal. Cumulative distributions of the measured data points and fitted normal distributions are
shoia in Figures 2 and 3.

There was no significant difference (at the 5% level) between the distributions of transmissibilities
provided by the men, women and children. (At 16 Hz the mean transmissibility of the women was 0.74 compared
to 0.58 for the men and this difference was significant at the 10% level.) In all three populations there
were negative correlations between subject size (height, weight and hip circumference) and 16 Hz transmis-
sibility. By determining partial correlation coefficients it was concluded that for both the men and the
women the principal correlation was between 16 Hz transmissibility and weight (p<O.O). Transmissibility
at 4 Hz was not significantly correlated with subject size althouglh all three groups showed negative correla-
tions between transmissibility at 4 Hz and transmissibility at 16 Hz. The data obtained from the 56 men
show a significant positive correlation (p<0.O) between transmissibility at 16 Hz and the discomfort produced
by 16 Hz vibration relative to the discomfort produced by 4 Hz vibration.

Knowledge of the nature of the distribution of transmissibilities is of assistance in interpreting
experiments with smaller groups of subjects. The data presented in Figure 2 and 3 show that there is a
large variability between individuals. For example at 4 Hz the mean transmissibility of the men was 1.35
but 10% had transmissibilities less than about 0.9 and 10% greater than about 1.8.

3.3 Differences Between Male and Female Transmissibility

An experiment was conducted in which 18 men and 18 women were required to judge the discomfort of a
wide range of vibration stimuli. Following the experiment their seat-to-head transmissibilities were deter-
mined at each of the third-octave centre frequencies from I to 100 Hz. The vibration stimuli were short
(4 sec) periods of sinusoidal motion and transmissibility was measured by a digital computer as the ratio
of r.m.s. seat and head acceleration at each frequency.

Figure 4 compares the mean trarimissibilities determined from the men and the women. From 1.25 Hz to
4 Hz the mean transmissibilities of the men are greater than those of the women. From 5 Hz to 100 Hz the
women have the highest average transmissibility. These differences are significant at the 5% level for
2.4 Hz, 12.5 Hz, 32 Hz, 40 Hz, 50 Hz and 64 Hz and were significant at the 10% level at most frequencies
above 8 Hz. At some of the higher frequencies the average female transmissibility is almost double that
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inivdal. It *isaso-the case that'the seat-to-head transomisaitillity of an 'individual4 in highly variable.

The prosence of significant etrrelationsi between subJoect chatracteristics Anti troanmissihilitty. for example.
Implies that under conditions netgtd nr-ujc variabitlity wavt not as great as inter-sublject
variability. Ilowever,; this- Imay nort ailways- be the case. it thle next sections A sirries of exi~perimmto to

quiantify the extent andil cstause Or Intra-subject variabilIity are describeod.

-4.2 Repeastablitity of Seat- to-hePad Transmis~ibility Monasoremg'ntsI

The* I to: 100 Its trausamissib1il ity of a single subject was detemminedi on 2t0 occasions liver as ýpor(Od of
two weekst with no( morer than two measurements onl anyv one tiny. Thle sub'ject (A MAlO. weighing 611f kg) Wasl
exposed to 21 short periodts of sinuosoidal vibrastion at eatch of thet thirdl-octaveo crntrr frequenciest from'
I to 1IM Its.- Troansmissibility was determined as the'ratilo of heaid to oeat, r.m.s.* Arcolerat, ion level at
tracsmssb, itloey. at each frequettncy. al Figure 6 shows th m, ian and the 1th an olloetI, dercntlies of th
erach frequency. lst wash foudtatnormal. Fistrib6,tions coulde meia *ilto~ ito% 10th subects dsributison ofth
subjects', tritpasi ssIblitftooies, as t detrmined from tile 21 f III tte normal d isttribut ions.

When ra mssb iymese are averoged over it groul' of subljects thle average roap.',,se is somet imeii
a fairly smlooth. curve o ven though the responses o~f manyv of thlt suobjects are far from smoloth. When as
number- of meiasures ont a aittgt I di vid~ta I are, avoractitl t he peaks andt troughs asso,.i att With tilIhe hut iv idua I'5
response aire, not I osit. 11oe present stilljeccl for example shows elear resoonance, pteaks At about 2, !; anott12. '

Its tinerl l. pproximately. 80t. ofte asmi sail' Illtv measuorement a on timI is ol-ject were wi ithin abtout

2t ofsi hisl median t rantmois-ibi Iity. ,Ilight ,liffoeroen,. inl Istt lug posture may beo the principle causoe of
-this variabillitv.

4.1 FI'vfect of %itting I'osture

I t may be eaisily .'I'scryett that va i at ina in sit in; Iu~storrc .. ao .4 en great IV al1ter tile I ralgnsia,t asp' o
v ibrat It'll throughl lith, b,',t. tn Fieu~re 7 the meai ht a1-t olt'l al n by lOr itfin 041t over tile frequenc.y rangeg I to

orII with It I ..'Ie sob jet it seated to tIwit ext reme, poo'tture* arc- sht.wn. The poat urea are ex~treme' Iin that
the. upper ev Iin El gure 77 wats ,ie ermilled with suh'j ce t adjusitolug their s4iltolug popor to nrce II t It,
maximum Optinsa 6,11 At tilte hela~t. The lover , 'Orle o~spondla to thle mtinimumit oen-at ,ion of heafd v ibrat i,,n at
each t retlortcy . Trhe sul' j ccl a wIt.' sait on a hard1 flat eseal A id It'not *It ttinl nurt Iasn,uh Ic, sill it"g pea it it'N.
all'i thIe di fferettee l'c-twero thet two' ext rctte silt i g po.st ureat wa oft en ,l " 11apparet it, tin observer. ri
no'. thet di Itefrnce in tranaiss q11,11 itv Is osdca'e

in thle ait..ve ct'c1,rimnutt tile ea.t rem,' ttititanimi sll'ilit lea tot- tile' scat g,,tiua .nwas. del etmi,.i' Mt'n
thle t rafallaiI'i# ilily to'r a n,'rm.4t sliltlug, postilr V,14 oa.t et e.An rxpet imnwt wan I herot, t.'t-e ott.Inct ,'
wiIth a gr'pof I'l tacit aold as ,tort to 1 '1.y wi hich their t taasi' iyW.-s .titerit-iocd inl thler cc 1,''
tille., Vit ,lt itheyv,' w te Ieqniltet ito 4it in a '1'tmal.4 tpt iglt I'os'tllu' ttcxt they -tat itt a 'relta'ýr,tI stoltttC

at411 1 lual"V (vtirey Uve askred to' nit itt a *.-t ilt p'.'st ttt, .o Itt tis eapt't iml)tt it wasl thle 01 trtit io that tile
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subjects should maintain the same posture for all vibration frequencies. In the experiment mentioned above
the subjects were required to adopt the extreme postures appropriate for each frequency in turn.) Trans-
missibilities were determined as the ratio of head to seat r.m.s. acceleration at each of the 21 third-
octave frequencies from I to 100 HIz.

Figure 8 shows the mean transmissibilities determined in the three sitting positions for both groups
of subjects. Above about 6 Hz the stiff posture resulted in increased transmission of vibration to the
head, but below 6 Hz thi. posture reduced transmissibility. The relaxed postures resulted in slightly
lower transmissibilities than the normal postures above about 10 Hz but, although these two postures often
look different to an observer, they otherwise give similar mean transmissibilities.

The transmissibility of one subject (subject z weighing 80 kg) was determined with a swept sine vib-
ration input with the subject sitting in seven postures from slouched to erect. The sweep covered the
frequency range 100 Hz to 1 Hz in 100 seconds at a level of I :/s2 r.m.s. Transmissibility was determined
by computing the power spectra and cross spectrum of the seat and head acceleration measurements as des-
cribed in Section 5.7 below. Figure 9 shows, in a three-dimensional form, the effect of posture on the
modulus of this subject's transmissibility. The data is shown for a 1 Hz frequency resolution and from
1 to 50 Hz only. Figure 10 compares the modulus and phase of this subject's transmissibility in the two
extreme postures. Apart from the large increase in transmissibility at higher frequencies it can be seen
that the change to an erect posture has accentuated the resonance peak in the 15 to 25 Hz region.

4.4 Effect of Muscle Tension

While maintaining the same normal sitting posture the transmissibility of subject z was determined
with both normal and increased muscle tension. For the latter condition the subject tensed the muscles
of his arms, neck, shoulders, abdomen and legs as much as possible during the 100 second period of the
sine sweep.

It may be seen in Figure 11 that the effect of an extreme increase in muscle tension is not as great
as the effect of posture reported in Section 4.3. Increased tension slightly increased the seat-to-head
transmissibility over most of the frequency range. The greater effect is present from 5 to 10 Hz and
from 35 to 60 Hz. From about 15 to 55 Hz decreased tension also resulted in increased phase lag.

4.5 Effect of Head Position

The orientation of the head normally varies according to the desired line of sight of the eyes although
it will also change during a substantial body impact. Subject z was exposed to 100 second I m/s r.m.s.
vibration sweeps with his head at five angles: norms' (looking hozizontally ahead), approximately 25 degrees
and 50 degrees above horizontal, and 25 degrees and 50 degrees below horizontal. Apart from altering his
head position the subject sat in the normal relaxed posture. The head accelerometer was always orientated
in the vertical axis irrespective of the augle of the head.

It may be seen in Figure 12 that raising the head above the normal position increased transmissibility
at low frequencies. Lowering the head reduced transmissibility. The greatest effect occurred at about
16 Hz where, for example the level of head vibration increased by 800% between 50 degree down and 50 degree
up positions.

4.6 Effect of Foot Position

The position of the feet affects body posture and muscle tension as well as altering the area of con-
tact between the vibracion input and the body. Subject z was exposed to the standard 100 second I m/s

2

r.m.s. sine sweep with various positions of the stationary footrest. It was found that the orientation of
the lower leg from the normal vertical through to the horizontal (i.e. ahead of the subject at the same level
as the seat) had little influence on seat to head transmissibility. However, altering the footrest height
while keeping the lower leg vertical did affect transmissibility (see Figure 13). There was not a great
difference between no footrest (feet hanging) and the normal footrest height. Howevor, increasing the
height of the footrest so as to raise the thighs well above the level of the seat reduced transmissibility
in the frequency range from 6 to 9 Hz.

5. EFFECT OF METHOD OF DETERMING SEAT-TO-HEAD TRANSMISSIBILITY

5.1 Iniroduction

Apart from the effect of the variation between and within people on seat-to-head transmissibility, the
experimenter is also faced with the problem of how to measure transmissibility. There are three principal
problems (a) location of transducers on the head (b) choosing the input notion and (c) selecti-ag i method
of analysis. Some studies of the influence of the choice of motion and analysis method are presented in
the following sections.

The location of the transducers on the head has been the same throughout the experiments described in
this paper. This position can be important and, indeed, the difference in level recorded by two accelero-
meters as close as 100 mm apart has been used to measure the pitch motion o: the hiad (e.g. Griffin (41).
The measurement of high frequency head motion leads to the use of some form of bite-bar and, often, a loca-
tion for the transducers near to the mouth. It is not possible to predict the level at other parts ot the
head without kuowing the rotational head motions and the centres of rotation. Such data as exist imply
that the transmissibility will possibly not usually vary by more than about 25Z for head measurement
positions within 100 nm of that used in this study. (In many cases, particularly where visual performance
is concerned,rotational motion of the head is important because not only does it affect the measurement of
translational motion but it also causes eye movements via the vestibulo-ocular reflex. Predicting the
vertical translational motions of the head will sometimes be ot less importance than predicting Motions in
other directions.)
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5.2 Effect of Vibration Level

There have been various attempts to determine the degree to which the mechanical respontie ot the body
is non-linear, and varies either with the level of vibration or with conitant vibration level at various
steady state acceleration levels such as may be produced in a centrifuge. There are data which show
increased stiffness and an increase in the frequency ot principle resonance under increased sustained acceler-
ation (e.g. Vogt et at (W)) and Mertens (7)). Under normal gravity Griffin (4), for example, found reductions
in transmissibility with increares in vibration level At frequencies below 20 Hz. In both cases it shoaild

not be forgotten that the subjects were fully conscious and undoubtedly consciously moditici their responses
with the changing conditions. Under increased sustained acceleration subjects will deliberatly try to keep
their heads up and at higher levels of vibration subjects will tend to adopt potural chonges to reduce the
discomfort, or fear, they experience from the vibration. Comtaon interpretations of the available data
imply that the non-linearities in biological material may give rise to the observed non-linearities in woole-
body mechanical impedance and transmissibility data. However, considering lthe data from Sect ions I and 4

above it would seem likely that such non-linearities would often have less effect than the deliberate
actions of subjects.

Subject z was exposed to seven 100 second sine sweeps at 0.4, 0.8, 1.2. 1.6, 2.0, 2.4 and 2.8 m/s
2

r.m.s. The subject maintained the same normal posture for all motions - even though this proved most
uncomb•rtable in some conlitions. The results are shown in Figure 14 whete it can be seen that even with

a seven-fold change in vibration level the aubject's transmissibility barely changed. The pl.xse was also
unchanged by vibration level. It appears that any effect of vibration level may be insignificant compared
with the variability caused by inter- and intra-subject differences. (Note: greatest change in Fig.14 is 3O.)

5.3 Effect of Spectrum of Vibration Input

It appears that conscious adaptation to the more uncomfortable high vibration levels is the principle
cause of non-linearities. If transmissibility is determin-d with different input vibration spectra this
would be expected to result in different transfer functions as subjects adjust their posture to that which
is least uncomfortable for each spectrum. It is not clear, however, whether different transfer functions
will be obtained if subjects are asked to maintain the same posture for each spectrum.

Subject t was exposed to 100 second periods of three random vibration spectra - all with an accelera-
tion level of I m/s 2 

r.m.s. The spectra were (a) a nearly flat acceleration spectrum, (b) a predominantly
high frequency acceleration spectrum and (c) a predominantly low frequency accleration spectrum. The subject

attempted to sit in the same normal posture for all three spectra. Hit transmissibility was determined by
computing both power spectra and cross spectra of the seat and head acceleration as described in Section
5.7.

In Figure 15 the three seat-to-head tranamissibilities for the three input spectra are shown. Above
about 9 Hiz the differences due to the spectra are fairly small. Betweer 4 And 8 Hit the transmissibility
is inversely proportional to the amount of low frequency energy in the spectra. It appears that although
he attempted to keep the same posture for all three motions the subject unconsciously modified his posture
slightly to reduce the transmissibility for those motions which contributed most to his discomfort.

5.4 Effect of Sweep Rate for Swept Sine Inputs

The swept-soine method of determining transfer functions can be quick and convenient. For the t.easure-
mants reported earlier in this paper the sweep duration has been 100 seconds and the sweep rate 1 Hz/s-c.
If subjects adapt to the motion it may be expected that the transfer functions will depend on the sweep

rate.

Subject a was exposed to six 100 second periods of vibration consisting of sweeps of different dura-
tions: 100, 20, 10, 4. 2 and I second. The sweeps were repeated (after a I second pause) as often as
necessary throughout the lot second test period. The number of degrees of freedom was therefore the same
for the analysis of all motions (412 degrees of freedom with Ilit resolution). The seat-to-head trans-
-missibility is shown at a function of sweep rate in Figure 16. In general the effects are small. A decrease
in input energy at low frequencies with the shortest sweeps leads to values below • tit being unreliable.
Between about 4 and 8 Hz there is a lower traramissibility with the longer sweeps. As in the case of dif-
ferent random motion inputs (see Section 5.3) this may be due to the subject unconsciously modifying his
posture to reduce his transmissibility for these more uncomfortable motions. With high sweep rates it is
not possible to modify posture with sufficient speed.

5.5 Effect of Sweep Duration for Swept Sine Inputs

Experimenters using the swept sine technique usually select a sweep rate and analyse the data from a

single sweep. The consequence of increasing sweep rate is usually therefore a reduction in the d.urat ion of
the signals to be analysed. If the analysis resolution is held constant, reductions in dutation will result
in feter degrees of freedom in the analysis and lessi reliability in the transfer function which is determined.

Subject a was exposed to six sine sweeps of duration 100, 20, 10, 4•, 2 and I second. His seat-to-head
transmissibility was determined with a I Hz resolution for each sweep duration giving, for decreas.ing
sweep durations: 412, 8b, 42, 18, 10 and 4 degrees of freedom. These transfer functions are shown in
Figure 17.

Although the variability increases slightly with reducwd sweep duration it can be seen that the trants-
fer function is broadly similar for all sweep rates. In Figure 1N the transter functions for the 100 sec-

ond sweop and the 2 second sweep are compared. Also shown are the %th and the 4Sth percent rnt idence
limits. The man values show differences similar to those reported in the previous section where there was

a constant period of analysis. The most important difference is the increase in the contidence interv.l
with reduced analysis period. On the basis of the present results a I Hit resolution may be ,Obtalned t.ot a
I to 100 second swoep with a sweep rate of 10 111 per second. Shorter sweeps maV be posihle whete, as it
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the present case head motion is solely determined by the swept sine inputs. Short analysis periods will
not be acceptable with random or pseudo-random inputs.

5 6 Effect of Varying the Frequency Resolution

A frequen.-y resolution of I Hz has been employed in most of the studies with subject z reported in
this paper. Other data are reported in which transmissibility has only been measured at third-octave centre
frequencies (see Sections 3 and 4). For some purposes (e.g. investigating seating responce) a finer fre-
quency resolution would certainly be required. Increasing t'ie resolution requires more data to obtai i the
same reliability in the measured values. Decreasing the resolntion increaqes the reliability hut a course
resolution will not accurately describe the response where it is changing rapidly near a resonance 'requency.

Subject z was exposed to a single 100 second 1 m/s
2 

r.m.s. sine sweep while sitting in the ,ormal pos-
ture. His response to this sweep was analysed with six different frequency resolutions 0.125. 0.25, 0.5,
1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 Hz corresponding to 100, 100, 204, 214, 826 and 1654 degrees of fieedom respectively.

Above 12 Hz there was no consistent difference in the seat-to-head transmissibility determined with
any of the six frequency resolutions. Above 6 Hz there was no difference in response with the tive resolu-
tions from 0.125 to 2 liz. At about 4 liz the subject exhibited a resonance. The amplification at resonance
was less for the courser resolutions. The amplifications were approximately 1.05 at 4 Htz resolution, 1.2
at 2 Hz, 1.35 at 1 Hz, 1.45 at 0.5 Hz, 1.5 at 0.25 Hz and also at 0.125 Hz. Figur, 19 shows a comparison
of the transfer functions determined -ith 0.25 to 2.0 Hz resolutions and it can be seen that a peak at
2 Hz is also more clearly defined with the finer resolution.

One-third octave analysis cotresponds ipproximately, to the resolution of 4 Hz at 16 Hz, 2 Hz at 8 lIz,
I lHz at 4 liz and 0.5 Hz at 2 Hz. The results suggest that this will be as good ns the I l'z resolution above
4 Hz and somewhat better below 4 Hz. The precise determination of response at the principle resonance
requires a firer resolution.

5.7 Effect of Analysis Method

Response to a swept-sine input may be determined by three methods. The method used in most of the studies
reported here involves the computation of Css(f) (the power spectrum of the seat acceleration time history),
Chh(f) (the power spectrum of the head acceleration time history) and (;sh(f) (the cross spectrum of the seat
and head acceleration time history). The transfer finction II(f) is determined from: H(f) - Gsh(f)/Gss(f).
H(f) is a complex quantity giving both the modulnis and phase of the seat to head transmissibility. (In
general phase measurements have not been illustrated but an example will be found in Figure 10.)

Transmissibility may be determined from the square root of the division of (Ghh(fl by G;ss(f). This
does not require the computation of the cross spectrum, it does not yield phase data and it assumes that
all the energy at the head is due to energy of the same frequency on the seat. The values determined may
be the same or greater tian those determined using the cross-spectrum method.

A third method is to use the property of the sine sweep that predetermines the molment at which each
frequency is presented. From the start and end frequencies of the sweep and the sweep duration it is known
what frequency is present at any time during the sweep. For example, suppose a 100 second 1 Hz per second
sweep is used from D.C. to 100 Hz. If the r.m.s. seat and r.m.s. head acceleration are determined oier
each of the one hundred 1 second periods of the sweep the seat-to-head transmissibility may be determined
with aresolution of 1 Hz. This method does not yield phase data, it assumes that the motion at the head is
due to that currently presented at the seat and that both motions are undistorted sinusoids.

Subject ! was exposed to a 100 second I m/s 2 
r.m.s. and I Hz per second sine sweep from 100 lIz to D.C.

His transmissibility as determined by the above three methods using a digital computer are shown in Figure
20. It may be seen that above about 7 Hz the three methods give very similar values. The third (RMS) method
(the division of 1 second intervals on the head by corresponding intervals on the seat) appears to produce
the greatest difference. The first value with this method is at 2 Hz since it cowns from the average levels
between 1 Hz and 2 Hz. The peak occurs at 3 Hz rather than 4 Hz with the other two methods probably because
of a slight timing error between the sweep duration and computer acquire time. Thv increased level of
this peak may be caused by head motions occuring at the time of 3 Hz and 4 Hz vibration but not at these
frequencies. The good agreement between the cross spectrum method (CSD) and power spectrum (PSO) suggests
that this subject responded as a near-linear system. These results, although with only one subject, suggest
that any of the three methods may be used. However the RlS method -' susceptable to timing errors and
assumes the vibration levels on the seat and head are free from distortion. The comparison of the PSD
and CSD methods may be used as indicators of body behaviour.

5.8 Comparison of Discrete Sine, Sweep Sine and Random Input Methods

The discrete sine method, as used in some of the experiemnts reported in Section 3 and 4 of this paper,
assumes that the seat and head motions are undistorted and of the same frequency.In Figure 21 the transmis-
sibility of subject z obtained using this method at each one-thi:d octave from I to 100 Hz is compared with
that obtained with 100 second I m/s

2 
r.m.s. random (flat spectrum) and sweep sine inputs. The random and

sweep sine tranemissibilities were determined on a different day using the cross spectrum method.

It may be seen that there is general agreement bttween the results obtained by the three methods. At
the 4 Hz resonance the sweep gave the highest transmissibility and the discrete sinusoidal motions gave the
lowest transmissibility. The discrete frequency motions produced a peak at 2.5 Hz which might, in part, be
due to the harmonic distortion on the vibrator at this frequency. The difference between the random and
sweep motions are greatest in the range 16 to 40 Hz where transmissibility is greatest with the swept sine
motion. At 20 Hz the discrete sine transmissibility is almost double that determined from the random motion.
It is possible that these differences are solely due to postural changes. The results suggest that any of
the three methods is acceptable but further investigation to optimise their use may be desirable.

/



5.9 Effect of Seating Conditions and Seat Harness

All results previously reported in this paper have been determined with subjects seated on a hard flat
seat with no backrest or seat harness and a stationary footrest. The only area of contact between the body
and the source of vibration was around the ischial tuberosities and along the thighs. In practice the body
is often in contact with vibration at many other points (e.g. feet, hands, back, neck, head) and this may
alter the lavel of vibration at the head.

An experiment was conducted with 12 male subjects exposed to vertical (z-axis) sinusoidal vibration at
2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 50 Hz. They were required to sit in several positions in a hard replica of a Sea-King
helicopter seat. For each position their seat-to-head transmissibility was determined as the ratio of seat
and head r.m.s. acceleration at each of the above frequencies. In Figure 22 the mean transmissibilities
for the normal posture (as defined earlier: feet stationary; thighs horizontal; no back support or harness)
are compared with those for the subjects secured by a harness and leaning against the backrest but with no
foot vibration. It may be seen that the backrest and harness greatly change head vibration causing an
increase in transmissibility at 16, 32 and 50 Hz but a decrease at 2 Hz.

b. BIODYNA4IC MOIDELS

6.1 Introduction

This section considers the degree to which the transmissibility simple dynamic systems can approximate
to the transmissibility of individual subjects and groups of subjects. It is clear that the dynamic response
of the human body is determined by the complex interaction of many elements. The body is not a single mass,
single spring and single damper system and simple models of this type have very limited application. One
possible application is the provision of a simpie summary of the seat-to-head transmissibility of human
subjects. Transmissibility varies so greatly between and within subjects that for some purposes a more
complex model may not be necessary.

6.2 A One-degree-of-freedam Model of the Seat-to-head Transmissibility of Subject Groups

In Figure 4 the mean transmissibilities of 18 men were compared with those of 18 women. At each of
the third-octave cetre frequencies from I to 100 Hz the distributions of male transmissibility were fitted
with normal distributions. Figure 23 shows the median, 5th and 95th percentiles of these transmissibilities.
Also shown is the transmissibility curve for a system comprising asingle mass supported by a parallel spring
and damper. For the parameters of the single degree of freedom illustrated in the figure (i.e. a natural
frequency of 14 Hz and damping of 0.6 of criticas) agreement with the shape of the median transmissibilities
of the males may not appear very good. At 9 Hz, for example, the median transmissibility is about 0.75
compared to a 1.05 transmissibility for the model. It is possible to obtain a better fit to the data than
that illustrated here. However, it may be seen that even with this model the transmissibility falls within
the Sth and 95th percentiles of measured subject tranamissibilities throughout the I to 100 He frequency
range. So, for every vibration frequency, at least 5? of subjects (and usually more) have transmissibilities
greater than that of the model and at least 5Z have transmissibilities less than that of the model. In many
situations the inter- and intra-subject variability will be such that the difference between transmissibility
in the real environment and zhe laboratory environment will be greater than the difference between the median
transmissibility in the laboratory and that of a simple biodynamic model.

Obtaining an adequate fit between a model and the average response of a group of subjects does not
mean that the subjects have the same natural frequencies or damping as the model. This is certaioly not
true for the model shown here (see Figures I and 23) and is often not true for more complex models.

6.3 One-degree-of-freedom Models of the Seat-to-head Transmissibility of Individual Subjects

While the average transmissibility of a group is sometimes given by a relatively smooth curve the
response of individuals reflects their own resonance frequencies. When modelling the response of individuals
there is likely to be a greater need to employ models more complex than the one-degree-of-freedom model
used for group response.

The response of the single subject shown in Figure 6 and discussed in Section 4.2 suggests that s
three-degree-of-freedom model should be used. However, the subject's response varied by some degree during
the test and would have changed far more if pozture, foot position, seating etc. had been altered. In
Figure 24 the 5th and 95th percentiles of the subjects' response are compared with the response of the same
single-degree-of-freedom model used in Section 6.2 (i.e. natural frequency 14 Hz, damping 0.6 of critical).
It is not possible to fit such a curve between the 5th and 95th percentiles at all frequencies but for the
curve shown the difference between the median response of the subject and the model is only about 25Z below
30 Ht. Larger differences occur due to posture, head position, seating conditions etc. Referring to figure
I it is clear that another model would be required for other subjects.

7. CONCLUSIONS

It is often convenisnt to summarise the complex response ef the human body by suggesting that resonances
of the head, shoulder-girdle, abdomen, etc. occur at specific fr-quencies. Improved knowledge of such res-
onances and other aspects of biodynamic response could have practical benefits. However, the results
reported in this paper suggest that the transmissibility of the human body is highly variable and simple
statements of its rear ýne could be misleading. The table in Appendix I summnrises some of the principal
factors that have been found to affect the seat-to-head transmissibility of the body.

The data provided from the present and previous studies might be used in the evolution of a Standard
on the biodynamic response of the body. Such a Standard could consist of the definition of the damping and
natural frequency of a single-degree-of-freedom system as considered in Section 6.2 above. However the
mass, stiffness and damping of this model would not be representative of any definable part of the human
body. These parameters would merely be convenient numbers chosen to approximate by means of the appropriate



equation the average response of subjects. The equations would, however, appear to be a model of the body
with a certain mass, damping, stiffness and resonance frequency. The possible misinterpretation of such a
model may make it less attractive than an idealised response chosen to be either easy to describe (as in
ISO 2631 (8) for example) or convenient for the construction of a satisfactory electronic weighting with
the correct response.

An alternative approach to a biodynamic standard is to identify three or four degrees of freedom and
define the values of the masses, springs and dampers. The values of these parameters could each be defined
as a distribution making St possible to explore the response of selected extremes of the population. However
this requires more data than is currently available, multiple degree of freedom models become complex to
solve conveniently and simple models may not be any more accurate than an idealised response based on empiri-
cal data as described above. As mentioned in Section 1, very complex models are required to predict the site
of injury due to impact or vihration and since, at present, their sophisication restricts their use to a few
research laboratories there is little current need to standardise their characteristics.

Whatever approach to the standardisation of biodynamic response is adopted it is important that the
restrictions and assumptions implicit in any such Standard are clearly identified. If the effects of posture,
seat configuration, inter-subject variability etc. are not definedthe applicability of the Standard will
be greatly restricted. Conversely, if their effects are defined it may be necessary to restrict the applica-
tion of the Standard to particular &eating conditions, subject groups etc. Whether this is desirable depends
on the definition of the purpose of thp Standard and a consideration of whether publication of an agreed
approximation to existing data will be beneficial.
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Figure 1. Examples of the differonces in seat-to-head transmissibility that may be found between
individuals. (See Sections 3.1 and 3.4).
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Figure 2. Cumulative distributions of seat-to-head transmissibility for 4 Me vertical, 2-axis vibration.
(Points indicate measured data, lines represent fitted normal distribution.) (See Section 3.2).
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Figure 3. Cumulative distributions of nat-to-head transmissibility for 16 Hs vertical, s-axis vibration.
(Points indicate measured data, lines represent fitted normal distribution.) (See Section 1.2).
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Figure 4. Mean seat-to-head tranbmissibilities of Figure 5. Mean seat-to-head transmissibilities of

18 men and 18 women (See Section 3.3). 18 men and 12 boys (See Section 3.5).
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Figure 6. Median, 10th and 90th percentiles of the Figure 7. Effect of posture on the mean seat-to-head

seat-to-head transmissibility of a single transmissibility of 12 subjects. (Data from

subject (See Section 4.2). Griffin. 1975) (Soo Section 4.3).
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Figure 8. Effect of posture cn the mean stat-to-bead transmissibility of 18 men (above left) and 12 boys
(above right). "Normal upright posture" showin as asterisks; "stiff" amd "relaxed" posture* *a
continuous lines. (See Section 4.3).
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Figure 9. The seat-to-bead transmissibility from I to 50 Hz: of & single subject sitting in a postures
from slouched to erect. (Soe Section 4.3).
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Figure 10. Comparison of thý modulus and phase of the seat-to-head transfer function of a single subject
sitting in slouched and erect postures. (See Section 4.3).
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Figure 11. Comparison of the seat-to-head transmis- Figure 12. The "eat to head transmissibility from
sibility of a sei-le subject sitting in I to 50 Hz of a single subject sitting

tense and relaxed postures.(See Section with S bead positions (2S and 50 degrees
4.4). down, horizontal. and 25 and 50 degrees

above horizontal). (So. Section 4.5).
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Figure 13. The seat-to-head transmissibility from Figure 14. The seat-to-head transmissibility from
I to 50 Hz of a single subject sitting I to 50 Hz of a single subject exposed
with 5 foot hzights. (Highest position to 1 vibration levels (0.4, 0.8, 1.2,

with feet on the sane level as the seat, 1.6, 2.0, 2.4 and 2.8 m/s2 r.m.s.) (See
central position with horizontal thighs, Section 5.2).
lowest position with unsupported feet).
(See Section 4.6).
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Figure 15. Comparison of th. seat-to-head transMul- Figure 16. The seat-to-head transmissibility from

sibility from I to 50 Ix of a single sub- I to 50 Hz of a single subject exposed

ject exposed to three different spectra to 100 seconds of swept sine vibration

of random vibration. (A: low frequency; at 6 sweep rates (10 . 10., Th. ¶A and

5: flat spectrum; C: high frequency 1t0 Wzlsec). (See Section S.4).

spectrum). (See Section S.3).
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Figure 17. The seat-to-hend transmissibility from
I to 50 Hz of a single subject exposed to
single sine sweeps of 6 durations (100, 20,
10, 4, 2 and I second). (See Section 5.5).
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ligure 18. Comparilsn of the an seat-to-head transmissibility and 5th and 95th percent confidence Intervals
for sweps with durations (and computer acquisitions) of 100 seconds and 2 seconds. (See Section
5.5).
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Figure 19. Compariton of the seat-to-head transmit- Figure 20. Comparison of the teat-to-head transmissibil-
sibility of a single subject determined ity of a single subject determined by three
with 4 frequency resolutions (0.25, 0.5. antlysis procedures (from the cross spectra
1.0 and 2.0 Hz). (See Section 5.6) (CSD), Zivision of rower spectza (PSD) asd

divisions of r.m.s. vaises (RMS). (See
Section 5.7).
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figure 21. Comparison of the seat-to-heed trlansmis- figure 22. Comparison of the mi~an *sit-to-held trans-
sibility of & single subject detesrmined oissibil'ty of 11 subjoets• sittingl in &
with three types ,!• input motionz. random tiot'mtl Natuire (no hrn~ess or backrest)
vibration spee~run, swept *in* and dis- and sittingt with & harness and backrest.
crate sinusoi~al vibration. (So* Section 11.1).
(See Section 5.8).
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Figure 23. Median, Sih and 95th percentiles of the Figure 24. Median, 5th and 95th percentiles of the seat-
seat-to-head transmissibilities of 18 to-head transmissibility of one subject com-
mn compared with the response of a pared with response of a single degree-of-
single degre,-of-freedom system with freedom system with 14 Hz natural frequency
14 Hz natural frequ~ncy and damping 0.6 and damping 0.6 of critical. (See Section
of critical. (See Section 6.2). 6.3).
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APPENDIX ONE

SOURCES OF VARIABILITY IN THE SEAT-TO-HEAD
ifa2iSMISSIBILITY OF THE HUMAN BODY

INTRINSIC VARIABLES

INTER-SUBJECT VARIABILITY effects are large and frequency dependent (e.g. at 4 dz
about 20Z of transmissibility measurements fall outside
0.9 - 1.8 range). Subjects differ in the dominance and
frequency of their principal rtsonances.

Weight tendency towards lower seat-to-head transmissibilities
in heavier subjects.

Sex - men tend to have higher transmissibilities than women
from 1.25 - 5 Hz and lower transmissibilities than
women from 5 - 100 Hz.

Age - from 10 - 100 Hz the transmissibility of boys tends to
be lower than that of men.

INTRA-SUBJECT VARIABILITY - large effects of small changes in position and posture.
Repeatability in one posture may be 80% of measurements
within ± 20% of median.

Posture - potentially a very large source of variability. Posture
may change voluntarily or involuntarily and may often
be modified to reduce subjects' discomfort.

Muscle tension - iacreasing muscle tension tends to slightly increase
transmissibility.

Head position - affects transmissibility at low frequencies by large amounts.

Foot position - footrest height can affect transmissibility with high
footrests.

EXTRINSIC VARIABLES

Vibration fraqtiency - subjects exhibit 1, 2, 3 or more resonance peaks.
Without back support transmissibility is often in excess
of 1 below about 10 Hz and decreases above 20 Hz.

Vibration level - transmissibility may change with changes in vibration
level but this may be due to modifications in posture.

Vibration axis - vertical seat vibration causes motion in other axes at
the head; horizontal and rotational seat motions are
transmitted differently to the head - although not
studied here.

Vibration spectra etc. the spectrum of a random motion or the weep rate of a
swept-sine input might have small effects on transmis-
sibility - possibly due to postural changes in subjects.

Frequency resolution if the frequency resolution is more than 1 Ha or one-
third octave the amplification at resonance will be
underestimated; finer resolution is desirable.

Seat configuration seating conditioni can greatly alter seat-to-head
transmissibility by altering posture etc. and by pro-
viding a vioration input near to the head.

Analysis method transmissibility may be determined by several alterna-
methods (e.g. via computation of cross spectra and power
spectra, power spectra alone or only r.m.s. levels of
seat aid head acceleration at each frequency). The
method depends on the type and quality of the input
motion. The differences that exist between the results
of the alternative methods may aften be relatively amall
but sometimes useful and important.
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DISCUSSION

MR. A. JUNKER (USA)

You Indicated that even If you photographed the position of the subject, you are
not sure of the posture he is assuming. How did you control the various postures
the subjects were taling, to guarantee you had what you thought ;ou had?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

In the data I showed the cooperation of the subject-was heavily involved ir. T'e
experimentation. They had to understand what was required to produce this sort of
data. The group data obtained from naive subjects could not result in such system-
atic data. One can instruct the subject either by saying: "sit very upright"
or "sit very slush" and there is data of that type in the paper. Alternatively,
you can say: "change your posture until you feel the most vibration in some part
of the body," that again will give you the extremes and in the paper you will see
those extremes compared with what you will get if you just ask the subject to sit
on a vibrator in a normal relaxed position.

DR. G. ALLEN (UK)

As the next part of your work do you intend to make mathematical models for your work?

AUThOR'S REPLY

I think the model has to be related to the application. The application of much
of this work is concerned with visual performance and subjective response and the
answer in those areas is yes.
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1.1. 8 A

Several facets oe' the comprehensive biodynamic modeling program presented at the AGARD Aerospace
"M4edical Panel Meeting at Oslo, 197h, have been successfully completed and are reported here. The objec-
tives and approach (an ensemble of physical models of just-adequate complexity, with adjustable or ndap-
tive prazmeters'i are first reviewed.

The development of a variety of lumped parameter models to explain and codify the known data on low-
frequency vibration effects and to predict likely effects in new situations has been brought to a uset'ul
level., These are described with presentations of typical validation data:

a) BIODYN-78, a user-interactive computer program which is capable of modeling the biomechani-
cal properties of a variety of pilot/crewman posture and control situations in which active
neuromuscular systems are involved.

b) PIVIB, a user-instructed batch program (developed by others) for modeling effects of' vibra-
tion on tracking performance, and which requires information supplied by BIODYN-78 in its
use,

The relationship and applications of these and other related new models are discussed with respect to
their dovelopw.nt tatus 4ktA potentita apN1Aea0tios

Speciic reeommendatdons are made for more ret'ined rxpermental dnta% (eae,, satoittv ana aetern-
tions on various body locations and better postxural and dynamic mode shapes via clnematography, etc,) and
interface compatibility among various models,

This ir a progress report on recent work and achievements in measuring and modeling the effects of
low-frequency vibration (0.2-20 Ifz) on the performance (visual, tracking, etc.) of vehicular crewman.
Although the m-t.n research relates to pilots and operators of equipment in aircraft, there are examples
from high-speed saIps, and the resulting technology certainly applies to land vehicles.

Typical problems for which these models are being developed are shown in Fig. 1. Vibration effects
on performance usually occur at the operator interfaces with his environment, such as: the seating/
restraint system (and any isolation features such as cushions or springs). displays (whether or not they

EYE/ HEAD? HELMET, DYNAMICS:

s Analyze vibration interference with vision

# Blodynamic design of helmet-mounted displays
under high Gz and buffet

DISPLAYS:

\ Analyze display mounting, isolation,
"stabilization concepts

a Analyze effects of size, viewing distance,
orientation, etc.

___ .. CONTROLS/ MOTOR COORDINATION:
_. . . Analyze competing control configurations

le. g_, fly-by-wire vs. center stick) for
(a) effects of rough air excited bending

/' modes for large aircraft, or Wbl high g
7/ buffet for fighters

RESTRAINT! SEATING AND ISOLATION SYSTEMS: s Design vibration resistant controls

# Anal yze performance consequences of competingO
restraints and cushions OVERAL

* iVestqn new festraint and isolation systems s Optimize among various tradeoffs prior to
testing, also simulations to operational

* An,•lvze performance effects of various "ituallons
postural situations (i. e., supine seating)

a Predict pilot controllvehicle mothn inter-
* Ride quality implications on various tasks actions (eg., pilot induced oscillationst

and locations In aircraft

Figure I1 Problem Areas of' Interest
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move with the seat or cockpit)t controls (especially tracking control sticks or devices held and aimed by

the operator)- eye/head motions as they affect the perceived image motions (and effect of helmets and
helmet-mounted sights). Finally, there are the overall tradeoffs between better seating and restraints

versus better controls versus better displays (e.g., vibration-compensated displays, head-mounted dis-

plays, etc.). For such problems as these, one needs "uniformly valid first approximation" models, which

can capture the essential features of a variety of vibration interface problems in a computationally effi-

cient manner. That is the overall goal of this research.

A more detailed discussion of these problems and possible approaches toward solving them was pre-

sented at the Aerospace Medical Panel Specialist's on "Vibration and Combined Stresses in Advanced Sys-
tems." at Oslo, Norway, in April 1974 (Ref. 1). After reviewing the relevant definitions and measures of
task performance, behavior, stresses, and strains, that paper considered three approaches:

* A rey experimental investigation of all possible situations (which would never be even
partiall~y completed).

0 An ad hoe simulation of each problem as it arose (which gives relevant data for the case
at hand but cannot be extrapolated to new situations).

* A comprehensive, empirically based theory (which requires carefully coordinated cycles of
modeling, validation/refinement experiments, and the development of a user-oriented "cata-
log" of models and data that can be extrapolated to new situations even before a proper
ad hoe simulation can be developed).

The comprehensive theory approach was recommended in Ref. I for a number of reasons, given therein,
and the USAF Office of Scientific Research and Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory have sponsored the
majority of the program. This paper reports progress as of mid 1978, at which time the first really
usable, albeit embryonic, models are available.

S•oe ana Status

As noted above and discussed in Refs. 1-3, the basic approach is to use simplified physical models
with dynamic elements analogous to those of the body/limb/head/eye system and their interfaces with the
seat, display, and controls. The complete three-dimensional assemblage of bones, muscles, and organs,
plus the complex neuromuscular control system, is far too complex to model efficiently enough for prac-
tical solutions of the problems described, and such complexity is not really needed. Instead, only those
elements required for a likely class of problems, such as those of Fig. 1, are employed.

Most of this work to date has emphasized vertical and fore/aft vibration (e.g., Refs. 4-6), with
some work on lateral vibration (e.g., Refs. 2 and 7) and very limited work on combined vibrations (e.g.,
Ref. 8).

Figure 2 shows the fundamental model structure used for evaluating biodynamic interference with
visual and control tasks, adapted from Ref. 1. The main blocks delineate the "human operator," "con-
trolled element" (which is also the source of vibrations via the disturbance inputs), and "manipulated
object" (such as a book, aimed device, or simply a visually fixated external object. The main interfaces
at the display, seat, and controls are also shown. Within each major block are the main elements we have
modeled, e.g., seat-interface, body, huad, eyes, limb, etc. We will expand on these later.

The checks (,/) or question marks (?) beside each element denote the status of its math model. The
earlier (19711) status is shown dashed to reveal where progress has been made, There are few "?" left,
implying that the models are approaching a new level of maturity in which they are ready for more wide-
spread validation, "refinement, and application.

The selection of specific models from the available ensemble starts with Fig. 2, using its blocks to
define the task and its measures of performance; the controlled element with its dynamic elements includ-
ing structural modes, seat-response properties, and control excitation of vehicle motions; the forcing
functions (commands to be followed and disturbances to be suppressed or which produce vibration); the
interface properties such as display distances and sizes; control stick "feel" properties; etc. The
specification of all the dynamic elements of Fig. 2 is essential to any application and requires a fairly
complex model structure and an input-descriptor file containing several dozen parameters.

The next step is the calculation of the biodynamic "feedthrough" or transmissibility to the scat,
head, eyes, and image motions (for visual performance effects) and/or to limb and control stick (for
manual control performance). All of the models used here have special features to allow the redundant
and active neuromuscular forces due to body/limb coupling with the control sticks or arm rests to be
efficiently modeled. The manual control situation precludes the use of the! passivw "open chnin" anthropo-
morphic models now highly developed for crash research (e.g., Ref. 9).

The model and user's program we have been developing to compute these biomechanical transmissibili-
ties is called "BIODYN-78" (BIODYNamics, and the number denotes the model year), and its scope and role
are depicted on Fig. 3, which in an expansion of the center region of Fig. 2 (Ref. 10). Even for rela-
tively simple situations involving tracking a CRT display with a spring-restrained control stick, there

are numerous biodynamic elements in the causal chain, and dozens more parameters must be specified to

define the operator's size, posture, tenseness (neuromuscular gains), eye-to-display locations, etc. As
noted by the numbers in parentheses in Fig. 3, there are 5 seat/pelvis/interface parameters (such as

seat force gradient, damping, lower body effective mass, compliance and damping), 10 torso paramcters,
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21 neuromuscular (NM) items, 15 limb/stick interface or arm rest parameters, and 1h head/neck/shoulder
parameters. These are in the 1978 version, which computes limb/stick transmissibility or force impe-
dance as well as head-point-of-regard and translation, shoulder motions, etc., as illustrated in Fig. It.
Only the main body links are shown in Fig. 4a. The basic equations of motion are nonlinear in the pos-
tural and neuromuscular variables, but the equations are automatically trimmed about the average operat-
ing point and linearized equations are used to compute the vibration effects.

A first cut at a model for vibration-induced image motions has been made (Ref. 1 1) which takes as
inputs the head rotations and translations and accounts for the vestibulo-ocular reflex (which roughly
stabilizes the eye inertially up to about 6-8 Hz) and the fixation reflex (which car follow display image
motions up to about 1-2 Hz). It is denoted on Fig. 3 as "BIODYN-79" in anticipation of its inclusion in
the current BIODYN178 computer program, and is illustrated in Fig. 5. About 11, eye/head quantities are
specified along with five or six display interface parameters. (For details see Ref. 11.) We also plan
to include the additional effects of a helmet and helmet-mounted displays or sights in the 1979 version.

As the third step the computed vibration-induced motions of the head, stick, shoulder, and points of
regard (at the display) of the head and eye are used to determine the visual task performance decrements
via empirical relationships between these motions and perceptual or motor performance (e.g., detection
errors, tracking "indifference threshold," etc.). The connection between the net performance of various
tasks and the computed (or actual limb or head) motions remains the weakest link in the chain from vibra-
tion input to measured task performance.

Further systematic experiments of the type originally performed by Drazin (Ref. 12) and lately by
Benson and Barnes (Refs. 13 and 1I) need to be performed to provide a data base for this final link in
the visual performance chain.
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optimal control law algorithm whosc cost functional is adjusted (based on fitting empirical data) to pro-
wide the covarying parameter trends observed in experiments.

The optimal control model for tracking has been highly refined and applied to modeling performance
under various axes and types of vibration by Levison (e.g., Refs. 6-8) and has been put in a user-oriented
computer program as "PIVIB" (PIlot VIBration, Ref. 18), which in accordance with our dating scheme will
be designated herein as "PIVIB-77." As implied on Fig. 3, PIVIB-77 can use BIODYN-78 (or experimental
data, if available) to provide the various biomechanical transmissibilities required. The current PIVIB
has some oversimplified assumptions regarding the performance decrements due to head-point-of-regard motion
(e.g., it does not yet properly'account for vestibular or image tracking effects of the eye's control sys-
tem). Nevertheless, it does give a pood first approximation to performance changes for a wide range of
task variables (such as input spectra, stick scaling, vibration-induced blur threshold). As should be
expected from the discussion of Figs. 2 and 3, hundreds of parameters are required in the PIVIB input
files, because it has to cover all of the elements in Fig. 2.

We have shown that each of the four steps in assessing vibration effects on performance now has math
models of varying degrees of confidence and ease of use. The selection of individual models depends on
the axes of vibration and of manual control, the type of vibration, and the availability of purely empiri-
cal data (e.g., experimental frequency responses) or the need for prediction before the experiment or
design is frozen.

VALbW=IOS

The biomechanical model, BIODYN-78, and its antecedents have been progressively refined and validated
as experimental data of suitable format and quality became available. Typical fits of the body, limb, and
head-point-of-regard data are shown in Fig. lc from one of a series of experiments with quasi-random
vibration (i.e., the sum of five sinusoids of non-simple-harmonic ratios). Further details are given in
Ref. 3. The main point to note from Fig. hc is that one model (albeit complex) simultaneously fits all
of the several degrees of freedom measured. More experiments are needed with simultaneous measurements
at several well-defined body points, e.g., shoulder, sternum, head (2 places), and arm bones or joints,
along with the main seat input (e.g., via a 10 cm "ISO" disk with accelerometers between the butttocks and
seat). Since small differences between large accelerations are important, very high grade instrumenta-
tion and inputs are required.

Figure ltb shows another example, also described in Ref. 3, where wideband vehicle vertical motions
in the 0.5 to 9 Hz range (from the high-speed ship simulation program described at Oslo in Ref. 1) were
imposed on crewmen sitting in various degrees of postural relaxation (here relaxed, eyes closed). The
main point is that the multimodal character of the data is well matched by the model. One subject noted
that he "tilted his hips forward" (dashed line in Fig. 4b) to relieve some of the head bobbing; the model
correctly captures this effect.

The head/eye/control image motion model of Fig. ' is much less well validated, but it shows promise.
It relies on the fact that under most low-frequency vibrations the eye only moves a degree or two (not
enough to trigger visual saccades) and thereby permits a quasi-linear modeling.

At the bottom of Fig. 7 are some image motion predictions made for three types of display/head inter-
face: target alone moved (head fixed); target fixed (head and eye moved); and a head-mounted display
(image moving with the head). Notice the different bandwidths of image (error) motion, as mentioned ear-
lier - poor for target moved and good for head moved. More interestingly, the head-mounted display gives
rise to large image motion errors because the counterpitching tendency of the eyes works against a head-
mounted display. Vibration-induced decrements in digit reading accuracy as measured recently by Benson
and Barnes' experiments, are shown at the top of Fig. 7. The similarity of trends in computed Image

**.0 al MgaSued ftod~r&' jFfolawnice
so (Benson and, Barnes)

Percent 60 - 0- Taret AfM

Read \ \/ *•0 .,.-"..
Correctly 40- Hea Mone ip o Yw
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Figure 7. Computed lmane Motions and Digit Reading lerformance
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motion and measured accuracy suggests some validation for assuming that visual performince can be related
to image motion, Again, much more experimentation is needed, and we recommend that eye motion be measured
in as many cases as feasible,

The overall ability of the complex PIVIB-77 model structure and algorithms to model manual control
performance is demonstrated in Fig. 8, which includes overall error scores (top) and control actions
(bottom) from three different experiments performed at the USAF Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory.
A couple of general points are illustrated by Fig. 8:

@ The PIVIB model (after adjustment of its algorithms) was able to fit all three experiments
fairly well without further changes, both for error and control action.

0 The effects of vibration versus static on task error are generally not very large and are
often within the range of individual subjects. Adversely sensitive control stick gains or
postures can greatly increase the vibration effects, especially on the rms control activity,
as shown.

* Big effects occur due to input scaling, stick and display scaling, etc. These effects are
currently modeled by PIV13.

PIVIB is not computationally very efficient, because It Incorporates optimum Kalman filter subrou-
tines which require the solution of Riccati equations. However, it has been put in usable form with a
user's guide, and it is ready to be tested and further refined.

0o Experimental Results
.0 I0 Model (PIVIB-77)

1.5 L I_ -

:9, 1.o-

Static Vibration Static Vibration Static Vibration

BBN Rept No,3343 AMRLTR 74-127 AMRL TR 77-71

Figure 8. Vibration Effects on Tracking Performance
Measures vs. PIVI3 Nodel (From Ref. 8)

fMICTIONS

An objective of these models is to permit prediction of problem areas or solutions before actual
simulation data are available. One such prediction of BIOPYN-7' is shown in Fig. 9, which compares the
head-line-of-sight transmissibility (which the eyes have to compensate for) for a standard 15 deg tilt-
back righter aircraft seat with an advanced 61 deg tilt-back seat designed for High Acceleration Cockpits
(HAC) (for detalls see Ref. 5). An order of magnitude increased sensitivity to vibration-induced head
bobbing is predicted If the head or neck is not supported (as assutmed here t . Vibration experiments on
such conf'iguratlons seem warranted, with comprehensive measurements of seat and tomro motion, head and
limb mot Ions, and tracking and visual ideit ification task performance.

Other predictions have been made as to the influence of an amrn rest on vibration feedthrough (depends
on the percentage of arm weight carried by the rest and on the limb angles involved) and on the effects of
various post ures.

The usefulness of such models for this sort of prediction, pa-trameter-tradeoff study depends on how
conventient Is its access and hlow easy it is to modifty the parameters. BIODYN- 78 has been designed for
user-mnt eractive operat ions on thae Tyamhare. Inc., timeshared computer network, and It could eventually
be accessed by anyone with a simple t-eletype terminal with telephone coupler to Tymshare (not yet avail-
able, howevert. Among the advtuitages are the very convenlent, well documented, and powerftul Editor and
vxecut lve modes for Tymshare, which mnke it easy to change the v'u'xinbles, select new Inputs or outputs,
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Figure 9. Use of Model for Problem Prediction
(Increased Head Motions in High-G Seats)

and store and plot the results on a simple terminal. We hope that this scheme can be made more available
for general use and we encourage others to do the same. PIVIB is a batch-oriented program presently
available on the WPAFB CDC-6600 computer for USAF projects only.

PROBEMS

Neither BIODYN-78 nor PIVIB-77 are complete programs, and numerous gaps and weak areas exist which
need attention. Some of these are as follows:

1) BIODYN-78 needs to be extended to incorporate the lateral model previously derived in
Ref. 2, the head-eye model of Ref. 11. and helmets and helmet-mounted displays and active
neuromuscular control of the head/neck system.

2) PIVIB-77 needs better interface models with respect to image motion effects, free stick
effects, as well as a more convenient interactive mode of operation (in addition to the
efficient batch mode).

3) The links between head, hand, and eye motions and visual perception effects need to be
forged on a sound scientific basis. The theory should be used to guide the experimental
plans and measurements.

h) The validity of the neck-head-vestibular-eye system needs to be extended to very low fre-
quencies (below 0.5 Hz) where some anomalies have consistently shown up (e g . see Fig. 4b).
Eye movement data are essential here, and postural controls must be imposed.

5) More users have to try to apply these models to their data. One ideal candidate is Row-
lands' extensive compilation of seat to head and shoulder transmissibilities under a wide
variety of postures (Ref. 19). The main obstacle here is the lack of documented postural
information (eg., two-view photos) or of vibrational "mode shapes" at the salient peaks
and dips of each frequency response (e.g., via high-speed cinematography). Please docu-
ment your postures and dimensions for each subject!

6) The movement of the eyes under vibration is very difficult to measure, because nothing of
any mass can be attached to the face (electro-oculograms are no good when facial tissues
jiggle around) and the motions are very small. The TV scanning oculometer such as Honey-
well's would seem ideal, but its effective sampling lag is excessive for vibration work.



STo illustrate one 0f the more challenging problems, consider Fig, •0, which comp•re• tr•cM n• scor(•s
(actually "critical instability" levels, •c, to which tracking performance Is strongly correlated, see
Ref. 20) for a number of naval crewmen for the st•tlc case versus wideband ship motion condlt.•ons genrrat-
Lug severe kinetosls (tootles slckness) In each subject (all shown are those which .barred the n•)tlon con-
dition sooner or later and the degree of klnetosls Is shown bythe numbers by e•eh symbol). The results

show that:

@ When reasonably motivated (as here), t•ical crews will retain •bout 80 perce):t of their

static performance even when fcellng quite queasy,

• Am klnetos!s proceeds to frank nausea, the tracking performance suddenly deteriorates.

• The performance decrements from klnetosis iie within'the range of performance of different

individuals.

Modeling the highly nonlinear progress of kinetosls (enhanced by low-frequency vibration in the 0.2-0.t• Hz
region) and performance thereunder stands am a key challenge for the next AG/C4D AMP Specialist's •eting
on Vibration Effects.

Subscripts denote kinetosis ,ati.Q at time- 1

I * none, 2 • stomach awareness. 4, moderate nauseaI
5" severe nausea, 6 • vomitin9 • , j

St•,f Ns i.*'I

,)- / .
U ?•..._• I I

(3", 3 4 5
SAveroge Static Score Motion Dote,

•'cs (•,od/sect

Figure 10. Tracking Performsnce Decrement
• During Severe Kinetosis
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DISCUSSION

-DR. 0. ALLEN (USA)

As I understand it you included a vestibular-ocular reflex as a sort of active cor-
rection for eye motion. Did you also include any active components for your body

-motion; e.g., limbs, below 2 Hertz?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

Yes, the limb control is an active loop, which can be used to correct. We do not
..have - and should have - an active system for the head and neck and that is some-
thing that should be added.
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THE APPLICATION OF CONTROL THEORY TO THE INVESTIGATION

OF ROL t :CTIaN FFECTS ON HUMAN OeERATOR PERFORMWE

A. M. Junker, W. H. tevison*

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433

and

*Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc

50 .Aorlton Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

Abstract

The application of manual control theory to the investigation of the effects of motion cues on pilot
control behavior is presented. Experiments and modeling approaches which have led to the development
of a predictive motion sensitive optimal-control pilot-vehicle model for roll axis motion cues are
described. The way in which human operators make use of disturbance and comanded motion cues are also
deliniated.

1. Introduction

Emphasis on expanding the use of ground based simulators has caused the Air Force to take a more
critical look at the usefulness of moving base simulators. This has resulted in the realization that
the technology necessary to specify adequately motion cue requirements is not available and that the
effects of motion cues on pilot control behavior, as presently available on moving base simulators, are
not clearly understood at this time.

At the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AMRL) we believe that some of these deficiencies can
best be minimized through the application of Manual Control technology. By making use of a predictive
pilot model which is sensitive to motion environaents, the effects of simulator motion on the pilot can
be mathematically described. Having a quantitative measure of the motion cue effects, better design
schemes can be implemented.

Considerable research has been performed in the ares of manual control and a broad foundation has
been built upon which we can now develop the needed technology. As stated in reference (18) there are
two basic types of pilot models available; describi ig function models and state space mode!s. The first
type, which is formulated in the frequency domain, originated with classical control theory (19). The
second type of pilnt model, which is formulated in the time domain, was developed from modern control
and estimation theory f9).

When we began our research program to include the effects of motion environments in a predictive
pilot model neither modeling approach could account for motion cues adequately. Although a number of
experimental studies have been conducted to determine the effects of motion cues on pilot response
behavior (1-5), s generalized model has not been developed and tested. Rather, the conclusions reached
in these studies have been restricted to the context of the experiments yielding the data.

Perhaps the most comprehensive study of the effects of motion cues on tracking performance was
conducted by Shirley (3). He explored overall system performance and pilot response behavior in a
series of tasks that include a wide range of vehicle dynamics Most of his results conformed to the fol-
lowing zet of rules; the human operator uses motion to generate additional lead at high frequencies,
greatest percentage reduction in RMS error scores with motion is achieved for systems that respond to

inputs above 3 rad/sec, and motion is used to greatest advantage in marginally stable systems.
Stapleford et al. (2) also found that high-frequency phase lag decreased and gain crossover frequency
increased when motion cues were prcsent; furthermore, these effects generally decreased as the vehicle
dynamics increased in difficulty. In contradiction to Shirley, however, they found that, on the average,
the effects of motion cues on error score increased for increasing vehicle difficulty. In addition,
other than the pitch axis motion experiment performed by van Gool and Mooij (5). the work done in this
area has principally been for compensatory systems with the motion cues resulting from vehicle distur-
bance inputs. At AMRL we were also interested in quantifying the effects of motion cues on pilot control
behavior for situation in which the motion cues resulted from pilot control inputs due to target
following as encountered in sir-to-air combat situations.

To investigate the effects of motion cues on pilot control behavior we built a simple closed loop
moving base simulator. We chose motion about the roll axis because roll control as an inner loop is
essential in flying an airplane and pilots normally experience the largest velocities and accelerations
about this axis. The Roll Axis Tracking Simulator (RATS) was developed initially so that target follow-
ing motion experiments could be performed. A series of experiments were run to determine if the presence
of motion cues would affect tracking performance, and if so how would the motion cues modify pilot con-

trol behavior (6,?). From these experiments we found that motion cues could have both a positive and
negative effect on tracking performance depending on the vehicle dynamics being controlled and the type
of motion cues provided. At this time we also realized that because the effect of motion simulation on

tracking performance is highly dependent on the details of the tracking task, generalization of the type

reviewed above (1-5) and our experiments could not be reliably extended beyond situations similar to

those studied experimentally. An alternative philosophy has been suggested and partially explored:

Namely, to account for the pilot's use of motion cues by including additional sensory feedback paths

in a pilot model (1). Given a model structure that allows one to predict the influence of these feed-
backs on pilot response as a function of task parameters, one say then extend experimental results to

a vari-y of control situations. At the time, the optimal-control pilot-vehicle model as developed by
Bolt Beranek and Newman (BEN) (8-11) seemed to possess this structure. Therefore we provided data to

BEN to explore the model's capability of accounting for the effects of motion cues on pilot control

behavior by including additional sensory feedback paths in the model. The results of this effort (12)
ware hihlv successful.
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"At this same time we wanted to investigate the possibility of providing the equivalent of motion cue
information to the pilot through means of a peripheral display system. We hod subjects track statically
on the RATS with vehicle roll rate driving the peripheral display. Analysis of the tracking data indi-
cated that it was possible to achieve similar performance improvements with the peripheral display as
with motion cues (7).

From our modeling efforts we had a pilot-model which could account for the effects of motion cues
resulting from commanded inputs due to target following on the RATS. Since this was a predictive pilot
model which had accounted for motion effects by additional sensory feedback loops, it was hoped that the
model could also be used to account for motion cues resulting from vehicle disturbances and for different
vehicle dynamics. To test this and to extend our data base of motion related human tracking, we developed
a multi-axis tracking simulator (MATS) and performed disturbance tracking as well as target tracking
experiments on this simulator. Prior to performing the experiment we used the pilot-vehicle model as an
aid in the experimental design and to predict the experimental results (13). Experimental data was then
collected and further adjustments were made to the pilot model (14). The results of this effort were
highly successful yielding a predlctive pilot-vehicle model sensitive to the presence of motion cues.

The above isaa brief sketch of our research program which has led to a better understanding of the
- way in which man uses motion cues to aid his performance and to the development of a predictive motion

"sensitive pilot-vehicle model. In the remainder of this paper we.will describe in some detail the exper-
iments and modeling efforts which have enabled us to reach this point.

2. Experiment No. 1
SThis experiment was designed and performed for two reasons: first, to provide a data base of human

operator tracking, with the presence of motion cues, for the situation in which motion had a positive
affect on tracking performance and second, to understand the effects,of linear and angular acceleration
motion cues on tracking behavior.

-While tracking in a moving base simulator that has roll motion, the human controller is exposed to
both angular acceleration or velocity information and linear acceleration information of the simulator
he is controlling. For modeling purposes it is desirable to understand the effects of the two types of
motion separately. Due to changing alignment of the gravity vector while tracking in the RATS a human
controller is provided with continuous information about his orientation relative to the vertical
through proprioceptor cues and vestibular otolith stimulation. This alters the visual compensatory
tracking task to one of a pursuit type task resulting in a possible improvement in performance. But a
multiloop modeling approach to previous RATS data (15) suggested that the angular acceleration component
-was the principal source of information used for tracking performance improvement. Stapleford ct al.
(2)*also concluded that the improvement in performance is primarily due to angular rate feedback via the
semicircular canals. The desire to better clarify this situation by measuring the effects of each type
of motion separately led us to devise an experiment in which the equivalent of angular velocity cues
was provided to the human controller without the presence of linear acceleration information. This was
accomplished through the use of a peripheral visual display. The impetus for using this technique came
from the work of Ener (16).

. For this experiment we used the RATS which consists of a roll axis drive system, seat, visual dis-
play and side mounted force stick for motion control. The rotating system dynamics were identified and
simulated on a hybrid computer; A generalized block diagram of the resulting system is shown in Fig. I.
For this experiment DISTURBANCE was set to zero. The simulator could be operated in two modes: motion
and static. In the motion mode the force stick output went to the plant dynamics as a velocity command.
In this mode, the inputs to the human operator were motion cues and visual display.

WTft~ 4 IUIU CbISA

NOTA1~ W00

Fig. I. Block Diagram of Target and Disturbance Tracking
Tasks.

For the static mode, the stick output drove only the simulated plant dynamics. The plant dynamics
given in Eq. (1) were used because we knew from previous work (6) that motion cues would have a benefi-
cial effect on performance for these dynamics.

42
PLANT DYNAMICS 2 (1)

(s+O.5) (5+6)

The task was to follow another aircraft in the roll axis. The target aircraft was driven by a
second order noise process, consisting of 12 sine waves, with break point at 0.5 rad/sec and an RMS roll
angle of 406. The method used to select the 12 frequencies and amplitudes and generate the target sig-
nal was taken from Levison (17).

The RATS was run in the static mode for thlat portion of the study in which the peripheral display
was used. The peripheral display was presented to the human controller on two 21-inch television moni-
tors placed on opposite qides of the RATS (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Placement of Peripheral and tCentral
Displays.

The central display used for all three conditions (static, with motion or with peripheral display)

is shown in Fig. 3. The target aircraft, represented by the solid lines, rotated about the x-axis. Thus

the visual tracking task was to null out the difference between the target and the controlled vehicle

represented by the dashed line.

Fig. 3. Central (Foveal) Display.

The peripheral display presented plant roll rate information in the form of vertical movement of
alternating black and white horizontal lines. The voltaug representing plant roll rate was scaled and
connected to the peripheral display circuitry. The circuitry was connected such that the displays of the

two sets moved in opposite directions. Therefore a static plant roll rate signal resulted in horizontal

line movement equal in magnitude and direction of the linear velocity stationary objects located in the
position of the periphý.ral displays would appear to have if the RATS were to actually rotate.

Four subjects were used in the experiment. Each subject performed four tracking runs per day.

The duration of each ruz. was 165 sec and the order of runs (one for each experimental condition), was

randomized. RNS et-ror scores were computed after each run. Once the error scores indicated that the

subject had "learned" the tracking task for a given experimental condition, time historics were recorded
for subsequent use in anlyzing subject control strategy. The sampled data recorded was converted to

desired performance measures using a frequency analysis digital computer program modeled after one written
by Levison (17).

RESULTS
The results of this experiment which are highlighted below are presented in greater detail in

ref. (7). The daily tracking scores for each subject for each experimental condition were combined to

yield group means and standard deviations. The results of the ltst four days of tracking (after asymp-

totic levels were reached) are plotted in Fig. 4. As was expected a significant improvement in perfor-

mance with motion cues was measured. In addition the scores signify that nearly identical improvements

were achieved with the peripheral display.

Jsa" i --
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FIg. 4. Combined Error Scores, Last Four Days.



To see how subject performance was improved, describing functions were computed and evaluated.
Group averaged subject describing function means for the motion, peripheral and static conditions have

-been plotted in Fig. 5. The significant effects are improvements in low frequency phase lend with motion.
This same trend was measured for the peripheral display condition as well.

STTI
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Fig. 5. Combined Nan Describing Functions.

From these results we conclude that the peripheral display information has the same effect on the luman
operator control strategy as motion cues: namely, that he uses this plant rate information to improve
his low frequency phase lead capabilities. It should also be added that the describing function phase
values do indicate a greater phase lead improvement for the motion case over the peripheral case. This
suggests that either the motion is a stronger stimulus than the peripheral display or that the linear
acceleration component of the motion plays a role, though minor, in improving performance.

3. Modeling Effort No. I
The frequency analysis results for both the static and motion conditions from experiment No. I were

supplied to BBN for model matching using the optimal-control pilot-vehicle model. The results of this
effort are reported in great detail in reference (12). A few of the principal results of the BR.4 effort
are summarized below.

The significant effect of motion cues for target following is to improve low-frequency phase lead.
Without motion cues present the human operator describing function exhibits what has been called low-
frequency "phase droop." Therefore. the first thing done to the optimal-control model was to modify it
to account for this phase droop. This was accomplished by modifying It to allow a different treatment of
motor related pilot "noise." Specifically, the concept of "pseudo motor nise" was implewnted to pro-
vide a model parameter related more directly to uncertainties about the control system as well as uncer-
tainties about the pilot's control input. In addition, changes were made so that noise was Injected on
control rate as suggested in a previous study (10).

The focus of the modeling effort was to represent the effects of motion primarily by appropriate
definition of the sensory variable assumed to he available to the pilot. Thus, static-mode tracking was
modeled with a two-element "display" vector consisting of tracking error and error rate. In the case of
motion tracking, the display vector was augmented to include quantities that would be provided by the
pilot's motion-sensing capabilities; specifically, plant position (i.e.. roll angle), plant rate, and
plant accel. ration.

With the optimal-control model modified, the data from experiment No. I was used to identify the
model parameters. An iteratixe :,rocedire was followed to arrive at a set of pilot-related parameter
values that would explain the maximum amount of data with the minimum variation in parameters.
RESULTS

Comparisons of model and experimental frequency-response curve-es are provided in Fig. 6. In general.
model response curves closely match experimental measures. Most importantly, the mjior effects of mot ion
cues--the increase in low-frequency phase lead at low-frequencies--are mimicked by the model, as is the
consistency of the midband frequencies between static and notion conditions.

4. Experiment No. 2
Since the optimal-control pilot-vehicle model has predictive capabilities, the next step was to

ascertain how well it could predict pilot performance under different experimental conditions. A Multi-
Axis Tracking Simulator (MATS) was used as the controlled vehicle for this experiment. Only the rmll
axis motion capabilities of the MATS were used. The simulator consisted of a single seat cockpit with a
television monitor display and side-mounted force stick for vehicle control. The display of Fig. 3 was
used. The roll axis system dynamics were identified and simulated on a hybrid computer. To test the
capabilities of the optimal-control pilot-vehicle model and be able to compare our results with other
motion cue experiments, we investigated the effects of two types of motidn cues in this experiment. The
first was target following as in experiment no. I. The other was for motion cues resulting from the con-
trolled vehicle being driven by disturbances. Both conditions were investigated with and without motion,
making a total of four experimental conditions. The block diagram in Fig. I shows all conditions. For
target following the disturbance input 0 ISTVll1lANCE ) was net Io zero and for the disturbance condit ion
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From the collected data various system parameter values were computed and averaged together across
days and subjects. The experimental values include the mean and standard deviation resulting from averaging

.together the six subjects' results. Shown in Fig. 7 is a graphical comparison of predicted and experimental
results for total cost (PERFORMANCE SCORE) and pilot input (RMS CONTROL FORCE). Experimental conditions are
indicated on the abscissa of each graph; C indicates the Command (target following) condition, D indicates
the Disturbance condition, M is for Motion and S for Static. These results indicate that the model could
predict performance results quite accurately. The same trends were observed for other system parameters as
reported in reference (13).

200

to to

C! C • IS V'V V/S CfW CIS DIM D-S

EXP. COtDTION EXP. CONDITION

Fig. 7. Comparison Between Model Predictions and Experimental
Results for Performance and Control Force.

As stated earlier the motion sensitive aspects of the model were developed for experimental conditions
different from those investigated in this experiment and a different simulator with narrower bandwidth
vehicle dynamics; experiment No. I. These facts further emphasize the usefuleness of the predictive capa-
bilities of the model.

From the time history data frequency-response measures were computed. The results of the six subjects
were averaged together. The average frequency-response measures presented in Fig. 9 show that motion-cue
effects were qualitatively different for the two tasks. The two measures shown in the figure are amplitude
ratio (i.e. pilot gain) and pilot phase shift.
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'The major influence of the motion cues in the target task was to induce a substantial phase lead at low
frequencies. In the disturbance task, however, motion cues allowed the subjects to convert a high-
frequency phase lag into a substantial phase lead and to increase amplitude ratio at low and mid
frequencies. The effects of motion cues observed in the disturbance-regulation task agree with the
effects reported by other researchers (2,3) who found that moving-base simulation allowed the pilot to
reduce high frequency phase lag and to increase gain-crossover frequency and thereby, in many cases, lower
his error score. The data from this experiment is analyzed in greater detail in reference (14).

5. Modeling Effort No. 2
Data resulting from experiment No. 2 was used to make further refinements to the motion sensitive

optimal-control pilot-vehicle model. The results of this modeling effort are reported in great detail in
reference (W4). The revised optimal-control pilot-vehicle model developed in a preceding phase of this
study was applied to the results of the experiment described above.

The treatment of motion cues was similar to that of the preceding modeling effort in that presence
or absence of motion cues was represented by an appropriate definition of the sensory variable assumed to
be available to the pilot. A three-element "display vector" consisting of tracking error, error rate, and
(in one instance) error acceleration was used to model static-mode tracking. To model pilot response in
moving-base tasks, we simply expanded this display vector to include position,rate, acceleration, and
acceleration-rate of the vehicle; no other model parameters were changed to account for motion-static
differences.

The scheme for identifying model parameters was similar to that described in (12). Parameter values
were sought that would simultaneously provide a good match to performance scores, describing function, and
remnant ratio. As in the preceding modeling effort, the primary goal of model analysis was to determine
a straightforward and reliable procedure for predicting the effects of motion cues in a variety of control
tasks. Therefore, we attempted to account for performance on all four tasks with the fewest variation in
parameter values. Variations were made in only those parameters that could reasonably be expected to
relate to the kind'and quality of information provided to the pilot. Attentional parameters were the
only model parameters that were varied across experimental conditions; all other parameter values were
held fixed. The results of this modeling effort are shown in Fig. 8. Model outputs agreed quite well
with experimental frequency-response measures, and major trends in the data were predicted. Specifically,
inclusion of motion-related sensory information caused the model to predict an increase in low-frequency
phase shift for the target task. For the disturbance task, the model correctly predicted large increases
in low-frequency gain and high-frequency phase lead.

It is worthwhile to re-emphasize that the effects of motion cues have been accounted for solely by
changes in model parameters related to the information availability and quality; other parameters have
been kept fixed for the four experimental conditions.

6. Conclusions
Some of the conclusions that can be made as a result of the experiments and modeling effects performed

in this research effort are suumarized below.
The effects of motion cues on task performance and pilot response behavior are strongly dependent on

the structure of the tracking task. The major effect of motion cues in a target-following task is to
allow the pilot to generate low-frequency phase lead; in a disturbance-regulation task, the main effects
are more phase lead (alternatively, less phase lag) at high frequencies accompanied by an increase in
gain-crossover frequency.

Furthermore, in a target following or commanded motion condition the motion cues present will not
have a significant impact on performance unless the vehicle being controlled is unstable or of high order.
On the other hand the presence of disturbance type motion cues appear to have a significant effect on
performance even for simply controlled or low order vehicle dynamics because of the alerting nature of
the cues.

Because of the strong interaction between motion-cue effects and task structure, a pilot-vehicle
model is required to extrapolate the results from one task to the next.

The "optimal-control" model for pilot-vehicle systems provides a task-independent framework for
accounting for the pilot's use of motion cues. Specifically, the availability of motion cues is modeled
by augmenting the set of assumed perceptual variables to include position, rate, acceleration, and
acceleration rate of the moving vehicle.

As a result of our modeling effort we now have a-predictive motion sensitive pilot-vehicle model
for the roll axis. We are presently making use of this model and the knowledge gained from our experiments
and others to investigate such things as visual-motion cue mismatch and motion simulator washout drive
algorithms. By utilizing a manual control technological approach we plan to quantify the above effects
on pilot control behavior and correlate the control behavior with subjective responses.
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DISCUSSION

DR. H..JEX (USA)
How does the finding that the tilt cue was important in your experiments relate to

the flight situation? Would those same cues be present in the flight case?

SAUTHOR'S REPLY

:ýAs it turns out, this is why we wanted to explore this effect. When you are fly-
Ing an aircraft and you bank, you don't feel yourself tilting, so I would say it
is a false cue effect due to ground based simulation. It is a cue that we have
to remove as far as physically sensing it.
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